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ABSTRACT
This document describes a study in which an effort was made to design,
develop, obtain support for, and implement a DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY
RESEARlL, SERVICE AND ACTION in Black colleges. The major objective
of this study is to assist the Black college in becoming more directly concerned
with improving the quality of life of residents of surrounding communities.
The dissertation is divided into five chapters. An introduction offers some
personal insights into the general problem of racism in relation to a concern
for meaningful social uplift and reform. Chapter One presents the overview,
scope, and methodology, as well as a discussion of how "white researchers"
are unqualified in dealing with Black institutions. The chapter points to the
classic works of W. E. B. DuBois and indicates the research of several
different types of questionnaires, personal interviews, numerous on
2site visits, "photographic frames, " etc. - the DuBois "sociology. "
Chapter Two is concerned with the Black community in general, and
utilizes the literature in a historical perspective to present evidence of the
chronic neglect and hostility directed towards Black residents in the community.
These descriptions of conditions in the Black community are intended to offer
support for establishing a Department of Community in Black colleges.
Chapter Three analyzes the plight and promise of the Black college
and entails an examination of the many paradoxes and compromises which
characterize these institutions today. An attempt is made to determine the
status of the Black college in the light of the existing forces and influences
operating upon it. The document then suggests that Black colleges must some-
how reorient and channel their efforts to become more directly concerned with
the crises in their surrounding neighborhoods.
The fourth chapter presents the Department of Community as an action
oriented, multidisciplinary division of the Black college; along with descriptions
of the operations of a typical Department of Community, the duties of its staff,
a time schedule of operations, a family task project, tentative training
sessions, a S3^stem of evaluation and a complete model depicting the essential
features of the initial department.
The final chapter is essentially this writer's analysis after one year
on site at a Black college. It offers some concluding remarks and suggests
that the Department of Community is a necessity if the Black college is to meet
more effectively the problems of its community. The Appendix is an assortment
of comparative tables, charts and statistical comparisons shedding more light
on the inequities in Black college communities. The author also includes
several short stories of his personal travels along the Black college circuit.
The Bibliography pulls together many sources crucial to studies of Black
colleges that are not found in the ordinary university library.
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DEDICATION
This study is dedicated to the Black College Community
and
The wisdom of William Edward Burghardt DuBois - 1868 - 19
The Black college cannot afford the
luxury of mere collection and
memorization of facts and information
simply for appreciation and aesthetic
purposes. There is much too much
to be done with the ailing community,
pressing problems in economics and
education will not allow the incidental
approach. The irrelevant rhetorics of
the ivory tower absorb too much energy
away from the battle. Shakespeare may
be "classic, " to the indifferent "other"
but W. E. B. DuBois is Black and
essential. Blacks have little time for
"Bach. "
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INTRODUCTION
The white university has failed America, not necessarily because of
its own choosing, but because it has served "white America" in a capacity of
maintenance and perpetuation of racism. This is not necessarily what it was
designed to do in theory, but what it has done in fact, and what is demanded of
it from the society at large. For the most part the Black college has mirrored
the white university in the maintenance and perpetuation of institutional racism.
We a]] have an obligation to help America reverse its mode of thinking and
behavior not only for our own good, but also for the good of life. In a more
immediate sense, we (Blacks) have an obligation to purge our (Black) institution
of the racism which, through no fault of our own, we too often maintain and
perpetuate.
America is powerful and wealthy; there are many grand things about
it. It is beautiful and has the potential for great intellectual accomplishments -
but a white sickness prevails. White America is too caught up in the symptoms
to see it; however, through the ways in which the sickness has shaped and
designed "the place" of Blacks, repressing and isolating them from the main-
stream, they (we)can now see, more clearly than whites, the nature of the
challenge for change. It is our (Black's) responsibility to challenge the present
national ethos.
2At this point most Americans do not seem to see survival as the first
order of magnitude. While many young Americans flounder amid drugs and
high powered cars (and many older Americans stagger from chair to refrigerator
holdmg to a poptop beer can at T. V. commercial time), white universities too
often teach the beauty of Shakespeare while avoiding the ugly realities of war
and oppression. Black colleges are in a sense because they copy white
universities with their intellectual jargon of misdirected edudational pursuits.
Blacks by necessity must negotiate a new role for the educative process in the
Black community if we are to survive. This negotiation will depend upon our
own courage and sensitivity.
One of my biases is that I am proud of this document, not for its
style, not for its academic quality, but because of what it represents to the
Black college community. I harbor no doubts or reservations that drastic
changes are essential in the university academic climate, and this work is a
part of that change. This document furnishes historical statistics for reference
and proof of deep-seated racism and persecution, and most important, it includes
a viable recommendation for social uplift with some of this writer's efforts at
impl ementation
.
Another of my biases is my belief that teachers have a great
responsibility to help influence social trends in positive ways so that the
course of social events will change towards survival of manking. The education
process must take a stand against certain foolish value orientations. For
3example, it is my firm belief that war, racism, material worship, and social
injustices are forces carrying our society to its death, hurriedly. I believe
that educators have a duty to help us realize our weaknesses and begin to work
for change. This Department of Community should help create a climate where
schools will become involved in "real" human survival. I believe that young
children should be taught to hate war - outright - not to participate in social
injustices, and to respect the differences of other men - we must learn to
settle our differences without killing. These are values 1 sincerely believe
should be forced upon students with or without alternatives just as we teach
young children to fear fire and freeways.
As an educator I must explain that my concerns are for the entire
American community. Although we do not at this point in man's history have
a united, integrated society, we can strive to provide educational experiences
that will allow learners to choose alternatives tha.t might make this possible.
I am an educator, I have been an educator, and it appears now that I have
gathered such inertia that I am slated to remain in education for decades to
come. So with this in mind I have thought seriously about designing and
developing institutions that will enable man to survive with some dignity. We
must construct institutions of which we now have no conception. j\I\ effort m
this enormous task is to continue to ask the earthy/functional/practical
questions that may lead others to such heights.
As a man 1 am concerned with the humaness of the dominate em th
4dwelling animals. 1 recognize that my experiences as a life scientist have
ovei whelmed me and that at times my biases so engulf me that my impatience
is obnoxious to others. But I look "on the other side of now" with candid
pressimism: 1 do not believe that our net earth energy efforts are leading us
to positive ends; J do not believe enough men see that crises in our institutions
are destined to ruin all life in an unduly short span of time. I have not been
tolerant of insensitivity, and unawareness in relation to such matters; I want
to be part of a force which encourages survival, and this document is one
dimension of that effort.
As a Black man I am convinced that our society is so thoroughly
racist that our present efforts are doomed to failure. We need to work for,
and play with, new approaches. I have little patience with "white America, "
and what little I have is for strategic reasons: to help all of us change and live
more humane lives, preserving, rather than destroying, each other and the
planet which is our home. I agree with the theories that greed and selfishness
and indiscriminate competition have a tremendous influence upon us all; but I
cannot promote these theories, and I will work to prove them wrong. 1 am
convinced that racism is morally wrong, politically dangerous, industrially
wasteful, and socially silly, but I am also aware that Blacks did not set this
motion into action. I have a special commitment to Black people to try to stem
this tide so that education can address itself to what it really is: "a matter
of life and death, " and I am aware that the Black Experience weighs
5heavily upon my psyche. I am also completely convinced that whites do not,
indeed cannot, recognize the depth and complexity of racism without exceptionally
hard mental and psychological efforts which may cause serious illnesses if
pressed to do so too forcefully. Therefore, it is incumbent upon me to influence
the Blach youths to lecognize the conditions of wretchedness about them and
commence to remove the veil of white supremacy all the better for the white
community.
1 here is a tendency for men to feel that they have done a humanitarian
deed upon completion of a written document, and some men appear to feel that
just reading books and agreeing with the author is getting the job done; I do not.
Some people may not be ready:
A man receives only what he is ready to receive,
whether physically or intellectually or morally, as
animals conceive at certain seasons their kind only.
We hear and apprehend only what we already half
know. If there is something which does not concern
me, which is out of my line, which by experience or
by genious, my attention is not drawn to, however
novel and remarkable it may be, if it is spoken, we
hear it not, if it is written, we read it not, or if we
read it, it does not detain us. (Thoreau, 1860).
The author may not be ready. The best effort, I believe, comes from continued,
persistent work on the same problems.
Education today emphasizes the importance of proces s; too often, per-
haps, it fails to recognize the rather frightening agenda of content which we all
must face, if we hope to survive. I am convinced that the curriculum content of
6Black institutions lack the proper WHAT? Yet certain "whats’
' are unavoidable,
and once admitted, will yield new solutions. These solutions will come from a
creativity yet unleashed, a creativity that can arise from new combinations of
sepaiate perspectives; from new looks at old paradoxes; from new combinations
of different forces; from analyses of contradictions at the bottom of logic; from
the stiess of contrived environments; from deviations and formulations
encouraged by new sources of resistances; and from others, but mainly just
from plain trying to work "it" out with the recognition that what we are now
doing is absorbing energy and misguiding students.
We have not even approached the questions we must ask. For
example, the questions which follow indicate to some extent our frustrations
as cities explode and bombs fall.
What is a "good" school?
What is a "good" teacher?
What is a "good" learner?
What is the makeup of a "good" course?
Who said it was "good?"
This dissertation will hopefully help us approach a new freedom, one
not now imaginable in our structured minds. The curriculum design which is
proposed will hopefully encourage us, and eventually:
7We will create a new body of knowledge because we will
ask the unasked questions.
We will deal with the real Black environment.
We will force a new relevancy and take our chances
at being expelled.
We will design standards based on what real conditions
dictate and demand.
We will recognize that men are not living together and
ask our progeny for alternatives.
We will admit that Blacks are exploited out of proportion
and yea! we intend to change it.
The dissertation is divided into five chapters. Chapter I is a statement
of "overview, sources and methodology. " In Chapter II, "The Black Community
Problems and Prospectus, " the general "status" of the Black community is
discussed, and a case is made for dealing with major social problems -
especially those under the "veil" of racism - through Black efforts and
institutions. Chapter III deals specifically with "The Black College, " exploring
some specific ways in which this institution reflects the problems and prospects
of the larger community. Chapter IV, "The Department of Community, " is a
proposal for institutional change which could be, and to some extent has been,
implemented in the Black college community. In the last Chapter the author
presents "some concluding remarks. "
8CHAPTER I
OVERVIEW, SOURCES, METHODOLOGY
Introduction:
The first part of this chapter provides the reader with the aims and
objectives and scope of the study. There follows a discussion of methodology,
which describes the research model and techniques employed in the stud}'.
The concluding section of this chapter deals with the extent to which traditional
research has often been considered inadequate in dealing with issues, problems,
and conditions related to the Black Experience.
This study is concerned with the social, educational, economic and
political conditions of the Black college community in the southeastern part of
the country. The study itself is in part an attempt to help solve some of the
chronic problems that are the results of race prejudice, hatred and discrimination
entrenched in American institutions 1 (DuBois, 1933; Harrington, 1968). The
In order to have a firm grasp of some of the variables and better
understanding of the kinds of specific projects and programs that have been
operating in the southern Black communities, this writer selected to review
more than one hundred and fifty studies specifically related to the problems
the Black college community since 1860. There have been many descriptive
studies written on the plights and plagues of these Black colleges and their
surrounding neighborhoods. However, few' have dealt in detail with specific
programs of educational or social reform. The Atlanta University Studies,
1896-1916; The Tuskegee Conferences, 1890-1940; The Hampton Institute
Program, 1910; The North Carolina projects, 1920; the Phylon Institute, 1940;
9philosophy which pervades this society and its institutions has fused the heritage
of racist attitudes with the heritage of democratic aspirations. All American
educational institutions are influenced by this heritage.
The Black college and the Black church are replicas of white institutions
not only in that they possess philosophies and roles similar to their respective
white institutions, but also because they reflect the very racism which they
should be combating. This view is shared by many leading Black educators and
thinkers (Henderson, 1969; Hobson, 1969; Clark, 1967).
Assuming that these institutions will not cease operation, it becomes
and the Land Grant Colleges Conferences, 1944, are several of the most notable
comprehensive programs specifically designed to bring about direct change in
living conditions. There have been numerous comparative studies and
investigations made by educators from afar by utilization of the questionnaire
type of instrument as a tool for data collection. The Ashmore Project for the
Fund for the Advancement of Education (1954); Horace Mann Bond, Education
of the Negro in the American Social Order (1934-1966); Jaffee, Adams, Meyers
(1967); Thomas Jesse Jones Study (1916); and Alan Sorkin (1969) were rep-
resentative examples of these kinds of studies. Although these studies furnish
a lot of statistical information they do not detail efforts at making the college
curriculum or function more applicable to the problems of its local residents.
For example, the Ashmore workers set forth in the forward that "the
Fund will not undertake to argue the case for or against segregation in public
education. " (p. vi). But the project used some forty professional scholars to
undertake "an essential sociological work based upon field studies of communities,
(p. vii). This kind of mass effort is now seriously under question by sensitive
Black educators such as Nathan Hare (1970); Gerald McWorter (1970), Preston
Wilcox (1969). For it has been demonstrated that too many indifferent studies
and investigations have left the Black college community groping in chrome
educational and economic neglect. Personal interviews with many Black
educators through the south; examples, Prof. Lloyd Yabora at Atlanta Univeisity,
Prof. LaMoyne Matthews, Morgan State, Prof. Hubert Sapp, Miles College,
Prof. Vincent Harding, Institute of Black World, are just a few of the persons
contacted who expressed similar views and concerns. (The writer has utilized
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crucial for the Black college and the Black church to examine carefully the
extent to which they do, or do not, perform roles of social uplift in the Black
community. With this kind of examination there arises a glaring paradox
based on the extent to which Blacks have sought to enter into the mainstream of
white society; thus philosophies and functions have developed which often work
against the very reforms which are so desperately needed. Compounding all of
this is the fact that Black college communities are located in regions generally
conceived as openly racist.
Historically, most Blacks lived in the South in separate communities
and thus were forced to organize their own network of colleges, churches and
other social institutions [C. Vann Woodward's Strange Career of Jim Crow points
this out clearly]. These institutions served in a vital capacity in the Southern
Black communities and the country as a whole in the process of educational and
social development (William R. Keast, President, Wayne State University
Address, Fall, 1969). [These documents point out the vital role played by
Southern Black colleges in educating Blacks who could not gain access to
the oral tradition accepted in the Black community.]
By the same token many large philanthropic foundations have made
considerable progress in dealing with higher education for Blacks; the Jeannes
Fund, the Julius Rosenwald Fund, the Phelps '-Stokes Fund, and the Slater Fund
are among the most noted contributors. Here arises somewhat ot a paradox.
All of these organizations were restrained in operation simply due to the makeup
of their Boards of Directors or Trustees who were white members of communities
outside the Black communities and did not have a firm grasp on the problems.
This writer has made available some support stories from personal
travels into the Black college region.
11
existing white colleges.] Black colleges are primarily attended by Blacks;
and private Black colleges, while often financially and psychologically dependent
upon whites, have the potential for developing relative independence from
direct white domination and control. These organizations offer excellent
instruments for carrying out the demands of the Black community. This study
is devoted to the development of a rationale and a program to fulfill this
potential
.
The general aim of the study is to help many factions of the Black
community pool resources in an effort to improve the quality of life in the Black
community. Given past history, patterns of behavior, and accepted customs,
the task is indeed complex and enormous. Included in the attempt to improve
college-community relations will be proposals specifically designed: to
improve relationships between northern white universities and southern Black
colleges and to improve relationships between the Black college and its
surrounding community; and thus to make the university itself more relevant
given the immediate needs of local Black residents.
The specific task of this study is to design, develop, and set the stage
for implementing an instrument - The Department of Community Research and
Service and Action - which will encourage Blacks to ask for and, more
importantly, to actively seek answers and solutions to crucial questions and
problems plaguing the Black colleges and their surrounding communities.
The assumptions upon which this study rests are as follows:
Problems or crises in Black communities will continue
to mount under the pervasive influence of established
racist institutions.
12
American economic policies will not alter, unless there
is significant outside" pressure, to offer security
to the great numbers of poor and needy.
There are urgent needs in Black communities which
are currently not met by Black or white institutions.
As now designed, institutions of higher education will
not alter their roles sufficiently to meet the demands
of social and educational reform.
American society at large will not undergo significant
changes in social customs and life styles - which
presently conflict with the best interests of Blacks and
other minorities - to accommodate the need of Blacks,
unless Blacks themselves act vigorously in their own
behalf.
Sources of resistance to efforts for reform will arise
unintentionally from well-meaning but misinformed
individuals and organizations within and without the
Black community.
In spite of serious handicaps, and overwhelming odds, there is room
for optimism. The general hypotheses set forth in this study are that the
Black college community:
Is acutel}7 aware of the social, economic, and political
conditions related to the crises, by sheer necessity, and
is ideally located for attacking these problems.
Is attempting to become more involved with the
educational and economical need of the community on
a more functional basis, but its efforts are seriously
restrained by the influence of purely academic
philosophies of northern white universities.
Is exceptional^ efficient in turning out a much-improved
finished product (graduate) from an initial raw product
(entering freshman) on a seriously limited budget and
resources, and is thus dealing with students that most
13
other universities are unable and ill-equipped to handle
and do so in spite of great handicaps.
Has tremendous resources in its faculty and surrounding-
physical and social environment for extensive programs
in education and social betterment that are not being-
utilized extensively.
Offers a fertile field for putting into effect many of the
programs in teacher education for culturally different
students
.
Has demonstrated that it can get enormous mileage
from the few dollars in its budget in terms of total
net output in product, service, and diversity.
Produces a sensitive confident student that is largely
responsible for bringing to the forefront many of the
deficiencies in our educative process.
Must be consulted and its input utilized in the attempt
to solve the pressing social and economical problems
on a much higher level in decision making and
implementation.
Methodology
No researcher was ever more rigorous or powerful in seeking to know
more about the nature of the Black community than W. E. B. DuBois - his
concerns were never in doubt. Writing in 1903, at Atlanta University, he
prophetically welcomed all to join him in seeking to understand and change the
conditions of Blacks:
Herein lie buried many things which if read with
patience may show the strange meaning of being
Black here at the dawn of the Twentieth Century.
This meaning is not without interest to you gentle
Reader; for the problem of the Twentieth Century is
the problem of the color line (Soul s of Black Folk , p. xi).
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DuBois was speaking specifically of the pervasiveness of the "wretched veil"
of racism. A pioneer sociologist, scholar in the Black college community,
DuBois worked, wrote, and taught "sociology as if it were a matter of life or
death" to his students. The University of Pennsylvania hired the Harvard
trained scholar as an assistant instructor to conduct a survey of Philadelphia's
Black community which would present evidence to support the belief that Blacks
were responsible for their own plight. However, as a sociologist, DuBois
demonstrated by scientific observations of the residential environment in the
Seventh Ward of Philadelphia that the condition of Blacks was of crisis magni-
tude and directly related to white racist attitudes and behavior patterns. When
DuBois presented his findings he suggested that this was a noble effort on the
part of the University of Pennsylvania and that this kind of work should be
extended to other institutions ("Recommendations" from the Philadelphia Negro)
.
DuBois later began creating a body of knowledge about the impoverished
conditions of southern Blacks in the Atlanta series ten-year cycling studies
(See Appendix, page 498). These studies had one objective which was to place
the true facts about the social, educational, and economical status of the
southern Black communities before interested persons so that something could
be done to improve the quality of life in the Black community. These sociological
studies uncovered much useful data and defined American racism as a prime
2
cause of most of the Black community's problems. With some modifications
^Racism exerts its devastating influence more blatantly and obviously
15
this authoi s procedure is modeled on the kinds of research and methodological
approach developed and utilized by W. E. B. DuBois.
DuBois (1896) relied heavily on the local people to relate the economic,
social, educational
,
and political situations which they had daily experienced
throughout most of their lifetimes (for example, see the sociological study on
upon the Black community than upon any other segment of the American society.
As stated elsewhere in this document in several places, the Black community,
by reason of nature, its uniqueness and separateness, is a direct reaction to
racism; so would be the economics, political situations, and the social behavior
of the residents in these communities. In other words, the quality of life in
the Black community can be seen as a symptom of the racist sickness in the
white community. These symptoms manifest themselves most clearly in the
areas of economics and politics; and the history of the community illustrates
the long gruesome struggles in all of the areas concerned. Thus the methodology
treats these areas in a historical perspective to identify and isolate the problems
of high priority.
If Black colleges and related institutions have been offering course
experiences in economics, sociology, political science and the natural and
health sciences, and if these situations are still in need of special attention
this should suggest that the approach has been ineffective. One might argue
that these institutions cannot solve these social problems. In one sense such
an argument has merit in the light of the history of the Black experience. This
writer is also aware of many other influences. In some instances the areas of
economics, sociology, political science and history will be treated as separate
entities, as in the chapter on the curriculum (IV); in most places these four
areas are united and woven into one giant mass as is the data presented in the
personal studies in Chapter III. When these areas are separated this is done
primarily to make the start of the research more convenient.
The economic and political situations in the community have many
things in common: money, people, personal interests, profits, political
offices and representation, sources of campaign contributions, etc. This is
one way of looking at the sociology of a people. All of the above is influenced
to a great degree by the nature of the natural and health sciences. It is ver}^
important for the reader to keep ever in mind that this writer feels confident
and comfortable in the impossibility to separate the areas of economics or
political science or history in a realistic approach to the "new sociology" as
pursued by DuBois which is the emphasis of this study.
16
the Philadelphia Negro). In seeking to establish the status of Black communities
in the present social and historical context, this writer made periodic visits
to Black communities for the purpose of obtaining first hand information on the
actual living conditions of Black residents. The objective was to obtain factual
material that would accurately describe the residents' existence in the community
as they perceived it. Better than outside scholars or observers, residents
themselves provide valid accounts of their predicaments and problems, as well
as opinions about causes, consequences, and possible solutions. The DuBois
type of approach not only creates a context in which information is gathered
in quality and quantity, but also helps establish a sincere, functional rapport
between the interviewer and the residents in various communities.
When DuBois was contracted to study the Seventh Ward of Philadelphia
he interviewed more than five thousand residents. Through an extensive
sampling technique he gathered reliable data from all segments of the community.
A second feature of the DuBois approach has to do with the data collecting
instruments per se. DuBois utilized several different types of forms or
"schedules" in his sociological surveys. The "schedule" is a questionnaire which
is designed not only to ascertain information from an interviewee, but also
to stimulate in that interviewee a certain awareness of important social problems
and conditions. The schedule is not simply a data collecting device, but an
educational instrument as well. (The writer will explore this point in greater
17
depth in the discussion of "determination of status. ") A third feature of the
DuBois methodology involved what he called photographing and rephotographing
the existing conditions. "Photographing" means taking statistical and factual
accounts of societal conditions at a particular moment in history (a "frame").
Unltke the schedules - which often involved past experiences and future hopes ••
the photographing technique served to capture the "moment, " and "now, " of
conditions in the community. This technique served as a point of reference for
later studies - a series of such photographs over time, say over a ten or
twenty year period, was conceived as a kind of sociological "motion picture" -
what this writer refers to as the photographic chronology throughout this
document.
It is important to discuss at some length the way in which this writer
has utilized sources of authority and procedures of methodology. White racism
causes, indeed, forces, Blacks to question the credibility of most research,
of some research techniques, and of many of the uses to which research finding
aj e put. We must all consider the sad truth of this assertion in order that the
future will not bear the bitter results of wasted resources, especially human
resources, in seeking to uncover truths in relation to our most pressing
problems. How can one be sure of what is truth in reviewing literature, or in
first hand investigations for that matter ? One cannot, but there are ways of
reducing the possibilities of collecting and utilizing data in false or misleading
ways
.
18
As DuBois demonstrated, when historical data are compared to more
recent data obtained from extensive personal investigations - universal
sampling, schedules, and "photographs” - and from current literature,
considerable reliability is built into the research.. One can never be completely
sure of the accuracy of data - none of us can be completely objective in the
traditional sense of that term; however, it is possible to decrease the amount
of unreliable and misleading data through an approach which combines historical
sources, primary and secondary, with first hand investigations. For this
reason, the reader notes throughout this study an attempt to deal with problems
from both an historical and also a contemporary vantage point. It is worth
noting, however, that Gunnar Myrdal relied heavily upon the thorough and
scientific findings of DuBois (An American Dilemma , 1944, p. 1132).
Throughout a four year period, 1967-1971, this writer has utilized a
variety of data collecting techniques to gather the information which has gone
into tlois study. Questionnaires, methods of observation, personal interviews,
and various other ways of collecting and presenting data have been employed.
There are some subtle, yet powerful, ways in which the DuBois
"new sociology" departs from much of the sociology extant in our society today.
Aside from the breadth and the scope of his work, DuBois' uniqueness was in
part due to his willingness to admit, indeed promote, a certain kind of subjective
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concern and involvement in his most objective, scientific efforts. This is a
point that is so important to an understanding of this stud}' that further
elaboration seems appropriate. The whole subjectivity/objectivity issue is
today undergoing a process of critical revision. Indeed, throughout this century,
while many scientists, social scientists, and ’’common men" have insisted upon an
idea of hard, scientific, objective truth, others, especially those most versed
in the philosophy of science, the philosophy of history, and historiography
(including many of the most outstanding scholars working directly in areas of
"hard" research), have been pointing out the extent to which the issue,
"objectivity versus subjectivity, " is somewhat false and misleading as traditionally
construed.
In both direct and indirect ways Einstein's theory of relativity set in
motion a number of intellectual foci which are beginning to permeate many
areas of intellectual thought. In the field of history, for example, there are
no longer many scholars who would argue that their personal values and
concerns are not inextricably interwoven with their research and findings.
Charles Beard stated tins point eloquently over three decades ago. His essay,
"Written History as an Act of Faith, " still stands as a classic statement about
the extent to which the researcher is an active agent in relation to the nature
and implications of his research (The American Historical Review, XXIX,
January, 1934). Carl Becker made an equally eloquent statement to the same
effect - he effectively "layed to rest" the notion of there being hard and cold
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"facts” out there, or back there, in history just waiting to be discovered and
interpreted. Becker's discussion of the extent to which every man is a part of,
and therefore an agent in, the process by which historical facts are recorded
and affirmed stands as an important lesson in the intellectual history of this
century, but unfortunately a lesson which is not easily learned, or when learned,
not easily put into practice. (See Becker's Everyman His Own Historian, 1935;
and "What Are Historical Facts," Western Political Quarterly
,
VIII, 3, September,
1955). Similarly, E. H. Carr's little book, What is History? sneaks clearly
to the point that historical truth results from an awareness of the extent to which
subjectivity is integral to the process of research and interpretation. Historical
facts, as Carr notes, are not purely objective, for "they become facts of
history only in virtue of the significance attached to them by the historian, "
(1962, pp. 139, 159). More recently, Morton White and others have affirmed
the fact of relativity in the process of historical inquiry. (See White's The
foundations of Historical Knowledge, 1965). White's treatment of this issue
is especially important in light of his rigorous, logical, scientific orientation.
The case which has been made by historians about the extent to which
every historian is existentially involved in his research should not be interpreted
to suggest that there are no standards of truth, and that there can be no limits
and controls on research because, as some put it, "everything is relative. "
True, all research reflects the values and concerns of the researchers, and
thus all research is relative, but in the very awareness of this fact is the
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foundation for establishing rigorous approaches to understanding and acting on
reality. It is in the recognition of subjectivity and in the clear statement of
how personal choice and concern affects one’s work that one can achieve the
greatest degree of objectivity.
it would be misleading to suggest that such insights have been restricted
to any one field, or area of knowledge. These same kinds of insights are
reflected in sociology, in psychology, and in the so-called hard sciences. Even
theology has witnessed the impact of fresh thinking about "divine laws" in
relation to the question of how much man himself is a lawmaker. Similarly
one of the major contributions of Keynesian economics is that it demonstrated
weil the extent to which the "iron laws" of economics were not so "iron" as
suggested by classical economics:
Keynes's revision of the classical model was more
than a substitution of one law for another, it involved
a new dimension with respect to man and the nature
of law, a dimension which reflected not only the "was"
and "is" but also the "will be. " And Keynes was quite
aware that he was presenting an economic view which
drastically revised the classical model through an
attempt to recognize man's dynamic role in determining
the future. lie stressed the way in which men invest
themselves in the future (Glenn W. Hawlces, "The
Social Utility of Historical Narrative, " Doctoral
Dissertation, Harvard University, 19G8, pp. 50-51).
Human values, concerns, and expectations are indeed interwoven with the kinds
of research and research techniques which are selected. The problems that
we choose to deal with, and the ways that we deal with them cannot be neatly
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separated from a Weltanschuung that is in part personal, and in part a
reflection of our cultural heritage. In this latter respect, the Weltanschuung
which is supported by a community of scholars and researchers must be
viewed with a critical eye, for it is bound to limit and narrow choices,
approaches, etc.
,
at the same time that it creates a legitimate set of standards
and techniques for the pursuit of knowledge. Professor Kuhn's work on the
"structure of scientific revolutions" speaks directly to this point. He speaks
oi the way in which general, scientific "paradigms" create a context in which
"normal science" is conducted. He suggests the importance - the necessity -
of such paradigms; however, he also points up the dangers and the insufficiencies
that exist in the extent to which a given paradigm can limit, and possibly even
suppress efforts and insights to solve problems which do not fit the "normal"
category.
It is crucial to an understanding of this study that the reader understand
the extent to which many traditional notions of "objectivity" are misleading.
Ideas about what constitutes good research, academic standards, normal be-
havior, and the like, do not arise from immutable sources of truth and justice;
rather, they are the products of human institutions, and of human choices which
take place hi an ongoing unfolding of culture. R. D. Laing has stated that the:
Perfectly adjusted bomber pilot may be a greater
threat to species survival than the hospitalized
schizophrenic deluded that the Bomb is inside
him (The Politics of Experience).
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This statement, perhaps, is a bit extreme for if we go too far in
condemning the society in which we live, we may have to despair in even trying
to communicate with one another. At the same time, the thrust of Laing's
point is worth underlining. What is ’'normal" is indeed a difficult and important
question with which we must all grapple. The tendency of "objective" accounts
of the past presented as history in our nation's public schools to mask the facts
about racism point out the inadequacy of our older notions about objectivity.
Man cannot be completely divorced from the kind of research and interpretation
which he develops. If he could, he would be little more than a robot; and when
objectivity is couched in terms and ideas already rendered obsolete by the
changing consensus of knowledge and evaluation of events by substantial numbers
of individuals who supposedly have some rights and choices to make about their
lives, it is time to reassess the standards upon which notions of objectivity
rest.
T. S. Simey raises the question "Can a social scientist remain
completely objective to social problems in his research and still basically
understand them?" (19G9). He further contends that any research person who
refrains from participation in everyday social activities cannot fully comprehend
these events nor can he effectively promote change beneficial to the community
(ibid. ). It is in this light that this writer asks: What is legitimate? What is
professional? What is normal and real? What is being done about the existing
conditions? Readi' answers to such questions are too often taken for granted.
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In seeking answers, it is crucial that personal values and choices be made
explicit, for they will help shape those answers, no less than they have shaped
the questions themselves.
When DuBois investigated a soeial condition or problem, he did so in
a manner which helped those most directly involved - those in the community -
begin to T 'get a handle” on understanding and action in relation to that condition
01 problem. This general approach will be referred to as the determination of
the status of the Black community. Status involves a comprehensive picture of
what the complex series of processes and forces have determined in shaping
the conditions of a given community; status involves a presentation of data which
is useful in determining new courses of action through stimulating new levels
of awareness throughout a given community; and, most important of all, status
entails a process of investigation which is at the same time a form of social
action.
It is assumed that any researcher has concerns and responsibilities
for action which cannot be neatty separated from the data gathering process
itself. It is further assumed that the most objective position for a researcher
to take is to indicate as cleaidy and fully as possible the concerns and
responsibilities which shape his orientation in the world and his research
effort. It is also assumed that the determination of status will entail the most
vigorous and rigorous efforts to check and recheck all sources of data,
primary, secondary, and personal.
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This writer’s efforts to understand as completely as possible the forces,
conditions, problems, and prospects of the Black community have been shaped
by a concern for realizing the basic tenets of a democratic society. One basic
concern is in defining and changing those forces which are presently operating
to maintain, indeed prevent, Blacks from achieving a more humane existence
in accordance with the democratic creed. In this respect, it must be noted
that the Black college is but one of the foci of concern in this study. The Black
college, as well as the Black college community, cannot be isolated from the
forces and conditions which shape life in the larger context of American society.
The breadth of this concern is obviously a problem in relation to maintaining
a certain focus and limitation in the study. This writer has attempted to deal
with this methodological problem by exploring problems and conditions on several
levels. For example, through the utilization of general economic indices,
surveys of community conditions, personal interviews, and historical accounts,
it is possible to develop a good understanding of the economic plight of many
Blacks. This is one "cut" into the general picture. A similar "cut" is made
in determining the status of the Black college, whereby historical data,
sociological statistics, personal interviews, etc., are employed to develop
understanding and initiate action in relation to this institution and its community.
Specifically, the methods employed in determining the status of
Black communities, especially communities in which Black colleges are
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located, entailed on site interviews, audio and video taped recordings,
photographs and questionnaires, and in addition, a careful examination of
the studies and literature provided by other investigations, (See Appendix,
Page 373).
In seeking information directly from community residents, specific
questions with special relevance to social uplift and educational reform were
raised:
How do the residents of the Black college community
see themselves ?
What do they see as their major problems; what are
the real problems ?
What is the status of the community in terms of
economics, social, educational, political, employ-
ment conditions ?
What are the residents; evaluations of the relation-
ships of the colleges to the community in terms of
social uplift.
Does the researcher who has observed and
participated in both the Black college and its
surrounding Black community encounter similar
problems affecting each?
What actual steps are being taken to correct these
ills and settle the issues that plague the Black
community ?
What are the forces which influence or cause such
conditions to exist and how is all this related to the
racial climate and the existence of a racist American
society ?
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One other feature of this methodology involved extensive personal
travel and investigation by the author. Repeatedly, this writer visited Black
college campuses and surrounding communities, where several, and in some
cases a whole battery of techniques were employed to help determine the
status of given communities. Findings of conditions in different states of
the South reveal the actual conditions of Blacks surviving in a racist nation.
"Proposals from the South" describes programs and actions being taken by
southern Blacks to correct the social ills and promote social change, and the
Support Stories details some of this writer's observations in the communities.
Research in this study entails investigations in eighteen states, in
more than one hundred cities and towns, with a total Black population of over
five million; the research focuses upon Black colleges in their surrounding
communities, which entails consideration of religious institutions, public
housing, business and finance, recreation, politics, etc. Enormous amounts
of data have been compiled. To place this massive bulk of information in one
written document would be unrealistic and clumsy indeed. What the writer has
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attempted to do is to select, often arbitrarily, materials for support of the many
issues and questions raised in this work. Personal values and judgments are
not lacking in this process. Indeed, they are explicit to it, and based upon
thousands of hours of research and investigation. This writer is aware that
some works rely heavily upon many of the tables of numbers and hours of
data computer runs. This has not been a primary emphasis in this study. The
writer recognizes the value of utilizing the most modern of data collecting
procedures and devices; however, he also recognizes certain limitations and
dangers. Certain scholars have presented enormous computerized support
in their work on the Black college community (for example Virgil Clift, 1963;
Jaffe, Abrams and Myers, 1968; Bond, 1939). Yet, it is not clear that such
appi caches are effective in stimulating and implementing proposals for
constructive change. Indeed, without wishing to belittle such efforts, it is
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this author's opinion that such approaches often lose touch with the very forces
in society which are vital for affecting certain changes. There are hundreds
of massive, statistically beautiful documents - about any number of conditions
at Black colleges and communities - resting quietly on library shelves.
Another source of academic concern relating to research has to do with
controls and treatments of experimental groups, testing, evaluating, etc.
Again, there is no quarrel here with the general approach, but there are
questions to be raised about the effectiveness of the approach for the particular
objectives sought through this study. There is, as yet, no way to establish
samples ana controls for the kind of complete liberation that must be achieved
foi all human beings who are caught in the network of racism which permeates
the planet. There are no controls or examples of what the/a Black university
should be like. Preston Wilcox wrote that the Black university is not a replica
of the white university; it copies neither Black nor white universities; "it arises
out of the bowels of the Black experience. " The picture is even more complicated
when one seeks, as does this writer, to initiate change within an institution,
the Black college, which is still bound in traditional attitudes and ideas about
"education for the negro. " The one control about which we (Blacks) can be
sure, relates to the fact that we know what we don't want education to be.
Given the fact that Blacks are not certain about what needs to be done,
except in the most general sense of wanting to see constructive, humane changes
in the present conditions, what purpose, or utilization, is projected for the kind
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of research advocated in this study ? As already suggested, the determination
of the status of the Black community, and of the Black college community in
particular, is not simply a data collecting process. The research conducted
in this study is itself a form of action, a research/action model. To ask the
question ’’vhat will be done with the data?" is somewhat misleading, for the
detei mination of status requires that some goals and directions be established
as an integral part of the research process. One of the critical shortcomings
of past researchers was that they often stopped short of constructing and
initiating action oriented approaches to the problems and conditions they un-
covered. This writer's proposal for the establishment of Departments of
Community Action in Southern Black colleges is but one of the ways in which
the research has been and will be utilized. There are many other ways in
which data will be utilized. The fact that members of the community are
actively engaged in the process of "determining status" means that they will
act upon their findings in accordance with their personal interpretations of
"what should happen. " The following list suggests some areas and concerns
which this writer views as legitimate dimensions of data utilization:
Illustrating the inadequacy of much past research
methodology in approaching problems of the Black
community, and thus launching more effective forms
of study.
Complementing the efforts of some Black activists
already at work in the community.
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Pointing up the inadequacies of extant curriculum
content and structure in relation to the needs of
Blacks in dealing with conditions in the Black
community, and demonstrating alternative
approaches.
Isolating and characterizing and beginning to
implement strategics to deal with sources of
support and resistance to the kinds of changes
which will help Blacks gain legitimate power and
control in line with the "natural rights" of a
democratic society.
Initiating the implementation of Departments of
Community Action.
It might be well to point out that even though material was taken from
every Black college campus, only selected portions of this information will be
used in the document proper. Attention was given to major Black institutions -
a major institution being defined in terms of population of student body, number
of faculty members, budgets, and also prestige. There is no fixed formula for
this determination of "major. " Fisk University, for example, docs not have a
large student body; however, it is a prestigeous school, and thus considered
major. On the other hand, North Carolina A & T is a much larger school, but
not "major" in terms of the esteem and popularity it holds in the minds of most
Americans, white or Black. In this respect, the reader will have to bear with
a. certain amount of the writer's judgement and subjectivity.
There is bound to be sources of error in every sampling technique.
With respect to this study, the writer is aware of some, and anticipates others.
In part, such errors might be blamed on the last lynching, or on what happened
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to Mary Turner at Valdosta, Georgia, 4 or the brutal death of the little girl who
was returning home after her graduation in Drew, Mississippi in 1971!
UNQUALIFIED WHITE WRITERS AND THE METHODOLOGY
What this writer means by the term "unqualified white researcher" has
several implications. The definition is not restricted to members of any
specific ethnic group or race. Furthermore, there is a growing number of
researchers today, both white and Black, who are working diligently to combat
the myth of white superiority, and who do not fall into the general category of
unqualified" which is utilized here. The reference to white reseacher entails
a tendency to focus primarily upon "the analysis of a problem, " often with little
or no accountability for how the analysis might be utilized. From this writer’s
perspective, the classic white researcher believes that he has fulfilled/
discharged his duty to societ3^ in sitting atop the ivory tower, leaving others
with the responsibility for utilizing, or not utilizing, the findings. This may or
may not provide a therapeutic value for the researcher; it certainly does not
provide meaningful solutions to deep societal problems. If other institutional
4On May 17, 1918 she was lynched during her eighth month of pregnancy,
then strung up with wire by her heels, to have her stomach ripped open, from
which the baby fell to the ground where its head was crushed; and thereafter
people walked by to see, and collect souvenirs, in a kind of public celebration.
All of which took place because Mary's husband v/as suspected of a crime,
which, as it turned out, he never committed.
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domains e.g., business, politics - were taking responsibility in this respect,
the traditional role might be adequate, but this, we know, has not been the
case. Many of those who have conducted research have demonstrated a deep
desire to get at real problems and their sources; however, the best motives and
findings are not enough when considered in the light of societal neglect in taking-
direct action to correct such problems.
In another instance, the category of unqualified white writers comprises
those persons who are so overwhelmed by the norms and sanctions of the
racist culture that any alternatives to the accepted patterns of behavior are
viewed/treated as fa.natical and insane. LeRoi Jones believes: "If we have lived
all our lives under lies, it becomes difficult to see anything if it does not have
n:
anything to do with these lies. " Jones' statement illustrates the difficulty of
stepping above or transcending the narrow and selfish social milieu. Unless
he is keenly alert, a man bombarded with self seeking profit motive ventures
will, in fact, succumb to the barrage of strategies for selling more products;
any ability to see through the smokescreen will be equally impaired.
In a third instance, the satisfying of certain kinds of credential re-
quirements limits the methodology of much research through restrictions and
guidelines placed upon the investigator. Many of the college officials who
5
LeRoi Jones has written and spoken to this point on many occasions.
One such occasion was a Black Power Conference in Los Angeles, California,
Spring, 19G9.
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impose such restrictions act as though they are in a position to know what is
best for all, when, in fact, they too are blinded by the myths of history.
Much current literature falls within the category of unqualified white
researcher, whether written by Black (negro) or white investigators. Whites
and Blacks alike have worked against the myth of white supremacy; however,
most researchers have had to follow the guidelines established - consciously
or unconsciously - by earlier white racist researchers whose interests served
that ugly myth. (It is worth noting that this writer was asked to remove a
large section of the original draft of this dissertation which dealt with the
Black chuich. Jt was felt that the writer should not give too much emphasis
to any institution other than the Black college, since the latter was the focus
of the study, this is but one example of the subtle ways in which many whites
are not fully qualified to direct the research done by Blacks; for most Blacks
would understand clearly the need to deal in depth with the Black church in order
to gain a full understanding of Black colleges and their communities.
)
In the light of the current Black/white state of affairs, the well
established events of American history (i.e.
,
slavery and the resulting
peculiar institution of white supremacy), and the status of educational and
economical conditions in the Black college community, it is absolutely
necessary that white experts on Blacks redefine their roles.
When Black educators say that white educators are unqualified they
have in mind:
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Mo^vc - What reasons or objectives do white writers have in mind,
sjnce they are indeed a part of that "other” community it is unlikely that they
could have the same earthy feelings about the issues. Do these whites see the
crises ?
Ed^ation_- How many white educators who are writing about Black
colleges have had the required closeness? How many grew up in the Black
college community, attended the Black college or received the necessary
education in a racist white school for dealing with the Black school ?
How can white writers determine the needs of an alien, often
oppressed Black group when they are in fact, consciously or unconsciously,
a part of the oppressive mechanism/system?
Identity - How do white writers associate with or identify with the Black
Experience in view of the fact that they are white and have internalized, indeed
experienced, a completely different self concept as molded and influenced by
a racist society?
These are crucial questions because many white researchers have
contrasting, differing, or frequently indifferent motives for assessing what is
taking place in the Black community. DuBois writes: Whites cannot always
be trusted to handle the affairs of impoverished Blacks”" (Autobiography of
W. E. B, DuBois
, pp. 230-36). In certain quarters of the Black community
it is understood that "to leave the education of Black children in the hands of
3G
whites is tantamount to suicide" ’ (Harry Edward, Black Power Conference,
UCLA, 1968). 6
Christopher Jenks and David Re isman have been called into serious
question for their article ’’The American Negro College, ” and rightly so,
(Harvard Educational Review
,
Winter, 1967). Stephen J. Wright, United
Negro College Fund, raises some points for discussion concerning the fact
that the Jenks-Reisman article was written by reputable men in a widely
publicized scholarly journal. Wright demonstrates that
The involvement of all the unqualified white writers has far reaching
implications for the entire Black community. This writer would like to stress
this fact by pointing out other related instances after a brief description of the
historical perspective.
Dr. Thomas Jesse Jones was being paid by the federal government to
make an extensive study on the problems of the Black college communities at
the same time that lynching was reaching a high peak (his findings were
published the same year of the cruel, unnecessary death of pregnant Mary
Turner at Valdosta, Georgia). DuBois was then highly critical of white workers
who claimed to be experts on Blacks. He felt they did not have the right nor
the necessary motives and "subjectivity” to deal adequately with Black problems.
This problem of white experts on Blacks is sticky and is one Blacks must
constantly deal with. This writer is personally acquainted with several white
educators who came from larger northern white universities to smaller Black
colleges as staff members. Once these men take residence in the Black
community the white press follows them about publishing their every words on
what is needed for Black colleges. I find it hard to believe that while back at
their northern locations they were expousing such strong suggestions. As a
matter of fact a quick check of their publications proved that they had had other
interests. (John U. Monro left Harvard to work at Miles College; Leo
McLaughlin left Fordham to work at Johnson C. Smith University. ) Many times
these men are only repeating what Blacks have taught them. One good thing
though, many times white benefactors will listen and make grants, although
small, to these schools.
The other category of concerns has to do with white researchers and
testers who dc damage to the lives of Black youth in interpreting data to get a
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the professional rhetoric filled document is not a
report of a thorough
-going scientific investigation,
but a reportical essay replete with unsupported
generalizations, speculations, impressions, and a
good many errors, stated or implied.
Hugh M. Gloster, former president of Hampton Institute, now made
ambassador out of the country, and Albert W. Dent, president of Dillard
University also were not sympathetic to the overworked generalizations and
desired effect. An example, involving educational testing which is generally
related to unqualified writings on the Black college community details how
Black youths, because of differences in their cultural backgrounds, responded
oiiferently to psychological tests and observation techniques administered by
white workers. (Charles A. Valentine, "It's Either Brain Damage or No
Father: The False Issue of Deficit versus Different Models of Afro-American
Behavior," ERIC #035-707, August, 1969). Dr. Valentine describes one case
where a Black youth had been labelled by white psychiatric workers as "retarded"
and was committed to a mental institution. Dr. Valentime found through
intensive follow-up studies and observations that the diagnosis was completely
false and that many white education testers had already committed a large
number of Black youths and were planning to commit even more Black students
to similar institutions. When this particular case was brought to the attention
of several white psychiatrists, the typical response was, "Yes, I know just the
problem. There are 30, 000 more just like that out there, " referring to the
Black urban centers. The implications here are extremely serious and far-
reaching. This case is an example of how some white researchers can mis-
handle. indeed ruin, the lives of Blacks.
Mary Ellen Leary describes a similar instance of unqualified whites
working in the Black community when she recorded some shocking statistics
concerning Blacks and other minorities who were automatically put into classes
for the mentally retarded due to their performance on IQ tests. In adherence
to the practice of supporting "where ever we are," this writer uses a reference to
the western Black community with a large population of Blacks who left the
South seeking opportunities (Mary Ellen Leary, "Mentally Retarded Children
Who Are Tested In An Alien Language. The New Republic
,
May 30, 1970).
A high percentage of Blacks were placed in classes for the "mentally
retarded" after the initial testing. But in one case of retesting, only one of
nine children scored below the cut-off point when tested igain in a more familiar
language
.
To further clarify the unfortunate results when unqualified whites become
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assumptions made by Jenks-Beisman on the Black colleges. Both men
astutely challenge and correct some of the unfortunate myths made by the
apparently unqualified white outsiders who attempt to sit and act as judges of
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It has become evident that the existing system of education
docs not respond to the needs of the Black communi
. It
does not provide an ideological or practical methodology
for meeting the physical, social, psychological, economical
or cultural needs for Black people.
Thus statement represents the most accepted and most accurate of descriptionsgjvcn to the resent American education system by sensitive and aware Black
educators.
K is of paramount importance that white researchers and educators
wnose immediate responsibilities lie in the control and operation of white
institutions recognize that many of them are not qualified to determine what isbest for Blacks in terms of educational experiences. It is highly unlikely for
tnese same unqualified men to suddenly achieve qualification and become charged
with the desire to reorient and restructure a system that has given them security
in terms of the products of such an arrangement - material wealth and mental
and psychological assurance that they as whites are superior to Blacks.
I he misinterpretation of data b}f whites (or an interpretation designed to
produce a desired effect) is also indirectly related to the illumination of un-
qualified white researchers as shown in an article by Ben Wattenburg which
"suggests that things are getting better. " This article has particular relevance
to the Black college community because many Americans think of Blacks as being
primarily welfare recipients. Wattenburg is trying to show that the claims of
little progress by Blacks is untrue, (Wattenburg, "Despite Gloom, It Isn't
All That Bad," Los Angeles Times, December 28, 1969). Wattenburg shows
that the number of people considered to be in poverty in 1960 was 22 per cent,
but in 19od only 1
< per cent and in 1968 only 13 per cent; he fails, however, to
that the Aid to Dependent Children rolls, alone, have increased better
than 100 per cent. This transfer of persons from poverty to welfare more than account.
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the Black colleges - This exchange between Black and white scholars demon-
strates Blacks at work on white racism in one area of higher education.
'The funding of whites to study the problems of Blacks is another sore spot in
the heart of the already bruised pride of Black scholars.
Unqualified white professionals are funded to study Blacks while the
signals indicating that the reverse is necessary are simply overlooked. It is
important to observe that concerning their first "funded" article when Jcnks
and Be isman were questioned as to their qualifications concerning the document
on Black colleges they revealed that the other twenty white co-authors had not
mentioned the Black colleges by name at all in a joint research effort that
included more than 1, 000 pages dealing with the American academic enterprise.
For sensitive writers to produce such a massive volume on American higher
education and overlook the significance of the contributions of Black colleges
is a serious oversight and suffers from racist overtones. This may also
for the reduction in families that would be considered living at poverty level
by our contemporary cultural standards. It is common knowledge that
statistics can "lie, " and when a particular group, or particular groups, of
people within any given society are dealt with in terms of statistics that are
gathered from the whole society, the chances of various kinds of distortion
and misrepresentation are greatly increased, especially if the minority groups
are systematically exploited and discriminated against so that the dominant
group will gain.
The misinterpretation of data by whites is not the only serious offense
the unqualified white writer commits against the Black college community.
Because the white professional enjoys certain privileges, i.e.
,
a ready
publisher (a forum) and a gullible audience, there is the chance of widespread
influence upon both communities by the supporting of time-worn myths. Many
of the myths are consciously or unconsiously designed to perpetuate the
traditions of the racist society.
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reflect the condescending way in which many white educators look upon
predominantly Black institutions which have made many valuable contributions
to the total educative process.
Owing to what damage the literature, even from well-meaning whites,
has done in terms of perpetuating myths, false assumptions, and unfortunate
generalizations, it might be that white investigators could serve in a more
constructive capacity if they collected data rind assisted Black educators
financially. Whites might consider leaving the evaluations and judgements
to Blacks and refrain from involving themselves at a level which does more
harm than good in its spreading of lies and half-truths.
In view of the strain and tension upon Black-white relations, some
consideration should be given the tolerance of Blacks and whites toward each
other in attempting to construct a new arrangement in the approach to white
research. Nathan Glazer, Professor of Education and Social Structure,
Harvard University, questions the ability of men to actually be tolerant of each
n
Please see the works of Southern historian Ulrich B. Phillips,
American Negro S lavery
,
1918; Samuel E. Morison and Henry Steele Commanger,
The Growth of the American Republic, 1950; David S. Muzzey, Our Country's
Hi story, 1957. The views held in these very widely used books all present the
mythical concepts of white supremacy and negro inferiority giving rise to the
racist sickness which pervades this society. These books are financially
rewarding and influence other unqualified white writers to follow the same
patterns.
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other in view of the past history and the evidence of present social research,
(Nathan Glazer, "Ethnic Groups and Education, " Journal of Negro Educatio n
Fall, 1968, p. 187). Glazer indicates that tolerance might be too enormous
a task for the educational process to tackle. It is certain, however, that the
process of the present educational system has not had the desired effect nor can
it even approach this gigantic task, as it is presently operating. The approach
in an incidental, indifferent manner will leave much to be desired; further-
moie, it appears that whites expect Blacks to be tolerant of white unqualified
"meddling. " It is well for contemporary educators to consider this carefully
in the light of our history and the existing social conditions.
THE METHODOLOGY ACCOUNTS FOR SHORTCOMINGS IN WHITE
RESEARCH
The methodology in this study was developed cognizant of the fact that
much of the literature available on the Black college was published by the un-
qualified white researchers and educators. Professional studies have been
heaped upon the Black college community since its inception. This presents a
problem of sheer numbers of articles to be reviewed even before considering
their contribution to the realization of certain improvements in the Black
community. There are some crucial areas in which little data are available,
for example, only a few studies have dealt with: student's appraisal and
recommendations for the role of the B lack college; local community re sidents'
appraisal and recommendation of the Bjack college's role; eval uation of programs
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signed Wjhe
.
collaborati on of college and community residents for educ ati ona 1
reform and_social uplift; and programs designed to combine the Black c ol 1 ege
— £lj2 pe c- i ^j
c
effort of community a cl ion r, nd research
.
Although there was little available information on these areas, they received
special attention as they were helpful in developing the methodology of this
study.
1 he data collection process of this study did not rely upon one
instrument or technique. A single technique, such as the questionnaire would
have been icsnictive; it could not have uncovered enough basic information
about the earthy social and educational conditions as did extended conversations
with Black residents. Furthermore, many residents in the rural southern
Black communities are functional illiterates and would not have responded up
to expectations without personal interviews. The questionnaire alone as a
primary instrument of data collection leaves some unanswered questions, and
respondents have been known to supply answers that they believe the researcher
wants.
The methodology in this study involved a review of the most significant
research studies made on the social, educational, and economic condition in
the Black college community since David Walker wrote his scorching A ppeal
in 1829. This review supplied evidence that white -oriented educators and
sociologists arc not too anxious to confront racism as a part of the educative
process in colleges and universities. American sociologists and educators have
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a record of evasion and apathy in matters of serious concern to needy
communities (Wilheim, 1970, 368-371).
The failure of white researchers to deal adequately with the "problem"
is glaring in the following comparison.
Barnaid Phillips writes that research in the social sciences is on the
increase (1968, p. 3). This does not mean, however, that college and
university professors will devote time and energy to the racist problems of the
Black college community at the level needed. Many white researchers do not
see the implications of racism in the Black community as being of crisis
magnitude. For example not one article in the Journal of E ducational Research
in 1967 and 1968 dealt directly with racism (See Vol. 60 & 61, 1967, 1968).
The Journa l of Negro Education reflects a very different set of priorities during
these same years. In recent years, more concern and effort on the part of
"white" journals has been directed toward helping all Americans better
understand the real conditions of minority groups in this nation; however, it is
interesting to note again that even in this respect, the studies are often
directed by whites (e. g. , Kerner), and often directed at all only after the
immediate problems of the Black community are made painfully evident to
the white community ("riots"). Thus, a certain kind of humane motivation and
real concern for Blacks is, sadly enough, still missing in much of the recent
rash of research that has been coxaducted.
The practice of wasting time and energy on indirect research
approaches is also considered in this methodology. There is the classic
definition of the sociologist as "someone who spends $100,000 to locate a
house of prostitution" (Phillips, p. 4). If most white educators and
sociologists have been sincere, if they have been using the best professional
and scholarly methods available, and we must assume that they have been,
then Blacks must regard past efforts of American institutions with extreme
caution in view of the present social, educational and political situations in
Black communities. White efforts have produced effects which are most often
questionable in terms of benefit to the Black community (See, for example,
the White Administration’s Response and Assessment, News week
,
"Ashbury
Park, "July, 1970).
Controls an d Standards
Finally, this methodology is keenly aware of the lack of sufficient
controls for a research effort of this t3qre since there is adequate evidence
that even some white educators and researchers are calling into question our
whole system of education.
There is no way of knowing at this point in American history what the
ideal school systems should be like. Many white and Black educators have
fallen into the trap of using the white educational institutions as the reference
which means serious contradictions for the Black community. Nevertheless,
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suitable controls and standards are not available. DuBois was conscious of
this in his many efforts in social uplift.
Robert Williams and Stokely Carmichael sum up the Black challenge in
the following statements:
Yes, it is essential for us to cooperate with and solicit
support from other sectors of the deprived, but to re-
linquish our right to act in our own best interest for
survival and well-being is criminal default on our part.
We must collectively be ourselves. We collectively
must lead ourselves. We must collectively advance
ourselves. We must collectively preserve ourselves
and must collectively respect and love ourselves.
Without concerted action, our cause is lost (Williams,
’’The Black Scholar Interviews, " Journal of Black
Studies and Re search, Vol. 1, No. 7, May 1970, p. 11).
[In the early sixties] while many of our people went on
to form independent political organizations' and 'freedom
schools, ' most of us knew that, again, this was only
another step in heightening the contradictions in America.
We had to convince our people that there is no place in
the American political system for us. We then moved
on to demands for 'Black Power, ' for 'community control
of businesses, police and schools, ' etc. But most of us
recognize that this is not really possible in America,
that there is no way we can operate as an independent
island surrounded by the hostile white (Stokely Carmichael
to Malcolm X, "We Are All Africans, " Liberation
University, p. 13, 16).
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CHAPTER II
THE BLACK COMMUNITY: PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS
Introduction
From this author's vantage point it is difficult to draw lines, or set
limits between a Black community or institution and other Black communities
and institutions. Furthermore, Black communities and institutions cannot
be understood apart from an understanding of how white institutions have
shaped, influenced, indeed determined, the very nature of Black institutions.
One major concern of the "Black revolution" is the achievement of a new kind
of Black community in the sense of Blacks' having the autonomy and power to
make choices and determine personal and group goals and priorities. When
individuals and groups of individuals achieve substantial autonomy in this
respect, it might be reasonable and valuable to consider them as separate
entities for the purposes of research and study. To date this has not been the
case with Blacks in the United States, and for this reason - even though this
stud3’ is primarily designed to deal with Black colleges in Black college
communities - it is deemed necessary to dead with community in a rather
unorthodox fashion.
The fact that racism is the fundamental determinant in the very
existence of separate Black colleges and their communities is an indication of
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how difficult it would be to understand the problems and prospects of the
Black community without dealing with broader forces and issues. The Black
college is a reaction to racism, and the surrounding Black community is
likewise a reflection of and reaction to the hostility of the large white main-
stream community. DuBois and, more recently, other Blacks have provided a
context from which a sound grasp of issues and problems can be derived. The
emphasis on Black-Afro culture and experience, or more specifically the
Black American perspective and experience, provides a common ground for
understanding Black institutions and communities. This common ground
requires that research and researchers never lose sight of the general/
specific problem which affects all Black Americans, racism
.
As Malcolm X
put it so succinctly in an attempt to promote a new, more positive sense of
identity for Blacks, "You are a nigger, I don't care where you live. " The
Black Experience embodies all of the negative dimensions of social customs
and practices directed against Blacks in American society. It embodies both
the pain and understanding of a past and a present shaped by the "peculiar
institution" of American slavery and the resulting myths of white supremacy.
It also embodies a wealth of talent, humor, and humaneness which have been
vital to Black survival in the brutal context of racism - cultural phenomena
which could serve all men in the vital struggle for a more dignified future than
the present now seems to promise.
Throughout much of our history, researchers have attempted to
isolate the Black community - e. g. , the "ghetto" and then study it as if it were
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a separate entity. This has been viewed as a valid approach for it provides
for a manageable number, certain controls, etc.
; however, because of this
kind of approach, much of the research has produced results which often
make explicit something that exists implicitly in the approach itself, which is
that Blacks are responsible for creating the problems which they have. For
example, some recent research done on groups of Black children conclude
that their problems rest in their family structure: "no father. " All such
studies, and there have been all too many of them, have demonstrated an
approach to knowledge which is similar to the blind men in their efforts to
examine the elephant. Some researchers, especially some Black researchers,
are challenging this kind of approach. This author agrees that the approaches
which have been utilized by most researchers in the past have failed to help
the cause of social understanding and uplift. Yet, in seeking to develop a
broader base for dealing with Black communities and institutions there are
bound to arise some methodological difficulties. The DaBois approach is so
broad in scope and ambitious in aim that decisions about what to include, what
to emphasize, which "photograph" to show, etc. are not arrived at easily.
The reader is asked to bear with some of the complexities and ambiguities
entailed in this study. This study does not pretend to supply a definition of
the Black institution, or the Black community. What is supplied is a picture
of what some institutions and communities are now like, including some of the
specific ways in which they reflect common problems and concerns o^ Blacks
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throughout the nation, and some consideration of social uplift and reform in the
context of present problems and prospects.
All of this is not to say that there can be no focus in the study of Black
institutions and communities; it simply points up the necessity to consider
certain societal considerations simultaneously with local, community
considerations. We begin this chapter with a discussion of racism, touching on
many of the kinds of problems and issues which effect Black people wherever
they might live; then there are brief sections dealing with economics, religion,
and education, with an increased emphasis on these areas of life in the Black
college community context. The chapter ends with a brief "case study" - a
"photographic frame” of one community, not mentioned by name because of
the desire to protect programs already underway in correcting conditions
within that community.
The Goneral /Specific Problem: Bacism
That racism has unleashed a cycle of untold damage and anguish needs
no detailed proof. What is needed is a constant effort to keep our own efforts
in historical perspective. The historical account of conditions and events
establishes that racist behavior on the part of whites directed against Blacks
has been long and gruesome. Fe w writers today can produce evidence to the
contrary even though many have tried to do so in the past (See Rnett Jones
"Proving Blacks Inferior, " Black World , February 19/1). Sincere attempts to
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change racist attitudes and conditions have been made continually, throughout
our history, and have continually met with successful opposition from the
mainstream society. Today, as we - many Blacks and whites together - seek
to launch even greater efforts toward the humane goal of a democratic society,
it is well to keep in mind the depth and pervasiveness of the disease that wc
seek to combat. History is an excellent teacher in this respect.
In the early 19th century David Walker, outspoken critic of the
Peculiar Institution of Slavery, viewed racism as a matter of life or death as
he pointed out in his ''Appeal to the Coloured Citizens of the World":
Having travelled over a considerable portion of these
United States, and having in the course of my travels,
taken the most accurate observations of things as
they exist - the result of my observations has
warranted the full and unshaken conviction, that we,
(Coloured people of these United States), are the most
degraded, wretched, and abject set of beings that ever
lived since the world began; and I pray God that none
like us ever may live again until time shall be no more
(September, 1829).
Walker described "Our wretchedness in consequence of slavery, " which is
often referred to as the Black Experience by contemporary Black educators,
poets, artists and activists. Walker was anxiously concerned about the evils
"an enlightened Christian" citizenry heaped upon Blacks. He details numerous
accounts of inhumane treatment of Blacks by white citizens (ibid , p. 7).
Walker's central theme was that the blatant racist attitudes of the white
society towards Blacks were responsible for much of the suffering in the Black
community.
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Almost a century later, after emancipation, W. E. B. DuBois spoke in
terms similar to those used by Walker:
Ignorance and poverty have been the greatest and
most influential facts for the freedmen, and to
these must be added the disadvantage of a strong
caste system. The average Negro child must be
educated in poor schools if indeed any school at all;
he must grow up in an atmosphere where he can
scarcely escape humiliation, contempt and personal
insult; his chances for work are narrowly restricted;
as a man he lives in a world limited by law and
custom in such ways that he is liable to violent
punishment for peccadillos [a slight offense]. The
history and environment of the American Negro have
brought their marked results (Moral and Manners
Among Negro Americans, Edited by W. E. B. DuBois,
Atlanta Publicati ons
,
#18, 1914, p. 16).
Gunnar Myrdal points out that between 1910 and I960 the Black population
experienced a general decline in percentage of all professional, wholesale and
retail dealers, proprietors, managers and officials. He further illustrates
that this was a result of white establishments using few if any Black workers
in such capacities while the number of Black owned establishments were too few
to give much employment to any significant numbers. The major factor
contributing to this sad state of employment was the white superiority attitude
embedded in racism (American D ilemma , 1944).
Frank Joyce, Director of People Against Racism, Detroit, Michigan,
1969, wrote ’’All American white institutions are racist, or, more accurately,
white supremacist, and all operate to perpetuate white privileges." He points
out that some institutions promote perpetuation more vigorously than others
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and usually have a great impact upon the lives of Americans. His article
describes how informal and formal institutions act in the passing on of racist
patterns and he defines educational institutions as one of the formidable agents
of racism. Joyce makes strong point when he indicates how white people are
intellectually trapped by their culture which served to destroy them through
an inertia furnished by institutional racism.
Kenneth B. Clark has presented evidence that the complex phenomenon
of lacism causes the oppressor to suffer as much as the oppressed. The
consequences of oppression have far reaching implications in the way of life
of a nation. Not only are the institutions designed with racist philosophies but they
aio agents of perpetuation. Thus the problem of reorientation becomes even
more hampered and difficult.
Another modern critic, the Georgia legislator, Julian Bond, speaks
eloquently of the persistant presence of racism:
A vicious beast is alive in this land. The rambunctious
Maryland farmer is heard from every corner. We
(Blacks) are suppressed, repressed, dominated and
cheated and we must escape from this predicament
if we are ever to be free (Life
,
June 19, 1970, p. 27).
Blacks are not. a part of the white mainstream middle class, a dominant
class anxious to maintain its present status at all costs. In response to a
survey white Americans answered that they wished to maintain national prestige
and keep the system as it was and is, while Blacks answered that they wanted
equality and justice.
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TABLE I
RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE
Rank Order
White Black
1
. Keeping the nation prosperous and
avoiding a depression 2 3
2. Relation of church and state 6 9
3. Maintaining the proper degree of
prestige, power and leadership
of the United States in the world 1 4
4. Racial segregation and civil rights
problems 5 1
5. Corruption in government 12 11
6. Keeping the nation out of war 3 2
7. Labor disputes 8 10
8. Inadequate medical care for old people 7 6
9. Rising cost of living 7 6
10. Preventing the spread of communism
to other countries 4 7
11. Farm problems 9 12
12. Inadequate public schools 11 5
(Source: Edgar Chasten, ’’Social Movements in Conflict, " Phylon
,
XXX, No. 31,
Third Quarter, 1969.)
The greatest differences between attitudes of Blacks and whites were on
issues Number 4 and 12; racial segregation and civil rights problems were
highest in rank order for Blacks. The fact that most whites are unconcerned
with the problems of Blacks is demonstrated by their racial attitudes. In
another study of Black and white teachers before and after a six-week training
session it was pointed out at both instances that their attitudes were generally
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detrimental to the improvement of the status of Blacks. In fact, the training
session worsened some of the attitudes basic to racial harmony. Although
half of the whites believed that separate schools should be discontinued half
of them also believed that Blades should develop a separate culture, almost
sixty per cent of them believed the welfare of their community depended on
exclusion of Blacks, and twenty-four per cent of them believed that Blacks
were not toady to paiticipate in full citizenship (please see Comparative Find-
ings of study, above).
Nathan Hare further points out the conflict of interests between Blacks
and the mainstream white society:
4 he emergencies of the concept of ecology in American
life is potentially of momentous relevance to the ultimate
liberation of Black people. Yet Blacks and their
environmental interests have been so blatantly omitted that
Blacks and the ecology movement currently stand in
contradiction to each other. Black and white environments
differ not only in degree but in nature as well ("Black
Ecology, " Black Scholar, April, 1970, Vol. 1, #6, p. 6).
James Turner writes of the political contradictions between Black and
whites: "Our point of reference must be the inherent economic and political
contradictions caused by race and class opression and exploitation of African
people in the United States (Blacks in the Cities, p. 9). "Blacks are struggling
against these exploiters - land is important, " (ibid, p. 13). This interest in
land as associated with the fight against racists has been around for some time.
Paul Cuffee, B. T. Washington, and more recently, Franz Fanon and Malcolm
X had different ideas on the use of land but all placed it as a prime factor in
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the struggle for liberation.
Blacks have sought many alternatives related to the struggle for liberation.
Cries for ’'land and separatism” have been heard, but, as Arthur Tolson has
noted, this approach does not seem to provide any real alternatives. He notes
that although twenty-five Black populated towns were formed in Oklahoma, only
eight remained thirty years later, and with population greatly reduced ("Black
Towns in Oklahoma, ” Black Scholar
,
April, 1970, p. 19). Thus, those who
look into the past with open eyes can see that many of the so-called recent
alternatives have been tried, and found wanting, in the past.
But in spite of the poor historical record, Blacks will continue to raise
questions and seek solutions. Profound change is being stimulated by many
Black educators and intellectuals. There is an increasing awareness that whites,
and white institutions, programs, etc.
,
cannot meet the needs of Blacks.
Larry R. Jackson makes this point well in speaking about "Welfare Mothers and
Liberation (Black Scholar , April, 1970, p. 32). Blacks are now seeing
clearly, and en masse, what some Blacks have known and felt for a long time,
that the problem of racism is deeply embedded in the institutional patterns
of the society:
The most acute problem confronting cities with
rising or predominantly Black populations in the
seventies is in the strengthening of the racist
normative patterns structurally imbedded in the
organizations crucial to Black survival,
organizations which we must control. Many
factors point to the fact that the Seventies will
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,
h nge for priorIties for reform; capture
egjslature by conservatives; repressive lawspassed by Congress for police permissiveness;
detenoration allowing communities to decay(Joyce Ladner and Walter W. Stafford, Black
Scholar, April, 1970, p. 38).
A direct question of a racist American society point to the inherent
inequities of our times. "What does a Black man see?" He secs a man
nominated for Supreme Court who once pledged himself to white supremacy.
He sees the President sign a Voting Rights Act only after having lobbied in
the Congress, and failed, to sap its strength. He sees a persistent income
differential: in 1968, fifty-eight per cent of white families earned $8, 000 or
more, thirty-two per cent non-white families earned the same. He sees
twenty-nine per cent of Black families existing below the poverty line. He
sees white unemployment drop in Juno from May's five per cent to 4. 7 per-
cent of the labor force, and the Black jobless rate rise from eight to 8. 7 per cent.
He knows that "Black Capitalism" is a fraud. "Under programs announced
last fall (The New York Tiroes, June 8, 1970 reported) "hundreds of companies,
in partnership with the federal government, were to make millions of dollars
available to minorities by June 30. So far only nine companies have kept their
committment of $150,000 each with a two-to-one federal matching money (and)
not all nine have yet granted loans
. . . some banks still refuse to finance
minorities, even with 100 per cent guaranteed government loans (Comments on
status of the Black community. "Nixon and Blacks, " Now Republi c, Vol. 163,
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No. 3, Issue 2899, July 18, 1970, p. 7).
A specific illustration of racist behavior is described by Dwayne
Walls. In a special report to the Southern Regional Council in Atlanta in
October, 1969, Walls details the events of an incident involving a Black 25
year old high school teacher and a white male in which the white youth nearly
ran the car driven by the Black teacher from the road. The white youth was
the son of a white man who ran a business which catered to almost all Black
customers in Fayette County, Tennessee. The storekeeper was also well
known for his short temper when dealing with Blacks. (The median family
income in Fayette is $1, 363 and only 30 per cent of the population is white.
)
The white man and his son beat the Black woman and berfriend after running them
off the road and then charged them with assault. The two men inflicted numerous
bruises and wounds upon the woman in this incident which occurred on the
Black's private property. No charges have been leveled against the white men
as yet. There are thousands of such incidents in which countercharges arc
directed against Blacks in racial confrontations - charges specifically designed
to prevent any punishment of guilty white participants. The cause of justice
is rarely served (Walls, Tragedy and Confrontation
,
Southern Regional Council,
Atlanta, Georgia, 1969).
It is an unfortunate fact that past history in terms of the "wretched veil"
has yet to pass - it lives on in our presence. It lives on in the lives of millions
of Americans who, in thousands of ways, suffer from the humiliation of vicious
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oppression. It lives in the "tracking system" of our public schools where it
just happens" that most oi those who end up in the lower tracks are of
minority status, and to a great extent this means Blacks. It lives on in the
cruel fact of a Black family which was refused the right of burial of a Black
body - returning from Vietnam - in the community cemetary. It lives on.
Exactly how severe this unfortunate societal menace is has not yet been
determined, but it is generally agreed that the oppressor suffers psychologically
as well as tuc oppressed, and this pattern is likely to operate for some time
to come (See the research of three Black scholars in the field of psychology,
Kenneth B. Clark, Douglas Foster and Alvin Poussaint).
A FINANCIAL FRAME
The Frames in the Photographic Chrono 1ogy
We start the series in the photographic chronology by placing a
sequence of "frames" 1 into place to make an enormous picture of the
conditions in the Black college community. Each frame has a specific
contribution to make to the whole of the "new sociology. " Each bit of data:
historical references, personal descriptions of contemporary scenes,
comparative statistical tables, published studies, and recent personal surveys
^Frames are portions of data; segments of the whole; concentrated bits
of the supportive data; information contributing to a realistic determination ol
the status of the Black college community.
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from the college communities themselves form a comprehensive mass of
reliable information. Sometimes this data appears to support the present
philosophy and function of the Black colleges and churches and at other times
it points out their many weaknesses but always it builds, compiles and adds
frame after frame to the big picture in the photographic chronology. The
frames will present historical and contemporary information in each area of
economics, sociology, political science, education, health, natural and
health sciences - these frames will be woven together to help illustrate the
need for reassessment, reorientation and redirection in a concentrated effort
to improve the quality of life in the Black college community. Thus we begin
the determination of status that will:
Illustrate widespread racism, neglect and struggle;
Support the criticisms of this writer and many others
on the ineffective social research methodology by
indifferent frequently unqualified whites;
Show that institutions have the potential for change
but are unable to do so unless prodded by straight
talking activists;
Predict that educational institutions will remain pretty
much the same in spite of obvious evidence to the
contrary and this evidence in this document has
convincing proof of the need for immediate reorientation.
Hobson (19G9) writes:
Have wc not studied Economics I? Do we not know the
nature of the economic system? Are we completely
unaware of the fact that inherent in this system, by
its very nature, is exploitation? Racism in the
GO
United States, both by simple definition, and by
rationalization for economic exploitation, had its
origins in economics. It has now become a
sociological and psychological problem. But racism
by definition is a necessary evil where one has
maldistribution of income - one man with so much
milk that he cannot drink it, and another man's
children starving to death inside a jungle in which
we have competition blessed by none other than
Jesus Christ. Our police system, which is a
corollory of the economic system, is designed to
maintain the status quo. Yet the nature of the system
is such tnat we sanctify that we make laws to maintain
it - while Black people in the United States are right
on the bottom of this economic system (Symposium:
Legal and Economic Problems in the Development of
Black Capitalism, Howard Law Journal
,
Vol. 15,
Spring, 1969, #3, p. 348).
The real basis of economics in the Black community has to be
analyzed in terms of the material accumulation and dispensation of goods and
services. Little information is available on this specific area because Blacks
handle only a small amount of dollars in their communities and the white
business owners do not make this information available.
The condition of the houses in a neighborhood is an excellent indicator
of the wealth of the inhabitants. According to DuBois and Julian Bond housing
2
serves as a direct measure of the economic level in this nation.
2W. E. B. DuBois, Atlanta University Series, 1909; also see
photographs in appendix, p. ; Julian Bond writing and campaigning through-
out the nation has made this point clear, he refers to the condition of housing
in Black neighborhoods as a reflection of the standard of living. Bond suggests
that the appearance of homes in white communities should be compared
directly with the appearance of homes in Black communities for anyone
doubting the use of housing as indicators for economic level.
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The economic conditions for Blacks in the South are deplorable. The
economic status can be determined by analysis of the data on housing, labor,
control of schools and incomes below the poverty level. During the 196Q's,
ci&hty eight pei cent of Birmingham, Alabama's Blacks lived in substandard
dwellings - units either dilapidated or deteriorating and lacking private
baths, toilets and hot water.
Charles Thompson, Hylan Lewis, and Davis McEntire point out that
housing is a key to the economic and social status of Blacks in southern cities.
Their study which was based on field observations, interviews, and
experiences points to the various white controlled and key organizations that
seem to be influential in determining the housing picture in Black communities
(Studies in Housing and Minority Groups, Edited by Nathan Glazer and David
McEntire of University of California Press, i960, Atlanta and Birmingham:
A Comparative Study in Negro Housing).
This writer studied housing patterns and the conditions of housing in
Black communities as an assessment of the nature and quality of living
conditions in the communities. It is apparent that there is a marked difference
in the level of economic affluence in the white and Black communities when
housing is used as an indicator. There is too sufficient evidence that much of
what influences the magnitude of this difference in the economic level is
directly attributed to the racist economic activities controlled by the white power
structure. The way the economic system is now operating Blacks find it
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difficult to get funds to operate and maintain businesses while whites are not
so restricted (See LeRoi's poem, Summer South, Niggurs and Wide Foks,
a description of neighborhood conditions, appendix, p.489 ).
Jack E. Dodson wrote that the quality of housing of Blacks and other
minority groups is markedly inferior to that of the majority population;
prejudice and lack of interest in minority group housing on the part of builders
and mortgage lenders hampered and restricted the supply of housing; and few
members of minority groups are economically able to take advantage of
positive changes. Forest E. Laviolette wrote, "The Negro was worse off in
New Orleans than in other cities of the South. More than four-fifths of all
Negro dwellings were either dilapidated or lacked essential sanitary
facilities" (The Negro in New Orleans, p. 117).
Another example of economic deprivation is provided by a study of
Tuscaloosa County, Alabama, made by the Tuscaloosa Opportunity Program
(1966) in which the poor were identified: the non-white population which
represents only 28.7 per cent of the total population but represented 48.7 per
cent of the total low-income population. General 1960 population statistics of
the county: Total - 109,047; white - 71.3 per cent; non-white 28.7 per cent of
total. The status of this low-income community made up of 48.7 per cent
non-white can be from the following review of its economic conditions.
Thirty-six and four-tenths per cent of the total number of occupied dwelling
units in the county were deteriorating or dilapidated; and in the urbanized area
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86 per cent of low-income families lived in substandard housing. In the
southwest sector of Tuscaloosa city was approximately one square mile which
constituted a slum area having within it a high concentration of low income
families and 46. 8 per cent of the substandard housing of the city. In education,
the per cent of white children who entered schools and completed twelve grades
was CO. 9 per cent compared to only 43. 9 per cent of non-white children who
completed all twelve grades. This related to the negative self-fulfilling
prophecy, where children will do poorly if that is all that is expected of
them (C lark , Clash of Cultures in the Classroom
,
1967).
Another indicator of the effects of poverty is the number of persons
who are alcoholics or have drinking problems. In a survey of Tuscaloosa
public and private agencies, 3,800 persons were found with such problems with
at least 40 per cent of these persons coming from the low-income group. The
fact that the per capita income of Tuscaloosa County in 1963 was $1,422 as
compared with'$l, 638 for the state of Alabama as a whole, further indicates
the level of poverty which exists in this area.
There are many ways to point out the poor economic conditions in the
Black community. One might for example refer to the per capita expenditures
on essential services to Blacks and whites. If we look at the area of education
and note the differences in the allocation of funds the history of neglect is
pronounced. Fifty years ago, acting in accordance with the accepted social
and economical customs that were a direct result of slavery, lynching and
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the myth of white supremacy, we have made a factual frame in the photographic
chronology.
In the South in 1915 only in the counties with fewest Black inhabitants
did the per capita expenditures for education approach those of whites (See
Thomas J. Jones statistics which are shown in the Appendix, p. 53$. As the
Black population increased in proportion to whites, the per capita expenditure
decreased. This decrease in per capita funding ranged from $7.23 for Black
children compared to $7. 96 for white children in counties where the Black
population was under ten per cent, to $22.22 for white children compared to
$1.78 for Black children where the representative populations were 75 per
cent Blacks, 25 per cent whites (See Tables, Appendix, p. 535 ). in the
counties containing over seven hundred thousand Blacks, the per capita
expenditure for whites was three and one -half times that of Blacks (See
Appendix, p. 535 for tables presenting a graphic illustration of the gross
inequity in the handling of the economics of education for Southern Blacks).
The past discriminatory practices in allocations for education of
Blacks and whites are known and accepted so much by the average American
that he does not respond to remove the damage done by years of neglect
unless loud protests are made. This is partially understandable in terms of the
"traditions" of the attitude of white superiority and "negro" inferiority. The
carry over from this thinking is evident in the very government that should be
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concerned about protecting and providing an equal quality of life for all
inhabitants. The same men who hold that Blacks are inferior are making
decisions in the Department of Agriculture.
The federal government and particularly the U. S. Department of
Agiicultuie have neglected and contributed to the poor economic conditions
of Blacks in the rural areas of the South. One example of an attempt to thwart
such abuse was the 1968 lawsuit filed in Washington by the Southern Rural
Researcn Project against the U. S. Department of Agriculture for its
discriminatory handling of federal food programs.
Hunt, Hunt and Schepper point out the failure of federal programs to
produce beneficial economic change at the same time that they are promoting
regress in the conditions.
The hard fact is that 39 years of federal initiatives -
from the first food programs in the 1930's through
the expansion of the Commodities Distribution
Program in 1961 and the passage of the Food Stamp
Act of 1964- - have done nothing to alter the appalling
economic realities of the American South. On the
contrary, they have worked to intensify the hunger
and poverty of the Black farmer (Linda Hunt, Gary
Hunt and Nancy Schepper, "Nixon's Guaranteed Annual
Poverty, " Ramparts, 1970, p. 64).
Any programs which might be effective in changing conditions of the poor
Black farmer are nearly impossible to imagine when the racist attitudes of
those who hold the purse strings are taken into consideration. Federal
programs that are locally controlled in the South become the tools of those
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who wish to prevent Black people from any possible means of improving their
living conditions. Southern Rural Research Project (SRRP) workers have
found the federally-employed county administrators hold immense power in
the discriminatory weapon of being able to withhold information about the
various farm programs. Ninety-seven per cent of all Black farmers inter-
viewed by the SRRP had never received any help or advice from the
Agiicultiual Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS) community
committees, and 95 per cent had never received any help from the ASCS
county committee. Even in areas where the majority of the population is
Black, for example in counties such as Wilcox, Alabama, where 80 per cent
is Black, the local offices of the ASCS community and county committees are
invariably run by whites who control the economy of Southern cotton farming.
"A U. S. Commission on Civil Rights report (1965) states that there were no
Negroes employed in professional, clerical, or technical positions in the
ASCS in the entire South. As of 1968 there was one Black person thus
employed,” (ibid, p. 67).
The ASCS and its other agencies have made the Agriculture Department,
which is dominated by congressional Southern segregationists, "the federal
government's worst offender in diserminating against Negroes"' ("White
Agriculture, " The New Republic
,
Nov. 29, 1969, p. 11). Whites both in the
federal and in the local governments help control the economic status of
Blacks in the South and act only to maintain or to worsen it.
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Black farmers have become the easy victims of these white government
agencies and also of the landowners and merchants in their local rural areas.
Because the Black farmer is forced to live in a credit economy, he is shackled
by a chain of depenoency to tne white landowners and local shopkeepers. This
cycle continues to operate because at the end of each farm year, the Black
faimer and his family invariably find themselves in increased debt due to their
needs in the winter, and in the spring borrow funds to pay the high interest
loans and credit of his landlord or merchant. As a further result of racism
and white control of service centered bureaucracies, fewer than 6,000.000
of the 30, 000,000 poor at the national level participate in either the food
stamp program or the surplus commodities program (Justice William O.
Douglas, ’’Points of Rebellion, " Playboy
,
January, 1970).
Levin and Tabue (1970) point out that client centered service bureau-
cracies tend to neglect those in greatest need of their services and instead seek
out members of the submerged middle class who can be more easily and
successfully helped. "This achievement ethic therefore prompts bureaucracy
to select for processing those whom it perceives as most amenable to ful-
fillment of formally defined objectives and to exclude the socially handicapped,
those whose needs represent the greatest threat" (Jack Levin and Gerald
Tabue, "Bureaucracy and the Socially Handicapped: A Study of Lower Status
Tenents in Public Housing" Sociology and Social Research Journal, Vol. 54,
No. 2, Jan. 1970, p. 209).
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In the context of poverty, the criteria for selection
by social service agencies tend to favor the socio-
economically advantaged client whose problems
tend to be perceived as less severe and complex
than those of his lower status counterpart. For
this reason, service organizations which deal with
the socio-economically disadvantaged may stress the
substitution of a culture of opportunity for a culture
of poverty, at the same time actually maintaining
the status quo, (ibid, p. 210).
In the context of poverty again,
A problem is that those clients in greatest need of
assistance - those who are handicapped or stigmatized
by virtue of their race, lack of education, welfare
status, or family structure are often unaware of the
organizational rules of the game. This lack of
knowledge can be attributed to the life style of the
poor as well as to bureaucratic self-interest,
(ibid, p. 210).
The economic conditions for Blacks in the North are also inadequate
and illustrate the existence of widespread racism. In the Bureau of Labor
Statistics for unemployment rates, by color, from 1930 to 1960 in the United
States including the South, Negro unemployment "has continued at disaster
levels for 35 years. " By excluding the South, the North had 7.4 per cent
unemployed for whites and 11.5 per cent unemployed for non-whites, pointing
out that Black unemployment in the North was critical. The two-to-one white-
Black unemployment ratio which continues today had its beginning in 1940;
excluding the South, whites were 14. 8 per cent while non-whites were 29.7
per cent unemployed. In 1950, unemployment figures for the United States
again excluding the South, were non-white 11.4 per cent and white, 4.9 per
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cent. In i960 the figures were, white 4. 8 per cent and non -white 10. 1 per
cent. These percentages show that while the white employment in the North
decreased from 1930 to i960 by almost three per cent, the unemployment rate
of Blacks had decreased little more than one per cent (The Negro Family:
The Case of National Action, Office of Policy Planning and Research, U. S.
Department of Labor, 1965, p. 20).
Thomas Brady paints a gloomy picture of Blacks in corporate manage-
ment. Brady was interested in the number of Blacks in top or middle manage-
ment positions in the major corporations around the country and their
responsibility in influencing company policy. The investigation found that,
with one exception, all respondents left their previous positions because of
racial bias and the direct relationship of racial bias to advancement in the
companies. Brady found that in corporations with 15,000 employees, Blacks
make up less than 0. 01 per cent of the personnel in middle management or
above. Only 18 per cent of the respondents felt that their companies were
making a worthwhile effort in community relations. Most of the Black
executives were in non-influential showcase positions which have to do with
temporary stop-gap projects outside the company mainstream operations.
Brady points out that he could have named his study "Corporate Racism"
(Thomas Brady, "Blacks in Corporate Management, " School of Business
Administration, University of Massachusetts, unpublished paper, 1970).
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A POLITICAL FRAME
This map sho\vs the political potential the Black community has in the
South, the same regions where the Black colleges are located.
If Blacks approach the political situations by assessing from ’’Where
we are and where we wish to (must) go” (Mack H. Jones, 1971), the Black
college community is where we are.
TABLE %
THE SOUTH
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The political situation in the Black community is closely associated
with its economy too. This writer could not consider the political situation
in the Black community without utilizing the thinking of one of the Black
community's most able political scientists. Mack H. Jones, 3 in resigning
from two years service on the American Political Science Association
Committee on the status of Blacks in the profession, touched upon some
sensitive issues concerning the position of Blacks within this political system.
He pointed out how Blacks are dependent upon whites, how Blacks are
oppressed by the white power structure directly or indirectly, and how Blacks
have different political needs from whites. Jones suggested that the picture
becomes even more "blurred" when we consider that we live in or "share
the same culture, work in the same organizations, and claim citizenship in
and therefore profess loyalty to the same government (Jones, ’A Note From
A Black Political Scientist,1 ' Black Politician
,
April, 1971, p. 24-25). Jones
admits too that Black political scientists have been derelict in their duty to the
Black community. He suggests that Blacks must develop and articulate a
unique world view, a weltanschuuang growing out of their experiences as
people who are oppressed all over the world. Dr. Jones demands that Blacks
must look closely at their (our) plight, realize the African heritage and
think in terms of progress - "moving from where we are to where we wish
3
Mack H. Jones was fired for his political beliefs from a public
institution in Texas. He now heads the Political Science Department at Atlanta
University, a major private university.
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to be, " (ibid). This is the Black blanket under which political science in the
Black college community must operate if Blacks are to gain some degree of
liberation. 4
Poljtics in the Black college community become complex and confusing
when the specifics of the economical, political and educational situations are
"This description illustrates oppression in the Black community and
is of major concern to fostering "wherever we are. " To place the political
problems of the Black community in perspective, it is necessary to review some
recent developments of a political nature in the Black community. For
example the police and the Black Panthers afford a point of reference.
Christopher Chandler, Senior Editor, Chicago Journalism Review, wrote in the
New Republic
,
January 10, 1971, "There is a 'conspiracy' to get the panthers,
and it is a conspiracy tied together by mutual convictions of policemen
local and federal government. It is a conspiracy that puts the country's
professed ideals to a hard test" (Black Political Scientist , Winter, January,
1970, Vol. 1, No. 3).
The statistics on the panther death rate adds convincing evidence.
From March 1968 to December 1969 sixteen (16) Black panthers were killed
by police (see table).
In his column, Roy Wilkins wrote that the cache of weapons found in
any Black panther raids was considerably less than those found in the possession
of one organizer of the Minutemen, an ultra right group, (ibid). In a slightly
different political struggle but closely related to the struggles of Blacks with
oppressive forces, Angela Davis has been in the news for her active support
of the goals of the Black panthers which are the liberation of Black people
and control over institutions within the Black community. Miss Davis has
a double fight - she has claimed membership in the Che-Lummumba
community club, besides being an outspoken critic of racist policies (Kenneth
Reich Black Political Scientis t, Jan. 1970, Vol. 1, No. 3, p. 25). Reich
believes Miss Davis has failed to galvanize the left but did galvanize the
right, (ibid ).
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considered as a combination of forces and influences operating according to
oppressive traditions. This document will not attempt to argue the full
complement but only to raise the issues so that the reader can appreciate the
complexity, ambiguity and at times utter confusion on the part of the Black
residents to understand what is happening to them. Politically how does the
Black community stand? The answers are vague and in need of careful
analysis. Blacks should regard the situations with caution. James Farmer,
who only recently left the Nixon Administration, said he doesn't feel that Mr.
Nixon is entirely ready to write off the Black vote in the coming campaign
(Black Political Scientists , April, 1971, p. 9). Jesse Jackson, the Operation
TABLE OF PANTHER HOMICIDES
HOMICIDES
March, 19G8 Los Angeles, Arthur Glenn Morris Dead
i;
\
April G. 19G8 Oakland, Bobby Hutton Dead Police ambush, shot as he surrendered, unarmed.
August 25, 19G8 Los Angeles, Tommy Lewis Dead Killed by police V
August 25, 19G8 Los Angeles, Robert Lawrence Dead Killed by police i
August 25, 19G3 Los Angeles, Steve Bartholomew Dead Killed by police
Oct. 15, 10G8 Seattle, Welton “Butch" Dead Officer Buttedahl was standing face to face with Armstead, »
(or 19) Wash. Armstead shot him in the heart. At inquest, Buttedahl claimed Arm-
stead turned to run; witnesses claim this is not true. Verdict:
justifiable homicide.
i
i
Nov. 7, 19G8 Seattle, Sidney Miller Dead Killed outside grocery store in W. Seattle by merchant who
:
Wash. claimed he thought Miller was going to rob the store. No
attempt had been made to rob the store. While leaving
store, Miller was shot in the head.
»
(
l
J
Dec. 30, 19G8 Los Angeles, Frank "Franko" Diggs Dead Shot by police
May 21. 19G9 New Haven, Alex Rackley Dead
Sept. 4. 19G9 Chicago, 111. Larry Roberson
^ (cr Roberston)
Dead Died of wounds received in July 17, 19G9 shootout with
police — charged, along with Grady Moore, with attempted
murder and interfering with officer. Charges against Moore
later dropped.
Sept. 12. 19G9 Los Angeles, Nathaniel Clark Dead Killed by police agent
Sept. 20. 19G9 Los Angeles, Walter Toure Pope Dead Killed by Metro Squad
Nov. 13, 19G9 Chicago, 111. Spurgeon Jake Dead Killed by police
Winters
Dec. 4, 1909 Chicago, Hi. Fred Hampton Dead Shot in bed while sleeping, in police attack on home.
Dec. 4. 19G9 Chicago, 111. Mark Clark Dead Killed in same attack above.
(Source: Black Political Scientsts, Winter
,
January 1970, Vol. 1, No. 3).
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Breadbasket in Chicago, a keen political analyst, differs with James Farmer.
Jackson suggests that the President
_is ready to give up the Black vote and
count on the silent majority to re-elect him. Jackson says the evidence can
be found in the in-action the chief executive has taken on crucial civil rights
issues and Blacks must see these actions as indications of the President’s
response to the needs of the Black community from a political perspective.
The fact that politics is effective in maintaining the economic
deprivations and political limitations of Blacks is demonstrated in the following
review of what "progress” was achieved during a period of white leadership
in race related matters. During this white dominance of racial issues,
school segregation, residential segregation, the dollar-income gap between
whites and Blacks, and the leadership natively related to them have all
increased (Nathan Wright, Jr., Black Power and Urban Unrest, 1967;
National Black Power Conference, 1967).
Justice William O. Douglas stated that housing, unemployment, and
education are outrightly anti-Black and that almost fifty per cent of the Blacks
live in a state of poverty. The term anti-Black clearly indicates that some-
thing more than thoughtless oversight is taking place. "Anti" infers that the
political process in America is consciously and intentionally working against
Blacks through omission and emphasis, through direct and indirect actions
on both the local and the national levels.
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A specific instance of economic deprivation caused by the prevailing-
racist political structure is reported by the Martin Luther King, Jr.
.
Council's Poverty Committee of the University of Massachusetts. Dorchester
County, South Carolina has a total population of 24,393 according to the 1960
census; of the 9,654 people earning less than the official poverty level of
$3,000 a year, 9,094 were non-whites (Indians and Blacks). The report
further points out that non-whites are discriminated against in voting eligibility,
in party participation, in exercise of their voting rights, and in having seme
political say about their own lives.
An example of the non-white peoples' powerlessness in the political
system is revealed in the election of men to office. While 5,370 non-whites
were qualified to vote, only 1, 750 or 32 per cent were registered to vote. The
white population has made it difficult for non-whites to vote. Because of this
and other forces which deprive non-whites of a strong representative voice in
their local government, little reform in the existing poor economic conditions
has taken place (King Council's Poverty Committee Report, University of
Massachusetts, 1970).
It has been pointed out that in some instances much money has been
"given" to the construction of Black schools, and to Black administrators -
especially in the field of higher education. True, in some cases there has
been an increase in funds for Blacks; however, it is well to examine closely
the motives and the contexts in which such funds have been xorthcoming. In
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some instances money has been rooted in the desire to maintain segregated
schools, and thus better buildings have been the price white society has paid
to maintain a segregated system. In some instances Blacks have achieved
mgh prestige and high paying positions in various fields and professions.
Often such opportunities are little more than responses to the "market":
it has become desirable and even profitable to place Blacks in such positions.
It is crucial that where such advances appear there be a careful assessment
of the motives and the objectives involved. (All of which may be political
moves to keep Blacks in their places and lacking in the power to control the
economy in the community.) In any event, Black colleges and Black college
communities have received very little by way of an economic windfall. More
often than not, Blacks still rest at the bottom of the economic sc3-le. As
Michael Harrington in "The Dynamics of Misery" (1968) pointed out, "One
of the best current measures of the utter irrationality of racism is the fact
that many employed Negroes are overqualified for their jobs. Even when a
Black man manages to get a good education, he does not get equal pay. "
A National Statistical Financial Frame
We have looked at the "economic past" and at some of this writer’s
findings on the nature of economics in the Black community. A fitting ending-
will utilize the work of Andrew F. Brimmer (Economic Potential of Black
Capitalism, Black Political Scientists, April 1971, pp. 21-88), a noted Black
economist.
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I he Black economist has a difficult task. He must place all available
information on the statistics of the situation in the Black community where
Blacks can get to it. This writer is not trying to act in the capacity of an
economist but since men place so much value on money and keep accurate
records of financial activity it is not difficult to follow history through the
economy of a country. This selection will provide another frame in the
photographic chronology. Dr. Brimmer starts with data on income and assets
pointing out the limited financial power of the Black family.
The data in Table 3 appears to offer conclusive evidence that the net
financial position of the Black family is much worse than his white counterpart.
This fact is usually understood and accepted by economists and politicians
alike. Yet efforts to correct the situation seem to meet with resistance. The
table clearly shows that whites have by far the greater assets and their net
worth far exceeds the Black man. Only in the debt column docs the Black
family approach the white. As a matter of fact in only one item on the entire
table, under size of income 20, 000 range, is the Black man "above" the
white. Here it shows white debt $24,386 and Black $26,052.
TABLE 3
Total Assets, Total Debts and Net Worth Mean Amounts (in dollars) for
All 1-amilios by Size of Income, Race and Urban-Rural f'iace of Residence 1966
Total Assets Tola 1 Debts Net Worth
Size of Income White Negro While Negro White Negro
Urban 0-2,459 10,356 2,449 1,023 693 9,328 1,756
2,500-4,999 14,507 3,318 1,949 1,497 12,558 1,821
5,000-7,493 16,061 0,921 4,305 3,285 12,556 3,636
7,500-9,999 21,233 8,977 6,665 3,942 14,563 5,035
10,000-14,999 31,523 15,421 8,884 7,534 22,639 7,837
15,000-19,933 53,219 31,102 12,519 11,797 40,700 19,305
20,000 A over 119,038 47,884 25,306 26,052 94,452 21,832
»•
Total 25,403 6,070 6,125 2,663 19,278 3,407
Rural 0-2,499 14,577 3,005 1,813 466 12,764 2,539
2,500-4,999 18,706 3,673 2,633 1,294 15,873 2,379
5,000-7,493 20,706 8,429 4,554 3,595 16,232 4,034
7,500-9,993 20,625 21,213 7,250 5,629 21,375 15,584
10,000-14,S99 36,321 19,730 7,513 3.724 28,803 16,006
15,000-19,939 84,584 20,510 11,808 1,830 72,776 18,680
- 20,000 A over 100,147 1/ 24,525 1/ 155,622 1/
Total 25,598 4,039 4,724 1,277 20,874 3,362
Urban & Rural 0-2,499 11,668 2,600 1,271 632 10,397 1,968
2,500-4.939 15,657 3,380 2,191 1,461 13,466 1,919
5,000-7,493 17,707 7,090 4,357 3,321 13,350 3.769
7,500-9,939 22,541 9,480 6,701 4,009 15,780 5,471
10,000-14,999 32,167 15,502 8,700 7,409 23,467 8,153
15,000-19,993 56,272 30,468 12,451 11,201 43,821 19,267
20,000 A over 124,077 47,884 25,315 26,052 99,562 21,832
Total 25,444 5,825 5,832 2,427 19,612 3,398
1/ No cases reported.
Source: Tabulated from the Survey of Economic Opportunity.
Table 4 presents data on the Black community surrounding the most
recognized Black university located in Washington, D. C. It is a table
illustrating the Black owned and operated businesses. If we look carefully
at the types of business, the percentage of businesses owned by Blacks,
and compare them to the total population of Washington, we have some
revealing statistics. Washington is more than 80 per cent Black, and Blacks
own only about 1 per cent of the wholesale businesses.
Brimmer points out that until recently little was known about the
detailed characteristics of Black owned businesses. 5 We are aware that it
might be to the advantage of the white businessmen not to put this information
before the public but this writer cannot support this neglect on the part of
Black colleges. Blacks in Washington, D.C. it appears, have greater
inteiests in their appearance than in food, finance of manufacturing, as
the figures in Table 4 suggests.
The material in the Atlanta University Series is 6 decades old and
does not give an accurate contemporary status report.
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TABLE 4
DISTRIBUTION OF NEGRO OWNED AND OPERATED BUSINESS IN
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1967
Type of Business Number Per Cent
SERVICES 1,249 60. 5
Barber shops, beauty salons,
or beauty schools 555 26.9
Dryc leaning e stabl ishments 146 7. 1
RETAIL
Carryout shops, delica-
tessens, grocery stores, or
restaurants 240 11.6
CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION 119 5. 8
TRANSPORTATION 82 4.0
FINANCE, INSURANCE ' 84 4. 1
Real estate 73 3.5
MANUFACTURING 35 1. 7
Newspaper publishers,
printers, signshops 28 1.4
WHOLESALE 20 1.0
Total 2,062 100.0
Source: A Directory of Negro-Owned and Operated Business in Washington,
D. C., compiled by Small Business Guidance and Development
Center, Howard University, 1967.
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The following table shows characteristics of business firms
owned compared to all firms:
Black
TABLE 5
Selected Characteristics of Business Firms: Negro-Owned vs. All Firms
Type of
Business
Numoer of
Establishments
Employees per
Establishments
Laundries
Beauty and Barber Shops
Gasoline Service Stations
Foodstores
Eating Places
All Services and Retail Trade
Census K'DL Survey Census
Receipts per
Establishments
38
102
.
4C
82
67
5G4
75,052
257,236
211,473
319,433
223,876
2,769.604
4.8
2.5
2.3
3.1
1.8
3.3
. Survey NBL Survey Census NBL Survey
6.7 $14,655 $ 50.607 $3,053
1.1 6,678 9,817 2,671
2.5 18,065 84,360 7,854
4.0 28,253 178,997 9,115
6.7 7,346 62,054 4,001
4.2 19,147 102,538 5,e02
Receipts per
Employee
Census
$ 7,553
8,925
33,744
44,749
9,262
24,405
~-- *•*••**•*
« <*—«* 0. .he Cc„»us
.
,963 Cense,
This is a seven city survey of 564 Black owned businesses. Using data from
the National Business League and the Census Bureau the comparative figures
show how far down the scale Black businesses actually are. Only in the
service area are Blacks doing any significant business.
Y
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Growth trends in Black owned businesses actually fell off in food
stores, eating places and all retail trade during the period from 1958 to 1363.
The gains were in the service areas of laundries and beauty and barber
shops (See table 8 ).
TABLE 6
Recent Growth Trends in Areas of Negro Business Concentration
Typ* t't
Business
Number of
Establishments
(thousands)
Receipts per
Establishment
Employees per
Establishment
1950 1963
Percentage
Change 1958 1963
Percentage
Change 1930
Percentage
1903 Change
laundries 67.9 7S.1 + 10.49 $ 48,600 $ 50,607 + 4.13 8.2 6.7 -18.3
Beauty and Barber Shops 215.4 257.2 + 19.41 8,884 9,817 + 10.50 1.0 1.1 + 10.0
Gasoline Stations 206.6 211.5 + 2.27 68,834 84,360 + 22.56 2.3 2.5 + 0.7
Foodstores 35G.6 319.4 -10.48 137,943 178,997 + 29.76 3.4 4.0 + 17.4
Ealing Places 229.8 223.9 - 2.57 44,165 662,054 H 40.50 5.7 6.7 + 17.5
All Retail Trade 1,794.7 1,707.9 - 4.84 117,057 142,690 + 21.90 4.4 4.5 + 11.4
All Services 979.2 1,061.7 + 8.2 33,995 41,935 -I 12.4 9.2 11.5 + 12.5
Eourco: U.S. Department o( Commerce, Bureau ot the Census, 19S3 Census of Business, Volume 1, Retail Trade, Summary Statistics.
In the trends in self-employment Blacks experience a negative growth
rate for the years 1957 through 1967 in the areas of self employed retail and
trade. Although the total growth was negative, it is often considered by many
that Blacks are experiencing upturns (See table 7 ).
TABLE 7
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Trends in Self-Employment (Thousands)
1257 1062
r'ercenlagc Growth
1907 1957-67
Occupational Category
Professional, Technical,
end Kindred
Managers, Officials
and Proprietors
Salaried
Self-Employed
Self-Employed
Retail Trade
Self-Employed
Excluding Retail
Trade
Total Employment
Total Nonwhite
Nonwhile
as
Per Coni
of Total Total Nonwhite
Nonwhile
ns
Per Cent
of Total Total Nonwhite
Monwhile
as
Per Cent
ol Total Total Nonwhite
6.47G 245 3.8 8,040 373 4.6 9,879 592 6.0 52.5 140.7
6,705
3,045
3,660
140
35
105
2.1
1.1
2.9
7,403
4,053
3,355
188
77
111
2.5
1.9
3.3
7.495
5,284
2,211
209
115
94
2.6
2.2
4.2 -
11.8
73.5
-40.6
49.3
228.
G
-10.4
1,835 61 3.3 1,583 49 3.7 1,074 51 4.7 -41.5
-16.4
1,825
65,100
44
0,647
2.4
10.4
1,773
67,846
52
7,004
2.9 1,137
10.5 74,372
43
8,011
3.8 -
10.8
37.7
11.4
- 0.2
20.5
XoruS. ?oTSIy? f1^ r * B°reaU ° f Ub0r S,aliS,iCS ' """^ *»ob Situation: Has it Improvectr.lp^^bor Force
Ihese figures are even more suggestive when we consider that Blacks
must work very hard for poor wages, then place the bulk of their earnings back
into tne aostile white community by spending in businesses that are outside
the Black community, whether physically or in terms of the nature of the
financial activity.
Table 8
race of head of hou
is concerned with income and earnings by occupations and
sehoid. The data shows clearly that Blacks are well below
whites in every occupational category. It is interesting to note that the earnings
of the average white head of household is very close to the earnings of the
entire Black family: white head $15, 600 compared to Black family $15,725.
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TABLE 8
f-'.ean Income and Earnings by Occupation and Race of Head of Family
Uiban Families, 1966 (Amount in dollars)
Racei.nci Occupational
Category
Total t amily Income
All Units
Total Earnings
Source: Tabulated from The 1957 Survey of Economic Opportunity.
Earnings ot Head
V/hitc
Professions, Technical,
ocu-L.»:ip!oyca All Units Self-Employed
and Kindred
Managers, Officials,
11,750 18,787 10,880 16,641 9,607 15,600
Proprietors 12,248 11,283 11,403 10,277 9,995 8,807
Craftsmen 9,031 7,587 8,663 6,762 7,035 5,260
Total
Negro
8,250 11,655 7,212 10,363 5,855 8,965
Professional, Technical,
and Kindred
Managets, Officials,
9,393 15,725 9,035 14,750 6,846 11,144
Proprietors 8,779 5.328 6,213 4,647 4,696 3,374
Craftsmen 6,913 4,228 6,634 3,871 5,075 2,860
"1 olal. All Families 4,996 5,418 4,374 4,814 3,164 3,428
Dr. Brimmer has offered a valuable contemporary frame on the photographic
chronology and a national picture of the status of the economics in the Black
college community.
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The economic status of Blacks is perhaps the most serious consequence
of racism because lack of economic power in America means an automatic
assignment to tne lowest spot on the social ladder. If racism has its roots
in the economic system, as stated before, then Blacks throughout the country
are the obvious victims of the worst dimensions of the capitalistic system.
The economics of a community sprawls into all other areas.
Whatever the economics of a community is, and in many instances
as a direct result of the level of economic activity, it can most often be
seen in the quality of health of the residents. In this sense it mny seem that
in spite of the economical activity of the larger community, the health in the
Black community is poor. One of the prime reasons is simply that the nature
of most of this activity is such that money flows out of the Black community
instead of into it. There are other forces to be sure; in any event the health
of the Black communist is close enough related to its economy to merit
consideration here.
A Health Frame from the National Negro Health News
Health, employment, education and economics are all so interwoven
that any separation leaves gaps that will necessitate extensive discussion.
This document will not undertake to relate or explore all of the a.spects that
are directly related to the economy. In most of the studies reviewed by this
writer little information was included on the quality of health of the Bla.ck
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community. The health of the Black community can be viewed from many
angles. This section will only point out some important historical
perspectives.
Once a little known periodical, National Negro Health News, was
published, it ran about 18 volumes then discontinued publication. Its last
publication was in June 1850. The periodical was a valuable service to the
Black community. In January 1948 NttLiPiiaJL Negro Health News reported that
new efforts were being made to combat the growing health problems of Blacks.
Earlier, a prominent Black nurse, Helen S. Caldwell, had written in 1945,
that "the environment of the Negro, during this period, did not encourage him
to live, n (Nationa l Negro Health News, January-March, 1947, p. 5). Mrs.
Caldwell produced some convincing statistics. According to the first census
in 1790 Blacks were 19. 3 per cent of the American total population, but in
1940 the ratio of the figures had changed. Blacks were only 9. 8 per cent of
the white population. A percentage decrease of nearly 10 percent. Population
analysists will offer a variety of reasons, in any event the following data is
suggestive. In 1947 April-June National Negro Health News presented some
comparative death rate figures and indicated that the death rate for Blacks
was 37 per cent higher than whites. At age 15-19 Black boys had a death rate
twice the rate of white boys, among girls in the same age group, Black girls
had a death rate of three times white girls. The causes of this rate was
attributed to diseases and illnesses associated with poor living conditions and
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health services. It is difficult to believe that the health services for Blacks
were better at a time when slavery and lynching were widespread. The evidence
from earlier records are indeed supportive of cruel and inhumane treatment of
Blacks. M. A. Morrell wrote ("Negro Diet Below Minimum, " Christian Century
.
57:363, March 13, 1940) that the diet of Blacks was pitiful and one of the leading-
causes of Black health problems. If, as some suggest, the conditions of
Blacks are getting better, then one must only hope that the "good old days"
never return. An example of the "good old days" might be seen in excerpts
from an article written in January, 1940 (National Negro Health News
, January
-
March, 194 8, 6:1). An interview with a prominant American6 state that he felt
most people were ignorant of the situations:
Do you know:
That the death rate of the Negro is about one third
higher than the nation as a whole?
that the life span of the Negro is 10 years less
than that of the white man ?
there is one white physician for every 850 white
people, but only 1 Negro physician for every
4,000 Negroes ?
6
Health statistics such as these are supportive of the population ratio
decline among Blacks. Consider the tuberculosis mortality rates - 98.0 per
cent for Blacks against 32.7 per cent for white persons. In the 15-44 age group,
the Black mortality rate is five times that of whites. Ewing pointed out that
more than 13,000 Blacks die of tuberculosis annually and we possess the
medical and scientific tools for prevention of most tuberculosis deaths. We
know that these deaths need not be (Public Health Reports, Tuberculosis Control
Issue, April 2, 1948. From an interview, Federal Security Administrator,
Oscar R. Ewing, Station WTOP, Columbia Broadcasting System, March 28, 1948).
,
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that there is 1 dentist for every 1, 865 persons
in the nation as a whole but onlv 1 Negro dentist
tor every 8,745 Negroes?
that to meet these deficiencies among Negroes
there are relatively less opportunities for medical
education ?
This note on the Health from a historical perspective sheds light on the nature
of the chronic situations of neglect in the Black community. This health frame
in the photographic chronology adds another point of reference for looking
critically at the whole economy of the Black community.
The economy of the Black community has many features that shape its
character and make-up. Time nor space will permit the exploration of all the
contributing factors. What the writer has attempted to do is bring some of the
most important aspects together into still another frame of the photographic
chronology to be used as a point of reference for later research.
Always with the open agenda to illustrate the history of neglect and
ineffectiveness of the institutions of higher education as they are presently
structured and functioning under the "wretched veil. "
An Educational Frame
1 fear 1 have little that is new to say on this
subject. T have already said and written a great
deal about segregation and segregation in higher
education means just about what it means in other
areas. I do not like segregation. I have never
liked it and never will. Especially do 1 find it
distasteful because the strong impose upon the
weak laws of segregation with which the latter had
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nothing to do. Segregation says always that the
person segregated is unfit to move normally
among those who do the segregating. It says
almost always that the segregated must have
inferior goods and services. It says, too, to
the members of the segregating group that the
members of the group segregated can be "kicked"
around pretty much at will. It sa3rs one race is
"superior" and the other "inferior. " It destroys
the soul both of the segregated and those who do
the segregating. It is a budget of inferiority and
I hate to wear it. It makes the segregated objects
of discrimination. It is contrary to the findings
of modern science. It is against democracy. It
desecretes the Christian religion. All this has
been said before, but we must continue to say it.
(Benjamin Mays, Phylon Institute, Vol. 10, 4th
Quarter, 1949, p. 401).
And fifteen years earlier in May 1934, then President Franklin D.
Roosevelt called a conference on Fundamental Problems in the Education of
Negroes. The Conference participants covered many areas of the educational
dilemmas of Blacks but managed to devote only six lines of their report to
racism as prime suspect. And when doing so, they hid an open charge of
racism in such terms as "racial factors, " "removal of obstacles just mentioned, "
and "highest principles of democracy" when referring directly to racism as a
social menace (See appendix for description of this and other conferences).
An assumption that the prevailing racist school practice is sound "If
children do not fit into the existing programs they are at fault, not the existing
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program" (Southern Education Report, November, 1968, p. 6) is attacked by
Doxej A. Wilkeison. He writes, "That this kind of defensive stance militates
against reorganization and that Blacks must meet the demands of the larger
white society, " (ibid,, p. 6). In one sense he is correct, youth should be made
aware of the hositility and racism within the society while at the same time
developing skills and competencies that will enable them to deal with conditions.
As this society's institutions effectively perpetuate racism, educational
institutions, especially, must be singled out for attack because these veritable
institutions are largely responsible7 for shaping the minds of the nation's
youth.
Most of the educational data will be found in Chapter III, The Black
College. The information presented in this section is mainly for historical
perspective on general education.
In an attempt to present the nature of American heritage and the
n
This may mean that educational institutions in fact do shape the
minds of youth or it could mean that they have the responsibility but do so
poorly or not at all.
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consequences of slavery, David Walker writes, "I heard a wretch in the state
of North Carolina said, 8 [sic] that if any man wanted to teach a Black person
whom he had in slavery to spell, read or write, he would prosecute him to the
very extent of the law
(Appeal
,
American Centuries Series, p. 53). This was
not an atypical statement of Walker's day.
It is very important that all Americans review and understand the
history of Black education as influenced by white racist philosophies, the
implications of this history, and the remnants of a philosophy which shaped our
contemporary culture. As men believed, thought and acted, in the manner
illustrated above and below, they taught their children and grandchildren. Many
white Americans honestly believed, pledged and fought, indeed lynched (See
Appendix, Crisis account of public approved mob lynchings), and persecuted
Blacks, doing earnestly what they felt to be in accord with American Christian
principles. ^
gOral Tradition - Early in our history few Blacks could read, write or
spell; therefore, Black history relies at times upon the spoken words and the
passing on of the past accounts of many deeds. It was also a fact that few
Blacks had any responsibility of keeping written records of the events of the
day; it would be a serious breach/oversight/neglect to exclude information
simply because some white folks did not see fit to record it.
^In Walker's Appeal
,
"our wretchedness in consequence of slavery, "
regards the treatment of Blacks by (an enlightened and Christian people), more
cruel than any heathen nation did any people whom it had reduced to our
condition. These affirmations are so well confirmed in the minds of all un-
prejudiced men, who have taken the trouble to read histories, that they need
no elucidation from me, " p. 1.
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The importance of bringing lynching without trial into a discussion on
education might have misleading effects upon the reader. For this reason the
writer points out that we are taught and learn as much by the things that happen
in schools as outside, maybe even more so. Now add to this teaching certain
rewards and punishments and the teaching becomes even more effective.
Whites who lynched Blacks were acting as teachers and learners. Blacks who
witnessed these events, personally or from tales of others, were learning and
being taught. Lynchings were such a formidable part of early American
Education that to fail to place this act of dehumanization in perspective would be
a serious oversight on this writers part. It is a well known fact that "lynch the
nigger" was an integral part of the Southern way of life and acted as a deterrant
for Blacks who sought freedom. The importance of lynching without trial has
even greater far reaching significance than we could possibly discuss in this
document. But the writer has discharged part of his duty by indicating that
even thougn few lynchings took place in schools the possibility of such "justice"
being administered, condoned, tolerated and accepted by educators and teachers
alike had enough influence to merit its mentioning in this section.
Many sensitive individuals are aware that there are lynchings today
that do not take the form of the traditional event. There were man}' unknown
lynchings and just as many known hidden from public records; Blacks in the
late 1900 and early 20th century did not have much to do with keeping the
official records and descrepancies in records were common place, (for a
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reference to present day events see a letter to New York Times news media
from Dr. David M. Spain, M. D.
,
Scarsdale, New York, May 18, 1970).
If we follow this line of reasoning a few words more we become
involved with the legal system as a teacher. (This document will in no way
attempt to cover all the "teachers" of the society but these two are crucial to
the Black college community since these colleges are located where most of the
lynchings took place. ) And the legal system as a part of the educative process
is important for lynchings were a form of legal justice and the carrying out of
the law. Both lynching and legal "justice" are closely tied to the system of
slavery and are engrained in our education today. What is even more shocking to
think about is the fact that many laws, social customs, and institutional practices
were formulated and implanted in the legal framework of the judicial system
as well as in the hearts and minds of all the "teachers and students" of yester-
years, thus becoming a part of the educative process. Some of these legal
enactments remain as official codes today; in addition, racist attitudes linger
as accepted social behavior and, as such, cast a fiendish veil over the
democratic ideals. How all of this was/is a part of our education system and
what the ugly results of slavery and lynching is has been largely left out of our
"education. " This writer intends to place some of the great "teachers" back
into the educative process.
An intense desire for education had risen from the deprivations of
slavery. However, during slavery the laws of the slave states had forbidden
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the teaching of slaves to read and write except for some teaching by Negro
schools and masters, so that at emancipation 95 per cent of the Blacks were
illiterate. So in reality history teaches us that Blacks of early America were
literally at the mercy of whites for an education. In a number of regions and
certainly in the Black college community very little has been done to change
this arrangement today.
It is a well known fact that many Blacks are dependent upon whites and
the nature of the operation of white educational and social institutions for
survival. The Black church and the Black college both modeled after their
white counterparts have failed to successfully meet the needs and concerns of
their Black constituents (please read Black Bourgousic by E. Franklin Frazier
Nathan Bare has a later version, Black Anglo Saxon, both writers speak clearly
to this point emphasizing the paradoxes involved). A look at history points out
that social institutions will most likely continue to neglect the Black community
for many years to come, simply due to the historically proven inertia of
American social and behavioral customs (Peter H. Rossi, The Education of
Failure or the Failure of Education, p. 324). Most educators accept without
question the failure of the white college to respond adequately to the crises in
Black college communities (Horace Mann Bond, Freedom Ways
,
1968 and
Negro Education, 1935). They have recognized that the two communities have
different needs but have not offered to challenge sufficiently the performance of
these institutions in attending to these differences. As a result, the social and
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educational situations in Black communities are in serious turmoil. Any
attempt at successfully reducing this turmoil must first look to the causes and
leave the treating of the symptoms to those who would seek to perpetuate existing
conditions if only incidentally.
To those educators treating the symptoms and those treating or attempting
to act on the causes (both cases are hopefully evident in this document) this
writer must continue to point out that the ’’traditional" teaching is still at work
in the educative process today, even though many of the teachers" would just
as soon not have us know. The following lesson might shed some light.
In Louisiana some specific instances of racial behavior arc recorded. A
Black principal with 27 years tenure was demoted to teach fifth term math when
his school was closed due to desegregation; at one Black school a loss of micro-
scopes was observed while microscopes mysteriously appeared at the nearby
white school; a $15, 000 public school was sold for $10 to a local white private
school after desegregation; any number of hidden transfers of equipment from
once Black schools to white schools nave been recorded (New Republic
,
TRB
from Washington, July IS, 1970). All of the above accounts point out the
malicious pervasiveness of white racism as directed towards Black. The deep
implications of these attitudes in the educational process are serious and are
supportive of the teaching of racist values in schools. The ancient but crucial
issue of racism still confronts Black educators and will be a steady contender
for attention throughout this document.
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The controversy over what to teach Black youth and how best to obtain
justice and freedom rages as furiously today as it did at the time when DuBois
and Washington argued these same points. Some Blacks have proposed Black
Studies as an alternative to present education subjects. There are many ways
the concept of Black Studies can be used to confuse and thwart the efforts of
Blacks in their fight for freedom and justice (Bayard Rustin, "Introduction
Black Studies: Myths and Realities, 1969, p. 5-7). Consideration of the issue
calls for careful analysis and a realistic approach to determining the kinds of
educational experiences for Black youth based on the existing needs. The
controversy, over what kind of education is best for Black youth, is aggravated
by, and rightfully so, the cautious distrust Blacks have of the ability of whites
to suggest viable alternatives for the Black community.
It has also been determined that the fundamental means by which racism
is maintained and perpetuated lies within a societies’ institutions (Kenneth Clark,
Ron Karengo and Preston Wilcox, 1965-1970). Institutions of society are the
prime agents of indoctrination, control and oppression. The attitudes and values
of people who make up institutions help shape the philosophies ofth eculture,
and in doing so, the ideals behind the malicious practice of racism is spread
and embedded throughout the society. American educational and religious
institutions are the more formidable institutions of racist disemination and
have a long history of racial persecution directed against Blacks.
Horace Mann Bond wrote in 1935 and after careful study again in 1966
that it is clear the American educational system had no intention to give Blacks
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the kind of education that their needs demanded. Martin Luther King wrote,
"America needs to understand that it is poisoned to its soul by racism and the
understanding needs to be carefully documented and consequently more difficult
to reject, " (Martin Luther King, Jr.
,
"The Hole of the Behavioral Scientist in
the Civil Rights Movement,” Black American
-White Racism, edited by Marcel
L. Goldschmid, 1970). ^
Richard Allen, Black Christian pioneer, summed up the educational
status when he spoke of an early educational plight of Blacks: ”We are an
unlettered people brought up in ignorance, not one in a hundred can read or
write, not one in a thousand has a liberal education” (J. K. Franklin, Slave ry to
Freedom
,
p. 57).
"The first great mass movement for public education at the expense of
the state, in the South, came from Negroes, during Reconstruction, ” (Ibid, p.
638); it was this demand of the Black laboring class which was the "effective
force for the establishment of the public school in the South on a permanent
basis, for all people and all classes, ” (Ibid, p. 641). Public school systems
in most Southern states began with enfranchisement of Blacks except in South
Carolina. Black voters during Reconstruction had "instituted a public school
Harris poll in 1967 showed that only one out of a hundred whites
believed or admitted to believing that Negroes were treated "badly" in this
country. Three fourths of those polled thought "Negroes are treated the same
as whites." (Taken from Anti-Racism, The Civil Rights Digest, Vol. 2, No. 1,
Winter 3963, The Quarterly of the U. S. Commission on Civil Rights.)
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system in a realm where public schools had been unknown," (ibid, p, 621).
For some time after 1865, the Freedman's Bureau was almost alone in establishing
Black schools. It appropriated more money ($3, 521, 934) to schools from
1868 to 1870, than it did to churches and societies (ibid, p . 649). "Had it not
been for the Negro school and college which arose, the Negro would, to all
intents and purposes, have been driven back to slavery, ” (ibid, p. 667). Yet
of 1, 700, 000 Negro children of school age, in 1870, only about one-tenth were
actually in school (ibid
,
p. 648).
"The unalterable conviction of most white Southerners was that Negroes
could not and would not learn, ” and thus Black education incurred the attacks
of many whites in the South (ibid
,
p. 621). There is ample historical evidence
to show the hostilities of the white Southern Christians toward Black education
For example, many Black churches and schools were destroyed by mobs who
said to educate Blacks would mean the loss of their labor (ibid, p. 645). Yet,
the Black college was able to survive and to furnish teachers and leaders for
the Black race during its greatest crisis despite these racist forces which
determined to destroy the Black public school and colleges (ibid
,
p. 637). By
1879, eighty-four normal and high schools and sixteen colleges with over 12,000
students were established and ”in the midst of reaction and disfranchisement,
of poverty and growing caste, these institutions became centers of a training
in leadership and ideals for the whole Negro race (ibid, p. 665).
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Because of this rampant, unchecked racism in the South a double set
of schools evolved. This dualism caused difficulties which resulted in
inadequate school funds for Blacks, less per capita spending on Black children
in comparison to white children, less wages offered Black teachers (for an
indication of teacher salaries see Appendix, p. 532 ), unrepaired and inadequate
general school facilities, and, in some cases, no schools at all for Blacks
(The Common School and the Negro American, A. U. Series, 1911
,
Edited by
W. E. B. DuBois, p. 7, 8).
1 here was also a lack of qualified Black teachers because of conditions
of Black schools in the South. Black public schools in the South were so
curtailed in curriculum that fewer students were able to go on to higher
education. To make matters worse, college graduates were usually not allowed
to teach by school authorities because they wanted the normal schools (Black
schools) to provide only technical teaching and industrial training employing those
who could teach only such things. More pressure was applied to provide
industrial workers than to promote learning to read and write and cipher
(ibid , p. 104).
Only recently have conditions begun to improve and these improvements
are usually only token at that. Benign neglect is indeed a reality.
A comparison of per capita expenditure for the education of white and
Black children in Southern states made in 1915 and 1930 showmd: Per capita
averages found in 1915 were: whites, $10.82; Blacks, $4.01; in 1930 whites,
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$22.39 and Blacks, $15.86. This means that white per capita expenditure was
2.7 times that of Blacks in 1915, and fifteen years later, 2.67 times, an
insignificant change for fifteen years' efforts (Source: The Negro Yearbooks.
1917 and 1932). But the implications of these numbers have a crious, far reaching
effect. The mere fact that Blacks have had little voice in control of the schools
is a big factor in the determination of the amount of funds set aside for their
(Black) schools. In a society which literally bases the level and quality of
institutional performance upon the amount of money spent, it is difficult to
imagine that the necessary appropriations would be made available for Black
schools by indifferent and frequently racist public officials. Appendix, page
clearly shows how white school administrators have neglected to make funds
available to Blacks on equal basis with whites throughout the early history of
education.
It is not enough now to simply equalize funds between whites and
Blacks; the damage done to the community as a whole cannot be corrected
without intensive compensatory educational programs. The limited financial
support has caused problems in every phase of the community. Discrepancies
are so deeply rooted and accepted by Blacks and whites alike that the resulting
injustices are not apparent to many individuals.
Even if expenditures per capita between Blacks and whites have
improved significantly since 1909 the damage of meager funds and neglect runs
throughout society. For example the ratio in 1910 for each Black was $1.00
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compared to $2.36 for each white, and roughly twenty-four years later the
ratio for each Black was $1. 00 compared to $2.09 for each white, an
undetectable increase of 0.0112 dollars per year. At that rate, in one hundred
years there would be just a little over one dollar increase if left to the forces
influencing the increase (Negro Yearbooks
,
1917 and 1932).
Truman M. Pierce writes:
In 1900 the white school population of the South
(13 states) was 4, 069, 175. The Black school
population for that year was 2, 349, 968.
In 1940, the white school population for the
South was 6,614,734, a change of 62.6 per cent.
But the Black school population remained
practically constant at 2,454,198, a change of
only 4.4 per cent in forty years.
As late as 1952, the South was still spending
$132.28 on white pupils for each $90.20 spent
on Blacks. This was a vast improvement over
1940 when the ratio was $41.99 to $16.29
(Pierce, White and Negro Schools in the South,
Journal of Negro Education
From 1940 to 1960, the percentage of Blacks who had attended college
more than doubled; from 1950 to 1960 the percentage of Blacks who had
completed high school rose from 14 to 22 per cent, a faster rate than that of
whites; and from 1950 to 1960, the median school years completed by all adult
Blacks increased over a grade 6.9 to 8.2 years (Thomas Pettigrew, A Profile
of the Negro American,
It is evident that any improvements for Blacks were minimal and
nowhere near that for whites. It is difficult to see how there could be any
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other explanation for these blatant discrepancies than racism. In 1940 DuBois
again came forth with a plan to act against the evils of racism and all of its
descrepancies as manifested in the Black community. The Phylon Institute
was actually the Twenty-Fifth Atlanta University Conference on problems
plaguing the Black community. This annual conference was a part of the "new
sociology" an approach with "the immediate and ultimate aim to utilize science
in the solution of Negro problems (Frank G. Davis, Phylon, 3rd Quarter
1941, p. 280). It would seem that this goal should pervade the philosophy and
function of the Black institutions of higher education. This writer is also aware
that the reasons are many why this task cannot be the sole aim of Black colleges
in a more direct way. The launching of the Phylon Institute affords us another
historical frame in the photographic chronology.
A CKUBCH FRAME
John Hope Franklin is of the opinion that Negro churches evolved as a
result of whites' refusing to accept Blacks as equals in the church.
Socially and culturally it was more necessary for
the Negro to maintain a separate existence than
economical^. Whites in the South, and to a
considerable extent, in the North, kept a discreet
distance from the everyday lives of Negroes; and as
the problems of migration and existence in a com-
plex industrial society multiplied their difficulties,
Negroes had to work out their own formulas for
survival. An important agency for maintaining
group cohesion and rendering self-help was the
church (From Slavery to Freedom
,
p. 404).
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Gunnary Myrdal also takes the position that the existence of the Black church is
due to a caste system in America based upon racist attitudes: "Without caste
there would be no need in America for a specialized Negro press, for segregated
schools or for segregated churches. Under a caste system they all take on a
defensive function for the Negroes, and some take on an offensive function"
(American Dilemma, p. 858). Myrdal points out that most Black institutions
experience some white control. This writer agrees with Myrdal that at this
point in history the Black church is probably freer than most other Black
institutions
. The Black church's very beginning grew out of oppression and
persectuion. John Hope Franklin writes, "It was perhaps in the area of religion
that Negroes showed the most determined efforts to secure real independence in
the post-revolutionary period" (From Slavery to Freedom, p. 169).
For a time, it appeared that the churches would push for complete
integration and freedom in America but this idea) was soon reversed as pressure
from white racists overpowered any slight murmurs of free mixing between
whites and Blacks. In 1784 the Methodists stated that slavery was "contrary to
the golden laws of God" and directed their members to get rid of their slaves.
The Southern racist forces quickly extinguished this bright hope. In 1789 the
Baptists declared "slavery was a violent deprecation of the rights of nature and
inconsistent with a republican government. " Later the Baptists had to take
back their Christian oath because few white churches practiced these codes and
the masses were in opposition to the declaration.
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At one time many white churches had Black members, but gradually
Black worshippers were forced out (C. Vann Woodward, Strange Careers of
Jim Crow). Oftentimes it was the Black folk who would initiate separation from
the white church, but this was only after it had become clear to them that they
were not wanted in which churches (Franklin, From Slavery to Freedom
, p. 164)
Black ministers could see the "writing on the wall" and commenced to gather
what they could of Black followers and start churches of their own. Black
churches sprang up in the North and South under the leadership of such men as
George Licle, Andrew Bryan, Richard Allen, Absolom Jones, Daniel Coker,
Morris Brown, and many others. Initially, Methodist and Baptist colleges were
major spiritual centers, but soon some fraternal organizations came into the
light. 1 ] jnoe Hall and other Masons were also not to be silenced on the question
of racial injustice. The African Society was another strong group of men
dedicated to justice, freedom and the fight for survival.
The fact that the early tottering church had its problems is well
established yet somehow these small penniless groups undertook to build the
spiritual centers of the Black community, and doing so, afforded an outlet for
expression, an instrument of guidance, and a tool for social uplift. Many
religious groups conceived and founded educational institutions that became the
major training ground for preachers, teachers and physicians. Being pushed out
of the white churches was in a sense beneficial to the Black community, for
Blacks then had to get organized and cater to their own spiritual and educational
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needs - needs which were and still are quite different and frequently conflicting
with needs of whites. Many of the colleges founded by Black religious
organizations were primarily for preparing individuals to be missionaries or
preachers, but soon students having different interests also sought higher education
at these institutions. Just as white people were responsible directly or indirectly
for the development of the Black church, they were also influential in the early
founding, funding, and control of the Black colleges. White influence had a
tremendous impact upon the nature, kind and direction of educational
experiences in Black colleges.
The one institution freest from white domination and control is the
Black church. Indeed, Black churches have been called "the most segregated
major institution in American Society (Negro Handbook, 1968, p. 307). As a
result of this separation, Franklin wrote:
Perhaps the most powerful institution in the
Negro's world is the church. Barred as he was
from many areas of social and political life,
the Negro turned more and more to the church
for self-expression, recognition, and leadership.
Nothing in his world was so completely his own
as his church (From Slavery to Freedom
,
p. 561).
In view of its history and evolution, the church is likely to remain
racially segregated for some time to come. And to complicate matters more,
Black churches have not viewed themselves as innovators, social movers, or
reformers. These churches have mainly been concerned with the spiritual and
social exercises. The hostility and wrath of white racist behavior and attitudes
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were explained away by saying that the perpetrators would receive their rewards
in heaven [Personal experiences at Mt. Zion Baptist Church, Temple, Texas
1947-48 and 1967]. When white racists intimidated Blacks the only thing
Blacks could do to avoid direct confrontation was to pray and sing the racist
action to its just reprise by the Christian method of turn "the other cheek. "
Recent efforts by religous leaders such as Martin Luther Kinp\
Albert Cleage, and Leon Sullivan to change the direction of the Black church
furnishes sound hope - hope that the church will become more involved in the
immediate struggle for improving the quality of life in the Black community.
On the other hand, it is likely that the Black church will continue to
expend a lot of energy in ritual irrelevant ceremonies that have little to do with
the real practical needs of its membership. Fund raising for building campaigns
as an end in themselves will probably continue to dominate the fiscal policies
limiting the availability of resources for other areas of community action. Thus
the church will continue to act as an agent of oppression, unless there can be a
reorientation of philosophy to one of active community action education and
social reform. An attempt at such a reorientation was made at a recent
convention of the Black Christian Nationalist movement in Detroit, where the
participants vowed to work to align the traditional Negro church with the growing
Nationalist feelings of Black Americans to make the church a primary
revolutionary force for the liberation of Black people (Thomas A. Johnson, ’’New
Role Urged for Black Church',' New York Times , April 6, 1970, p. G).
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Liberation is an essential step because Black churches although they
are separate are still known as slave churches and, as the Rev. Albert B.
Clcage, Jr.
,
pastor of the Shrine of the Black Madonna in Detroit, has stated,
Black preachers, have in fact, identified with the white oppressors and have
failed to act out against powerlessness and explication (ibid
, p. 6). As a
result of its inaction, the Black church has taken on an accommodating position
causing it to become an agent of the oppressor. In view of the fact that member-
ship in Black chinches numbers around eleven million people, it is essential
that the Black church take a new direction, lest many people continue (in the
name of the Lord) under racist oppression (Negro Handbook
,
p. 308).
The question asked by James McBride Dabbs in 1940 is proper and is
demanding answers today. Is a Christian community possible in the South?
(James McBride Dabbs, Christian Century
,
57:874-6, July 10, 1940). The
South is not the only section of this country in need of careful soul searching
with respect to this timely question. The nation as a whole, in view of its
professed Christian lineage, should address itself to considering a humane
response in the light of the conditions in the Black community.
In 1941 the membership in the 38,303 churches numbered above G
millions members, and in 1930 the total Black church was valued at $164,531, 600
This information provided for historical perspective in terms of growth of the
church in the Black community.
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Conclusion and Summary
The Eigblqms of the Black community are indeed many and many-
sided; thejmospects for constructive change seem to be all too few. Yet, there
is room for hope, and there are signs that prospects will indeed improve as
Blacks awaken to the perspective and the power that is rightfully theirs (ours).
Proposals to correct the conditions in the Black community must be multi-faceted
and comprehensive. Likewise, a proposal which recommends simple community
action must be regarded with suspicion. Blanket assertions about "community
control" as the answer are well directed, but misguided in terms of their
simplicity. Such efforts treat only the symptoms while allowing the causes to
thrive. It is evident that attempts at implementing new proposals for solutions
to age old problems must rest within the Black community. We have seen how
the subtle pervasiveness of racism has thwarted even the best intentions of
those who have attempted to solve problems from "outside. " Those most suited
to get the task accomplished are those who understand best the nature of the
task. This does not prohibit participation from sympathetic whites vrho are
serious about treating real problems; there are many ways they fvhites) can
assist: they can provide finances; they can develop skills which have to do with
addressing the racist sources in the white community; they can do much that is
in their own "backyard, " and for which they are best suited to cope. Yet, they
must not assume the prime decision-making roles in Black institutions.
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Whites must not assume these major roles at this point in history for
the lessons of history have been too well taught to "teacher and student" alike.
Our history and the contemporary scenes are affording us sufficient evidence
that the time is not right for whites to assume positions of leadership in Black
institutions. (Yet if men could learn from history, it might be right. ) The
above look at the Black community although incomplete is merely an attempt
to set another frame of the chronology in place before moving on to the next
frame (the Black college). We could not move smoothly into the college frame
without a quick look at the areas of emphasis as determined by this writer's
personal photograph. The following is another page in the photographic
chronology - it is recent data and points out the interdependency of economics,
political science, history and the natural and health sciences.
A PERSONAL FRAME
A Page From LeRoi's Photographic Chronology
In keeping with the earlier description of focus and to emphasize one
approach of the methodology in this research, this next section will "focus"
specifically on the Black college community. This personal frame will also
attempt to offer additional support for the Black orientation of "wherever we ar
This photographic frame will start from a general point of reference, as has
been the style of the research and this document, and work toward a specific
Black college community. The major feature of this photographic frame will
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be the presentation of contemporary statistics to add to the historical frames
in the preceding and forthcoming sections.
The first part of the section will provide a random selection of personal
findings or ’'cuts" from a large geographical area of the universe sample (the
Black college community). No specific community will be relied upon to furnish
all of the data; rather this data will come from a wide variety of communities;
thus accomplishing two things: (1) illustrating the overall pervasiveness of the
neglected conditions and (2) serving as a point of reference for the reader. The
second portion will isolate one Black college community pointing out the
connectedness first by presenting data about the larger community in the area
nearest the college, then moving onto the college campus itself and illuminating
specific features of the campus. Many of these features will have direct or
indirect relationship to the conditions in the community. The reader should keep
in mind that there is no typical Black college in the exact sense of the word,
but that there are common characteristics which are reflections of the
racist society.
Here the whole notion of the photographic chronology is enacted on a
much reduced scale hopefully providing for a better understanding of the
approach used in this study. The frames in the photographic chronology will
serve as a point of reference for later research. Specific identification (i.e.,
12
names, dates, and places are not necessarily contained herein. The
12
However, specific references are available in this writer's files.
Ill
descriptions are both general and specific in that they are of similar quality
and similar nature throughout the Black college community. In many instances
the degree of severity of the neglect and hostility are of the same order of
magnitude. It is well to emphasize again that one way of looking at the focus
is in terms of its direct relationship to racism and the resulting reactions of a
whole group of people as they evolved into the Black college community.
SOME RANDOM PERSONAL FINDINGS IN THE BLACK COLLEGE COMMUNITY
1 raveling the roadways along the Black college circuit, certain
features of the community stand out. These features are directly related to the
racist attitudes and life styles of the whole community (white and Black). When
we analyze the things we see, when we look., the evidence is not hard to
locate.
13
The sanitation workers on garbage trucks who handled containers were
all Blacks while whites were the drivers on every occasion recorded; in one
Alabama county, fourteen Black inmates of the state penitentiary worked (at
hard labor) along the highway guarded by two whites armed with club and gun;
in housing, wooden shot-gun shacks with detached outhouses had occupants who
were invariably Black; in business and industry, a number of Black owned
funeral homes, but only three Black owned banks were noted during the many
trips south. (See LeRoi's Southern Journal 19G9 #3; an audio-visual presentation
13
This writer has a series of audio-visual presentations that illustrate
the chronic neglect in the Black college community caused by the racist society.
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depicting the conditions of Black communities surrounding Black colleges. The
pictures were made over a period of two years and the voices give descriptions
of living conditions by local residents.)
The biology textbooks in 1969 at a large Alabama senior high school
were of 1954 copyright vintage; in politics, white politicians still represent
the Black distiicts downtown. The steps being taken to correct injustices
involve voter registration drives, bus and shopping boycotts, etc. Observations
such as the above are indications of actual living conditions and depend in part
on the ability of those surrounded by the problems to detail and relate what is
happening in their community. In order to get information and alert the
residents (educate) to their oppressed state 14 it is necessary to interview, for
example: waitresses, high schobl students and teachers, cleaning men and
ladies, loggers, housemaids, secretaries, directors of federal and of local
agencies, ministers, police officers, counselors, barbers, sales clerks
and truck drivers (See LeRoi's Situation Normal for Southern Blacks, appendix,
p. 424 1969).
In Housing and Employment
In the Black community near Howard University in Washington, D. C.
,
_
twelve of 122 buildings appeared to be livable - from Euclid Street to Taylor
14
This practice is in keeping with the use of schedules to get data while
at the same time helping the residents evaluate more effectively their conditions.
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Street on Georgia Avenue, and nine of 101 dwelling units appeared livable on a
comparable section of 14th Street. Two policemen of the Metropolitan Police,
Car #5720, used a big paddy wagon to carry several "no parking" signs to
Geoigia Avenue for a funeral the day of a demonstration against urban renewal
and circled through the area four times. Further up the street at the Quality
Job Center, o207-l/2 Georgia Avenue, the kinds of jobs advertized for Black
job hunters listed were: hotel maids, day workers, counter girls, truck
helpers, truck drivers. A couple of blocks up this avenue is an enormous
National Baptist Memorial Church with a predominantly white membership, and
in spite of its proximity to the Black area,it is removed from dealing with the
problems causing the inhumane living conditions of the Black community (See
a case for the Department of Community, 1969 audio-visual presentation).
In Business and Employment
IDA, a large department store on Georgia Avenue sells knit shirts for
$1. 00 higher than two other stores in another non-Black part of D. C.
In Richmond, Virginia, Virginia Union University is totally surrounded
by white-owned businesses. And in the nearby zoned commercial area Black men
consistently were found doing the heavy labor type jobs - for example, thirteen
Blacks loading, lifting, pulling, pushing and leaning against things bigger than
they on the construction site of a huge building, while a couple of white men
operated machinery sitting down; another instance of this kind of Black-white
job distinction occurred in a warehouse on Lombardy Street where seventeen
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Blacks and only one white handled heavy materials (See Follow the Route of
Lee's Retreat, appendix, p. 444 ).
In Petersburg, Virginia, there were many dilapitated, broken down
businesses in the Black section and houses not fit for human habitation were
occupied by Black residents. The ’big" Negro businesses on Halifax Street
are menial, rundown, dirty shops. The only social welfare agency, the Red
Cross emergency office was closed during midweek (SeeLeRoi's Southern
Journal #2 and Appendix, p. 429 ).
SOME RANDOM SPECIFICS IN A VARIETY OF BLACK COLLEGE COMMUNITIES
In Atlanta, Georgia two blocks from five Black colleges, twelve shot-
gun shacks bunched on a few square feet of drab city coil in front of the Black
Hawk Cafe on Decatur Street; too many Black men stand idle*
In eighty-eight of 159 counties in Georgia, the median family income
is less than $2, 800 per year. While the Black neighborhoods on the way to
Southern Black colleges show poverty, filth, and neglect, the scenes getting to
most southern white colleges are posh and expensive.
Five out of eight early childhood day centers visited for Blacks in
Alabama have a Board of Directors that are completely white.
On the AM&N college campus in Arkansas, one out of the twenty -six
men working at construction was Black and he was a carpenter's helpei
carrying a hammer.
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In Pino Bluff, Arkansas in 1969 a white operator of a drive-in food
spot near AM&N college campus who had shot and killed a Black youth was still
conducting Ids business as usual (See Arkansian the college weekly paper,
April, 1970).
The West Hunter Street Baptist Church in Atlanta, Georgia held a
special service in celebration of its 88th anniversay yet no whites saw fit to
pay tribute to Dr. Ralph Abernathy by the simple gesture of attending this
service. Much of the data on churches illustrates the fact that Black Christian
churches as they are now constituted are not relating to the educational and
economic needs of Black peoples (See Appendix, LeRoi's Personal Studies, p.
401 ). Such an analysis of the status of Black churches was further confirmed
at the fiist convention oi the Black Christian Nationalist movement held in
Detroit on April 5, 1970. The delegates proposed workshops, ghetto and rural
ministries, community action programs and publishing ventures to spread the
Black nationalist movement across the United States. According to Rev. Albert
B. Cleage, Jr.
,
pastor of Shrine of the Black Madonna, the Black church is re-
garded by Black college students, revolutionaries, and youth as the "slave
church, which has supported our oppression " (Thomas A. Johnson, "New Role
Urged for Black Church, " The New York Time s, Monday, April 6, 1970).
The amount of economic exploitation carried on in the Black
communities is especially visible in the kinds of houses in which Black people live.
As Mr. Williams of Williams Grocery and Market in Pine Bluff, Arkansas stated
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during a personal interview with this writer, "When you see rundown houses on
bumpy roads with uncollected garbage spilled over in the ditches in front of
the shacks, you don’t have to worry about who lives there, YOU KNOW WHO
15LIVES THERE. In the midst of such living conditions "progress" means
little if it lefers to the fact that less than twelve per cent of Birmingham
Negroes lived in standard dwellings - that is units, not dilapitated but equipped
with private bath, toilet and hot water by the 1950's. This means that eighty-
eight per cent of Birmingham Negroes live in substandard housing. 16
1 he above sample of "cuts" were taken from a variety of communities
and thus photograph the larger Black college community. The following section
focuses on one Black college community and photographs its conditions.
A BLACK COLLEGE COMMUNITY - A SPECIFIC FRAME
This community surrounds one of the major private Black universities.
Several white universities are in the area but only recently has any significant
attempt been made to accommodate the Black population. The city is large and
spread out over a wide physical area with nearly a half million people of which
30 to 40 per cent are Black. The industrial and business activities are white
owned as .found in any major urban center and very little effort is being made to
15
LeRoi's "A Case for the Department of Community in Southern Black
Colleges, ” as a slide-tape presentation, 1969.
1 G
LeRoi at Miles College, a taped interview with college seniors brought
out the desperation of youthful Blacks who try to correct this problem.
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involve the Black residents in any fundamental way. Highways and new buildings
are under construction by huge white owned companies. Few construction crews
have Blacks working at levels above the unskilled laborer positions. As a
matter of fact, it is quite unique to see Blacks working at jobs other than tasks
no whites would want.
Blacks and whites live in separate communities and have markedly
different life styles. It is a rare event to see whites and Blacks together socially.
Blacks live in the most uninviting sections separated from the white community
by railroad tracks, warehouses, factories and industrial facilities. There are
pockets of Black poverty scattered about the inner city. In the rurals most of
the land is owned by white developers and farmers and some new housing sections
are being built. Still, the whites clearly live in sections where few if any
Blacks are found. This city is exceptionally proud of its southern heritage and
flies the confederate flag with memories of the civil war glaring out at you.
Employment
The city is a major employer of Blacks. But more than 97 per cent of
the .y lacas on trie city payrolls work as laborers at the lowest paying, most un-
wanted jobs. The street repair crews are made up of teams of skilled and un-
skilled workers. The skilled workers wear khaki laundered and pressed
uniforms with white hard hats while the unskilled crews wear worn rumpled
shirts and pants with yellow bard hats (not all have the hard hats). Invariably
the white men are crew supervisors who stand about watching the Black men dig,
U8
lift, and push heavy equipment about. In more than fifty different observations
of street crews this writer has not witnessed a single one with a Black man in
the supervisory position. The city collects waste and garbage from the
residential sections; on only two occasions did this writer witness Black men
driving the trucks but then the work crews were all Black. All of the men
pushing brooms cleaning the streets were older Black men. Down town in the
retail clothing and furniture stores the clerks and sales personnel are mainly
white, occasionally you will find a young Black woman operating a cash register
a.t one of the small discount stores. In several of the large department stores
you may see a professional looking "negro" waiting on customers. One of the
largest department stores employs a highly respected negro preacher as a clothing
salesman. His appearance is not deceiving, he is clearly a colored man mimicing
white standards. Blacks working as plumbers, electricians, contractors and in
other skilled professions are few indeed.
The Food Business
In every southern city there is the small Black "greasy spoon" cafe.
This city is no exception. There are more than thirty-five cafes little larger
than hot dog stand size. But only a few are doing any appreciably business.
Most of these establishments are understaffed with small dining areas. The
average one has four tables and five booths, a cook and dishwasher (the same
person) and a waitress and cashier, the second person.
Blacks own very few groceries. In the heart of the Black community
there are only three Black owned grocery stores of considerable size doing
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steady business. Most ot the stores in this community are owned and operated
by whites as is found all over this country. Most of the Black owned food shops
are seriously understocked and poorly constructed.
The Black Business Commun ity
There is one Black owned bank with a branch located in the heart of
the community near the college. This branch was only recently opened due to
pressure for Black business by the large white owned bank. Blacks are very
short on money lending and finance companies. The white owned loan companies
do a big business with the Black pocketcook near Christmas and Easter seasons.
The white business commercial trends are a major factor in the promotion of
many holiday buying ventures. There are a couple of Black owned drugstores
and very small clothing shops. Blacks are not in the furniture and appliance
business to any significant degree, nor in the used car sales activity, electronics,
or related high priced industries. There are a number of Black owned funeral
homes which do a thriving business with all Black customers. (See Appendix, p . 435)
Housing and Health
The houses in the Black community are markedly below standards in
quality, size and general upkeep as is found in most cities where Blacks live.
There are sayings in the Black community that reflect the thinking of Blacks
regarding where they live such as "on the other side of the tracks in rundown
shotgun shacks with pot hole filled streets and garbage and wine bottles strewn
all about, peeling paint and broken windows" which generally characterize the
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Black college communities.
Education
The public school system is undergoing some of its most painful
confrontations with change and demands of Black residents for special
relevancy to their needs. Articles on bussing, integration, and innovative
schools are found daily in the newspapers. One school board member gained a
seat on the school board precisely for his opposition to innovative teaching
techniques, distaste for federal funds and federal intervention and his un-
willingness to accept integration as the policy for the system. This is the
attitude of many of the white citizens as displayed by their actions and letters to
the editor in the local daily. The school board recently resubmitted a proposal
to the courts requesting more sympathy on the matter of bussing to achieve
proportional numbers of Blacks and whites.
In the nearby counties there are several small Black colleges who are
faltering due to serious financial crises. These are small private colleges that
were started by church groups at a time when Black youths could not attend white
institutions. The general economic and political situations in this community is
one of obvious neglect and hostile towards the Blacks.
A Black Collcge Campus
Being a major Black college has its advantages and disadvantages.
The college is expected to perform enormous educational feats with a minimum
of support. This university is no exception. Students who attend are mainly
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from nearby communities or states, and almost all of them are Black; of
1,200 students only three were white. The administration is careful to maintain
strict adherence to the accreditation policies of major white universities.
Ihjs means that there is little difference in the curriculum of this school and
most white institutions. Only recently has there been a move to adopt Black
oriented courses, and this move was undertaken only after these courses had
been approved by larger white community supporters.
The atmosphere on the campus is formal and cordial. There is little
attention given to academic debate between faculty and students at times when
students can work with faculty as peers rather than as lowly subjects. The
Black campus is not alone in this respect. Few students wear African dress and
sport Black oriented club buttons and other ornaments of Black identity. Even
if the majoiity of students wished to become Black they would meet with strong
resistance from faculty members who expouse the attitude that this is a
sophisticated middle-class business and we should govern ourselves accordingly.
On several occasions this writer has witnessed sessions when faculty have been
drawn into heated discussions about student dress and campus decorum. One
lady faculty member stated that she would not allow a male student in her class
with any kind of hat on and his shirt out. A male professor indicated he would
resign from his tenured position if he could not get the desired respect from
his students. In a similar manner one professor of sociology would not allow
another younger member of the faculty to use four letter words in his presence.
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The social business of Greek letter fraternities and sororities occupy
much of the free time of the middle-class oriented students. These students
busy themselves in ingenious hard tasks of unproductive initiations and costume
designing. Much of this social climbing behavior carries over into adulthood
(See Nathan Hare, The Black Anglo-Saxon for detailed descriptions of how
Blacks are trying to be white). Indeed this is a major source of energy
absorption in the Black college community.
The Curriculum
Few Black colleges offer degrees in Black Studies. As a matter of
fact none were granting such credentials as late as 1969. Some changes are
being made now, however. The curriculum at this university is basically liberal
arts and teacher education. The school has a long history of service in the
field of higher education concentrating in its earlier days on teacher education
and religion. Both of these influences are still strong in the administration and
the student body. (Only very recently were young ladies allowed to do their
practice teaching with an Afro hair style
.
Also unwed mothers becoming
pregnant during their senior year can now graduate on schedule with their
classes but the situation is still sticky and touchy.) The ’’high class": influence
is so strong that the local Black community regards campus peisonnel with some
distaste for the dignified air they exhibit.
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The academic activities are not community action oriented although
this is the only Black campus in the county. As is found on all Black college
campuses the focus is away from the problems of social uplift for the majority
of the need3' residents.
A comparison of the curriculum catalogs over a period of seven
decades are cut so much alike it is frightening. Very little change is evident.
The curriculum is basically designed to give students a background in English
literature, classical art (the art teacher does not have a favorite Black artist
as a model for the students), white writers (one literature teacher would not
Permit the use of a poem written in negro dialect by Langston Hughes in her
class), philosophy (members of this department are all white), religion, science
and education. Students in many departments can complete their college
education and not have or know of a favorite Black expert in their specific
majors. For example, this writer quizzed seniors in psychology, sociology
and education for their knowledge of Blacks in these fields whose work they
followed; not one time did a respondent indicate that he had knowledge of such a
resourceful Black. The texts and references used by most of the professors
in the classes are written by white writers many of whom do not live in this, the
southern part of the country, ( Which should give the reader some indication of
the nature of the course content. ) The support for change among most facult3^
to more of a Black oriented philosophy is not pronounced. (This writer does
not define Black Black orientation in the complete sense of disaffection from
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all that is American or white butBtack in the strict sense of being aware of the
status of conditions in the Black community and sensitive to the needs of Blacks,
in addition to being activel^i^^ In attempting to bring about positive change.
)
With the detached design of the curriculum in the college it is not difficult to
see how Black youths are "trained" away from the earthy problems of the pot
hole filled streets and uncollected garbage back at their home towns.
Community Orientation
Black colleges are not community action oriented. There are many
reasons for this. Many educators are vehcmantlv opposed to practical action
or to the social service approach to education for Blacks. The little attention to
community action is also partly due to Blacks mimicing whites. To repeat a
point made eailier, Kenneth Clark has written, and he is supported by Mack
Jones and others, that all educational institutions are inferior thus Black
colleges are inferior because they copy inferiority.
Community research, service and action are not strong features of
this college campus, only in an indirect sense
.
3 The structure for a community
oiiented department consists of only one professor working one-quarter time
3Indirect in the sense 01 individuals who get "educated ' 1 and get a job
with an organization or company which may or may not be socially motivated in
improving the quality of the environment. Most of the jobs will be with profit
motivated companies who exploit the very community the resident lives in.
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on small projects. Most of these projects are not funded and are insignificant
when compared to the nature of the conditions in the surrounding neighborhoods.
In SLlm the curriculum is not community oriented; the administration
has many concerns with raising funds so that its energy is not directed towards
community action; the faculty is involved with clubs, churches, and material
consumption- it is not doing community action in a direct approach; the student
body is being trained to follow the patterns of the dominant society which are
in opposition to Black liberation; and of course athletics bring in a certain
amount of revenue; but if we could generate the enthusiasm and interest in
service to the community we would be well on the way.
In this chapter we have explored the meaning of "status" in relation to
the Black community; more specifically, we have examined status in relation
to schools and churches, and economic conditions within communities in areas
where Black colleges are found.
We have viewed a series of frames in the photographic chronology on
the conditions in the Black community in such a way as to point out historical
and contemporary comparative evidence of the pervasiveness of racism and
the ineffective approaches used to combat it. This information should foster
a greater appreciation for the well articulated Black orientation of "where
ever we are, ” and the serious shortcomings in "antiseptic research methodology"
(LeMelle and LeMelle, 19G9, pp. v-vi;4-13), of over-analysis of time worn
problems and inaction in terms of proposals for improving the quality of life
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in the Black community. We will now explore some of the ways in which Black
colleges reflect the many-sided issues and problems.
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CHAPTER HI
THE BLACK COLLEGE
Introduction
Educational institutions are infected by the same disease - racism -
which infects all major institutions in this nation (See Appendix, p. 371 ). The
purpose of this chapter is to discuss the status of the Black college. "Status"
embodies not only a rigorous process of collecting data, but also a process
whereby research techniques are directed in such a way that the researcher
works toward solutions to problems at the same time he is defining them. Too
many researchers are content to leave problems after collecting and analyzing
the data. In view of the nature and quality of the environment in the Black
college community, there is a great need for new, action oriented programs
at the university level. This writer has sought to meet this need by implementing
a Department of Community in the Black college. Whatever steps or actions
were taken to persuade the college administrations and the communities to
work together provides vital information that must be considered in later
attempts to bring about change because events or resistance that prevent
implementation are crucial in the overall process. In determining the status of
the Black college, this author has been working toward a particular program of
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action which, he believes, could make the Black college more instrumental in
facing directly some of the most serious social problems found in the Black
community. Some of the specific questions and concerns related to this
methodology are noted in the first part of this chapter. There follows a general
description of the setting and an overview of the status of the Black college.
The next part of the chapter deals with the institution in some historical and
philosophical perspective. There follows a discussion of findings and an
analysis of factors, which suggest the need for new and vigorous efforts to
reform the Black college curriculum. Many suggestions for change will be
made; one in particular, the establishment of a Department of Community
Action, will be the tjpic for Chapter IV.
There are many elements to consider in dealing with the nature and
characteristics of the Black college, (See Appendix, p. 384 ). Any attempt to
change a social institution must rest on the ability to identify the most significant
influences which have helped to mold and maintain it. Many of these elements
are so interrelated that an attempt to isolate any one without acknowledging the
others is naive and self defeating. Many social foces today are responsible for
the creation of many issues which call for special attention. For example,
technological innovations present occupational opportunities which at the same
time place untrained workers out of the job market; and in this same respect
college training may be training an army of men and women who are untrained
for the world in which they seek employment.
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Racists’ attitudes that are found in the mainstream society have forced
the Black colleges to promote and perpetuate practices that conflict with the
best interests of the Black community, (K. B. Clark, "symposium on Black
Higher Education" Journal of Negro Education
. 1967). If a society has so
designed educational institutions to serve successfully the needs of all its
members there would be no need for separate schools. This was not the case
and Black colleges grew out of the need of Black youth for a different kind of
training from that of white youth, mainly because the training of Black youth
had been neglected for so long. One of the earliest studies on the Black college
was done by Thomas Jesse Jones in 1915. Many of the Black colleges'
problems uncovered by the Jones study still exist today. The evidence in the
Jones study suggests that:
Black colleges will continue to be attended primarily
by Black youth.
The controversy over what kind of education is best
for Blacks will create tremendous hardship and
strain within Black colleges.
Credential practices and performance criteria will
continue to be controlled by white universities.
The location and control of Black colleges will
remain essentially the same, and thus face many of
the same societal pressures to maintain a status
quo kind of education.
A lack of financial aid and limited staff will not
drastically improve.
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Unless there is great imagination exercised within
the Black colleges and their respective communities,
mounting "demands" will create potentially explosive
and destructive situations which the colleges will not
be able to deal with effectively.
In light of the special problems which Blacks face in this respect,
certain questions follow:
What kind of education is best for Blacks ? Is there
any single best kind?
Wnat is the role of Blade higher education? Is
there any special "content" - "Black content"
needed ?
What exists now that must be eliminated? What
exists now that must be preserved?
What can Black educational institutions contribute
to the immediate, societal needs of the Black
community - civil rights, the Black revolution,
social and racial transformation of all kinds ?
"1 be Journal of Negro Education in 1966 presented twenty-two articles on the
"Higher Education of Negro America" which dealt at various levels with the
above kinds of questions. It appears now as if the number of articles calling
for change will continue to mushroom, and that there will be an increase in the
unscholarly nature of "demands" which will be made - e.g.
,
in the kind of
language that is used, involving loaded words and phrases, and lacking the
support of careful research and investigation. Educational institutions are
becoming more and more politicized. In light of this fact, it is all the more
urgent that educators themselves call their whole process into careful scrutiny.
How will decisions be made about the future of Black colleges?
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If Black colleges are to become important instilments for social and
educational enlightenment, they must begin to change from within. This author
has explored vast quantities of literature, and has developed special research
techniques (See Chapter I and Appendix, p. 311) which speak directly to the
problems and prospects of the Black college community.
A Note On Personal Research
This writer made frequent and periodic visits into Black college
communities seeking answers, support and assistance. Many questions
pertaining to the Black community were asked (See Personal Studies,
Appendix, p. 4-24). Here are some of the questions which were asked of a
laige number of people in hundreds of different roles and settings in the Black
community:
What are the real conditions of the Black college ?
How do the students, faculties, and administrations
of these institutions seethemselves; what do they see
as the major problems?
What are the participants' evaluation of the relation-
ship of the college - including past role and philosophy -
to the community in terms of a new role in social
uplift ?
What are the major problems faced by Black colleges?
How do these problems and crisis issues differ from
those of 100, 75 or even 10 years ago?
What actual steps have been taken, or are being
taken, to correct the ills that plague and intimidate
Black communities ?
What are some serious questions on a curriculum
in Black institutions for Black educators?
What do you consider to be the fundamental needs
of Black students ?
Would you consider some of these needs as being
unique and differing from those (needs) as imposed
by nati onal ethos ?
Does the present educational process satisfy all of
these needs ?
What do you consider to be a functional educational
curriculum for Black students?
In your opinion what are some things a curriculum
should do for Black students ultimately?
Describe or suggest alternatives that will offer
experiences to students so that academic pursuits
will become more related to community problems.
Have the past revisions in curriculum design and
process been sufficient to produce rapid recognizable
positive results ?
If you are not satisfied with the present educational
system are you willing to color your curriculum a
little Blacker?
In what areas do you see the Black community as
being most seriously neglected?
Are you willing to attempt untried, unproved
alternatives to deal with the many situations of
neglect among Blacks ?
As a result, the residents of the Black college
community who best know the true circumstances
of living in the community through their unique
personal position and actual experiences are
sought for basic information pertinent to any
attempt at social reform.
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As it stands now there are few answers for these questions. But this study is
an approach. This writer has developed several techniques to get at or lay
the foundation for positive responses to the above questions.
SOME PERSONAL STUDIES
The data collecting techniques in this methodology were designed to
gather information from a variety of sources within the Black community. The
following is a listing and description of several of the most widely used
techniques and instruments.
A Pilot Survey of Black Cblleges . This survey was intended to collect information
about tne course ooerings in Black colleges; to get some idea of how the college
faculty and staff regarded the proposal for more community oriented courses;
to determine what community oriented efforts were being conducted by the local
college; and to find out which Black oriented clubs and organizations the college
administrators regarded as unacceptable. Questionnaires were sent to all four
year Black colleges during the winter of 1969. There was a 40 per cent return
(See Appendix, p. £76).
The Community Speaks. This was an audio-taped recorded survey directed
randomly at college staff, students and non-college residents of the community
to get some idea of how they viewed the efforts of the college. The prime
objective of this kind of survey was to get a candid assessment of how members
of the Black community, surrounding a particular Black college, viewed the
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relationship between the college and the community; how well the college
served the community; and what could be done about the existing conditions/
problems. This writer met little resistance in getting individuals to respond
to the questions. The procedure was simple, ’’Hello, I am trying to find out
how people feel about Black colleges, would you answer a couple of questions
for me? Please?” My dress was constant throughout this study; short sleeves,
diess slacks and Black loafers. Most residents were eager to respond
AJ/age from the Photographic Chronology. This survey involved a questionnaire
(schedule) administered to Black college youth on four-year college campuses.
Only one set of these responses will be utilized in this study. This question-
naire was given to forty Black female students from Smith and Mt. Holyoke
Colleges. It sought information concerning: hometown Black populations, Black
churches, Black owned businesses, nearest Black colleges, curriculum oriented
to community and qualifications of a professor who would work in the Department
of Community. Two additional significant questions were asked of these young
ladies. What have we obtained from this American society that we want to get
rid of and what do we want to keep? (See Appendix, p. 311 ).
Help the Senior Citizen. The major objective of this survey (schedule) was to get
some idea of how Black senior citizens viewed the relationship of the Black
college to Black community. This survey was conducted in all major Black
college communities, though only samples from one community will be used in
this study. Questions asked dealt with why the respondents failed to get a
college education; how far the respondents lived from a Black college; what did
the respondents see as major problems in the community; what was the Black
college doing to solve these problems and how could the college improve its
relationship to the community? (See Appendix, p. 401 ).
_
at a- Black University
. This writer reviewed the masters
theses at Atlanta University over a ten year period. More than 300 titles were
reviewed, 103 weie classified and analyzed for their impact on community
problems. Special attention was given to how the investigators proposed
solutions to prevailing social problems, specifically what efforts did the
researcher attempt himself to correct the situation he found seriously in need
of attention.
Proposals from the South. This analysis of a random selection of proposals from
Black communities indicates- the kinds of action oriented efforts being under-
taken by various agencies and institutions within the Black communities.
Proposals were selected from social welfare organizations, private industry,
Black founded and directed organizations and institutions, colleges and
universities, businesses owned by Blacks, federal agencies and public school
systems (See Appendix, p. 368).
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These personal surveys played a vital part in determining the status of the
conditions in the Black communities. They were helpful in furnishing information
not available from any of the published sources on how Black residents viewed
the role of the college and the expectations they hold about community involve-
ment. The short stories and poems are descriptions of conditions in specific
Black college communities which complement other research and provide
a more comprehensive photographic frame.
For example, "Situation Normal for Southern Blacks" is the first of a
series of short stories which tell of conditions and problems in the Black college
community in piactical terms. It will form one of the frames in the photographic
chronology for future references when later status determinations are made
(See Appendix, p. 424).
The findings gathered during the periodic research visits into the
South range from descriptions of the general setting, for example, from the
grooming of the campus grounds, to the specific features of the Black college.
A synopsis of these results will be presented to highlight some of the major
features of these visits into Black college communities.
GENERAL SE r TING : The Black College Frame
Most Black colleges are located in the heart of the Black residential
sections surrounded by dilapidated housing, dying businesses, pothole-filled
streets, and trash-filled ditches
. Still, the
Black colleges are frequently situated quite close to a network of churches and
social agencies. Several institutions, such as Dillard University, St.
Augustine ana Talladega, possess beautiful tree -lined drives and staTely
buildings. Southern University, Tennessee State, Howard University and
North Carolina College have the largest campuses, both in number of buildings
and in student population.
The physical appearance and the outward general setting may at first
give the impression oi an ideal college scene. But closer observations will
reveal the Black college is generally understaffed, poorly financed, and
possesses inadequate library and classroom facilities.
There is no single typical Black college; each is unique and committed
to serving a segment of Black youth that no other institutions of higher
education care to educate.
The Black college falls far short in faculty, financial resources, and
educational facilities when compared to white educational institutions. For
example, the number of terminal degrees held by Black faculty is much lower
than the number on comparable white university campuses. Few Black colleges
have more than 100 faculty members and the professional qualifications of the
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staff lange from excellent to fair in terms of academic preparation. Combine
these factors with the fact that there has been no increase in the number of
professional schools for Blacks in the last twenty
-five years; Fisk, Hampton,
Southern University, North Carolina Central University, Tuskegee, Tennessee
A&I and Howard University are among the few Black colleges offering a
graduate degree {Texas Southern is the newest and has a high percentage of
graduate students.)
In view of the overwhelming odds these colleges face daily, the morale
and outlook of their student bodies are high, if not optimistic. The number of
Black-oriented clubs on campus are on the increase, although one school did
not approve SNCC as a campus organization in 1968. Moreover, bookstores
and shops on Black campuses have not yet begun handling items of the Black
Revolution such as dashikis, beads, and Black Power symbols. As yet, only a
few of these stores even sell posters or greeting cards with Black faces. This
negligence of contemporary Black movements may in part be due to the attitudes
and personal orientations of Black college administrations. Every president
interviewed talked freely of the problems and promises of his institution but,
at times, was somewhat defensive when questioned about the nature and philosophy
of traditional curriculum offerings (See Appendix, p. 389, 399).
Historical Background - A Thumbnail Sketch
The very fact that Black colleges exist in this nation is a blatant example
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wi etched \eil and its Black manifestations
: "separate and unequal. "
Any determination of the present status of the Black college must entail some
understanding of how the institution evolved in the fabric of time. When the
British-American Colonies rioted against the tyrannical rule of the mother
country, there were no institutions of higher education for Blacks. The lofty
words of the Declaration of Independence were not to be taken seriously until
much later when considering people with Black skins. During the period of the
Peculiar Institution of Slavery (1619-1865), few efforts were made to educate
Blacks except to teach them to read and write so as to perform their servile
chores better (Rufus Clement, ). But, even with some laws against
their education a few Blacks did manage to get a more formal education. John
Brown Russworm (1799-1851) was reputed to be the first Black to get a college
diploma from Bowdoin College; John Chavis was another who somehow got
formal training. Yet these men were the exceptions rather than the rule. ^ At
the close of the Civil War, the Black American was uneducated and still
considered to be "3/5 of a man. "
Just before the Civil WTar began, three institutions for higher education
of Blacks were opened in the North. These schools operated at a very low
academic base and in such disparate places as abandoned army bases, damp
church basements and rented halls. Lincoln University, a parimarilv religious
*For details on this point see the writings of Horace M. Bond, C. Vann
W?oodward or W. E. B. DuBois on the history of Black education.
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university, was chartered in 1854 in Pennsylvania to train missionaries for
Africa; Wilberforce University was founded in 1856 in Ohio; and Cheyney
Institute for Colored Youth was founded about this time at Cheyney, Pennsylvania
During the 1870's to 1880's more institutions of the same general type
were established. The chief impetus was furnished by Blacks and the schools
were located primarily in the South. When the need for teacher training was
recognized by aboliticnists and activists as a serious problem late in the 1880's,
State Normal Schools were started along with the Agricultural and Mechanical
Institutes for the training of teachers and vocational laborers.
In addition, various acts and legislation were passed which had a
significant impact on the development of Black education. Privately endowed
philanthi opic foundations took interest and responded to the education crises,
and, with some assistance from the federal government (Freedman's Bureau),
the problems in education for Blacks were at least being recognized.
Out of these movements, designed to supply teaching manpower, arose
the W. E. B. DuBois - Booker T. Washington debate over the educational needs
of Black people and the kinds of schools and programs which would best meet
these needs. This controversy over academic or industrial orientation of
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Black schools has not been settled to this date.
2
For years, few Blacks were admitted to or seen on any white campus
in America. Population patterns and social customs based primarily upon race
piejudice and the fact that Blacks have different basic needs from whites be-
came the determinants reponsible for the establishment of Black colleges for
Black youth.
One of the major influences upon the philosophy and structure of the
Blacn was the New England "school Marm" who went South under missionary
influence (See Appendix, p. 315). These women exerted a good deal of
educational pressure upon the curriculum and function of these rising institutions,
a pressure which promoted the idea of the "ivory tower": the sedate, proud,
but isolated, university.
Black churches also played a major role in the formulation and
establishment of Black colleges: throughout the South their influence was felt
as private church-related institutions of higher education for Blacks sprang up
2
Many prominent Black writers and activists are presenting theses
which differ in a superficial technical manner as to the specific educational
needs of Black youth. Bayard Bustin asks: "who needs Black studies?" John
O. Killens calls it, "the Black man's Burden, " Kenneth B. Clark proposes
integrated education; Howard Fuller, Ron Karenga and Preston Wilcox seek
separate community controlled schools. All recognize Blacks need as much
education as possible and yet a unique training that will prepare them for the
real coming situations.
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all over. These colleges were small, understaffed and underfinanced but they
tackled the phenomenal task of educating newly freed slaves full affront,
and with much success. Most older Black professionals with post-graduate
credentials have received undergraduate training at southern Black colleges.
Still, on the whole these Black schools have not exerted much influence upon the
field of higher education partly because their numbers are too few and most
white professionals do not recognize them as creditable institutions of higher
education and partly for other reasons to be explained. Much of the negligence
can be attiiouted to the quality criteria used in the assessment of higher
education on the whole (See A Comparison of Quality Characteristics, Appendix
p. 576 and 578).
A century ago, Black colleges were set up to meet a very important
social need in America - namely, educating the newly freed Black slaves to
become contributing members of American Society (Clark, "Higher Education
for Negroes: Challenges and Prospects, " Yearbook, Journal of Negro Education,
Vol. 36, Summer, 1967, p. 196). (See Appendix - Southern Negro College and
Segregation Schools Established by Northern Societies, p. 495 ).
Black educational institutions now appear to be suffering from their
own success, i.e.
,
their roles have shifted so that these Black colleges have
become symbolic of American racism. "They became testaments of society's
committment of excluding Blacks from any meaningful role in the society as a
whole (ibid, p. 196). (Also see Appendix, The Past: Figures Tell the Story,
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P. 555 ). The Black college is now academically inferior due to our segregated
racist society and its mimicry of white colleges and universities which teach
the inferiority of Blacks and the myths of the American tradition.
Today Black higher education is confronted with major problems and
controversies stemming from within the institution in addition to racist forces
from the larger context of America's institutionalized education.
Philosophy and Orientation of B 1ack Colleges
The problems of philosophy and orientation of the Black college are
deepseated and complex. Consider, for example, Black professors are trained
in white giaduato schools and use textbooks and related materials developed by
indifferent white educators while, at the same time, the political, social and
economics aspects of the Black community are dominated by the white power
forces all of which exert tremendous influence upon the Black college.
Edward K. Weaver pointed out that the combination of the economic
basis of democracy and the dependency of our system upon racist attitudes and
behavior patterns thoroughly permeates all of our institutions. ("The Role of
the Negro College, " Phylon
,
First Quarter, 1944, p. 47). When such a
national attitude forms the background of every educational institution, it is
inevitable that the philosophy and orientation of the Black college will be
influenced by this pressure. It is vital that the Black college discover its role
and function in the midst of this mass confusion if the Black community is to
prosper.
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Weaver states that the solution lies in breaking away from traditional
philosophies of education:
1 he Negro College should mold minds so as to
conform to patterns of belief and conduct not now
contained within the existing and operating pattern
of contemporary society.
. . Patterns of segregation
and discrimination are so entrenched in American
democracy that they reinforce and perpetuate them-
selves, and have lent themselves an historic dignity
and worth of their own.
. . Only in a totally different
situation, can the Negro people expect functional
participation in American life, (ibid, p. 48).
Weaver further describes the ’’functions of racism”:
One function of racism is to prevent Negroes and
whites from seeing their common problems, to
prevent them from recognizing that unless one
group's status is improved the other group’s status
will remain in jeopardy. It is a function of racism
to prevent the Negro college from operating
democratically, and to prevent Negroes and whites
from having relationships which are based on
mutual respect and recognition of the inherent worth
of all men. It is a function of racism to place barriers
in the movements of the exploited and oppressed
peoples in such a manner that they will become
disintegrated personalities. It is a function of racism
to prevent the disadvantaged from securing that
education which can be utilized to bring about a
change in the existing situation. It is a function of
patterns of segregation and discrimination to intimidate,
identify, and punish individuals in such a manner
that they will become unwilling to work for the
elimination of the ties which bind them. Racism, and
its patterns of segregation and discrimination, "pro-
vokes” the impatient individual into left social-
democratic trends. Our society seems to desire,
perhaps needs, these results. Disintegrated personali-
ties, fearful educators, impatient individuals cannot
make intelligent or wise readjustments to 1 he pressing-
problems of a rapidly changing world such as ours,
(ibid
,
p. 47).
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To change the direction of Black colleges, the educators must be
convinced that a newer and higher form of democracy is
since democracy as it exists today involves freedom and
but not all Americans. Educators can no longer operate
an absolute necessity
equality for some,
as eclectics who
compromise on this point,- they must develop a new orientation to meet the
problems. A definite social program must be envisioned, the ivory tower of
objectivity must be abandoned for a specific program, a specific aim, " (ibid,
p. 48).
Preston Wilcox (a noted Black educator who left Columbia University
in order to work directly with the problem of Black control of Black education
and who is now director of Afram- Associates, New York) refers to the
"miseducation of Black kids. " He accuses the racist society that is organized
to protect the interests of white people from Black people, and he calls into
question the dual school systems, one for white and one for Black, which leave
Blacks seriously neglected.
The problem is not simply one of dual systems. So long as the
curriculum is one which seeks toHvhiten" Blacks, it makes little difference
whether or not the system is structured along one line or another.
Some Blacks ha.ve recognized that much of American education furnishes
a whitening process which results in students who use their skills and expertise
against the interests of the Black community, (ibid, p. 5). If Black colleges
and universities are patterned after white racist universities, and operate
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according to white standards, they are in reality working violently against the
best interests of Blacks.
Beatrice M. Hill and Nelson S. Burke of the Neighborhood Youth
Corp and U. S. Department of Labor in Washington, D. C. concluded from talks
with Black students that the school's curriculum was designed "to prepare white
children to live in a white society" ('Some Disadvantaged Youth Look at Their
Schools, " Journal of Negro Education. 1967). The materials used in the
educational process have serious implications for Black students who must try
to overcome a process which dehumanizes and indeed violates their concerns.
Yet results of the study indicated that the books were written in such a way as to
make the Black student feel inferior and the white student superior, (ibid
,
p. 136),
James S. Coleman (1938) writes of the striking differences in
educational experiences afforded Blacks and whites in the South indicating that
the duration of this influence is manifest in today's present structure of education.
Piopooed equality of education will not answer the many concerns, needs and
questions posed by Black educators intent on survival of Black youth and
based upon the concerns and needs of the Black communities. The systematic
perpetuation ox damages runs deep and will not be repaired b}^ a merely equal,
educational opportunity because Blacks will continue to suffer unnecessarily as
a result of competition and social customs embedded in a racist process. Goals
of American education and particularly of Black education must be carefully
examined and reevaluated in terms of the best interests of Blacks so that the
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lacist conflict between white and Black will no longer harm the education of
Black youth ("The Concept of Equality of Education, " Harvard Educational
Review
,
Vol. 38, No. 1, Winter, 1968).
Irrelevance
Educational institutions are being pounded with charges of irrelevancy -
the Black college is no exception. The charge of irrelevancy of Black educational
instutitions to the needs of the community is well established. For example,
the problems of unemployment and economics of local Black residents have long
been treated with apathy by too many Black college professors. Some reasons
for this have been centered upon content of textbooks, standardized tests and
credential requirements imposed by white institutions (Wilcox; Hamilton;
Karenga, 1969). Inextricably linked to problems of the community are the offerings
in curricula and degrees granted by the Black colleges: "McGrath concluded
that the narrow curriculum of the Negro four-year college is virtually as
damaging as segregation (Ware and Determan, p. 62). Even though the
Humanities and Social Sciences accounted for 38 per cent of the offered majors,
20 and 18 per cent respectively, these courses of study did little to prepare
Black participants to evaluate accurately and deal with circumstances
accumulating in their own backyards. There were 12,697 degrees granted by
Black colleges in 1962-63; more than half were awarded to future teachers, (Ibid).
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The problem of nuseducation is compounded and reinforced by
graduation of teachers underprepared or illequipped to tackle the enormous
problems of social uplift and educational mismanagement that are due to racism
Miseducation of Black college students is illustrated in the following study whi
shows how graduate students have not been prepared nor have they been dealing
with actually trying to change conditions found in the community (See Appendix,
Course Offerings at Southern Black colleges, p. 389).
Between 1958 and 1968, 324 Masters Theses were granted in the
School of Social Work at Atlanta University (See page 149.) Most of
those studies dealt with descriptive surveys of conditions in Black communities;
very few offered well thoughtout programs for correcting the problems un-
coveied. Community organisation; case work and community action,
and group work and community action are poorly represented. During the
period when there was a great demand for community emphasis in social work,
the Black community's leading institutions involved in such work did not
demonstrate the anxious fervor demanded by conditions of frustration and
neglect. The theses as a whole were not action oriented or designed to remedy
the major problems but to merely analyze
. This approach is a carryover from
white universities.
A classification of 103 theses randomly selected also reveals some-
thing of the nature of the academic involvement that a Black college has had in
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its treatment of community social problems. Forty-one per cent of the theses
were not focused on practice methodology; 3 thirty-five per cent were focused on
casework, ten per cent on group work, and eight per cent on community
organization.
TABLE 9
CLASSIFICATION OF 103 THESES BY METHOD OF SOCIAL WORK
1958-1967
Method of Social Work Number Percentage
Administration
1 1 0
Casework 36 35. 0Commun jty 0rgan i z ation 8 8 0
Group Work 10 10.
0
Research 3 3 0
Casework and Group Work 1 1.0
Casework and Community Organization 1 1.0
Group work and Community Organization 0 0.0
Not focused and Practice Methodology 43 41.0
Total 103 100. 0
Source: Personal Studies, Atlanta School of Social Work
Atlanta University is recognized as having one of the oldest and best
schools of social work in the Black college community. There are many strong-
features about its sociology. This kind of irrelevance referred to has to be
defined so that the reader will appreciate what is meant by the term in this
3
Practice methodology has
of skills that would be helpful in get!
to do with inservice training or the learning
ing a job done after graduation.
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instance. The writer has referred to the fact that much of the work in the
social sciences stops short of carrying to completion the kind of project that
would have a direct impact on the quality of life of the local residents. The
researcher too often stops with merely an analysis of the problems. Few
proposals are suggested and if proposals are designed they are not implemented.
Instead of irrelevance the reader may be more comfortable with incomplete
methodology. The fact that so much of the past efforts falls within this category
permits this writer to suggest that there is ample data in libraries now that
needs working to completion.
Southern Black Coll cges and Northern White Univers i t ie
s
Because the white university has such tremendous influence upon the
Black college, it is necessary to explore briefly the relationship between Black
and white institutions. There are problems ir communication, orientation,
supply and demand, academic challenge, and credential requirements that
need special attention. The push for more Black students by white universities
will increase. Black professors will be drawn from the small undernourished
Black colleges to the white northern universities by lucrative offers. So it is
evident that the strained relationships between the two academic communities
need 10 be improved. Tne outline which follows will illustrate some important
aspects of the relationship between Black colleges and white universities.
The white university is designed, at least in theory, to serve the
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needs, wants and interests of the whole community. Human needs are varied
and complex, and where some are served, others are suppressed. Whatever
the intern of tne white university, the education most often afforded does not
help men and women deal directly with the evils of racism, and thus, by
default, promotes racism. The irony is that Black colleges have, for the most
part, been replications of northern white universities. When New England
teachers went South, they brought with them the northern institutional format.
Traditionally, the textbooks and teaching materials for the curriculum have-
been designed and written by professors and others from northern white
universities; and because the Black community itself seeks the "American ideal"
of a good life, one of comfort and class, the desire is most often for an educated
individual who fits this "ideal in the mode of the white university or college.
The white university exerts pressure in the philosophy and orientation
of the education of students at Black colleges in such things as social acceptance,
academic organization and accomplishment, and graduate school prestige (See
Appendix, Course Offerings at Southern Black Colleges and University of
Massachusetts, p. 395). (Also see Lillian K. Vittenson, Areas of Concern to
Negro College Students As Indicated by Their Responses to the Mooney Problem
Check List, Journal of Negro Education
.
Vol. 34, Winter, 1967, ill, p. 51-57.)
What are some of the specific problems and prospects related to this
kind of relationship? One certainly lies in the fact that northern white
universities will probably continue to receive huge funds to deal with the
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problems and educational dilemmas of the Black community; yet, many earnest
and hardworking northern white scholars use their energy and the available
facilities in ways which do not meet head on the problems of human survival as
experienced directly by Blacks. Big cities are often the focus - for better and
for worse - of these kinds of research efforts. Black colleges, and the
communities in which they are located receive little attention in terms of
funding, 01 in terms of viable models of research and action for confronting
themselves and their surrounding communities with programs designed to deal
with pressing societal problems. Furthermore, most Black colleges do not
have well-developed schools of education, and thus they are dependent upon
northern universities for training of teachers at advanced levels. This is the
case in most all academic areas as well. Indeed, the general picture is even
more bleak than this, for in reaction to recent demands for Black faculty -
demands which, ironically, have often arisen from Blacks in white universities -
northern universities have begun hiring from southern Black colleges many of
their finest faculty members - thus creating a faculty drain for Black colleges.
And to make all of these matters worse - if that's possible to do - traditionally
and historically the northern white university has held a "Big Brother" attitude
toward the smaller Black college, and has treated Black schools with
condescension resulting in widespread feelings of inferiority on the part of
those working in Black colleges.
Jt is not likely that the many subtle ties between Black colleges and
white universities will be severed; it is possible, though, and desirable, that
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such ties be altered in constructive ways. How? Here are some general
suggestions:
A. There is a need in the white northern university for
increased contact with the Black Experience in order
to make the necessary adjustments in curriculum
planning for a well-balanced educational experience
to both Black and white youths.
B. There is a need for joint cooperation on some matters
of academic concern such as curricula revision,
Black Studies, health, economic and employment issues
between white northern universities and southern
Black colleges.
C. It is necessary to destroy and rebuild curriculum slanted
for the white experience and entrenched in hypocrisy;
if this be unlikely, it will then be the task to implement
a wedge which will ultimately reorient the entire
education system.
D. There is a need for the utilization of the talents and
resources from both southern Black colleges and
northern white universities in the push towards further elimination of
economical, educational and social problems.
E. Because the northern university is perpetuating many
of the forces which are dysfunctional to the needs of
the Black community, it needs to reorient itself toward
involvement on a more accommodating level.
F. The northern university cannot make this reversal
without the intimate contacts and experiences of Black
educators. Accordingly, the improvement in the
nature and quality of exchanges and/or relations between
the two college communities is a necessary involvement.
If followed, the above suggestions would still be little more than a
step in the right direction. There are a number of problems which are so
deeply rooted in the Black college, and the Black college community, that nothing
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short of a major institutional reorientation will begin to change them. One
major dimension of such change will necessitate more direct community
involvement and action in relation to the needs of those living in the Black
community who. unlike many university trained people, must face daily the
evils of institutional racism and economic exploitation. To this date, Black
colleges have been unwilling and unable to address themselves directly to such
needs.
Traditionally white colleges and universities have served the elite and
have been considered ivory towers of isolated research (Clark Kerr,
Education in the United States: Past Accomplishments and Present Problems,
3 90S; Gerald McWorther, "Deck the Ivy Racist Halls: The Case for Black
Studies, " 1969; Unpublished survey of 250 science and mathematics professors
at the University of Massachusetts, 1969, "The Question is Relevancy"). It is
not likely that educators will change abruptly and see the need for greater
alliances along the lines of community as a necessary course in which to direct
some of their energies and vast resources in the immediate future (Martin
Jenkins, "The Idea of the Urban University, " Morgan State Newsletter
. May,
1969).
This method of education in which the world beyond the campus is
avoided persists so strongly that attempts to change toward more involvement
meet overpowering resistance. The situation has evolved into one where the
educators teach maintenance of the status quo even while students are learning
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that this status quo necessitates social injustice and social problems. Students
on white university campuses have attempted change, for example the 1969-1970
Moratoriums and the Spring, 1970 nationwide strike, yet, after finding them-
selves powerless they succumb to the "silent majority. " Likewise the Black
college has not had the power to divert swiftly from the "ivory tower"
ideologies which have so completely engulfed white educational institutions.
Yet somehow Black colleges must make the break with "Shakespeare, " at least
to the point of making "him" relevant to the lives and dreams of Black people.
Perhaps a greater understanding of the serious problems of the Black college
can provide insights as to the kinds of changes which are demanded. The
following paragraphs are addressed to these problems.
S pecific Problems: Resources
The Black college has consistently met with the problems of limited
finance and inadequate facilities throughout its history and development (See
Appendix, Annual Appropriation for Teachers Salaries, p. 532 ). Today, the
Black college is further plagued by the small amount of financial reserves and
resources available as well as by other pressing problems.
Black institutions supported by public funds in the 1960's are far
behind the white institutions in almost every respect. They have less invested
in physical plant and equipment, spend less on current operations, have faculties
with a smaller proportion of Ph. D. 's inadequate libraries, and limited scope
of program, and are trying to do some work at graduate level without
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adequate resources. Many of these conditions could be remedied with greater
financial support. The consequences of discrimination in public support of
Black institutions of higher education forces upon them the task of trying to
educate with less of everything necessary to conduct adequate educational
programs
.
Unless a reorientation of function, philosophy and massive public
support is forthcoming, these institutions are destined to remain far behind and
inadequate, weak when compared with white public institutions. Much of the
progress made in the past decade in these institutions has been the result of
threatened integration and efforts to forestall integration. With the nature and
kind of integration policy established in many states the relative status of the
Black schools is likely to be unchanged. Until such time as Black schools
receive adequate support in all area.s, any serious discussion of providing
quality education seems premature (Hurley H. Doddy, Journal of Negro
Education, Vol. 31, No. 3, Summer, 1932, pp. 370-37S.
Increased federal aid is the obvious answer to the serious question,
What can be done to strengthen the financial foundation of the Black colleges ?
Financial aid to education will not solve all the problems evident in the Black
community; however, this writer emphasizes that the serious need for large
sums of financial assistance to Black colleges is very critical jf the Black
college is to overcome its problems in facilities and resources, finance,
graduate training, qualified teacher shortage, enrollment and curriculum
content. Efforts must be made to reorient and meet the needs of all residents
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and not just to mimic the traditional practices of educational institutions.
Hu 1 ley noddy (1962), Jaffee, Adams, Meyers, (1968) and Alan L.
Sorkin (1969) made extensive studies of the facilities and quality of resources
of the Black college (Higher Education in the I960 's). These studies present
a gloomy picture of the available facilities and resources, but do not treat in depth
the type of service these schools have rendered. Monro (1969), Bond (196G),
and Mays (1968) have described in detail the kind of educational services these
colleges have offered Black youth in particular, and the Black community in
general (John U. Monro, New School, New York, 1969; Horace Mann Bond,
The Education of the Negro in the American Social Order, I960; Benjamin Mays,
The Significance of the Negro Private and Church Related College, 1968; Also
see Appendix p. 5S0-5G5).
Each study reviewed focuses on the specific problems of facilities and
resources in the Black college from a different perspective thus revealing-
unique insights into the total problem faced by the Black college community.
Doddy presented in statistical summary the status of Black higher
education with special reference to the Black publicly-supported college in
19G0. The data is limited to four year degree granting institutions and deals
with enrollment and finances ("The Status of the Negro Public College: A
Statistical Summary, " Journal of Negro Education
,
1962).
In 1900, there were 99 Black institutions with a total investment in
physical pi operties of $ A 9 million or 3. 1 per cent of the total amount invested
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m all institutions of higher education in the United States, (ibid.).
In 1958 there were 98 predominantly or entirely Black institutions
which constituted 5. 1 per cent of the total 1, 940 institutions of higher education
ill the United States. They enrolled 2.7 per cent of the resident degree-credit
students, held 2.5 per cent of the total amount of physical property and funds
devoted to higher education. Endowment and non-expendable funds totalled
$90 million, and constituted 2.8 per cent of the national total, or a little less
thantwo per cent of the $4. 8 billion of the national investment. The Black
college's operating budget constituted about two per cent of the national total.
In 19G0, of the more than three billion dollars spent on higher education, 94
per cent of this investment is for the education of the whites, and only four
per cent was spent on Blacks (ibid)
.
Alan L. Sorkin compared quality characteristics in Black and white
colleges and universities in the South (Journal of Negro Education. Vol. 38,
Spring, 1369). The study involved 105 predominantly white state collcg~es and
29 predominantly Black state colleges in the area. Sorkin pointed out that state
university systems spend a lot of money on education, and it is 1 portant to
note now the white state officials treat the two t3'pes of institutions. The amount
of money spent in effect will indicate, to some extent, how white state officials
view the educational needs of Black Americans.
This comparison of Black and white colleges and universities utilized
the following six quality characteristics in ascertaining differences: (1) per-
centage of faculty with Ph.D’s; (2) number of library books per s fudent;
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(3) average number accredited professional programs; (4) student-faculty ratio;
(5) percentage of students attending institutions where faculty salaries are
below the national average; and (6) total expenditure per student. The data from
the study indicates that Black colleges have eleven fewer library books per
student, two or three fewer students per teacher, one-sixth as many accredited
professional programs, and spend $666 less per student than white public
colleges in the Southern and Border states. The fact that the legislature in the
Southern and Border states appropriate less money for students attending
Black colleges than for those at white colleges limits the allocations for faculty
salaries. No public Black college is able to pay faculty salaries which are
equal to the national average. It must also be pointed out that these quality
characteristics are all cither directly or indirectly related to financial
resources (See Sorkin's Comparison of Quality Characteristics, Appendix,
p. 576 ).
Although finance is not the primary concern of this study, it must be
considered as important in any complete analysis of the Black college community
situation foi the lack oi finances has plagued the Black college community since
its inception and is still a major source of extreme irritation. A report by
Gilbert Ware of the U. S. Commission on Civil Bights gives an account on the
state of affairs with regards to the amount of money available to the Black
colleges from six major sources (Gilbert Ware, Assistant Director, Federal
Programs Division, U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, Department of Health,
1G0
Education, and Welfare,
Negro Student, " 1967).
"The Federal Dollar, The Negro College and the
TABLE 10
NEGRO COLLEGES' SHARE OF
(1959-1960)
FINANCIAL RESOURCES
SOURCE OF FUNDS
Negro Colleges'
Share (Per Cent)
State Governments
Private Gifts and Grants
Endowment
Tuition and Fees
Local Government
Federal Government
2.73
2.25
2. 16
1
. 68
.69
.66
Source: Earl J. McGrath,
in Transition, New York: ^
'
ne Predominantly Negro Colleges and Universities
teachers College - Columbia University, 1965, p. 28.
In the United Slates where a capitalistic economic policy prevails,
faculty salaries play a very important part in determining the quality or level
of preparation of school personnel. The following illustrates the comparison
between salaries of Black private and church-related institutions with the
white church
-related schools in 1959-1960.
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TABLE 11
SALARY COMPARISON BETWEEN BLACK PRIVATE AND CHURCH-BELATED INSTITUTIONS
Hank
Negro
Public
Negro Private &
Church Related
White
Church
-Related
Professor
(1959-60)*
$6813
7270
$5492
6790
$5791
Associate Professor 5500 4650 5095(1959-60)* 5910 5450
Assistant Professor 4829 3987 4383
(1959-60)* 5140 4440
Instructor 4206 3433 3833
(1959-60)* 4530 4050
All Ranks 5276 4347 4766
(1959-60)* 5420 4990 —
Source: Unpublished data, U. S. Office
Section, 1958-1959 and *1959-1960.
of Education, Business Administration
Black private and church-related, salaries are lowest of all comparable
institutions. The salaries are significant since these colleges are most seriously
deficient in academic offering and are unable to compete on the wider academic
market for available talent:
There are some good Negro colleges and some bad
Negro colleges, just as there are some good and bad
white colleges. Some Negro colleges are stronger
than some white colleges, but, in general, the Negro
college docs not measure up to its white counterpa rt.
This is one of the results of segregation and inadequate
financial support of the Negro student, scholar and
school. It is a harsh reality of a history of discrimi-
nation based on race and color (Ware, Journal of
Negro Education, Vol, 36, Winter, 1967).
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Enrollment
Problems of enrollment plague Black colleges persistently. These
enrollment figures of Black colleges as compared to white universities give
some idea of one aspect to these problems: total enrollment in predominantly
Black colleges and universities in 1960 was 49,774 and in 1967 was 70, 885;
while the total enrollment in predominantly white universities in 1960 was
449, 596 and in 1967 was 774, 100 (Doddy, 1962). It is also interesting to note
the nature of the enrollment problems of Black and white colleges. For
example, Knoxville College in Tennessee experiences a different kind of
enrollment problem than most white colleges and universities experience.
^
ihere were two empty dormitories on Knoxville's campus in 1969-70.
William K. Keast, President of Wayne State University in Michigan
spoke at the annual Faculty Convocation on May 22, 1969 concerning the college
enrollment oi Blacks in the previous spring. These arc the statistics he quoted
as "shocking":
Country-wide only five per cent of the nation's
undergraduate population is Black; if the pre-
dominantly Negro colleges and universities in the
South are excluded, the population is less than
two per cent.
Only nine United States schools with under-
graduate enrollments over 15,000 had a Negro
enrollment of four per cent or more in 1967-68.
4 rThe reference here is to the fact that two dormitories were empty at
the time this writer visited the campus. Also there is the added extensive
recruitment by white universities for Black students.
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Of these big publicly supported United States
colleges and universities, Wayne had the highest
percentage of Black undergraduates enrolled.
With 22,602 undergraduates in 1967-68, Wayne
had 1, 982 Negro undergraduates, or 8. 76 per
cent.
Enrollment statistics of Blacks in 1968 illustrate the separateness of Blacks
and whites in the educational institutions (See Appendix, p. 573 _5Y6)
.
Enrollment, finance, and faculty shortage are problems of the Black
college Which can be in part attributed to this nation's participation in wars.
Many Blacks (Julian Bond, Eldridge Cleaver, Robert Williams) have demon-
strated that the Viet Nam war effects the Black college community more
adversely than is necessary and with just as many instances of discrimination
and racism as other wars in the American past.
The Wed s of this country have always demonstrated a pattern of
creating much suffering and neglect for the residents of the Black community.
A traumatic paradox confronted the nation at the time of the war for independenc
the Civil War had as its cause the fate of Blacks (DuBois, "Reconstruction
Seventy-five Years After, " Phylon
,
Third Quarter, 1943, Vol. 4, No. 3, p.
205); and the First World War literally tore into the hearts and welfare of
Blacks in America (Communications to DuBois concern participation in Phylon
Institute, 1941-1943). The Black college and its community suffered in
personnel, facilities and morale during World War II. Horace Mann Bond
writes, "The problems which the Negro college faces as a result of the impact
of the war are many and varied. In response to a questionnaire survey, Negro
1 G 4
college presidents have listed the following as major effects of the impact of
the war upon their institutions":
(Briefly revised)
Financial problems are nothing new to Negro
colleges. There is abundant evidence already
that the Negro college, whether public or private,
lacks sufficient income to carry on a reasonably
adequate program of higher education. And one
of the present effects of the impact of the war
upon Negro higher education, and one of the great
problems of post-war organization is that of
organizing and adjusting the bases of financing
to meet the challenge of changed social and
economic conditions.
The extent Ox the seriousness of the losses in male
students is reflected in a further analysis of the
statements submitted bj^ Negro college presidents.
Typical are: "There has been a sharp decrease in
our male enrollment, " "Our boys have been reduced
to the ratio of seven to one, " "Our male enrollment
has been practically depleted, " "Our male enrollment
will drop to about thirty during the third quarter, "
and, "Our male enrollment is off more than seventy
per cent and is still decreasing. "
1. The decrease in male enrollment a result of
Selective Service and acceptance of employment
in defense and war industries by male students.
2. Budget difficulties and uncertainty of adequate
financial support resulting from decreases in
student's fees, decline of revenue from gifts
and other philanthropic sources, and failure
of state legislatures to increase appropriations.
3. Lowering of morale among male students
expecting to enter the Armed Services and unrest
among students generally.
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4. Staff difficulties and aculty changes due to
acceptance of government and defense
positions and entrances into the Armed
Services.
5. Curriculum revisions and adjustments to
meet the demands of the war situation.
Aggravated social problems, particularly
in colleges near Army training centers.
For accurate evaluative statements concerning the
effects that the impact of the war has had and may
have upon Negro colleges, the presidents of 75
Negro colleges were asked to make statements or
give evidences of the effects of the impact of the
war upon their institutions, and to give their opinion,
based on such facts as were available in regard to
the following questions: (1) what likely are to be
some of the permanent effects of the impact that the
war may have upon Negro colleges generally?
(2) What likely is to be the future of the Negro
private college ? Church-related colleges ? Small
state college? (3) What likely is to be the role of
the Negro Liberal Arts College after the war?
Negro Church-related college? Negro-Teacher-
Training College? Negro Vocational College?
Forty-one presidents responded and their statements
will serve as supporting contributions (Horace Mann
Bond, 1933).
The present "war" in Viet Nam continues what has become the traditional
practice of discrimination and exploitation of the Black people in America. For
it is young Blacks who are unable to avoid or defer the draft (which action
requires the money and power possessed by the white middle and upper middle
classes); it is the young Blacks in the Armed Services who are sent to Viet
Nam, sent to the front and to their death more often and in disproportionate
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numbers compared to their white counterparts.
On the whole, Blacks attend institutions which have been historically
set aside for Blacks, and whites attend institutions set aside for them. In view
of the "American melting pot" theory this practice is in direct opposition to the
realization of the true democratic ideology (Francis John Quinlivan, 'kew
American Bream - For Blacks /' America. May 9, 1970, pp. 498-99). On the
other hand, when the existing educational and social conditions in the Black
community are examined there is much to suggest that the nature of this
practice has value. The Black college is, or could be, a tremendous resource
for helping the Black community achieve/demand full participation in this
democracy." With the demand for more Black students and Black Studies, by the
larger, northern white universities, the number of Black schools offering
piofessional education programs is not likely to increase. As a matter of fact,
some wnite proiessors advocate that these Black schools should "just die out"
(Comments made by a professor on a thesis covering Black colleges, prepared
by Phil Chanin, Amherst College, Amherst, Mass., 1970). In terms of the
number of professionals actually enrolled in professional programs in Black
colleges, the record is equally poor, (See Appendix, p. 560 ).
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TABLE 12
NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS FOR NEGROES IN SOUTHERN STATES OFFERING
GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMS5
No. of Institutions
Graduate Work 15
Dentistry 2
Engineering and Architecture 4
Hospital Dietetics 1
Law g
Library Science 3
Medicine 2
Music 3
Nursing 4
Pharmacy 4
Social Work 2
Theology 5
Veterinary Medicine 1
Source: Thomas Jesse Jones, IS 17.
Robert Weaver states that a few state-supported Negro colleges and
universities are entering graduate work ("The Private Negro Colleges and
Universities - An Appraisal, " Journa l of Negro Education
,
29:113, 20). For
example, North Carolina College at Durham went so far as to award a doctor’s
degree in Education at its last commencement, and some of the other southern
There has been little or no change in the number of schools offering
graduate and professional programs in the Black college community since this
1917 data.
1G8
Black institutions grant as many as a hundred masters' degrees annually.
This has serious implications for the total education system among Blacks;
it will have an immediate impact upon private Black colleges and universities
which do graduate work as well as the quality of professional training. More
students will mean greater academic and social responsibility, and the existing
credential standards will need critical evaluation in terms of use and value to
the Black community.
An analysis of library facilities alone indicates that few, if any, of
the state supported Black colleges and universities are equipped to undertake
graduate training. Most informed Black observers seem to feel that graduate
work has been forced upon them prematurely and that it is designed to
diseouiage lai go
-scale matriculation in the larger predominantly white state
universities of the South. As a result, if Black institutions are forced to
participate in graduate education preparation or training process, and are not
equipped to do so, there is a grave danger of impairment of a student's academic
development. This underprepared student then has to compete in a highly
selective educational society or function with limited academically acquired
resources in an accelerated sophisticated domain. The self-fulfilling prophecy
is at work again, and the neglected community suffers unduly.
Charles H. Thompson in a report on graduate credentials for 74 of the
83 Black public and private senior colleges, and for 102 of the 109 white church
related colleges describes several aspects of accreditation. Out of the total of
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3,946 teachers in the Black public and private senior colleges, 21.5 per cent
possessed the doctor's degree in 1958-59, 20. 8 per cent in the Black public
colleges, and 22. 7 per cent in the private. The proportion in both groups is
only a little higher in the accredited institutions - 21.7 per cent in the Black
public senior colleges, and 24.5 per cent in the private and church related.
In the 102 accredited white church related senior colleges, out of some 5,549
teachers, 31.2 per cent had the doctorate ("The Present Status of the Negro
Private and Church Related College, ” Journal of Negro Education
, 1961; Also
see Appendix, p. 561-563.)
Accreditation
Accreditation is not necessarily an indication of educational excellence;
however, the raw bases upon which accreditation rests - including library
facilities, course offerings, faculty status, etc., are of significance, and
especially because they are so important in providing a rich environment for
student growth. Furthermore, the degree from an unaccredited institution,
regardless of how good the education, does not mean as much in some very real
ways as does the degree from an accredited institution. Only about half of the
Black private and church related colleges are fully accredited.
It has often been suggested that there is nothing so wrong with most of
the not fully accredited institutions that more money, more effective organiza-
tion of programs, and better utilization of present resources might not cure;
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but What is seldom understood is that "more resources, etc. " are not enough
when the problem of accreditation is viewed in the context of the status of the
institution in the society at large. Certainly it is important that accreditation
be achieved, but many other problems must be considered at the same time.
Accreditation is one form of meeting standards and norms which, by their very
nature, are not always in the best interest of Blacks. Doing a more effective
job in some areas of education may, ironically enough, work directly against
the most fundamental needs of Black Americans, indeed, such changes (which
have been carried out in many large white universities) are often, it seems,
not in the best interest of education in general. Thus, we must keep in mind the
paradoxical nature of the problems uncovered, and the solutions proposed.
Curriculum ^
What to teach is another serious problem in B'ack colleges especially
when the forces regulating curriculum rest outside the control of Black
educators. The major controlling forces of curricula in Black colleges rests
with white professors, white university standards, and demands of the indifferent
and dominant white society. White writers have evaluated. Black schools from
a reference point based on white values. Few textbooks used in Black schools
aie wiitten by Black authors because the white publishers in many instances,
seek to sell to a larger market than the one offered by the Black college
G See A Pilot Survey of Black colleges, Appendix, p. 373 ).
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°°“y - PUMlSUng b°°kS
— - publishers are in the buslneS8
to make money for stockholders who reside in white communities.
(Eugene
Perkins, "The Changing Status of Black Writers, " Black World. July mo>
P. M). The complex cycle of control and perpetuation is demonstrated by how
large companies do business in a competitive economy where profits are
received for publishing those materials the purchasers wish to hear and read
(Henry David Thoreau, "Journal" 5, January 1860).
The Black college must resist these economic forces which have
intimidated its educators in their past selections of curriculum content and in
formulation of the standards they hold for students. A new, pertinent content
of curriculum which asks the serious questions is necessary:
1* JS worth an adult's knowing?
2. Having known it as a child, does it
make a person a better adult?
(Jerome S. Brunner. The Process of
Education, 1963, p. 52).’
The Black community has not dealt with a careful consideration of these questions
persistently and continually, partly because its attention has been diverted
and partly because the rewards for remaining in a poor and impoverished Black
community to bring about changes are meager materially and not readily realized.
A crucial question for Black colleges is - What have the courses and
experiences been designed to do for Black students ? McGrath in his survey
writes, "Thus public service by the Negro college is highlighted by the question:
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Was there not something wrong with the 'best' colleges which instructed
generation after generation of complacent citizens how best to take their place
in a segregated society?" (Zinn, "A New Direction for Negro Colleges, "
Harpoi_o Magazine, May, I960, p. 76). The problem is further compounded by
the fact that Black colleges arc directed by presidents and administrators who
have received most of their training in institutions indifferent to their unique
needs.
What is i elevant in courses designed for Black students? "THE TRUTH
WILL DO. " In fact, nothing else is necessary. The truth is the crux of
relevancy. When DuBois completed the work for the University of Pennsylvania
on the Philadelphia Negro (1897), he commended the school for recognizing her
duty in dealing specifically with the Black "problem" but he pointed out:
This work needs to be extended to other groups,
and carried out with a larger system; and here it
would seem is the opportunity of the Southern
Negro college. We hear much of higher Negro
education, and yet all candid people know there
does not exist today in the center of Negro
population a single first class fully equipped
institution devoted to the higher education of
Negroes (DuBois, Philadelphia Negro, 1897).
Today, no Black colleges offer a complete graduate program in all the major
professional vocations or in the crucial areas related directly to the Black
Experience. Those that do offer limited graduate programs are not fully
equipped with proper staff or facilities (Bond 1966; Sorokin, 1969, Ashmore
1954) The nature and content of the curriculum in Black colleges must be
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challenged on the basis of its (curriculum) worth to residents of the Black
college community and in the light of what the white university suggests should
be a part of the content.
Ihere are no simple solutions to the specific problems challenging
the Black college. Rather, educators and students who are aware of the grave
consequences arising from educational inequities in the Black college community
must continue to ask the crucial questions and to seek the much needed answers.
More Black institutions of higher education are beginning to realize
that they, too, must reorient their methods and practical philosophy in the same
manner as the Mississippi Freedom Schools which have already progressed to
the first level of profound questioning. The basic set of questions:
1* Why are we (teachers and students) in Freedom Schools?
2. What is the Freedom Movement?
3. What alternatives does the Freedom Movement offer us?
The secondary set of questions:
1. What does the majority culture have that we want?
2. What does the majority culture have that we don't want?
3. What do we have that we want to keep?
(Florence Howe, Mississippi Freedom Schools: The Politics of Education,
Harvard Educationa l Review
,
Spring, 1965, Vol. 35. No. 2, pp. 144-160).
From this point, a process of change may develop in which educators
and students identify the problems and set out to abolish unjust conditions and
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prevent further damage to the Black community. Asked are the pertinent
questions encompassing the specific problems within individual institutions as
well as the relationship of the Black college to the larger society and the major
problem and issues it has foisted upon the Black college community.
If there is any general consensus to the serious questions being asked
in Black college communities, the point of final focus follows. How can the
lcsoui ces, talents, and facilities of the Black college community be better,
more effectively utilized in a concentrated effort for justice, freedom and
removal oi results of racist patterns of behavior embedded in the larger
dominant society? What are the essential elements of a program that might be
applied in an attempt to bring about a better quality of life for the Black
community within a relatively short period of time? (Please see Appendix
p. 311 from the Black Photographic Chronology).
What ’’place" should Shakespeare occupy in the Black Experience? The
answer to this question, of course, is tha.t there is no answer; for there is no
single, simple fixed formula for determining what all Blacks should study,
learn, and think, no more than there is a fixed formula for how Blacks should
act. What does seem to be clear, though, is that all individuals should have
the opportunity to think and act in ways which reflect their personal experiences
and needs. Thus we can and should make certain value judgements about what
is generally good and generally bad in the learning process. For example,
given the fact that all men have beautiful physical features, no groups or
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individuals Should be taught (brainwashed) to think and aet as if their particular
features are ugly, or evil. Yet, of course, to brainwash Blacks is precisely
.
What the general curriculum in America - formally and informally, in the
textbooks and on the television - has systematically attempted. Processes and
products which lighten skin and straighten hair have been bought and sold in
great quanti ties in this nation because the general curriculum of this nation
has been racist in relation to "the right way to look. " This kind of curriculum
is destructive to human dignity and to democratic values. It has manifested
itself in Orientals who have operations on their eyes, in Jews who have operations
on tnejr noses, and even in the mainstream society where women have operations
on their breasts by having silicone injected to increase their size.
To a great extent William Shakespeare - and what he represents in
terms of curriculum - is the academic "hair straightener" and "skin lightener"
of the Black learning experience. This is certainly true in terms of systematic
ways in which Blades have been taught (brainwashed) to think and act as if their
cultural and historical roots were dangling, or at best twisted and snarled and
evil, and thus not to be respected in the same way that "white, " Western roots
are respected.
The fact that all students need to read, write and handle certain
communicative skills is well known and agreed upon by educators; even so, if
the skills were based upon more meaningful materials the task of teachers would
be considerably easier. Consider the example that a white educator, John U.
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Monro, former Dean of Harvard, now at Miles College (Black, Birmingham,
Alabama, gave when he pointed out in a topical discussion, "Let John Keats
wait; for first thing they read is the Autobiography of Malcolm X" (196 9).
Monro writes of how important Malcolm X is to the Black Experience and the
beauty of its literary work If judged by appropriate standards. This is very
true. Yet later, when referring to how a young Black professor got students to
do critical essays on materials of worth to them, he fell into the "white university
trap, " "Once they have this, they can turn around and dig metaphor in
Shakespeare or they can dig metaphor in Keats. " This white standard still
exists in the Black college regardless of its irrelevance to the Black Experience.
Educators are influenced to prepare their Black students toward satisfying
white credential requirements which assume that Keats and Shakespeare, and
not DuBois or LeBoi Jones, have more relevance to Blacks.
The intent of tnis argument is designed to point an accusing finger at
the crises of the curriculum and the paradox of Black needs based upon white wants
which have only suggested meaningless aspirations for Black students. Black
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colleges designed to satisfy standards of a white dominant majority do not
serve the needs of the multitudes of impoverished Blacks.
The Black Expeiience is a direct result of American slavery and its
propagation of white supremist feelings. What occurs in the Black college
should relate to that history and should relate to social uplift and quality of life
of Blacks. Teaching William Shakespeare absorbs energy that could be applied
more usefully to this effort and channels what energy is left away from the
Black Experience.
Black Studies
Like Black colleges, the very existence of Black studies suggests some-
thing about the "melting pot" in which we don't live. Some Blacks are now
pushing Black studies as a possible solution to a portion of the social evils
confronting Blacks due to widespread institutional racism. Black studies can be
an effective tool for aiding in the push for justice and freedom, but implementation
must be caiefully planned as there are many problems associated with this
approach. Such programs often depend upon sanctioning (directly or indirectly)
by wnite credentialling agents. Furthermore, there arc only a limited number of
persons truly prepared to do a competent job of teaching in this area, and many
white educators do not see the need for the kind of Black studies programs that
would serve all Americans - several white educators have remarked, "but there
are no Blacks in our school. " There are many different, sometimes confusing
approaches to the objectives, content, and instruction related to this "new" field.
It is Clear, however, that there Is a need for programs in Black studies.
,t is
also clear that as most programs are presently construed, they should not be
viewed as an ultimate answer to the general educational and economic problems
of Blacks.
Carter G. Woodson's statement touches a sensitive issue: "If a race
has no history, if it has no worthwhile tradition, it becomes a negligible factor
in the thought of the world and it stands in danger of being exterminated "
(1969, pp. 447-452). The doctrine that the Black man was nothing, is nothing
and will be nothing has been thoroughly drilled into white America. Some Black
have learned the lesson well themselves for many look upon themselves as
inferior and whites as superior, ^
The real account of Black contributions is significant to America's
history. The important question in the relationship of historical truths to the
existing conditions is after we acquire the facts, can we use them? We can
write about facts; we can learn about the great contributors, through the pact
Black role and the fact that there is a history of Black identity, pride, and
heritage. But this is not enough. And as a word of caution, we must not be
led down the road of energy absorption under the disguise of false aggressive
steps. We must not let this push for Black studies overwhelm us and pretend
to deal with the realities. There is too much more that needs to be done.
Survey made in a class of Black students from Mt. Holyoke College,
South Hadley, Mass., and Smith College, Northampton, Mass., 1970.
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Blaclv Studies Programs are seen as both academic
and social environment; and the other problems aspressures to belong; Black Studies Program has a
mandate to relate to total student body; the matter
of segregation - reverse Jim Crow - the press for
greater service to Black community; the academic
community has to watch for Black racism and
compulsory segregation academic implications of
Black Studies Programs; and the need for Black
faculty drains the Black colleges, here academic
incompetence and self fulfilling prophecy may have
some influences (Anne and Richard Henshel,
"Current Trends in Negro Education, " Journal of
MlgroJM^aUofB Vol. 38, Fall, 1969, No ~4
pp. 441-446).
Studies have been made to show the tremendous impact such programs of Black
history have had on Black students' image of themselves and others. It was
shown that the effects of Black studies on Negro fifth graders were positive
in a study which dealt with the results of exposure of Black students to a course
in Black studies (Rodney Roth, "Black Studies and Fifth Graders, Journal of
Vo1
-
38
>
193 9, p. 435). It was clear that Black studies were
found to be effective in increasing Black or racial pride and partially effective
m promoting self concept. However, there are intricate difficulties in the
development Oi. Black Studies Programs (Melvin Drimmer, Teaching Black
History in America: What are the Problems?" Spelman College, Atlanta, Ga.).
The questions; Why should it be taught? How should it be taught? Who should
teach it? What material to teach with? still arise. In the rush for Black
studies, universities and colleges are falling all over themselves to develop
Black history programs regardless of their own resources and the needs of the
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^g^jc^Students^ White University
It is extremely significant that today’s Black youth are making strong
demands upon large white institutions which have been hostile to Blacks in every
area. There must be serious thought given to the response of these white
universities with their too rapid concessions to Black "demands. "
Dr. Kenneth B. Clark, noted social psychologist, warns against what
he calls, "a racially organized and exclusionary" educational program as is
established by such concessions. He then furnishes an example of avoidance and
negligence on the part of one white college in confrontation with the demand of
Black students. In a letter of resignation to the Board of Directors of Antioch
college, Dr. Clark thunders his years of research and efforts upon the racist
action Of the college trustees by showing how their acquiescence to Black demands
was a deliberate tactic to quiet, indeed to shut off, the loud innocent voices of
sincere Black youth. "The burden of rationalization at Antioch for a Black
separatist policy, is racist, as racist as what whites have been doing to Blacks
for centuries. II is the whites who need a Black Studies most of all" (The Afro-
American, Baltimore, Maryland, April 11, 1970). He suggests that white liberals
who concede to Black separatism hastily are looking for relief from pressure and
are demonstrating racism. Dr. Clark also recognizes that if the white institution
was serious about Black studies, it would deal with the crisis of demands and
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needs as scholarly and thoroughly as other major departments of the university.
The white university has a responsibility to Black students but as yet it has not
demonstrated a sincere effort to deal in earnest with the sensitive and age old
problem of racism for any racially exclusive programs are psychologically
damaging to its participants, white or Black.
Black Students on white campuses are requesting, indeed demanding,
that white universities reverse their philosophy, function and role to accommodate
what ivory-towered white universities would term the "irrelevance" of dealing
with problems in the community.
Questions as to the ability of the white university to meet needs of
Black students who are in the minority, questions as to the resources and talents
of personnel involved, and questions as to manpower and energy to accomplish
set goals must be asked. The white university as structured and functioning now
selves against the best interests of Blacks because it seeks to improve already
sophisticated and intricate methods of perpetuating the traditional myth - of white
supremacy rather than attempting to destroy it.
Some Black educators believe that Black students are confused in
making "demands" on the white university campus. In terms of its definition,
Black students cannot demand. Not having the power to make their demands
legitimate, they actually beg or request. From the viewpoint of Blacks who see
white educational institutions as the prime enemy, Black students on white
campuses are demanding acquiescence of their enemy. As Rap Brown has said,
anything not controlled can be used as a weapon against you. The white university
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system exemplifies how Us control can obliterate the Black college. Ironically,
the white universities who attempt to meet the '-demands- of Black students are
recruiting faculty from the Black institutions of higher education which have, in
fact, created Black education in the past and which have furnished present Black
leaders. Black students on white campuses have not yet realized that their
requests for Black professors and Black Studies are in direct opposition to the
Black Power revolution because these "demands" entail removal of Black faculty
from Black institutions where they are needed, and in doing so help destroy
Black institutions. This issue appears to present a paradox.
Yet some Black professors are also necessary to the white university
if it is to overcome its racist foundations and its racist education of white
students. Especially critical is the need for "teachers who are sensitive to
the complex forces of race in our society and who have the psychological and
historical imagination which would permit the most comprehensive interpretation
and analysis of materials related to Black Experience" ' (William J. Wilson,
"I he Quest for Meaningful Black Experience on White Campuses, " The Massa-
Autumn, 1969, p. 744). Although Black Studies programs
"demanded" on white campuses are racist in nature both in separating Blacks from
whites and in furthering the Brain Drain on Black campuses, they are necessary
to the white university and to a future Black university. Beyond the concept of
a cultural scholar-oriented Black Studies on white campuses lies the potential for
redefinition of Black needs toward a community-oriented Black university. Many
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Black students are today pressing for the white university to establish branches
in the Black community to meet its needs, organized and controlled by Black
students and financed by white institutions (ibid
, p. 745).
Mergers of Black colleges with white universities do not end the white
university's influence on curricula and philosophies at Black colleges, but
paradoxically increase white control over the Black community and sidetrack
Black students away from the main social issues concerning them.
Sam Wiggins, Director of Southern Study in Higher Education, George
Peabody College for Teachers, questions the merger of the Law School of Texas
Southern University with nearby University of Houston as an example of the
widespread racism in our educational system - how is it that Black educators
believe an indifferent hostile group will all of a sudden become warm and helpful
on a moment's notice? ("Dilemmas in Education Desegregation in Higher
Education, " Journa l of Negrc Education
.
19G8, p. 118).
White educators still reflect the myth of superiority in grappling with
tne problems oi higher education. A. C. Eurich edited a book
(Campus 1980) and
selected prominant professional educators to give their views on what the
college and university scene would look like years hence. Eurich did not include
any Black educators among the contributors. At a time when the demand for
relevance is heard on campuses across the land and Black history departments
are being established on many campuses, it is difficult to imagine how views
from Black professionals would not be invited. Lest we fall into the pattern of
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the past by having indifferent white educator
therapy, we need a prescription which is based on the evide
severe areas of neglect.
s prescribe Black educational
nee pointing out
TheJ3lack Experience At BlapW-nneges
Dr. Lewis Dowdy, President of North Carolina Agricultural and
Technical State University, Greensboro, in a special assembly March 10, 1970,
also asserts a stand against a merger of the Black college with the isolated white
college. Dr. Dowdy states, "I want to see A&T maintain its [Black] identity
ano contiol. He announced a federal grant to pre-plan a Black Studies Program
to be conducted on the campus; a position of Director of Community Relations
has been created, to coordinate the activities of faculty and students with the
community of Greensboro. (The very fact of a Black college now beginning to
pre-plan its initial Black Studies Program is significant in the paradox of
Black and white concerns and interests. ) The Black college should be the one
place where Black Studies is well developed and offering the unique perspective
on the Black Experience that only it can offer. Such has not been the ease in
for too many Instances.
However, today this trend is changing as Black thinkers and educators
intensively involve themselves with the problems of getting Black institutions
8 ^.
Since Dr. Dowdy made this statement A&T has been further compro-
mised and is now a part of the "white" University of North Carolina system.
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to turn more of their energies upon the needs in the Black communities. The
Students, too, are demanding that Mack colleges move towards greater relevancy
to the immediate needs and interests of the commmuty. For example, Black
students at Talladega College made demands for student representation on
important governing committees and the development of a Black Studies curriculum.
It is important to note that one of the prime demands of the student committee was
the establishment of a "student-faculty group to explore the feasibility of
instituting a Black Studies curriculum, " ghe Talladegan. Talladega, Alabama,
March 1970, 87:2). if this is a typical demand being made by Black students upon
the predominantly "negro" college at this date in history, it is
crucial that recognition be given to the neglect imposed on past students due to
omission of such programs in the traditional curricula.
Black educators and thinkers as well as students are today recognizing
that the Black college is the best place for the Black Experience to be treated,
and that there has to be a reassertion of energies and reassessment of priorities
within the indigenous elements of the Black college community.
1 o adequately deal with these forces necessitates
a radical break with traditional modes of thinking.
Most white people are incapable of making this
break; it is becoming increasingly clear that the
country's last source of originality as well as
creativity lies with the Black community (Cedric
C. Clark, "On Racism and Racist Systems:
Priorities in Survival, Negro Digest, August,
1969, p. 5).
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To tiansfoim a system it is necessary not onlyto change the inputs and outputs of a system but
to change the rules governing the system
(to icl, p. 7).
Many administrations at Black colleges do not even see Black Studies
programs as academically legitimate. It is ironic that these arc the schools
which "provide a good deal of the opposition to the Black university concept and
to the creation of Afro-American curricula (Wilson, p. 74 1). In this racist
nation that affects all white educational institutions, "the focal point for all/any
Black Studies programs must be at Black institutions. Must be. " (Don L. Lee,
Notes from a Black Journal," Negro Digest
. January 1970, p. 86).
Black institutions have contributed overwhelmingly to the progress of the
Black community educationally and economically. The major force of future
reorientation to the Black Experience may be the Black college, for the Black
colleges offer the best place to get the kind of training most sensitive to needs of
Black community > esi dents and they also possess the humane resources that will
meet community demands made in white colleges. Black studies on Black campuses
are essential for correcting the racist misconceptions fostered by the white
college and for influencing the white college to direct its resources to meet the
critical needs of all impoverished citizens.
r
l he white university is experiencing charges of irrelevancy to mounting
social and educational crises. The day is approaching when an intelligent person
will not be perceived as one who is able to recite from memory long fades of
highly polished rhetoric. 1 he Federal government is turning increasingly to
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cCloges for personnel to help In societal dilemmas, yet colleges contlnne to
"train" students to tolerate and perpetuate touch of what is wrong with the many
aspects of human problems (Clark Kerr, Treatment of the Historical Aspect
Of American Education as Compared with the Current Problems; George Z. F.
Bereday, Essays on World Education, 1969, pp. 297-31!; Education in the
United States: Past Accomplishments £and Present Problems, all speak to this
point),
The question is again proposed, "Why didn't college education instruct
young (Black) [this writer's insert) citizens to evaluate carefully their role in
a segregated society" (Samuel D. Proctor, The Young Nemo America:
1960-1980, 1966). Or, "Are we to stick to the old habit of wasting time on Latin
and Greek and Hebrew ?" (DuBois, "Education and Work, " Journal of Negro
Education, 1930, p. 34; Preston Wilcox, "Black Studies as an Academic
Discipline, " Negro Digest , March 1970; Nathan Hare, "A Radical Perspective
on Social Sciences Curriculum: Black Studies in the University, " New School ,
November 1969; Gerald MeWorter, "Deck the Ivy Racist Halls: The Case of
Blactv Studies, " New Schoo l, February 1969).
An article entitled "College Work" illustrates how curricula pertaining
to social uplift can be neglected in the Black colleges:
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Though a large number of the schools for colored
people are called "colleges” and even
"universities "
there are very few institutions that have equipment’
for college work or pupils prepared to study colle°-e
subjects. Most of the subjects taught are those of
the typical classical type. Latin, Greek, and
mathematics occupy a large place both in the entrance
requirements and in the regular course. Very few
of the schools have laboratories or other provisions
for the teaching of the physical sciences. Teacher-
training subjects and economics and sociology receive
but scant recognition. The aim seems to be to copy
the traditional college course rather than to adapt
'
the college work to the needs of the pupils. Under a
liberal interpretation of college work, only 33 of the
653 private and state schools for colored people are
teaching any subjects of college grade (Circa 1915).
Thus a very crucial paradox which began years ago still plagues both
colleges and students. Credentials established by white universities demanded
certain performance criteria and content information not necessarily applicable
to social uplift on a fundamental level in the Black community. Latin, Greek and
related courses which occupied a significant portion of the entrance requirements
and regular course work in the past have taken important time and energy when
students could have been involved in experiences more related to their economic
and social conditions rather than expending energy to pursue mere classic
academic work. A study of graduate theses, at the Atlanta University School of
Social Work in 1969 for a ten year period revealed that most of the research was
merely descriptive in nature and did not follow through with attempts to implement
recommendations based on the findings. Of more than 324 theses presented
most dealt with simple questionnaire-response-analysis-summary type
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investigations clearly demonstrating the influence of criteria set by the white
university. Teacher training subjects, economics and sociology received but
scant recognition and„e not carried to completion in terms of implementing a
proposal for correction as illustrated in this document.
The early Black colleges strongly supported and fervently preached
Christianity and many of these institutions actually owed their very existence
to the Christian ministry; for example. Lincoln University in Pennsylvania was first
established in 1954 by Presbyterians. AU over the South. Baptists. Methodists.
Congregationalists, Episcopalians and others established schools for Blacks;
Howard, Hampton, Virginia Union, Wiley. Clark and many more came into
being (See Southern Negro Colleges and Secondary Schools Established by
Northern Societies, Appendix, p. 489 ). Thomas Jesse Jones (1917) emphasized
the major contributions of the Black college in the area of Christian religion.
But herein lies one paradox; how far should the energies of Black institutions
bo spent in an interest that absorbs enormous efforts without directly joining the
battle of social uplift?
f he number of Black schools that trained ministers of the Christian
gospel shows how this lack of social involvement carries over into the community
and affects its residents: 442 ministerial students were counted among the 14
institutions engaged in theological work, the largest number being Gammon
Theological Seminary in Atlanta with 78 students. This writer has described in
’’The Chief Priests and the Elders, " 1970 (See support Stories, Appendix,
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P. 409 ft report of the seventh trip into the Black college community which
detailed conditions of the Christian communities, how an enormous amount of
Black local community energy has been misdirected for little return in terms of
the social and material gains sorely needed for a healthy life. For example, in
1915 an aggregate of 792 total medical students were involved in pursuing medical
courses; there was an abundance of preachers but the community was seriously
short of medical professionals. The point is made here that while there is a
serious shortage of medical help, the Black community has a surplus of preachers
of the gospel.
Contnlnitjons of the Black Col 1 ege
In speaking about the nature and function of the Black college, some
people heave concluded pessimistically: "let them die!" Their problems are
indeed many, many-sided, and complex; and it may be that they will not survive.
Yet the orientation which suggests that they should be ignored, and left to flounder,
is itself a rather sick response, or at least a response based upon a lack of
knowledge uoout their unique role and potential in the context of this society.
Similarly, we could conclude that the Black church should be "left to die, " but
that, of course, would be just one more example of how cultural heritage,
albeit one rooted in the American experience, is systematically destroyed
without applying the imagination and energy needed to stimulate more con-
structive courses of thought and action. In seeking some perspective on the
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Black college, it is well to dwell for a moment on the strengths of the institution.
Beginning with the arrival and enslavement of the African, propaganda
became necessary to ensure a rationale where Blacks were inferior and to support
the fiendish and evil "peculiar institution" of slavery. The Black college set out
to disprove this race supremacy theory which, in spite of ill-founded basis, s,
invaded every economic, political, social and educational ins
9
country.
oon
titution in this
Benjamin E. Mays, former president of Morehouse College and
president of the United Negro College Fund, has described the important
contributions first made by the Black Private and Church-related colleges to this
struggle f°r truth about the "races" of man (i9Gl)
Mays also points out that "even Abraham Lincoln had his misgivings
about the potential of the Negro. " He said on one occasion that he would send
the emancipated people 'to Africa but they would die in ten days,
'
(ibid
,
p. 245 ).
ihe rule throughout the southern slavery plagued states was against teaching
Blacks to read and write. And it was during this crucial time that Black colleges
were established to serve in their very special capacity. Dr. Mays writes,
"the faith of the founders was dramatized by calling these grade schools, colleges,
and universities; from the beginning it was Fisk University and Atlanta
University. And time has justified their faith, " (ibid, p. 245). These schools
"'Martin Luther King has repeatedly written and demonstrated that,
"Americans need to understand that this country is poisoned to its soul with
racism and this needs to be well documented and consequently more difficult to
reject. "
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^ definitely made their marks of magnificent leadership in the fieIds; not only
dtd they furnish almost all the Black teachers and preachers in the early 1900's
but a great number of today's professionals and scholars can also trace their
initial academic training to a Black college. Men such as Booker T. Washington.
W. E. B. DuBois, Robert Morton, Ira Dea Reid, James Weldon Johnson, Walter
While, Thu i good Marshall, James Nabrit, Martin Luther King, and many others
were produets of the small Black colleges. Dr. Hermann. Long, President of
Talladega made an address in which he st rcqoPC. • ,n u esses the importance of Black
institutions of higher learning and the past service rendered by Black colleges.
Dr. Long points out that,
-Three-fourths of all Black scholars who have earned
the highest possible degree, the Ph.D.
,
had their undergraduate training in Negro
colleges. - He goes on, "Moreover, eight out of every ten Black physicians in
America graduated from two Black institutions" (Herman H. Long, Address,
Tte Talladefian, March, 1970, p. 1 ). These facts make it apparent that the
Black college has been responsible for the education of many qualified Black
teachers, educators, and professionals in all fields.
The greatest of Black leaders have come out of Black colleges and will
continue to do so in spite of the irrelevant curriculum and educative process
which draws Black students away from the Black community and meaningful
Black Experience. Mays indicates only token integration will come for a very
long time; only on the Black college campus do we have some degree of inter-
racial association of any important (Mays, 1961, p. 246). For at white
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universities the association of Blacks with whites has only reflected the racism
of larger American society without promoting its end. Paradoxically, for
example, Black teachers trained in white universities by whites socialised in a
racist culture arc the very ones expected to deal with the unique needs of Blacks.
Yet such actions are already made difficult, if not impossible, for "white
trained" Blacks because of their education. The white teacher does not and
cannot, understand the fundamental needs of Blacks in the Black community
(See Unqualified White Writers, j,age 34. But instead of accepting
this racial lack and working from a different perspective, the white teacher
continues to try and in fact does his best to take part in teaching Blacks. As a
result, the white teacher, himself the product of white institutions, trains
Blacks in the values of the white institutions. The Black teacher who does not
work on his own identity and sensitivity emerges from training at the white univ-
ersity and to face aeonflict of interests which could sever him from the Black
community.
Dr. Mays also suggests that the Black private college in many cases
sets the example for dealing with certain social and political issues, particularly
because the private college is relatively free of domination and intimidation from
political and public conflicts and thus serves nearest to the best interests of the
local Black communities. Unlike both white and Black tax-supported colleges
in cel min states which dare not address themselves to controversial issues,
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the genius of the private and church-related college is the amount of freedom
from direct suppressive governmental politics. It is impossible for Black people
to develop quality Black leadership in a tax-supported public college where whites
control funds needed by the college. Mays calls for a banding together and a
creating of stronger private colleges that will meet the specific needs of Black
people.
The significance, therefore, of the Negro
private and church-related colleges lie in their
freedom to experiment, to explore, to inquire
unrestricted, to develop a leadership of
spiritual power, to overcome the dangers that
permeate a secular society and to become
centers of interracial, intercultural, inter-
faith and international living, (ibid
, p. 251).
Yet these colleges, which have contributed substantially to improving
the Black community in the past and which have the potential to effect significant
social change in the Black community today, are still struggling to survive.
And jn its struggle, the Black college encounters untold paradoxes that hinder/
inhibit its role as leader of the Black community.
After making an exhaustive study of the Black community, DuBois
proposed, recommended, and stressed the duties of Blacks and whites in creating
moie civilized conditions for Black Americans. He provided the following
general list of concerns:
DuBois
Append!
that the fabric of culture not be wantonly or
ignorantly destroyed;
that Blacks bend their energy to solving their
own problems contributing their pay, time and
support;
that Blacks demand freedom for self-development
and no more aid from without than is truly
necessary.
Blacks must also see that the bulk of the work bedone by Blacks; that prejudice, injustice, and wrongbe protested energetically and continuously;
see that their efforts be mighty and comprehensive
we aimed and, tireless, persistent and satisfied
with no partial success, not to be lulled to sleep
by colorless victories; and above all, to be guided
by no low selfish ideals; and at the same time seek
that these efforts be tempered by common sense
and rational expectations;
see that Blacks work tirelessly long and earnestly;
see that Black boys and girls desire high standards
and rise as much as their ability will entitle them:
see that a continued search for educational and
constructive amusement dominate;
see that the talented recognize their duties to the
masses
;
see that Blacks cultivate a spirit of calm and
steady unrelenting persistance"'
(DuBois, "The Duty of the Negroes, " and "The
Duty of the Whites, " The Philadelphia Negro:
A Social Study, pp. 389-393, 393-397).
~~
Today the evidence 10 from the Philadelphia Black community - w
nad been working - suggests that the crises are still there and the
Peisonal Observations and Photographs, See Support Stories in
P-
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same as when he studied the
conditions now, 78 years later, are generally the
community.
The level of individual achievement and the amount of economical and
political progress in Black communities are closely associated with the performance
of social and educational institutions. In view of this fact and with the existing
conditions in the Black communities surrounding each college and church a
certain amount of blame must be placed on the past roles of the Black colleges
and the Black church.
These two institutions, the Black college and the Black church, are
prime candidates for carrying out the functions of educational reform and social
upbft. But, on the other hand, as it is these institutions serve as agents of the
larger white racist society, 11 and since white community needs are different from
Black's, then their (white) efforts will conflict with the best interests of the
Black community. It would seem then that much greater effort by these
institutions must be expended to counteract the many negative consequences of a
racist society (Civil Bights Commission Report; Report of the National
Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, William C. Kvaraceus, John S.
Gibson and Thomas J. Curtin, Poverty, Education and Race Relations, 1967).
n
Mack Jones, Ron Karanga, Charles Hamilton, Julian Bond, LeRoi
Jones, Scokely Carmichael, Alvin Poussaint, Vincent Harding and Joyce Lander
all share this view.
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one of the major functions of the B.aok college and B.aeh church is then clear;
an immediate direct attack upon the sources and manifestations of racism which
serve to keep the Black community in its unhealthy predicament is the only
reasonable approach to solution of the many chronic problems. BuBois described
the function of the university. He suggested that:
The function of the university is not simply
to teach bread-winning, to furnish teachers
for the public schools or to be a center of
Polite society; it is, above all, to be the
organ of fine adjustment between real life
and the growing knowledge of life, an
adjustment which forms the secret of
civilization (’’Training of Black Men, "
The Souls of Black Folk
. 1903).
He points out that the South with its many, unattended problems sorely
needs such an institution. There are discrepancies in all phases of life in the
Biack communities
; tne foul breath of slavery, the tainted air of social unrest,
commercial selfishness, and the niggard support of colleges are high on DuBois'
Hst of concerns. He suggested the Black college must maintain the standards of
popular education, must seek the social regeneration of Blacks, must help in the
solution of problems of race contact and cooperation, "and finally, beyond all
this, it must develop men, " (ibid).
Robert C'. Weaver has appraised the role of private Black colleges in
terms of their training the majority of Black students that most other colleges
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do not educate. Weaver write** tw m i"tes B!ac!t
'“Citations "face the difficult task of
training students who, for the most part, iack basic (educational, (this writer's
insert] skills and are (", culturally deprived, (", [this writer's insert]
.
« They
ntust try to solve the problem of reconciling remedial work with the requireme„ts
of a sound college education" (Weaver, "The Private Negro Colleges and
Universities - An Appraisal, " Journaljtfj^e^
Vol. 29:113-20). In
appraising Black col.cges, it is necessary to tnake very clear that only the
institutions that are successful in fulfilling this unique function will be the ones
that will survive. Because of the separate life styles which exist between Blacks
no whites, Black colleges must anticipate the unique needs of Blacks and design
specific curricula experiences so that students can overcome the hostilities and
impositions forced upon them by American racism.
Educational institutions dealing primarily with whites are not in a good
position to assume responsibility for the major task of an educational process
which must hold Black liberation and dignity as the fundamental concern. Such
institutions, of course, should take seriously their many responsibilities in relation
t0 the kindS °l h “man explDitati™ are institutionally supported and perpetuated;
12
,
® la°ks must redefine many terms that whites have employed- we arenot culturally "deprived" in the sense culture is what people do. Blacks’ have
1 eienc ways of doing things and necessarily are reacting to white racist
oppression.
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however, it is not even likely that this will happen in the near future, unless
educators respond more intelligently to the agenda for survival which both Blacks
and also young, sensitive whites have brought to their attention. Primarily white
institutions are geared to the status quo, and this is in part miderstandable, for
those institutions have helped produce power, wealth, and security for whites, at
least up until now. Russel! Middleton found in a survey on social concerns that
white citizens placed number one in order of importance the maintenance of
prestige, power and leadership for (he United States in the world; while Blacks
indicated that racial segregation and civil rights problems were of prime concern
(Middleton, "The Civil Rights Issue and Presidential Voting Among Southern
Negroes and Whites, " Social Forces XL, March 1882). In "the best of all worlds"
it would be desirable for whites and Blacks to join hands in attacking the problems
which, in colorblind fashion eat away at human dignity and potential; however, it
does not seem that tins is the best course of action to seek at this moment in
the struggle.
The basic question is - WHAT SHOULD THE REALLY BLACK
INSTITUTION BE LIKE ? and compared to what set of evaluative criteria should
Jt perform? Weaver comes to grips with a fundamental issue when he states,
"De facto racial integration at the college level is a long way off in the South. "
Tins fact has to be faced squarely, and in doing so, the Black college must turn
immediately to the task of meeting more directly the needs of the local Black
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eo“y - WitH a Pr°gram based “ «» interests and needs of ,oeal residents
there is likely to be mueh more community support. For Black colleges,
Weaver suggests, "Most of all, they must demand a dedication to quality. And
unless the private Negro universities and colleges achieve excellence, there is
no reason for their perpetuation (Weaver, p. 114 ).
Preston Wilcox writes:
The Black university is distinct from the white
university, and it is distinct from the Negro
college. It is a reaction to neither, a replica
of neither. It is a syngergic and natural social
institution that arises out of the bowels of the
Black Experience. Its most cherished reward;
the undying love of Black people. Its ultimate
goal; the liberation and meaningful collective
survival of Black people. The ultimate test
of validity: its impact on the lives of the Black
masses (1969).
As Mr. Wilcox lives, works and studies in the Black community, his approach
would logically and practically take a more determined and beneficial stand
when compared to the approaches of white educators on white university campuses
living out in white residential sections.
In summary, the Black curriculum movement promises much for all
Americans in relation to a more humane understanding of cultural and historical
realities. As a means for helping Blacks break away from the "skin-lightening"
academic impact of "William Shakespeare, " these curriculum efforts are indeed
impressive. Yet there is a danger in over-selling and over-emphasizing Black
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studies in the form that many such curricula now take. Ultimately, for example,
there is a need not to segregate Black history from basic American, Western and
World histories. We must learn to see Black history as central to the human
experience, no less than Western, "white" history is similarly interwoven and
central, no less than the history ol the Orient, etc. The limitations, weaknesses
and dangers of present approaches to make curriculum Black have been touched
upon, it is clear that there continues to bo an urgent need in the Black community
to exercise imagination in search of more effective means to the solution of the
persistent problem(s).
The perils and paradoxes of Black reorientation and reform present
many unforsecn problems. Yet, certain general assumptions can be made
and, based on these assumptions, programs can be implemented. The following
cln.ptei sots forth a comprehensive program detailing how the facilities,
resources
,
and potential of the Black college community might be used in a
progiam of social uplift and educational reform.
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CHAPTER IV
THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY ACTION
There is evidence of a growing awareness on the part of many educators
and community activists that the Black college community has the potential to
serve its own concerns better than any outside institution or community. The
idea of a Department of Community Research Service and Action has beer,
developed specifically to help reassess, redesign, and redirect the interests
of the Black college community.
1 he author has developed, and to some extent implemented the DCA
model. Most of the following discussion is based upon an actual effort to
oigwnize and operate a DCA at a Black university in the South. The Chapter
includes: (1) an overview of the DCA, (2) aims and objectives, (3) functions,
(4) curriculum outline, (5) evaluation concerns, (6) sources of support and
resistance, and (7) summary.
An Overview of the DCA_
The Depaitment will be like other university and college departments,
enrolling students, offering (courses) experiences and granting terminal
degrees. In other words, students can major in Community Action just as they
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can in otter curriculum areas, such as English, History, and Education. The
DCA wou,d have a faculty as such, but rather a staff which consists of
university faculty and personnel from/in the Black college community.
University students might serve on the staff much in the way that students in
graduate departments hold positions as teaching assistants. Not all of the
students in the DCA would be enrolled for credit at the university; many will
be members of the community - doctors, store clerks, patients in hospitals,
high school students (who might receive credit from their respective schools),
etc. This kind of "mix" will guarantee that every student will also be a teacher.
Furthermore, the DCA courses will take place in the community, as
a research/action arm of the university and community. In this respect, the
DCA is a department "without walls"; however, students enrolled in DCA will
spend about 2/5ths of their time taking courses in various departments at the
university. The curriculum will be integrated, that is multi-disciplinary and
trans
-disciplinary. University students will take courses in several departments
which "speak to" their needs for developing understanding and skill in history,
political science, psychology, and other disciplines which provide academic
power for community research and action. The courses given in DCA per se
will rely heavily upon the kind of sociological emphasis embodied in the works
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ox W. E. B. DuBois. 1 In much of his research, DuBois worked with university
students and graduates; the DCA program broadens this base a bit, taping a
variety of human resources for research and action, from Ph.D's to high
school dropouts.
The Black church will constitute a major source of input for the DCA,
both as a resource for funds and personnel, and also as an institution to be
studied and stimulated in terms of the needs of the Black community. Funding
for DCA will come from any and all available sources, so long as there arc no
negative "strings attached. " It is hoped that the Black college and church will
allocate substantial funds for the DCA however since funding is already in-
adequate for general purposes, it seems that major support will have to come
in Federal funding.
Some Aims and Obie ct ive
s
Listed nere are some explicit assumptions in relation to the DCA
proposal:
1
Again the writer refers to the "new sociological" approach in the
methodological sense. This "new sociology" encompasses a comprehensive,
interdisciplinary and direct effort to establish a historical perspective, compile
a massive body of data and attempt to improve the quality of life of Black
residents. The mechanism is a scientific utilization of the combined disiplines
of economics, sociology, political science and the natural and health sciences.
Institutions of higher education, as currently
structured, are simply not oriented toward
solving the major social problems that exist
in their own backyards
- particularly when
those problems center in Black communities.
There are deplorable economic and social
conditions in said communities, often within
walking distance of the local college - and
those conditions are currently not being
adequately attended to by any agency —
college, community, government or other-
wise.
The philosophies and practices of institutions
of highei education, which are largely
designed and directed by people outside of
the Black community, are not likely to be of
much use in solving that community’s
pressing social problems.
Few Southern Black colleges now have curricula
which have an action orientation and include joint
college
-community planning, research, and
action.
Current practices in American education do not
succeed in serving broad sectors of the Black
community in terms of improving their social
and economic opportunities or utilizing the
unique potential of the Black experiences.
A now philosophy, increasingly oriented towards
the problems of the community, must envelop the
Black college community as well as the white
university. These two types of institutions will
remain separate, linked only by the superficial
professional contracts which are incapable of
acting on the actual causes of poverty and
social hostility.
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Even with an immediate reorientation subtle
diversions will thwart efforts and strategies of
community action; and energies will continue tobe drained away simply due to the satisfying
of various credential requirements.
Objectives
1 he following list of objectives is general. H is designed as a means
toward evolving more specific objectives based on the unique needs of individual
communities:
To imp i ove social and economic conditions in
Southern Black communities.
To develop and utilize skills in research,
analysis and synthesis to be used in additional
efforts of social uplift.
To build a bod}' of comprehensive data that is
unique to the specific quality of life of residents
in the Black community as influenced by the
Black experience in America.
To keep abreast of important trends and forces
acting upon the Black communities nationally and
locally.
To assist in determining priorities of crises for
action.
To isolate and identify strengths, weaknesses
and areas of resistance with possible approaches
to dissolution.
To utilize the facilities, talents, and resources of
the college and community in concentrated programs
of social betterment.
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To develop strategies for taking social action and
institutionalizing efforts in social reform.
To encourage social action and social change in
the community through utilization and design of
educational curricula.
To help initiate a closer relationship between the
local community agencies, the church and college,
e.g.
,
between the professional scholar and the
lay worker who will combine efforts in working on
areas of concern to both.
To conduct research and disseminate the findings
in the forms of textbooks and publications for use
in classes and related experiences.
To involve scholars and professionals in programs
of improved educational processes that deal with
the reality of existing conditions.
the overall general objective is to influence the total orientation of the
Black college towards critical community-oriented social action and essential
W0lK *n ^s Particular community. These kinds of experiences will in turn help
develop in students the capability to pursue vocations in the crucial areas of
concern which are now seriously lacking qualified personnel.
How Will the DCA Function
?
Essentially, the Department of Community will coordinate many kinds
of activities which will focus on the areas of economics, sociology, political
science, science education, and technology. There will be a need to develop
communication skills basic to all of this. Black colleges should let the
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community become the classroom. Academic studies then become mor,
relevant to the "real” world. The community should become more aware of
the resources which Black colleges have to offer. It will be the principle duty
of the staff of this department to see that the many situations of neglect are
brougnt to the attention of proper agencies and corrected (See Duties of Staff,
p. 554 ). Among the other general functions will be the development of projects
designed to. reorient educational curricula to community action, combine efforts
of college, church, and community in social reform, reduce student drop-out
rates by using the vast potential of young people in meaningful projects,
furnish the college with additional talents, and fill the financial vacuum.
Another important function will be to collect data and publish the findings so
that the information will be available to community residents and the public.
All members of the staff will spend much of their time in the neighborhood
investigating, servicing and monitoring action projects to make certain that
solutions to problems are taking place. The overall direction will be a
functional application of the college-community resources to the existing needs.
Ultimately, a new Black University will emerge.
One model of a fully staffed Department of Community might consist
of an area coordinator and two co-directors - one from the college and one
from the community; and a team, of four task force agents: two from the college
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and two from the community. The coordinator will initiate and coordinate
programs among the participating institutions. Each co-director will be
responsible for the administration and communication of the specific department
at his local college. Clerk and secretary will handle filing, data storage, aid
In planning, assist in project implementation, and handle typing chores for
- Department s o,.ico. The team of task force agents will spend most of
tneir time in the neighborhood implementing the projects and analyzing
ef.eetiveness as investigations dictate (See Appendix, p. 3S2 ).
Depending upon the facilities at the college and in the community, a pile
department at one institution for full operation would need a minimum of
$100, 000 per year to be completely independent from financial imposition on
the meager college budget (See Appendix, p. 422 ).
The Department of Community would initiate a concentrated program
aimed at solving many of the problems that plague Southern Black communities.
This new department would require few new facilities and would utilize the
talents and resources now available in the institution. Present depressing-
economic and social conditions suggest that the establishment of such a
department is long overdue. A model for the DCA will be explained later in
this chapter.
Equally as important as working towards solutions to the existing
crises would be the long term effects of the preparations of valuable textbooks
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and instructional materials, evaluation techniques, and other educational
advances. Now if to this is added the abundance of student talent and energy that
Wl" be inV6Sted
‘n th° °Vera1
' effort to *”P«>»e the quality of life of residents
in the community, plus the return of new skills and manpower to the local
community, the approach envisioned will have far reaching significance.
A_J^entotive Curriculum Outline for the DCA
This curriculum is not the total curriculum that would be a part of the
efforts of the DCA. The writer is trying to merely point out some of the specific
Objectives and the critical areas of neglect in the existing approach to economics,
sociology, political science and the natural sciences, as the photographic frames
in Chapters II and III have hopefully indicated.
1 here will not be a detailed listing of questions in psychology, education
(secondary and elementary) or any of the other major divisions of the university.
Although this material is intended for use above elementary level this section
is designed to serve as a potential model for implementing and developing a
more direct approach to education in the Black college community. So that
the reader will not misinterpret the sketchy nature of the curriculum approach,
this writer is mainly concerned with illustrating how the photographic
chronology will deal with certain features of these "disciplines. "
A sufficient explanation of the "new kind of sociology" is necessary
to a fuller understanding of the curriculum.
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sociology in one sense is applied to any and everything that has to do
with the behavior of man in his community. The DuBois sociology as referred
to earlier is not restricted to the classic meaning of the term. Later on in this
section the reader will see the term sociology used again in the area that
specifies "sociology in the Black community. " This reference will be more
concerned with raising questions about what has been neglected in the usual
courses in sociology which could furnish a basis for expanding the present
approach. The suggested questions are basically designed to ask questions
ato ut the contemporary scenes in the local Black college community.
Ihere is no set formula for what is needed; however, there arc some
general guidelines. In a general sense the writer has been considering
curriculum issues and concerns throughout the above discussion. It is time
now to be a little more specific about the ways in which this author envisages,
and has been developing and utilizing particular curriculum design. The
general format of Ibis section will be:
A careful analysis of the national and local
perspectives coupled with an accurate
determination of the status of conditions in
each of the specific areas of concern to the
local residents. The major areas or topics
selected for analysis are:
1. Economics in the Black community
2. Politics of the Black community
3. Sociology of the Black community
4. Science (human ecology) in the Black community
5. Bole of the college and the church in the Black
community
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Experienced educators have pointed out that the printed page is not
the only way of obtaining information and learning about the world (our
environment)
. In fact, there is plenty of evidence that studying text books is
not the most efficient method of learning. The curriculum of the Department
of Community (DCA) will go directly to the sources, whatever/wherever they
n,ay be, for facts (truth). The primary source is relatively safe and reliable.
Heretofore, certain aspects of a "good" education have been largely
unavailable to Blacks. Now that entrance to the schools have become more
readily accessible, it is becoming more apparent to a greater number of
educators that what the schools presently offer is not sufficient for Black people
An education that is alien to the Black Experience and which works against
the best interests of Blacks must be seriously questioned. The curriculum of
the DCA is just one example of a number of alternatives which might be
employed m an attempt to make education relevant to the Black experience in
America.
Blacks cannot wait for the white schools to become relevant. Unless
they wish to continue to perpetuate the status quo, Blacks must work seriously
toward change in all phases of our daily lives
.
2
c*
"When the masses of men shall at last vote for the abolition of slavery
it will be because slavery is no longer the crucial issues, then they ( the masses
will be the only slaves " (Henry David Thoreau).
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The complete curriculum of the DCA will be exhaustive, real and
multi-disciplinary, as is iife itself. The approach to attaining such an experience
will be an environmental analysis method which uses a "photographic
chronology. " in other words, we will analyze our communities by obtaining
factual and accurate information on the actual conditions observed over a
period of time. This photographic chronology will be an exploratory work based
on the investigative efforts and the actual conditions in the regions as
determined by the data uncovered. A new kind of sociology will evolve.
Researching and photographing the conditions and problems in specific areas
wrll present a body of information that will clearly point out what has been,
aird js being, done to remove the veil of poverty and plight from the Black
community. Community sociology, economies, history, and political science
will deal directly with the conditions in the community. A new textbook
relevant to the Black people and their specific problems in each college
community will be designed and developed and will serve as a basis for
continued research, analysis and community action efforts.
the photograpnic chronology is the extensive use of audiovisual
materials and equipment in recording, documenting, analyzing, and developing
proposals in an effort to improve the quality of life in the neglected communities
surrounding Black colleges. DuBois suggested that the conditions in Black
communities be photographed and rephotographed to determine progress.
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Economics
The nature of the economy is vita] to an assessment of any community
Blacks are basically in a dependent position as far as having a significant
amount of control over their own economic activity. The approach formally
used in college economics courses has been one of essentially legitimizing and
conforming to the accepted patterns. The Black college community must
concentrate now on how to gain control of the economic activity which influence;:
the quality of their lives. So in addition to getting a thorough understanding
of the "textbooks or academics" economics, Blacks have the additional task of
asking the serious questions; Where does the money come from? Where does
the money spent go ? What sacrifices are made to get this money? what
happens to community residents as they attempt to satisfy their basic economic
needs ?
So that workers in the DCA can better predict what kind of proposals
to make and support their recommendations with solid chronology of evidence,
this writer suggests that a careful analysis of the specific history of the
economics of the community accompany this frame in the photograph.
Specific Objectives
To impress upon Black people that they should
not make the mistake of embracing, unequivocally,
the principles and practices of American
capitalism.
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To point out in convincing terms that the
economic system in the Black community is
closely tied to racial and political purse
strings.
o furnish an historical perspective on the
nature of American economics and illustratehow Blacks have been/are being exploited and
misled.
To show how our own economic activities are
contributing to our own demise.
To develop means and mechanisms for gaining
control of positive economic ventures in the
Black community.
lo determine how to keep money in the Black
community.
(For additional response please see, "Content
of DCA" as suggested by Black students
Appendix, p. ).
SgjTfLQHf
s
the National Black Economy
1 he following questions are not intended to imply that much of the
information is not available or not being considered, but that too little is
actually in the books and assigned course references now utilized by Black
colleges. This questionining process will complement the "good" aspects of
the course work now offered in Black colleges.
What is the extent of Black participation in the
national economy?
What markets do Blacks engage in most
profitably?
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How much of the Gross National Profit are
Blacks responsible for?
What are the chances for improvement of
the economics oj Black communities ?
What is the extent of control exercised by
Blacks in the overall economy?
What are some areas of abuse and exploitation
of Blacks ?
Which Black corporations are on New York,
American, Pacific Stock Exchange (or any
’
exchange for that matter)?
What nationwide businesses are owned and
operated by Black businessmen ? How
successful are they ?
Local Black Busines se
s
The most important questions Black residents can ask of the facts
concerning the economic conditions in their community are:
What do we own now ? (This would be a detailed
accounting oi all Black owned businesses.
)
W hat can we do with what we have to improve
out lot?
What are the business needs, failures and
successes ?
What revenue sources are available for
business ventures?
What agencies or businesses in the local Black
community are successful in their operations
with the support of Blank consumers ?
Survey the local businesses:
Who owns and controls the local grocery
stores ? J
How many stores and where are they
located?
What food products are sold and how do
prices compare in this community to those
in other communities ? (Select two items.
)
IIow many Black owned wholesale businesses
are located in the immediate community?
What products are handled by Black whole-
salers ?
Survey and determine the number and quality of
services of other businesses in the community
such as:
Gasoline Service stations
Laundries
Bakeries
Wholesale grocers
Restaurants
Beverage Stores
Service Agencies
Insurance
Real estate
Medical clinics
DC
A
SURVEY
OF
BUSINESSES
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Clothing stores
Appliance and TV Repair shops
Automotive sales and services
What were the major industries in the local Black
community 50 years ago; 25 years ago; 15 years
ago; 10 years ago; 5 years ago; last year?
Who owns the major industries?
What companies and corporations are
owned by Blacks ?
Community investments are controlled by
whom ?
Employee population: Ethnic percentages
and qualifications.
What kinds of business are found in other
communities supported by Black patrons compared
to businesses in the Black community?
Among your associates or friends, how many
persons do you know who receive paychecks signed
by Black businessmen/managers?
Empl oyment and In come
What kinds of businesses employ most Blacks ?
Where are working conditions most suitable for
advancement up the earning $ ladder?
What appears to be the most seriously neglected
problems in employment among Blacks?
Where exactly can we focus for greater improvement?
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TABLE 14
SURVEY OF OBVIOUS PLACES FOR EMPLOYMENT IN THE BLACKCOMMUNITY
TABLE 15
EMPLOYMENT FOR INDIVIDUAL MEMBER OF FAMILY
Name
Places of past employment:
Names From To Type of Job Wages (Per week)
Prognostic data:
Member of the family has had previous training in
Skilled in:
Outside contacts made in search of employment information
Names Results Dates
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What types of jobs are residents presently
holding? Example: the number of: Blue
collar^
; white collar .
menial labor
; agricultural
professional
__j others
*
’
How many farmers, producers, manufacturers
are Black?
What is the number of employed, unemployed
and semi-employed residents of the Black
community in comparison to the rest of the
city?
What is the average yearly income of families
in the Black community? In the white community?
Questions on Federal, State and Local Fundings
(tax) etc:
Do residents of the community receive what
they pay for through taxes for school,
recieation and library facilities and housing
in the Black community in the same amounts
and with the same obJigations/responsibilities
as the rest of the city?
Who controls the allotment and distribution
of such funds ?
Where do most of the unemployed residents of
the Black community seek work ?
These questions will furnish the stage for take-off to additional
questions and may act as irritants to certain segments of the community. But
these arc critical questions whose answers must be sought if Blacks are
serious about improving the quality of life in their own backyards. How to
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integrate this information? How to malm im Q f10 ke thls information available ? How
to take advantage of existing resources? How to n ,to implement suggestions ?
H °W l° PreVellt thS “‘StitUti0nS £rom ta"tag into the service and menial educative
s
. aic some of tne additional questions and issues to be dealt with.
When the serious questions of economies are asked many responses will
be found directly tied to the political situations in the area. No attempt will
be made to keep sociology or economies or the political sciences separate.
All of these disciplines are interrelated in real life and such an effort would
only present unwarranted sources of resistance. This suggestion for asking
questions in the preceding manner is only meant to get the "traditional scholars"
involved.
Politics in (he Comnnmky
As indicated above the study of economics will tie in with the politics
of the community. Many Black activists are asking fundamental questions about
the nature and motives of the political situations in this country. For example,
there is some evidence that many Blacks in penitentiaries are political
prisoners of the state and national governments. If Blacks are intent upon
searching for the "real” truth, these issues must be carefully analyzed and
placed in proper perspective in terms of the recorded events of American
history (and with Black interests carefully in consideration). The political
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aspirations of Blacks are different fr
Blacks must find new ways to get the
om many of those of the white majority,
ir needs satisfied. This might be
approached by asking the unasked but crucial questions.
Specific Objectives
1 ° hclp Black People develop an awareness of and
an acute sensitivity to the nature of the political
oppression in the community,
l o illustrate the interrelatedness and dependency
of politics upon the economic arrangement in the
Black community.
lo help the oppressed community understand
clearly that there is an urgent need for a new
political movement and a new method.
To point out that the initiative for Black education
and organization must come from within the Black
community and must be sustained on a day to day
basis.
1 o isolate and identify the political strengths and
weaknesses of the Black community.
To establish and develop a political reference base
for dealing with the existing power structures in
the best interests of Blacks.
To determine the areas of political priority and
formulate ways and means to initiate a mechanism
to solve the problems.
To outline roles and guidelines for Black colleges
and churches such that sensitive political organiza-
tions will be formed and maintained (Julian
Bond, 1970).
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One way for Blacks to hs
community is for Blacks to have
ive more say about efforts to improve the
more political control. The study of politics
in the Black community will help us to ascertain how
the community through political power.
to satisfy the needs of
The Past (Historical Perspectives):
Who were the political and governmental
representatives of the Black community 50
ycais ago; 25 years ago; 15 years ago; 10
years ago; 5 years ago; last year?
What did the government representatives do
foi the Black community 50 years ago; 25
years ago; 15 years ago; 10 years ago; 5
years ago; last year?
What were the most pressing needs of the
Black community 50 years ago; 25 years ago;
lo years ago; 3 0 years ago; 5 years ago;
last year?
What were the major issues 50 years ago; 25
years ago; 15 years agol 10 years ago; 5 years
ago; last year ?
What were these government representatives'
positions/stands (actual) on important issues
50 years ago; 25 years ago; 15 years ago; 10
years ago; 5 years ago; last year?
What mistakes were made in the quest for
political power?
What progress can be directly linked with
indigenous organizational efforts?
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What organizations were formed to handle
social, economic, and political tasks?
What progress can clearly be attributed to
specific individual politicans; local politicalgroups; community action projects?
Tl^Piaisent (A Frame in the Photographic Chronology):
Community Political Analysis - Map of the State, counties and local Black
communities:
TABLE 16
SURVEY OF POLITICAL ANALYSIS IN BLACK COMMUNITY
Political Representative
Area #1
Area #2
Area #
3
Area #4
Local Economic Interests Record on Civil Rights
What is the general political situation in the
Black community?
What appears to be political avenues most
accessible to Blacks for correction or
improvements ?
What are the most crucial political problems
confronting Black realists ?
Where do the government representatives live?
What business, industrial connections, or
interests do your representatives have ?
1. In the Black community?
2. In the larger mainstream community?
What political organizations hold power in the
local community?
What is meant by the "crisis-oriented" nature
of the Black political experience?
What is meant by
-Political traumatization- (as
opposed to
-Political apathy-) that makes this
istinction relevant to one trying to understand
and deal with the problems of Black community
development? (Dr. Charles V. Hamilton,
-TheQuestion of Black Studies,- Journal of Phi Delta
-£PP^n > Vol. 51, No. 7, March 1970, pp. 263-65).
Pr. Hamilton is professor of political science and
urban studies, Columbia University. Author of
several articles on race and education, he is
currently completing a book, They Demand Relevanc,
Black Students Protest
.
)
From what kinds of issues can we get an emotional,
sincere charge to induce community action and
cooperation ?
Which individuals shall we tap for assistance and/or
guidance ?
How do we groom Black candidates for participation
in political struggles in terms of reliability, Black
awareness, and as pillars of the Black community?
How do you run only one Blade candidate for a
political position in the local community?
What factors should be isolated for study and
negotiation ?
What sources of resistance are evident as a product
of: ideology, structure, lethargic apathy ?
How do we avoid and/or stop indigenous political and
ideological fights/conflicts among community
residents that thwart rather than produce ?
What kind of lobby system should be developed to
represent the community in ventures of best interest
and strategy ?
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Who holds the little power and money in the
Black community?
What has been the role of wealthy individuals
in terms of attention to needs and concerns
of the community's action?
How to organize existing organizations into
larger mergers for political and economic
Power ?
How do you get persons (apathic) who have never
been organized together for cooperative functioning k
Is the Black community represented fairly in all
aspects of government?
Politically, who controls the Black community?
Where do Black children go to school, and who
controls these schools?
What type of justice is most often afforded to
Blacks in the community ?
Are a disproportionate number of Blacks
arrested?
How many Blacks registered to vote: 50 years
ago, 25 3'ears ago; 15 years ago; 10 years ago;
5 years ago; last year?
How many Blacks run for public office in the
community ? How many won ? How many lost?
The political situation in the Black college community is a major aspect of the
"new sociology. " The above questions are designed to shed more light on the
nature of political activity in the context of this sociology. There arc gaps and
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replications to be sure, but the questions form a basis for continued social
analysis (Please see additional r
P- )•
'espouses from Black students, Appendix,
Black Comm unity
The sociology of the Black community will be an interdisciplinary
approach considering and analyzing the dynamics of social interactions. Every
significant aspect will be studied, analyzed, and evaluated for its impact in the
effort to improve the quality of life of local residents.
Specific Qojcctjves
To help the Black community to address
itself collectively to the nature and quality
°f oppressed situations in such a manner
that residents will shed the social,
political and economic apathy.
To isolate and identify sources of resistance,
movements and events that have had and are
having negative impact upon the quality of
life in the community.
To use every available means for developing
and pursuing the "new sociology" that deals.
To use every available means for getting as
many potentially talented Blacks as possible
to apply their skills to developing the Black
community.
To lind ways to keep the Black energy and
power from leaving the Black community.
To develop research methodologies that will
move from the sterile "objective" white
orientation to a functional problem solving one
What is the philosophy of existing institutions ?
Who controls the powerful social institutions and
directs its energy?
What are the visable/evident results of social
institutions ? Efforts ?
What ai e the critical strengths, critical
weaknesses? How might we capitalize upon
both ?
What has been the greatest benefit from
institutional efforts ?
What aic the responsibilities of people creating
institutions to people ?
What are some of the educational problems of
the community ?
What is the religious - focus of the community?
What are some of the recreational features and
provisions of the community ?
What social forces are instrumental in creating
motives and drives for community action?
What legal institutions are present in the
community ?
How effective are civil rights groups and
community action groups?
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The family survey which follows will concern data collection for a
cycling course content which produces factual information. How and where
do we get this information?
Loeal residents
Governmental records
Newspapers, magazines, etc.
Other: Make suggestions
The Social Structure of the Black Community
What are the dominating patterns of conformity?
What are the most respected institutions?
What levels of performance are evident as a
result of institutional efforts?
What is the history of the local region in terms
of basic social and organizational structure?
How is community leadership manifested in the
social movements?
What structures diffuse and divert movement
directions and offer resistance ?
What is the nature of the Black socinl order and
institutional structures as influenced by:
Classes and castes ?
Ethos of local community ?
Present conditions ?
TABLE 17
A SOCIAL ANALYSIS
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FAMILY SURVEY
Present Address
Length of time at present address Phone
Father
Last Occupation
Where employed now
Physical handicaps Place of Birth
Mother Age Last Occupation
Where employed now Last school p’mfic
Physical handicaps Place of birth
Average Income
Children:
Name
:
Age Grades Sex Employed
Amount of real estate owned Rent from
Condition of House
Organizations father a member of
Organizations mother a member of
Kind of vocational training: Father
Chief form of amusement for family
Amount and kind of insurance
Automobile
Mother
Hobbies
Outstanding debts
COMMUNITY
HOUSING
SURVEY
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ORGANIZATIONAL
ANALYSIS
Per
iod
three
Preparation for future?
What are the philosophies, practices, and roles of
the important social organizations that are tied to
the community?
Exactly what benefit have these
to the local residents?
organizations been
What plans for future activities are evident in the
design and operation of the community clubs and
organizations ?
Public Relations
What organizations or agencies handle public
relations for the Black community ? (News
sources, papers, radio, etc.)
What are the philosophies, goals, and functions
of the public relations units? (Who controls these
units ?)
Demographic Anal vs i
s
Are there on hand maps of neighborhood (political,
racial/ethnic, business, residential) set up and
model ?
What population surveys and studies of the Black
community have been made and are available?
What are principle positions/roles held by residents
of community? Example: Is Mr. X father, head of
household, husband, employee of a construction
firm, church-goer, etc. ?
What life styles are residents socialized to enter?
Example: To become factory workers? Marry at
an early age? To leave the community? To further
education, ?
Social Agencies:
*“
s
d
,
S
°r
tWnS
f
ai'e ValU6d b >’ c°mmunity
resident ? Example: A ear, a tv, own home
material goods, food, security, education
’
money, work, job, voice in politics of governingown community, ideals, philosophies?
6
What social agencies operate within the Black
community ?
What are the descriptions and characteristics
of the people who control and administer services ?
What is the history of the most influential
extensive social agencies ?
Does public welfare meet the needs of residents
who seek/need its services?
Are welfare offices within community or some-
where else in the city?
What are the number of welfare recipients at
present ?
Are a sufficient number of past recipients no
longer on welfare, but can now support them-
selves ?
What is the comparison of recipients of welfare
in this community to that in the rest of the city ?
Are there other social agencies working on these
same problems on local, state, and federal levels?
Are there self-help programs and other types of
agencies where members of the community them-
selves work to assist each other?
Have we accurate accounts of who lives where and
for how long?
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What are the significant real estate developments
and trends for the future?
These questions and suggestive approaches are by no means exhaustive and
other questions will surface as the curriculum develops, but they will serve as
a guide to initiating an expanding environmental analysis.
A study in the "new sociology" would not be complete without a special
consideration given to science and technology as one of the strongest influences
upon the behavior patterns of the people of the community. Science and
technology exerts an enormous influence on the kinds of foods people eat, the
clothes they wear, and the quality of health services they receive. These
matters are partially taken care of in the other areas of the natural and health
sciences. The emphasis of science in this division will be directly concerned
with the scientific approach to environmental analysis. It will attempt to use
the tools and methods of science to investigate the quality of life in the community.
By putting science to work for social uplift we will have a reliable instrument
for getting at "truth. "
The efforts in science will have a new orientation. The approach will
be an environmental analysis of specific issues of major concern of the student.
Special attention shall be given to social energy and institutional influence.
The following is an attempt to place the science curriculum efforts on a more
humane level.
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Environmental Analysis in Human Ecoloe,
Science has many dimensions, and it frequently assumes different
meanings depending upon a specific situation or context. Scientists and
educators have an obligation to redefine the role of science and design new
mechanisms for accomplishing a more humane approach to scientific endeavors.
Men should be concerned with pollution - natural/physical, social/cultural and
abstract (mythical) - if men believe in pollution in any form it exists. But
equally as important Blacks must be concerned with collecting data for use in
the writing of textbooks and preparation of instructional materials specific to
the problems of the Black community. Human ecology will deal with the total
environment and the forces of nature's environmental press as these forees
operate to influence certain reactions in the human animal.
Specific Objectives
To help students gain a scientific awareness of
and an acute sensitivity to the natural and
physical environments on all levels in terms of the
inherent limitations of environmental press.
To encourage students to utilize the tools and
methods of science in analyzing specific environ-
ments and to relate these factors to human beings
and other life forms.
To develop with students an appreciation for and
understanding of how science has contributed to the
nature of the Black Experience (See for example,
Nathan Hare, Black Ecology, The Black Scholar,
April 1970 )
To ask of students how we can use the tools and
methods of the "ole" science to define a new
science which would be oriented to the survival
of mankind in general, and the Black community
in particular.
To develop specific scientific competences and
acquire essential information in an effort to
facilitate the learning process for expediency in
the pursuit of careers and/or higher education.
To encourage students to establish their own
objectives.
Discussion Outline
I. Emphasis One - Independent study would be based on
A. Interest
B. Major
C. Educational background
D. Available equipment
E. Population to be studied
II. Emphasis Two - Energy and Eco-systems have:
A. Energy needs (dynamics)
B. Capacities (limits, restraints)
C Interactions and Interdependencies (chains)
D. Ethos drive (direction)
III. Emphasis Three - Survey of Contemporary Literature
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Ecology and Energy
The capture, storage and dispensation of energy is too complex and
enormous for a thorough and critical treatment here. Rather, the author intends
to explore generally some sources and uses of energy in terms of its application
to social problems in the poverty stricken and racially oppressed communities.
E. N. Anderson says much less than 0. 1 per cent of the energy from
the sun that flows in is usable and available to humans; some is utilized as heat,
some for growing plants and some is burned for life energy. This solar energy
is used in a variety of ways that either directly or indirectly is of benefit to
sustaining life as we know it.
How much of that energy is put to use by social beings in an effort to
deal with the social dilemmas pressing in upon us? If we assume that Anderson
is reliable enough to offer a point of reference and the available energy for
human use is something of the order of 0. 1 per cent to 0. 01 per cent, then we
have very little available energy for social problems. In a survey conducted
b3r environmental analysis class we found that the average person interviewed
spent two hours a week meeting on social problems in organized groups; two
hours a week talking about social problems and two hours a week in random
activity on social problems. It turns out that on the basis of 112 active hours
weekly, a person would spend a total of 6 involved in attendance to social
problems. This would mean about 0.05 per cent time for the average individual,
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not nearly enough energy to get us out of the mess we arc in on this earth.
Some questions to consider:
Nature and extent of sources of pollution in air,
water, noise, crowds, etc.
,
and what steps and
organizations are attempting to correct the
situation ?
W hat scientific progress has been made in terms
of better/modernized buildings, streets, schools,
places of work, and quality of daily living?
Examples: Do houses have modern conveniences
such as running water, toilets, bathrooms, washing
machines ? Do places of work utilize safest and
easiest work methods?
Are the biological and physical sciences taught as
up-to-date as possible, objectively, scientifically,
and with adequate facilities ?
What is the quality of public health service to the
community ?
What is being done in housing, medical care,
hospitals, etc. ?
How are the sciences of agriculture, conservation
of natural resources taught?
What are the sources, nature, quality and contents
of the texts and syllabi used by the college
professors ?
There is now an increased and growing awareness in literature and
related humanities within the Black community. This movement is exciting
and challenging; it would be a serious oversight not to put this energy to work
in an approach to the "new sociology. "
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In an effort to appeal to persons that are not specially trained in the
sciences, another approach might utilize a format such as the one that follows
Phis process may be of interest to students in the areas of art, music and
literature.
J he Black Community is a Sociological E co
-System
and not a self supporting one.
"Everybody is guilty" (Garret Hardin, Ecologist, University of California,
Santa Barbara.
)
Social eco-systems have:
Energy needs (dynamics) as influenced by music, art, literature:
Sources of energy
Expenditures of energy
Results of energy exchanges and behavior
Associated with this energy are specific:
Institutions
Organizations
Checks and balances
Controls
Literature sources:
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Capacities, limits (restraints) as influenced by music, art, literature
Space
Conditions
Tolerances
Population densities and dynamics
Associated with the community capacities are specific:
Institutions
Organizations
Checks and balances
Controls
Literature sources:
Interactions and Interdependencies (chains) as influenced by
music, art and literature:
Building up the community processes
Tearing down the community processes
Dependency relationships
Waste
Profits and profit motives
Pollution
Resistance
The tragedy of progress
Associated with social interactions are specific:
Institutions
Organizations
Checks and balances
Controls
Literature sources:
Ethos drive (direction) as influenced by music, art, literatur
Philosophies dominate philosophies, beliefs, etc.
Attitudes and behavior patterns
Religious codes of moral pcrsuation
Associated with social interactions are specific:
Institutions
Organizations
Checks and balances
Controls
Literature sources:
Power (definition) as influenced by music, art, literature:
Imposition of one's ideas upon others
Power sources
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Political
Economic
Social
Energy and expenditure related to power
Time
Conditions
Limitations
Drive - Ethos
Capacity
IIow people use power in:
Social settings and systems
Economic activities
Political systems
There have been efforts on the part of some scientists to separate the
man from the investigator, this writer does not share such a view. There will
be no attempt to present an argument in detail on this issue .
. except to state
that the same man who enters the laboratory to carry out the delicate scientific
experiment also attends church, goes to school and participates in the economics
and politics of his community and all the while he is acting according to the values
he is taught by members of the society. If we arc to move closer to working
together as humane beings we must put more energy into combining as many of
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N
these forces under the umbrella of the
life or death” (DuBois, 1903).
"new sociology" that "is a matter of
THE HOLE OF THE LOCAL COLLEGE AND
CHURCH
The Black church was a significant force in the establishment and
development of the Black college. Through the years the church has lost some
of its influence on the college. Still, in the Black community the church is the
most powerful and widespread institution. There are less than 200 Black
institutions of higher education including the Junior colleges and small industrial
or technical schools. The number of churches runs into the thousands. The
memberships of the collective churches are impossible to determine. This
writer is of the opinion that the Black church and the Black college will have
to re-examine their goals and work together for the sake of the Black community
The college must ask serious questions of itself and the church must
do likewise. This section is only a superficial approach that will introduce
some of the questions demanding answers now. Young Blacks are beginning to
turn away from the church because of its detachment from social problems.
The following series of questions seeks to influence the memberships of both
institutions to analyze their present roles.
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Specific Objectives
The major objective of this portion of the "curriculum is to get the
church and the college to reassess their combined roles in the struggles within
the Black community.
To construct joint mechanisms for dealing with
community problems in a direct wa}^.
To develop a national coalition plan with specific
guidelines for eliminating some of the pressing-
problems in the Black community.
The Local College
Where is the location of the local college in
relation to the Black community ?
How many members of the faculty are from the
local community?
How many of the student body are from the
local community?
What is the curriculum orientation of the local
college? How well does it serve the local
community ?
Jn the past, what types of involvement have there
been between the college and the community ?
What is the status of the local community;
economically, socially, politically?
Is there visible evidence of energy expenditure
in the local community for social uplift?
What is the community's appraisal of the college's
community interests ?
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Arc there any exchanges concerning these
interests between college and community?
Who is the community contact agent at the
college ? And vice versa?
College Community Cooperation
For an analysis on the nature and extent of the existing joint efforts of
the institutions now operating in the Black community, the following questions
would be most helpful:
What is the history of the cooperation on
local levels of Black colleges, churches
4 and
business organizations for power and economic
movements within the Black community?
What kind of persons and organizers were
chief administrators of the efforts employed?
What issues were the meetings centered around?
How has the Black college involved itself with the
local churches and local social agencies ?
What progress was made and maintained with
the cooperative efforts initiated?
What failures were experienced?
What corrective steps are being taken ?
Have any discussions been held with past
participants of these organizations in an attempt
to overcome recurring pitfalls?
What facilities and resources of the college and
church are being and should be used?
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What is the likelihood of a giant merger:
between local college and church around
the pressing economic issues ?
Is there much evidence of local effective
college and community joint participation
in business and economic ventures ?
One approach to getting the church to reassess its role would be to
survey the membership and get some idea of their thinking on the proposal for
a department of community that would combine the efforts and energies of the
college and the church.
Many members, now, are caught up in the momentum of the worship
services and fail to realize the potential of the church as an agent of change.
The following questions would involve the total church in a project of social
assessment.
This could be in the form of a survey of leadership and membership
of the local churches to determine if:
A DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY WOULD BE HELPFUL IN:
Conducting workshops on pressing issues or problems.
Matters concerning unemployment and underemployment.
No.tuie and characteristics of business and loan information.
Questions and problems in economics and banking.
Establishing day care centers and nurseries.
Teaching audio-visual techniques and uses.
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Adult education and the high school diploma.
Seminars in consumer education and budgeting.
The cooperative community business ventures.
How to hold meetings and organizing around social
interests of problems.
Analysis of Church Involvomp nt
:
What churches are presently involved in community
activities ?
Wno are the contact persons at these churches, in
the community ?
What issues are the local churches primarily
concerned with?
See schedule next page for data collection on the
local church; location of churches; head minister;
membership; departments; history of past social
’
interest involvement; brief description of surrounding
communities; visible evidence of energy expenditure;
fund raising programs now in progress.
These questions and issues are raised merely to initiate renewed
thinking on the part of the membership as to the present role and function of the
church. Ihe church can be a vital agent in the struggle for social uplift but
it must act in a different capacity than it has in recent years.
A careful analysis of the responses to the above questions will produce
other questions and make clear the detachment of the institutions from the
community.
TABLE 20
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SURVEY OF THE LOCAL CHURCHES IN COMMUNITY ACTION
Name of Church
Address_
Pastor
Membership
Departments
:
Phone
What past activities have the members been involved in:
Bricj description of the surrounding communities:
Visable evidence of energy expenditure:
What fund raising campaigns are now in progress:
What evidence of progress in community involvement is clearly attributable
to church action:
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This section has been mainly concerned with offering a basis for
curriculum reform that will deal more directly with the realities of the
conditions in the Black communities throughout the nation. Black colleges can
reorient and reassess their roles; Black churches can work more directly with
the problems in the community but careful and at times painful changes will
have to be made. These questions in the various areas of economics, sociology,
political science and health are not intended to supply the answers but they will
gene 1 ate a more forthright approach if taken seriously.
How will we evaluate the Department of Community Research,
Service and Action? It is difficult to determine at this point in its history.
Certainly the most fundamental approach to evaluation will come in the
improvement of tne quality of life in the Black community.
Proposal's General Evaluation Aspects
The conceptual framework of the College Department of Community
(DCA) in relation to other college departmental roles and functions is that of
an integrated, yet independent entity with long term and long range goals. The
basic design of DCA is essentially action oriented and fosters improved
relationships between colleges and communities.
It is the intent of the DCA to institute an on-going evaluation study
by an evaluation staff. The on-going evaluation necessitates describing an
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evaluation model so that the distinction between the DCA staff and the evaluation
staff functions is guaranteed. If an evaluation is to provide information, it
should provide information that may effect change; it follows then that the re-
lationship between the DCA staff and the evaluation staff mst be clearly defined
and agreed upon by all persons who may bo affected by the evaluation. Perhaps
it is necessary to mention that the purpose of on-going evaluation is to
determine whether to alter, revise, maintain, or terminate certain components
of DCA efforts.
As a method of evaluating the DCA, it is suggested that four major
development stages be used. The development stages can involve major
categories which in turn can be broken into subcategories. The four depart-
mental stages can initially be described as dealing with (1) definition,
(2) installation, (3) process, and (4) product. The evaluation is to move through
the proposed stages and content categories in such a way as to facilitate a
comparison of participant performance with a standard, and, at the same
time identify standards to be used for future comparisons. To summarize, the
standard will be determined by what happens to the total improvement and rate
of significant change in conditions of the local residents.
The first step is to begin with a statement of the purpose of the DCA
definition. This definition is to be used as a standard against which to evaluate
the DCA. It is the evaluator's intent to generate an evolutionary sequence of
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developments and an evocation concept that will take the stages Into account
by applying standards governing the sequence and rate of DCA development.
Definition:
1
.
2
.
3 .
4
.
5
.
6 .
7
.
8
.
9
.
10
.
11
.
12
.
13
.
Installation:
1
.
2
.
3 .
4
.
5
.
6 .
7
.
Process
:
1
.
2
.
3 .
4
.
5
.
6 .
How were objectives derived?
Where did the objectives originate ?
Have the objectives been well written?
Who helped structure and relate methods to objectives?
What kinds and levels of community awareness exist ?How well might DCA be received locally?
Does the proper theoretical basis exist?
What are some community problems of immediate concern?
How were problems in deciding goals handled?
Is DCA philosophy one that is based on reality?
What, degree of cooperative efforts of social institutions
will be of value ?
What inter-related departmental ties exist?
What is the status of relationships between college and
community ?
How was the DCA staff chosen ?
Who organized and initiated the present model ?
Who decided upon time schedules ?
Who has fiscal responsibility?
Will physical equipment be available?
Will staff meetings be planned ?
Who determined operative starting dates?
What does the DCA implementation include ?
How was the DCA implemented?
Was the DCA implemented effectively?
Is operation effective and showing improvement?
How was the DCA received in general ?
What fall-out from DCA efforts are significant to other
areas ?
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Product:
1. How much did community participants get involved?
2. Who actually benefited from the DCA?
3. What relevant ways did benefactors benefit from the DCA?
4. To what extent did local residents initiate new efforts ?
5
. How much time must precede degree certification ?
6. What are some yield expectancies of DCA efforts?
1. Have interrelated departmental efforts yielded a more
positive outcome at this point?
8. Does there exist measurable evidence of the DCA
impact ?
9. What was the attrition rate?
10.
What action oriented performance criteria were
established?
Among the difficulties involved in conducting on-going evaluation as a
process is the fact that much of the operational planning is incomplete and
subject to changes for improvement. It is in this spirit that the decisions
against an experimental design was made. One of the dangers of an evaluation
which begins with an experimental design is that it would deny the DCA staff
that which it needs most: information that can be used to make judgments about
the DCA while it is in its dynamic stages of growth. Furthermore, the
imposition of an experimental design in the formative stages of the DCA would
deprive the staff of their desired opportunity to improve the DCA on the basis
of experience.
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evaluation check list
1. Specific strategies for an evaluation plan
2. Institutional goals
3o Project goals (state in operational form)
4. Correspondence 2 & 3 (correlation between project and
institutional goals)
5. Specific person in charge of evaluation (identification of
roles and duties)
6. Identification of decision maker (s) (who will beiin charge
at local and regional levels with final powers)
A Specific commitment of cooperation with decision maker
8„ Statement of evaluation functions (what is evaluation for;
to be used for)
9.
Specific statement of "treatment"
10. Identification of goals to "treatments"
11. Recognition of need for operationalization
12. Commitment to development of observational techniques
13. Consideration of feedback mechanism
14. Consideration of feedforward mechanism
15. Does evaluation account for monitoring and continuing
services
?
16. Does evaluation clearly show how progress and significant
changes are to be determined?
Evaluation from the Southern Circuit
When asked how one could evaluate the efforts of the department of
community the resi dents responded and suggested that the staff of the depart-
ment should know:
What is actually happening in the community.
What are the existing conditions?
What method or process must be utilized for
remedy? How were they developed?
(Implementation)
What are the results? How many residents have
been helped or improved in a given period of
time ?
How much community participation is evident?
What learning or information is gained from
methods employed and contacts with situations/
conditions by specific individuals?
What improvement can be clearly attributed to
local resident involvement?
What overall improvement is evident in conditions
of community ?
What is the ability for self-monitoring, self-
maintenance and self-service?
What now needs to be done for total removal or
corrections to problems?
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jn the Department of Community
When asked what should be the qualifications of a professor who
would woik in the department of community, the residents responded that the
professor should (or needs):
1. lo have lived in a Black community OR
plan to live in a Black community before and during
participation in DCA.
2. lo be experienced^ in at least one crucial area which
is piesenting a problem to the community whether it has
urban or rural problems:
Examples: economics, employment or unemployment,
sociology, social work, Black experience, politics,
administration, public relations, business management,
food marketing, and merchandising, agriculture, house
planning, nutrition, public health, community relations,
education, labor problems, law, urban economics,
state and local public finance, marketing strategy, child
development, nursing, medicine, etc.
3. Possess a desire of sincere social change, recognition of
the problems and ability to discern means which are most
practical and possible, (likely to solve problems).
4. Possess or demonstrate audience analysis, i.e., ability
to analyze situations, understand/interpret what is
necessary to be done, use methods of talking or speaking,
which can establish rapport both with residents of Black
community and with members of larger community who
hold power vital for social change.
Such experience may be attained academically or through actual/
practical experience working with or in a community. Preferably a combination
of both or the actual experience of the professor in situations where he has
been shown capable of solving problems.
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5. Possess some experience with funding agencies. Must
not possess paternalistic attitude toward Blacks.
The Determination of Progress
The Department of Community will have on file a status document of
every family in its respective area. At year's end a determination of the
number of households receiving assistance or showing significant signs of
improvement will indicate an additional test of the program's net effectiveness.
Students, by active participation in the efforts of the Department, will gain
valuable experience in sociology, economics, and related disciplines, but more
important, they should become aware of the realities of relevant curriculum
pursuits.
Support of the Idea
The author's research in determining the status of Black communities
and colleges provided a means for introducing the general idea of a DCA. The
answers, or lack of answers, to certain kinds of questions are important in
establishing an awareness of "the need" for new curriculum programs. Here
are some of the questions which this author asked of educators as he gathered
data, and began establishing a real base, for introducing the DCA concept:
1. What do you consider to be the fundamental needs of
Black students?
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2. Would you consider some of these needs as bein-
unique and differing from those (needs) as imposedby national ethos ?
3. Does the present educational process satisfy all of
these needs ?
4
. What do you consider to be a functional educational
curriculum for Black students?
5. In your opinion what are some things a curriculum
should do for Black students ultimately?
6. Describe or suggest alternatives that will offer
experiences to students so that academic pursuits
will become more related to community problems.
7. Have the past revisions in curriculum design and
process been sufficient to produce rapid recognizable
positive results ?
8. If you are not satisfied with the present educational
system are you willing to color your curriculum a
little Blacker?
9. In what areas cio you see the Black community as
being most seriously neglected?
10.
Are you willing to attempt untried, unproved
alternatives to deal with the many situations of
neglect among Blacks ?
In addition to an extensive survey of Black educators, personal
interviews were conducted to determine how students viewed the idea, and
how the residents of the Southern Black college communities perceived the
role of the local college in the community. Feedback from discussion of this
question dealt with the idea of Department of Community as it might be set up
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in the local college. The responses, compiled from twelve
showed widespread approval for the DCA proposal.
southern states,
College communities in Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia,
Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee
Texas and Virginia were interviewed over a period covering 1968 to 1970. The
residents of the community surrounding a particular college were also asked
for their views on the establishment of a Department of Community Action in
the neighboring college. Twenty-five residents front the Atlanta University
college community in Georgia approved of the proposal. The administrators
and seventeen students from Atlanta University also approved of the Department
Fourteen residents in the Fisk University community in Tennessee gave
approval; also the administrators and fifteen students from the university
approved of the Department. Only two persons from the total communities
interviewed disapproved, and very few residents or students in the college
communities were indifferent to the proposal.
During the fall of 1969, this writer asked residents of Black colleges
in a number of southern states what they thought of the idea of a Department of
Community for the local institution. In the twelve state sampling, only two
respondents gave negative answers after understanding the concept of the new
department. Fifteen were indifferent to the suggestion, indicating that they
felt it would not change the present orientation to any noticeable degree. All
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college administrators were positive about the idea and expressed aggressive-
ness in terms of getting increasingly involved with this kind of community
action effort. The following table shows responses gathered by the interviewer.
Anothei sold ce of support for the DCA proposal is related to the kinds of
course offerings which were available in Black colleges - in a Pilot Survey of
Black Colleges, one hundred Southern, predominantly Black colleges were
asked for their response to possible course offerings in specific areas having
implications for community development. Most responses in the forty per cent
return showed that colleges now offer courses in Negro History, Community-
college Relations, Black Studies Programs, Status Studies: Blacks in
Business, Industry and Government. Welfare and Social Security, and Black
Oriented Clubs with such organizations as SNCC least acceptable. Acceptable
but not offered were courses in Power of the Black Community, Basis for
Cultural, Social and Educational Revolution, Program for Senior Citizens,
Cooperative in the Black Community, Black Autonomy.: Black Unity, and
Finance in the Black Community. Community- College Relations was found
unacceptable by one college, Virginia Union University. Most colleges planned
to initiate courses in Negro History, Power of the Black Community, Problems
in the Black Community, Strategies and Techniques for Determining Black
Community Needs, Black Studies Programs, and Existing Agencies of Power:
Black and White (Please see Appendix, p. 580-5.36).
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Support, in the Form of Resisf.unrp
In many instances, of course, there were strong pressures working
"against" the idea of instituting a Department of Community Action. The very
fact that the Department was proposed was in part because of the resistance
which already existed. The following suggests some of the major areas where
resistance/support seemed most evident:
Some Sources of Resistance
1. Educators who have traditionally failed to educate
Blacks and minorities in the past are afraid that
Blacks and minorities will do a better job; they have
little respect for the abilities of Blacks and minorities.
2. Teachers who have become trained to follow orders
rather than to participate in shaping them; teachers
who are dull and non
-creative; those with no
"backbone.
"
3. Principals who have become conditioned to pass on
orders rather than helping staff, students and the
community to shape school policy, etc.
;
and who
arc not able to challenge the orders of autocrats.
4. Administrators who deal more easily with puppet-
like parents than self-directed parents; who act as
police maintaining the status quo.
5. Autocratic and inflexible local leaders who, instead
of taking the people's side and helping the minority
or little man, identify themselves with an oppressive
S3rstem and act as tools of the oppressive forces.
6. Local residents who have come to believe that white
is right and if you are Black, get back ? These are
the true "reverse racists" because they deny racism
in the same way that white racists who benefitfrom its existence do; they cannot see beyond
mere handouts.
Community groups who have little ability to shape
community policy, and who are dependent upon
‘
the philanthropy of selfish liberals.
'teachers' unions which are racist, salary-
oriented versus student
-oriented, which are
instruments of the wealthy oppressors, and which
are more interested in union strategy than
educational strategy.
Central school boards which refuse to decentralize
power, which attempt to limit parent community
voices to advisory functions, which fail to share
technical (education, research, etc. ) assistance
with the local communities, which have the
National Guard" on their minds, which are
racist or non-representative, which view education
only as that which takes place within the classroom,
which do not share information fully, which refuse
to address community needs in political and
legislative actions, and so forth.
Universities which are more interested in
university development than the community develop-
ment, which shun community conflicts, which fail
to relate their curricula to the current scene, which
leain about the community but not from the community,
which aie not responsible to the local community,
which fail to advocate on behalf of local interests,
which fail to develop educational programs for local
parent/community leaders and which are more
interested in developing university power and
prestige than they are in helping local communities
to develop their own.
Local businessmen and potential employers who have
ideas on qualifications and feel that certain ethnic
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groups are not able to serve the best interests
of their firms.
12. Local social patterns and modes of behavior
entrenched in the values and attitudes of the
residents. (Developed from a paper Community
£2^2°! by Preston Wilcox, Director of Afram-
Associates, New York, 1968).
Suppor t in the form of Special Features of the Proposal
The DCA proposal contains many built-in features which, when
explained, generate considerable support:
1* Academic credit will be given to students for their
participation in community research, action and
service action projects in economic and social
reform.
2. Black college faculties or participating individuals
will receive academic credit toward advanced degree
programs for their work in the department.
3. Sociology, economics, and political and natural
science departments of the college will combine
efforts with the DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY
in helping residents to become self-sustaining-
contributors to the community.
4. Each college-community would recruit and work
with a maximum number of potential Black business
operators instructing them and helping them to get
started in operating services and businesses sorely
needed in the community.
5. Family exchange, faculty exchange, and student
exchange programs will enable the larger northern
universities and the smaller Black institutions to
work together on meaningful programs of crucial
importance in the nation.
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6. A new degree in COMMUNITY SERVICE ACTION
AND RESEARCH EDUCATION or some similar
title will be initiated, for there is obvious need for
community action orientation in our nation's
colleges and universities.
7. This new department will give many small under-
financed Black colleges a thrust toward relevance to
immediate community problems on a much larger
scale than exists now, and will provide these
institutions with the staff, facilities, and financial
resources to make the undertaking effective.
8. College courses in sociology, economics, political
and natural sciences will have immediate and
long-term benefit to local students and residents
besides being relevant to millions of poor Americans.
9. Participating Black or minority faculty will not have
to travel away from their neighborhoods to be schooled
in some isolated institution of higher learning in an
attempt to learn how to solve problems of their
specific community. Faculty members will attend
several summer sessions at a larger university
designing, consulting, teaching, analyzing, writing,
etc.
,
but will work during the academic year on their
projects in their college
-community while accumulating
credits for a terminal credential.
10. This community action program will involve many
individuals now considered to be school drop-outs
by having these students take part in activities that
will be of immediate use to them and their
communities.
11. The granting of community action degrees in higher
education will make available an increasing number
of persons trained to participate in social action and
social reform efforts.
12. A registry of residents, a list of problems of urgent
concern, and a central point of coordination for the
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area will be available and monitored by a full-time
staff which has the needs of the community at heart.
13. Qualification and credentials of the staff will be
based primarily on the level of interest, personal
commitments and comprehensive knowledge of the
problems and concerns of the local citizenry and
surrounding region.
14. The educative process becomes relevant and we
utilize the giant leal laboratories of the community,
producing better teachers and students, while
solving the problems of the needy and suffering.
15. The research of conditions and problems in the
Black community should be conducted and analyzed
b}T participants of the Black educational institutions.
16. The writing of textbooks by qualified black writers
and educators who have a vested interest in the
natin e of the quality of life of the local residents.
IQ The design and implementation of new and more
effective evaluation models atuned to the unique
problems in the community.
18. The development and implementation of a course
in Human Ecology which utilizes the environment
analysis approach to data collection and proposal
formulation.
If we consider as true one assumption expressed earlier (i.e.
,
institutions will continue to exist pretty much as they are and these institutions
will continue to fail to give the needed attention to problems in the Black
community), regardless of how much we may wish that change will occur in a
reasonably short period of time, there will have to be increased effort of many
to see that individuals in powerful positions help bring about this change.
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There are three major features of this curriculum that should be
pointed out: (1) It complements the good parts of the existing "traditional"
course work. (Much of the course content in Black colleges now "train"
Black youth away from the community and is considered irrelevant to their
needs. ) The good skills of the practicum will be retained, reassessed and
redirected; (2) It is based on the existing conditions in the community and takes
careful consideration of the historical perspectives in terms of neglect and
struggle ideologies (Gerald McWorter, 1969). It illustrates a willingness to
confront problems of crises magnitude in a manner prescribed by the nature
of the conditions. It also features a unique ability to determine status
continually; (3) It is change itself, based upon change, complementing change
and designed to promote change in a radical way. Because it achieves focus
fiom the community, it adapts to alterations in the situations continually
seeking new approaches. This curriculum is not sterile and will never be
fixed or complete.
The curriculum has hopefully illustrated that the department of
community is necessary if serious efforts are to be undertaken to improve the
quality of life in the Black community. This curriculum has also pointed out
ways in which the DCA is similar to the present college divisional structure
(in that it has staff, duties, objectives, and a mechanism for self-evaluation)
but unlike the usual college division (in that staff is made up of community and
college residents), duties focus on existing conditions, structure allows for
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continual change, is not rigid nor separated from other disciplines according
to superficial academic patterns - is multi-transdisciplinary
- and is direct;
the evaluative criteria are based on a determination of actual improvements in
living conditions which are not theoretical or simple responses to questionnaires
and many other features. But mainly the approach is direct and comprehensive
anticipating closer relationships between college, church and community.
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CHAPTER V
A CONCLUDING STATEMENT
The methodology used for this study, essentially the process and
sequence of on-site data collection techniques, was derived mainly from this
writer's views of the existing conditions in the Black college community.
1 his writer was acutely aware that the meager results of hundreds of years in
struggle by Blacks to remove themselves from outright physical and
psychological slavery and from the crush of hostile racist forces have proven
the existence of a nearly insurmountable resistance to all humane efforts.
The total picture is gloomy indeed, yet many, refusing to look at the new
tactics of suppression, would have us believe great progress has been made.
Evidence uncovered at the beginning of this study and now several years later
still suggests that one group cannot give another group its freedom; the latter
must take the initiative. The Department of Community, as proposed in this
study, is concerned with the ultimate liberation of Blacks from the racist
oppression and exploitation by a hostile society. The methods utilized in
obtaining imormatjon toward this end were designed to assist in the struggle for
liberation and to offer to the Black college community such valuable input as to
make this struggle even more intent and direct.
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THE BLACK COLLEGE COMMUNITY
Generally, the status of the Black college community has remained
much the same as it has been for the past fifty years in respect to the relative
progress made or being made in the white community
.
1
The Black community
is still dependent upon the economic, educational and political philosophies of
the white community. Li all probability, this pattern of dependency will
persist for many more years. Black residents will continue to work at the
lowest paying jobs and attend inadequately staffed and poorly financed
educational institutions. There are wide gaps between the Black and white college
communities that become especially apparent when careful attention is given
to the comparative figures of Black and white progress. The Black college
community still suffers unduly from the selfish and avaricious motives on the
Part of many whites; £it times, unsuspecting, brainwashed or numbed "negroes"
are as much to blame as whites).
Presently, liberal whites and "negroes" are in control of the efforts
toward social uplift in the Black communities. These people often see the
ultimate salvation or solution to the so-called "negro" problem in having all
John Conyer, a Black representative to the United States Congress
from Michigan, stated flatly that when the true comparative statistics between
Blacks and whites are carefully analyzed, Blacks have lost ground in respect
to white progress. The wide gap has increased.
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negroes become more like whiles. This philosophy of "fitting-in" to the
existing system, to the mainstream society, will continue to create overwhelming
tensions which integer and interrupt the real struggle of Blacks who see clearly
many of the paradoxes and conflicts inherent in such proposals for correction.
It is irrational to think that the sources of resistance will not continue to
mount and diversify even while Black strategies are attempted. Any efforts
to liberate Blacks which suggest a course of action must be based on the true
events of the history of the Black experience.
THE BLACK COLLEGE
The nature of the origin, development and evolution of Black colleges
make it evident that they are not serving certain critical needs of the
impoverished Black neighborhoods. History has pointed out that the whites who
helped start and run these schools did so with essentially supremacist attitudes.
Many Blacks now realize that these whites had no intention of giving to negroes
the kind of education that could ultimately free them from their subordination
to whites. Given this racist orientation from the very beginning, and in view
of present conditions, it is unlikely that ’’negro" colleges will immediately
become Black and still receive the necessary financial support from white
liberals. The status of the Black college is one of "under" or "ill" or "negro" -
underfinanced, illequipped, and too "negro" to meet the more courageous
demand of the Black struggle for liberation in the Black sense of the word.
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If American universities and colleges were truly examples of the
equality this society purports to believe, then Black universities would not be
a necessity. However, in the light of the events of American history, in view
of the existing American ethos, and given the present status of the Black
community, it is foolhardy to believe that there does not exist a distinct need for
a separate, true Black university.
The Department of Community, ^as proposed in this study, is one
alternative approach that could aid the Black college specifically, and all
colleges in general, to become more directly concerned with the plight of
millions of inhabitants of this country. The end result could be a more humane
world for all. This struggle will, of necessity, be long and hard, and it will
take the energy of many more Black scholars than are now concentrating on the
tasks
. Indeed, one of the tasks is to get more Blacks to put their energy and
resources into the Fight. What does this Fight mean?
If now you young people, instead of running away from
the battle here in Carolina, Georgia, Alabama,
Louisiana, and Mississippi, instead of seeking ’'free -
dom" and opportunity in Chicago and New York - which
do spell opportunity - nevertheless grit your teeth and
make your minds to fight it out right here, if it takes
every day of your lives and the lives of your children's
children; if you do this, you must in meetings like this
ask yourselves what does the fight mean ? How can it be
carried on? What are the best tools, arms, and
methods ? And where does it lead ?
I should be the last to insist that the uplift of mankind
never calls for force and death. (W. E. B. DuBois,
Behold the Hold
,
Columbia, S. C.
,
Oct. 20, 1946. at a
meeting of the Southern Youth Legislature.)
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Every college president, economies professor, historian, social
worker, man on the street, student and senior citizen interviewed by this writer
agreed that the effort for a Department of Community was noble and essential.
However, many expressed some doubts as to whether financial resources could
be made available for such an approach. Reasons for this doubt persist through-
out the entire Black college network. Such a program might not be approved
by the dominant group which has the power to give or withhold much needed
funds. I he Black community must also be more aetuely aware of its economic
situation. As DuBois wrote in his New Deal for Negroes: "a. If 13 million
people starve to death, it is because they are stupid; b. Many American
Negroes today are virtually starving"
(Autobiography . 1968, p. 309, referring
to a time when there were 13 million Blacks in this country as determined by
the U. S. Census).
The Department of Community does not ensure that Blacks will not
starve even in greater numbers than they are starving now
,
but it will inform
them that they arc actually starving. The Black community cannot even feed
itself and, frankly, any group of people who are unable to provide their own
resources is in serious danger of extermination. Whites in their racism arc
the prime culprits. Although the white forefathers did a "good job on our
heads, " the white community is not alone in guilt. As a Brother said, it is not
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so much what whitey is doing, it is what he has done to our minds. Blacks
must see through this veil and exert themselves to change.
LIMITATIONS OF THE DCA (See Appendix for Evaluation)
In terms of the research methodology and its influence upon the nature
and quality of environmental conditions in Black and poverty striken communities
the DCA approach does not extend far enough. Because it is similar to most
other efforts directed mainly toward concern with the symptoms of social
problems, the DCA is limited in treatment and prevention of the causes which
are too often far removed, indirect, difficult to identify and too easily avoided.
(Even when a cause is apparent, the admission of its effect, recognition of
culpability and rectification may still be impossible.) However difficult, it is
imperative that the DCA begin to focus more conscienciously on identification
and characterization of cause.
To actualize this goal, more whites need to see clear^ their causal
connection to the poverty, destitution, and injustices faced in poor neighbor-
hoods. Many do not now see how the}^ are thoroughly implicated in the status
of conditions in Black communities; many do not see the fine line of distinction
between research that is oriented to "blame" the Black community for its own
plight and research that examines the progress made in eliminating the
conditions which are symptoms of a racist system. The DCA will initiate
steps to prevent this "traditional" kind of analysis which is in turn one step
closer to the cause. The white students, faculty members and community
wo^xers in the DCA will work directly with the white community. The total
effort will be designed so that increasing numbers of whites will participate in
helping to correct or eliminate their own problems.
Thus, this proposal attempts to fill the giant void created by the lack
ox studies which point out the correlations between material affluence in white
communities with the poverty and neglect in Black and minority communities.
The responsibility of the white community for such conditions of social
neglect in the Black community is simply not adequately advanced by scholars
in the social sciences such as sociology. 2 (Neither is there evidence of its
being studied in the content of published materials used in schools, churches
and homes. ) For example, although John K. Galbraith mentioned this
coil elation between rich and poor in his The Affluent Society, he stopped far
short of completing the indictment against white society. Paul A. Samuelson
too does not follow this line of thinking to its logical conclusion. In a Look
magazine special, April 1971, he writes: "There is something rotten in the
American economy, " but he does not go on to declare what Blacks know and
have been screaming about "for days" - there is something rotten in the
2
This writer searched EPIC and several other sources for evidence of
concentrated comprehensive programs aimed at racism in the white community
the literature indicates that such efforts are seriously lacking.
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direct correlation between Black poverty and white affluence. As Robert L.
WHUamS °f WaSUngt°n UnlVerSlt* Andrew BilUngley of Howard University
have pointed out, whites have gone overboard in "studying the Black
When it is the white community that so needs studying. Many other Blacks
have strongly vocalized that scholars have been investigating the wrong
munity foi too long. The common concensus has been to call for a
moratorium of analysis of the Black resident by white investigators for at
least thirty years during which energy will be focused on studying white racism -
the actual cause of the plight of Black communities.
Not only must investigations be conducted on white, majority
communities, but action to remedy the situation, to implement changes in the
white community must also be initiated and continued. In 1967 the Social
Planning Council of 121 East 3rd St.
,
Charlotte, North Carolina stated that the
conditions and problems existing in Black and poverty stricken areas can be
attributed to altitudes and social customs of the majority community (p. 5). Yet,
not one of the 22 recommendations offered by the Council suggested any effort
or action to conect these attitudes and customs. Such obvious oversights must
no longer be tolerated if significant improvement in the conditions of life for
oppressed minorities is expected.
It is important that greater steps be made in educating sensitive,
committed whites to deal directly with members of their own race. "Aware
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whites must teach their own. M DuBois, Hamilton, Carmichael, and even the
Kernel- Commission have pointed out very clearly that the attitudes and
customs prevalent in the white community are responsible for most of the
social neglect in the Black communities. It seems logical to assume that
Blacks would most certainly remove themselves from horrendous conditions
it they had the power or the means to do so. Efforts, however, have fallen
seriously short of their intended goals because it is whites who have the power
to change conditions - their racism is its ultimate cause.
The social and educational progress/efforts of this society is/are
related directly to the nature and philosophy of its economic, political and
educational institutions. Whites not only dominate and control those
in
institutions, but also place great emotional and psychological investments
their design and perpetuation. It will be difficult, indeed, for whites to give up
the comfortable arrangement influenced by years of tradition. Yet, here is the
Cj.ux of the matter. No amount o:c research, no amount of analysis, no amount
of surveying will be as valuable as sensitive whites working to educate and
change the attitudes of the majority white community.
I am convinced myself that there is no
more evil thing in this present world
than Race Prejudice; none at all. I
write deliberately - it is the worst
single thing in life now. It justifies
and holds together more baseness,
cruelty and abomination than any
other sort of error in the world.
II. G. Wells
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evaluation
EFFORT AT IMPLEMENTATION
One or the stronger features of the research methodology in this study
as the effort to implement the proposal as the determination of status progresses.
Essentially, the effort involved making personal contacts and attempting to obtain
support of individuals from all levels in the Black college community. As each
frame in the photographic chronology was constructed and placed into its proper
sequence, this writer attempted to evaluate and modify the proposal and to
develop further support according to the needs of the community. The final
design resulted from numerous interviews and discussions held on the problems
confronting the Black college community.
One suggestion in particular made during many visits to selected sites
dealt with the idea of conducting a workshop in which criticisms of the model
construction could be put forward: The workshop suggestion was actualized and
produced flintier valuable recommendations through such activities as discussions,
planning, model construction, critical evaluations, identification of sources
of resistance, location of possible financial sources.
In order to carry out the full plan of the research methodology
,
two
levels of implementation had to be considered. One level dealt with widespread
implementation throughout Black college communities; the other focused upon a
specific college communitjr.
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ON BWCK
Implementation on a widespread level was undertaken as a major part ot
circuit travels made by this writer throughout the Black college communities to
establish contacts at many possible locations (See letters from Miles College, p.
338). One major problem associated with this plan concerned funding, or lack
of it. Without adequate funds, travel arrangements were severely altered,
equipment and supplies were limited, otherwise necessary long distance phone calls
had to be eliminated, travel schedules were sketchy, automobile breakdowns
could not be picvented, and food, lodging, and manpower were barely sufficient.
Another major problem involved the credibility of this writer with
individuals in the communities, especially during the initial stages of the work.
Questions wore often implied such as, "Why are you coming down here trying to
tell us what we ought to know and do?" In a few eases, Black college administra-
tors were suspicious of objectives and motives. The question also arose
concerning the sincerity of the project and the possibility of another fly-by-night
scheme to arrange for a big northern white university to "serve” the "lowly"
Black college.
One point must be made crystal clear to the reader; there is no typical
Department of Community model. Each model takes the shape of its specific
community. This one feature was reinforced when individuals on the scene
criticized "strangers bearing gifts" and packaged proposals that were designed
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the community. Participants living in the community were quick to
raise the question:
-How can an outsider know what is needed in an unfamiliar
community?" So, if the DCA model appears loose and diffuse at this point
it is purposefully so. The final form or structure of the DCA will take its cue
from analysis of conditions in the specified region by members of the local
community. The sole constant will be a focus directly upon the specific problems
of a particular community and the action will be determined by the existing
conditions
.
The DCA will be oriented to the existing conditions, problem centered,
and concerned with the task of improving the quality of life in the local
community. As LeMelle and LeMelle have pointed out and emphasized, there is
a wealth of research that needs to be done on the problems of the Black community
that absolutely nc one but Black scholars can produce (The Black Col lege,
Piaeger Series, 1969, p. 15). Dr. Joyce Ladner, Black sociologist at the
Institute of the Black World in Atlanta, Georgia, supports the belief that Black
scholars should not allow whites to conduct uncensored research in the Black
community. There is much evidence to suggest that anti-Black agencies
frequently abuse the statistics obtained in the Black communities and use the
data to cast Blacks in an unfavorable manner. (A little booklet written by
Henry Garrett, How Desegregat ion Will Work, published by Patrick Henry
Press, Richmond, Virginia, is an excellent example of this point. Garrett
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selects comparative studies done by indifferent whites using totally white
criteria as standards to attempt defilement of negro character for selfish
motives. \
ONE YEAR IN A BLACK COLLEGE COMMUNITY
Ihis writer made an attempt to implement the proposal for a Department
of Community at a Black college in a southern city which takes great pride in many
of the "good old" southern traditions. This university is considered a major
institution in the Black community by the definition presented earlier in this
dissertation. Today with twelve hundred students, ninety plus faculty members
and an operating budget of around two million dollars, this university has
functioned for more than one' hundred and four years; yet it is considered a
"developing institution" according to criteria established by the federal
government.
Although such an assessment is not completely accurate, it does contain
an element of truth. The school does have to struggle each year to allocate the
funds to pay an inadequate staff, to provide for a minimum of educational
facilities, and to offer a restricted curriculum in the sense that it is oriented
toward satisiying white standards while not extensively concerned with certain
needs of the majority of residents in the Black community. However, for this
college to be considered merely a "developing institution" after its long history
of teaching Black youth, occupying a vital position in the struggle for social
uplift, and contributing to the welfare of the Black community is an unjustified
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allegation. Rather, this institution has been oppressed and neglected in. the
light of its dependent relationship with the white community, the ecological
conditions of residents in its neighboring community, and the nature and quality
of previous educational experiences of its students. Further, the prevailing-
atmosphere on campus suggests that the main reasons for students' presence
are to impress the white man, to make good grades, and to get away from the
poverty, filth, social and educational injustices and the garbage
-filled streets
of cailclhooc1, The campus attitude, "Get good grades and get a job, " is supported
and reinforced in many instances by some teachers who use grades as weapons
to ensure docility and conformity to behavior patterns similar to those of the
kindly old darkie. In spite of such obstacles, the college has done as well as,
and cLl. times better than, could be expected under hostile conditions and racist
forces set in motion by this society. Yet this effort has obviously not been
thorough enough; certainly much more needs to be done.
The problems of Black college communities will not be solved by using
indirect, half-hearted efforts and these problems can wait no longer for the
white man to produce the desired change. The impetus must come from
sensitive and courageous Black thinkers. Mistakes will be made; confrontations
will arise, and even greater frustrations will occur; yet change may evolve
through such a process. For example, when the attempt to implement a DCA
was lodged it met with continual encounters with the established educational
mode. The standing educational institution was unable to accept fully an idea
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destined to virtually rearrange the philosophy, throw out many of the comfortable
course syllabi (many teachers will have to reorient and redesign their timeworn
course outlines), threaten the funding resources (90 per cent plus of the money
comes from white donors), deemphasize grades and the competitive nature of
the educative process, allow students to become somewhat independent and
confront the comfortable unwritten agreement between the obviously different
communities. These difficulties present one further dilemma as reflected in the
insufficient number of Black people seriously seeking fundamental change.
Black scholars must pour their energy into the Black community and must ask
ciucicd questions. Why should people live in chronic neglect and poverty? Why
should Blacks continue to tolerate the injustices of a sick society? What can
negro controlled institutions do about these issues? What is the Black role of
the Black scholar in the Black struggle for liberation?
These questions demand clear, honest answers. Now. The answers are
not easily or readily forthcoming. It is hoped that this effort to implement a
more direct approach to improving this struggle will furnish additional insights
for sensitive Black scholars and activities.
The following outline of the specific efforts to implement the DCA at a
Black college in the South is simplifed for several reasons:
It is necessary to prevent distortions or damage to the
image of the institution through disrupting its arrangements
with various funding sources;
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It is impossible to document all of the small human
errors and to know which ones were actually responsible
for specific events;
The whole story would necessitate a voluminous and
carefully prepared document (which is in the making)
alone in itseL:; in addition there are many bits and
pieces which could never be related;
There would certainly be some disagreement on the
nature of the roles played by certain individuals who
offered resistance, often unconsciously, and who
failed to carry out expressed commitments;
The reader should be given a cursory glance at the
efforts to implement the DCA in order to appreciate
the full style of the research methodology.
The Major Steps in the Implementation Effort for the DCA:
The following series of frames in the photographic chronology afford a.
clear picture of the final phase of the methodology used in this study and is
one special feature which is emphasized by this writer. This research methodology
moves beyond the sterile "traditional" academic social studies approach of
extensive computerized analysis and in-action to implentation and correction.
Locating a sympathetic Black college community based
upon careful research and assessment;
Obtaining support from the administration for the
proposal's major objectives and ideologies;
Carefully discussing plans and identifying points of
disagreement for alterations and compromise;
Locating and gaining the approval of individuals
responsible for related community projects although
onto“^
B
ed IL^I;
018 Was Seri0USly Iimited in terms
Recruiting faculty members on the basis of interests towork on the team as partners in the process'
™t^C a’erted “ 6ach polnt *>' communitysupport and seeking out those sensitive community
residents who had helped in the earlier deveCent;
“- d°Ve,rg a,K’ d°Cidin6' Upon the PIa» ^ a
len“aT focus“
mUn
" a”d
‘ntore8te as the
Integrating school course work so as to deal directly
with community problems; 3
Locating faculty members that would respond to
u l i/mg their class work as avenues to additional
support;
Utiiizing every available avenue to promote implementa-
t on (such as visiting residents, locating interested
students to assist, pointing out areas of neglect as weWOr e Rna attempt to identify who was responsible);
Identifying and isolating points of reference for later
referrals (establishing where we are now and where we
wish to go with documentation - this took the form of
faculty surveys and filmed recordings of students as
wek; each faculty member was requested to respond to:
what do you see as the role of the college in the community?)-(This writer has a media presentation on this
information.
)
1 raveling nationally searching for funding and agency
support;
Isolating sources of resistance and seeking to get
resourceful community assistance in eliminating these
sources; (one move was to inspire students to propose
3?,3
the football homecoming theme, THINK COMMUNITY
and foster greater appreciation of the Black orientation
ox where ever we are" See Appendix, page 588);
Visiting local agencies, working with community, and
writing proposals to gain support and trying to familiarize
the various groups with the plan.
The following a.re some errors or probable mistakes made in the attempt
at implementation of the DCA by this writer:
Did not allow sufficient time for careful and accurate
assessment of the school’s administrative and executive
personnel; and consequently was unable to get a
whole-hearted commitment;
V/as unable to explain or agree upon the complete plan
of implementation in time with the vice-president of
academic affairs thus did not get the necessary support
from this office;
Did nou locate the most powerful or effective community
organization that could act as an agent supporting the
DCA from the non-academic point of view;
Probably drew opposition from several powerful faculty
members who possibly acted as sources of resistance
without fully understanding the nature of the project;
Probably used an ineffective approach with uninterested
faculty and students who may have acted as resistance;
Emphasized too strongly the new course in human
ecology as the most effective weapon of Black liberation
thus creating some resistance on the part of other
faculty members who conducted the more traditional
courses;
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Probably was too critical of the traditional courses
“ the domaia ° f Shakespearean syndrome as tools
of oppression of Black people;
Displayed some anxiety and impatience which was
probably viewed with suspect as to motives and
objectives on the part of key faculty members;
Initiated too many contacts and avenues of approach
in the communith thus not allowing enough time for
careful stud'^ of each element in the community;
Probably displayed too much concern for the DCA
agenda by sending lots of memoranda and letters to
the faculty;
Possioly displayed some impatience with the progress
of the efforts and expected visible responses from
sources too soon;
In negotiations probably did not compromise with grace
and tact;
Was drawn into an ideological confrontation with a
highly respected white catholic nun who was high on the
list of no no's;
Attempted to negotiate with community and outside
organizations without sufficient academic community
support;
Was generally too aggressive.
Many of the above errors were influenced by the matter of timing, not
knowing when to introduce the various aspects of the implementation process.
There is too sufficient evidence that the agenda and priorities of the college were
headed mainly in another direction which had overwhelming influence on lack of
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commitment to the DCA orientation. Possibly another source of error could
bo found m the fact that each community is so unique that any preconceived
notions or plans, no matter how loose, will serve to impair or impose resistance
One possible solution to this problem might be to spend several years conducting
01 gathering convincing evidence as proof of the necessity for the DCA, then
distributing this information to concerned agencies involving them in the process
and finally later getting around to implementation.
"1 he effort to implement the DCA taught this writer some valuable
lessons, many of which will be carefully considered in the coming years. One
fact Ox. ncgio life must be re-emphasized. The negro community is totally
dependent upon the white community
- psychologically, financially and
educationally. For most efforts undertaking serious or fundamental ecological
alterations to have impact, these efforts must be legitimized by the white
community - a sad state of affairs in view of the existing conditions in the
Black community and who controls Ibis community.
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Instruments designed to assist the
-udent m evaluating his progress in the independent study project.'
^^IgntdJt^^ An instrumentdesigned o measure student progress on his investigation.
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—•-j—P.L .Xgrm Ass es sment : An instrumAnf t
performance.
' " '" w 1 r eva lua
-ting student's level of
\
A" inrt~ fW
or Ms study status
.
£LSS]?.
,
foperianca Test
,
Afran, Associates, Harlem, N.Y. ; Need I say more.
aacl^BcEorWeJ^^
Charlotte. H. r
. For Blacks.
PROJECTS It' SOCIAL ANALYSIS
srss*,:',
—
1 '*•
purnose: 1) to get some tndicrtion’oflndiMSal^S:“d! 2j t0 «*“<> *»t so conctn^tl" “e and
~
*ask the masLrqSuSPof CBlacryi°[hs. * *°rieS °f qttestions that
Your
* f^ioo of questions probing community sensitivity.
the solution efforts in
Mai People Do and Wh*r.: student work guide to assist in a thorough analys:
^ifii^>P.°nal Efforts in Environmental /iw iitr^-io. vi + , 3 j . .
and
A FINAL REPORT ON MY ONE YEAR IN ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS AT SMITH: WOW.
Johnson C. Smi th University:
A report of the research efforts
Department of Community.
in Environmental analysis for the
Hometown poverty.
Student opinions on bussing for "integration."
Competition in business:
Crime.
The senior citizen,
being black in America.
Students and current events.
Problems of the black farmer,
black businesses.
Testing in integrated schools.
Jobs for blacks.
Unemployment among Blacks.
School consolidation in Bishopville.
Timbuktu.
blacks in the city.
Religion in Africa.
Nigeria and Ghana.
black businessmen's problems
.
329ihree African tribes.
°f.HUck/vhlte relationships.
K^i lections of a white student.
Recreation for Blacks in Charlotte,
financing small Black firms.
Biological analysis of an animal farmihe pampered child.
BlacK families and recreation.
kbsst**1' **
Some Choice References,
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^
tC the meroy of c^nce,
P -v<. l ugh tne power of the majority.
Henry David Thoreau
HUMAN ECOLOGY
Science has many dimensions, and its definition frequently
i assumes different meanings depending upon a specific situation or
context. In this instance it will be our intention to clarify some
,tle ° e dimensions in the light of mankind's present predicament,
as related to our survival on Planet Earth, vie have an obligation
to redefine the role of science and design new mechanisms for ac-
complishing a more humane approach to scientific endeavors. This
j class experience will hopefully help students to begin thinking of
science as a way of living, a method of achieving a richer fuller
life. We will deal with the total environment and the forces off
nature's environmental press as these forces operate to Influence
certain reactions in the human animal.
Objectives t
io nelp students gain a scientific awareness of and an acute
jSencitivlty to the natural and physical environments on the local,
national, and international levels in terms of the inherent limita-
tions of Environmental press.
io encouxage students to utilize the tools and methods of science
HUMAN ECOLOGY
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in analysis specific environments (as these habitat preferences are
ermineo. by
..elected influential environmental forces) and to relat
these factors to human beings and other life forms.
To develop with students an appreciation «
-id i for and understanding
Of how science has contributed to the nature of the Black Experience
on an international, national, and local level (see, for example,
I Nathan Hare, Black Ecology
,
The Black Scholar, April 1970).
To ask of students how We can use the tools and nethods of the
i
°le '>c5
' orjC '' t0 define a new science, and with these tools and
'methods, then explore how we might apply this revised discipline so
:that it becomes oriented to the survival of mankind in general, and
jthe Black community in particular.
To develop specific scientific competences and acquire essen-
tial information in an effort to facilitate the learning process for
expediency in the pursuit of careers and/or higher education.
To encourage students to establish their own objectives, ideals,
and identity.
To assist mankind in the effort to become more humane.
?or Example
Our condition as members of an oppressed ethnic group dictates
certain concerns we should deal with directly.
Students might become involved in research activities... that
tsku What is the nature and quality of our life styles; and starting
|
rom this Perspective we must study and carefully analyze our environ-
lent ' We shall begin with a personal assessment of some of our
onscious behavior patterns, values, and sources of information. We
HUMAN ECOLOGY
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shall attempt to be acutely aware of our individual skills and
limitations and get some idea of how we might employ them in a critical
search for truth.
SOME SPECIFIC AREAS OF CONCERN
A personal interest self-analysis :
Local Community Housing ; Who gains
& Sr. High Schools and Communit
youth know the truth?
How can you tell where you are
who loses? 'Who lives shere?
y Social problems; Should our
?
a 'nd
- Community Social problems; Are the churches T.C.B.ing?
and Environmental problems; What specific efforts are theseinstitutions making to improve the quality of human life?
L&;W Enforpement and Community problems; Who is in our prisons?
Community Health (physical, mental, and psychological) problems * If
you ‘he adjusted to a, sick society what does that make you?
Bla&k owned Food Shops (a group that can't feed themselves is in
tough shape )
,
Comnium 1 cat i ons Hed 3.a (How do vie get our information)?
|
Residential Energy Expenditure : Are we on the CASE?
Lhe, Senior Citizen ; What happens to old folks as they sit around
waiting to die?
What does getting an education actually mean?
What are some things in our society we need to get
rid. of, soon?
What should, getting an education really mean?
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'//hen the majority shall at length vote for the abolition of
slavery, it will be because they are indifferent to slaverbecause there is but little slavery left to be abolishedtheir vote. They will then be the only slaves.
by
or
Henry David Thoreau
Some of the efforts will be concentrated upon:
Black : Scientist
s
,
Educator s
, Psychologists , Political
Sociologists and Black men of all disciplines that deal
behavior, and behavior modification.
Scientists
,
with human
What is the nature of the literature being placed in the hands of
the reading audiences?
What kind of research efforts and investigations are being conducted
in the Black and minority communities?
What are the qualifications of these researchers? What are their
motives? Who will receive the benefits of their work? What are
some implications of their findings as related to the improvement
of life in the local community?
What are the sources of information that is being fed into the mi-
nority communities? What are the interests of specific owners of
media machinery (communications industry) in making available in-
formation to theminority communities? What influence does the
literature and news media have in shaping social policy and cul-
tivating national ethos?
There is but little virtue in the action of masses of men.
Henry David Thoreau
1. The Hole of the Black Scientist
-At Black colleges are involved in what kinds of studies on
the Black Community?
-At Black scientific research organizations are finding out
-At Black colleges are conducting what kinds of joint
scientific studies unique to the Black community?
HUMAN JiUOLOGl
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"In the concern ©."bout what
niches, health, physical,
-In the concern about what
and youths?
specific environmental problems;
physiological, psychological, etc?
problems of senior citizens—
2 .
3 .
4
.
5 *
6 .
7 .
8 .
The environment is all about us, so what do we need to
know about
enable us
V/hat are s
the natural and physical restrictions that will
to adapt or control or eradicate or...?
ome restrictions on life based on the functions of
c ontemporary Institutions
?
inhere do people (Black specifically) live and exactly what
Is the quality of life In our specific communities as
determined by scientific analysis?
how did we come to know this?
ifhnvt lorces operate to maintain our conditions?
V/hat are we going to do about if?
What are some restrictions on life (Black life) as imposed
by human or man-made forces (needs and wants)?
’What are some of the many different faces of life in a
community?
Which institutions are capable of doing their ’’naughty ' 1
things that. make living conditions extremely difficult?
Where do we get our energy? V/hat is energy? How do we use
energy?
When we conduct our research we will need to know how to use
certain kinds of tools, equipment, and educational skills.
Vie shall have a need to know where we can find out who is doing?
did what, when
,
how? Froms the library, other students, other-
teachers, ether organizations, other institutions, the Black community/.
HUMAN ECOLOGY
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“e Sh
'
aU USe thS t0°1S and methods of science to our advantage
WS ai'e aWare thnt
— »ec*ae to treat Blades wrong
and wrong to treat them right. **
We d° n0t haVe a textbook ’cause there ain’t none that fits
our needs entirely/completjly/sufficiently. We'll write our own.
But we shall ask, survey, collect information, compile and analyse
data, obtain results, draw conclusions (some wrong, some right),
m a’-ke assumptions, f ormulat e hypotheses WT* i + 0 ~u uun . , wr te proposals, attempt
implementation, fail and i-rv 9^4*1 -o ,
,
i n <ow try again. But we will make the decisions
that are important.
Some Sources
~~ V7rites of stretching the realm of the living and of
energy and forms of energy. He writes on the forces of destruction
high winds, heavy rains, erosion, land slides, volcanic eruptions
ana 1/110 llL0 * °ears describes how we have categorized millions of
species 01 animals into only a few groups for reference. In the
secuiou on Man, Land and Culture, Sears writes of resources, popu-
lations and cultures andJ^J^yes out direct rof^.n^ ^
Black Experience
.
PJJ-liic££ Presents some basic concepts of ecology such
as limiting factors, abiotic factors, biotic factors, climatology,
Successions and bioraes. And l eaves out the press of the Mack
Bxperienc e
.
Clarence Hyland er writes on Wild Life.
Huxley writes ofthe processes in biological
evolution, diversification, improvement, stabilization. Huxley
writes on how the psychological elements press man. He, too, cannot
HUMAN ECOLOGY
f ej-P'te to the Black Experience
«
^
0
\
on World Resources and Industry
Chisholm on Products and Commodities
The World Economic Survey
James on Populations and Cultures
The Economic Report of the President of the United States
Odum, pubos, Braunfels, and MoHarg all offer what they can.
ihis is not enough for us. We are us. "Only we have paid the
dues of membership in the Brotherhood of Blackness."
We will look to WEB DuBois, Charles Hamilton, Mack Jones,
Nathan Hare, Preston Wilcox, Hugh Butts, Robert Green, Alvin
Pous saint-, Rhett Jones, Robert Williams, Lerone Bennett,
Kenneth B. Clark, etc.
SPECIFICS OF THE EXPERIENCE
The items below will be planned and explored by the teacher snd
each student individually.
^ There will be a few lectures and lots of round table discussions.
1 This will be an independent study effort utilizing the environ-
.mental analysis approach to a snecific area (topic) of interest
suggested by the student.
NEGOTIABLE’S s
Student and teacher will negotiate and plan together a problem
for indepth investigation and analysis.
Class attendance, methodology, form of presentation, evaluation,
grading, time schedule of events, minimum requirements, deadlines
and dates due, nature and content of the research will clearly
be understood by student and teacher.
The student will prepare a carefully selected reading list.
The teacher will present a selected reading list.
The place or community where this analysis is to take place
is of utmost importance. Extra-special attention shall be
given to site selection.
HUMAN ECOLOGY
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J
he student wishes traditional ‘’college credit” for thr>independet study effort the final paper be typewritten
u. prepared in acceptable research paper form.
w w * *
(typed)
THIS PAPER should be
before final exams.
presented to tea,cher at least five day;
The studen
V7ith the
progress
t will be responsible for making personal contacteacher once every two weeks for discussion ofand problems.
X.
LeROI Charlotte, N.C. 19?1
WILES COLLEGE
BIRMINGHAM. ALABAMA 35200 338
OFFICE OF THE DEAN July 11, 1969
Mr. LeRoi Ray, Jr.
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
Dear Mr. Ray:
Thank you for your letter of June 25. It was a pleasure
to meet you and hear of the work you are undertaking. I con-
cur with your belief that there is a definite need for a De-
partment of Community in Black Institutions. I shall be happy
to give whatever assistance I can in the way of cooperating with
you iii your project of study. I shall share the draft with
other interested people here at Miles College.
I am away from the College this summer and have just returned
here for a weekend. I will be back at the College full-time
beginning August 1. Please do not hesitate to call upon me if
there is any assistance that I can provide you with.
erely yours.
De an of the College
RA/e t
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miles college
BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 35208
OFFICE OF DEAN
DF THE COLLEGE December 30, 1969
Hr. Leroy Ray, Jr,
The Comrnonwe a 1 1:h of
Massachusetts
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
Dear Mr. Ray:
It was a pleasure to have you visit our campus again and to learn thatplans for the Department of Community in black colleges is going forward. As
I stated in our conversation Miles College is much aware of the need for th* type
of community service which such a Department can render. Most of our current
special community service programs could well fall under the supervision of such
Department, I remain very much interested in the development of a Department of
Community here at Miles College.
^ am quite willing to explore the possibility of one faculty exchange
position of some nature for next year. Although my needs for next year are well
identified and I know the areas in which I could use competent visiting professors,
it may prove difficult to release one of my faculty full-time for next year. 1
will not rule out this possibility however, I stand ready to explore the matter
further.
RA/etd
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April 24, 1970
live H, I,® Hill 5 Director • •
Vinta - • =
...
. •
.
Mile3 College • • •
Birmingham, Alabana
Dear Mr, Hill:
As per our conference, 1 should like to ask you as chairman of
the. group of special projects to call together the directors of the
five projects » Upward Bound, VISTA
,
Elected Officials, Talent Search,
and ECHO - and put together for us, with their help, a brochure, in*
eluding pictures and exciting narrative statements, to be put under
one cover to be called "Miles College Corrumity Affairs Projects,"
Ue can then take this to a printer and 1 believe it can be used to
gel: foundation help to employ a director for Community Affairs
Projects at the College, Please indicate that v;e have done, what
vjg are doing and a projection of v?hat v/e could do if ue had additional
fund£. '& v:ould even suggest that in the back of the brochure you do
c rough design of the kind of building that is needed to house these
projects so that they can be carefully coordinated* Hake it big
enough so that it contains a common library, special libraries, study
laboratories, conference rooms, a small auditorium, and an intercom
cysteine Give It the works.
The sooner ?. can get this brochure, the sooner X think ue can
find funds to cel: up a Department of Community Affairs at Miles
College®
^ ,
Sincerely yours,
be K, Pitts
LHP t rvj
CCi Directors of Special Projects. .
Mr. Paul I’* Harris
Dr t Diehard Arrington
UNIVERS! f V OF MASSACHUSETTS
memorandum
from Williarn J. Wilson
' Date December
,19^9
'°
Efeticav,.un iv...oJ.Mass
.
>ubjecc
-
—
531
.
for . a
.
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very Lnovative.^rthink v^LTY' ^ intriguing and
establishing such departments in blLrconeger^urrL^ot^h ' '/T
swsars !^=A^„t;,»~%TAgrrg ,l"
Moreover, your description of th •
U acilitate smooth operation,
in my mind- (1) Ho^ls“he ni^nt n ' TafSeS Eeveral questions
of departments of community in "firTf 1° facilitate the development
nature of the conn™b^en cTleTe ^Tth" ^ ““ iS the
Z™; szmins that CM5
in the Department of CoLuni^
ecessary to establish a prototype department of Community at" U of Hass.?
professors who are involved in the summer sessions.
roan
iilese questions, many of whic h may stem from not carefu’lv
the project
I tave raised.
^ diSCU$S “ith you some of the questions
William J. Wilson
Associate Professor
WJW/cad
ALABAMA AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE
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Normal, Alabama 35762
April 30, 1969
Mr. LeRoi Ray, Jr.
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
Dear Mr. Ray, Jr.
:
1 am receptive to your idea of a 2 - 3 day workshop
to discuss problems of Black Co.lleges.
Sincerely,
Dean of the College
HP/c ea
'
mm
INIA UNION UnIVer 34
vSlTv
THOMAS HOWARD HENDERSON. PRCtlOitNT
RICHMOND. VIRGINIA 23220
July 10, 1969
T L ALBRIGHT
,'fCT DIRECTOR
103 • 355 0631
Mr. Leroi Ray
School of Education
University of Massachusetts
Amherst
,
Massachusetts 01002
Dear Leroi:
.
I have received your proposal, and the additional information
you forwarded to me, and all 1 can say is, "I damned impressed*"
Seriously, as you know, the role the Black College is not playing
in the Black community, has long been of great concern and distress
to me*
I see your proposal as the most valid proposal vis-a-vis a
Department of the Community, that I have experienced. It is very
obvious that you've given this matter serious thought. I sincerely
feel that your major points are well taken, and your construction
for said department is excellent,
I tend to disagree with you, with regard to the results of your
support seeking and fact finding ventures* I see as a very signifi-
cant result, identification of the problems of Black Colleges. With-
out a viable identification and sincere appreciation of the problems,
all else is lost. Further, by explicitly stating, expanding, and
reiterating the problem, some one will have to speak to the issue.
Therefore, the significant result should be - and has to be - meaning-
ful dialouge. Obviously, I could go on and on, but I'm sure you're
aware of what you have, so I'll reserve my plaudits for a later date.
There's no question but that I sincerely see the need for your
proposal, and therefore will lend all of my talents and energies to
assist you. Pursuant to your request, I have forwarded copies of your
sketch of a Human Ecology course to our science faculty. Upon receiv-
ing feedback from them, I will promptly advise you.
2
Hr. Leroi Ray
July 10, 1969
I am now in the process of thoroughly analyzing and - if
I may - dissecting your proposal. In the next few days, I
will forward to you a complete report of my feelings with regard
to same. I hope my report will be of some benefit to you.
Hy sincere appreciation for involving me in your project,
hope my contributions prove worthy of your confidence. If I can
be of further assistance, just yell.
Best of luck.
Keep the Faith
RLA/jg
Robert L. Albright
Project Director
Upward Bound
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TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE
ALAQAMAi 3GOSo
^.CEMENT AND CAREER
DEVELOPMENT
July 23, 1969
Hr. LeRoi Ray, Jr.
Black Institutions
School of Education
Un iversity of Massachusetts
Arnhurst, Massachusetts
Dear Mr. Ray;
The enclosed is your questionnaire which I am returning to you;
complete with the information requested. You will note that
adjustments were made in its format, in order to include more
info nnation regarding our school which may be helpful.
You will observe further, on page two (2), that we checked most
item under "Now Offering" although we may not have formal courses
listed as you have them named, however, we include all of the
topics, in one form or another, in our course matter offered.
I hope we have been helpful.
#John P, Krouse
Director of Placement and
Career Development
JPK/wm
Enc 1 osure
AFFILIATED WITH
HOARD or CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
ME UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ANO
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JOHNSON C. SMITH UNIVERSITY
Charlotte, North Carolina 2820S
CE OF THE PRESIDENT November 14, IS
Mr. LeRcy Ray
Black Institutions
School of Education
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts
Dear LeRoy:
It was a real pleasure to have received your materials relative to
the Black Colleges and Community Involvement. Through the years I have
been aware of the dire need for our colleges and universities to become
participants in the community -- both in its immediate environs and those
not too far removed. Your awareness of the problems as a young black
man delights me, and your understanding gives me hope for the future.
unless the black colleges are able to find the financial resources to remedy
these problems, I fear what the future of our nation will be like. These
traditionally Negro institutions need real money to do an effective job in
the black community. Johnson C. Smith University is now directing its
efforts to an even higher level of both student, faculty and staff participation
in doing what is so desperately needed for and with the total community.
I sincerely appreciate your idea of the Department of Community
for it appears to be a viable alternative for dealing with the realities of
the existing conditions.
In conclusion I pledge Johnson C. Smith's support and willingness
to work in the program if and when the necessary funds are made available.
With every good wish for your continued success, and best hopes
for funding, I remain
Awareness alone, however, will do no more than make us anxicus
Yotyrd sincerely,
-^•Lionel 13
.
President
H, Newsom
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owes or YME DSAW December 22, 1969
Mr. Leroy Ray
Black Institutions
School of Education
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
Dear Mr. Ray:
It was indeed a pleasure meeting you and dis-
cussing with you your proposed program: Department of
Community.
The program which you are proposing promises not
only to fill a gap in the needs of Black communities
throughout the United States, but promises to enhance
social betterment of all mankind.
Your proposal has the endorsement of Texas College
and best wishes for success in terms of support that is
needed badly.
Very truly yours
Aaron Vanl/right, Jr.
AW : ec
cc: President Allen C. Hancock
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POPULATION STATISTICS IN THE BLACK
State
Alabama
Birmingham
Columbia
Huntsville
Mobile
Montgomery
Tusculoosa
Selma
Talladega
Tuskegee
Lawndes
Arkansas
Little Rock
Pine Bluff
Texarkana
Delaware
Dover
Wilmington
District of Columbia
Florida
Jacksonville
Miami
Tallahassee
Daytona Bench
Ft. Lauderdale
St. Augustine
Georgia
Albany
Atlanta
Augusta
Columbus
Macon
Valdosta*
Ohio
Xenia
Cleveland
Springfield
Kentucky
Louisville
Frankfort
Evansville
Louisiana
Baton Rouge
New Orleans
COLLEGE COMMUNITY
1970 Census
Total Population
3, 444, 165
739,274
45, 394
228,239
376,690
201,325
116,029
27, 379
17,662
11,028
12,897
1, 923,292
323,296
85,329
33.385
548, 104
17, 4S0
80.386
756,510
6,789,443
528, 865
1, 267,792
103,047
45,327
620, 100
12,352
4,589,575
89,639
1,390, 164
162,437
193, 190
122,423
32,303
30,652, 017
25,373
2,064, 194
157, 115
3, 219,311
695, 055
21,356
36,031
3,643, 180
285, 167
1,045,809
White Black
2,528, 983 908,247
520, 180 217, 884
24, 706 20,648
191,576 35,875
262, 713 112, 959
130,718 70, 203
86, 893 28,964
134, 726 13,631
11, 878 5,738
1,390 9,511
2,934 9, 959
1,561, 106 357,225
261, 118 61,352
50, 198 34,927
25,661 7,665
466,459 78,276
13,419 3,897
44, 901 35,072
209,272 537,712
5, 711,411 1, 049,578
407, 733 118, 140
1, 071, 565 389,763
76, 525 26,021
31,339 13,872
540, 701 77,382
9,638 2,680
3,387,516 1, 190, 779
58,628 30,642
1, 076, 150 310,619
112,367 48,545
144,321 47,332
77,220 45,092
21, 197 11,034
9,646,997 970,477
22,206 3,098
1, 721,612 340,584
143,585 13,236
2, 971,232 241,292
597,735 93,300
18,676 2,600
32,031 3, 090
2,539,547 1,088,734
202,882 81,415
717,592 323,940
Shreveport
Concordia Parish
Mississippi
Jackson
Alcorn
Greenville
Hinds
Lafayette
Columbus
Biloxie/Gulfport
Hattisburg
MeComb
Natchez
Missouri
Kansas City
St. Louis
Independence
Jefferson City
Lincoln
North Carolina
Charlotte
Durham
Greensboro/
Winston Salem
Raleigh
Wilmington
Concord
Salisbury
294,703
22,578
2, 216, 912
258,906
27, 179
39,648
214, 937
24, 181
25,795
134,582
38, 277
11, 969
19,704
4,677,399
849,409
1, 826, 907
111,662
32,407
18,041
5, 082, 059
409,370
190,388
603, 895
228,453
107,219
18,464
22,515
197,323
13, 807
1,393,283
162, 121
23, 151
18, 835
130,592
17,313
16,021
HI, 061
27, 133
7, 971
9,733
4, 177,495
730, 162
1,517, 146
110, 598
29,246
17,448
3, 891,510
313,413
135, 145
483, 629
176,736
80, 727
14, 885
15, 911
96,544
8,771
815,770
96,700
3,196
20,619
84,064
6,705
9,721
22,743
11,024
3,990
9,959
480, 172
114,389
302,251
621
3,074
566
1, 137,664
94,624
53,414
118,398
58,576
25,897
3,688
6,532
Caldwell County 56, G99 52,950 3,688
Oklahoma 2,559,253 2,275, 104 177,904
Oklahoma City 640, 889 571, 056 54,465
Stillwater 31, 126 29,570 825
Tulsa 331,638 287, 046 35,277
Pennsylvania 11,793,909 10,737,732 1,016,514
Philadelphia 3, 865, 810 3,093,228 749,376
DuBois 10, 112 10,088 5
South Carolina 2,589,891 1,794,084 788,722
Charleston 303,849 207,458 94,755
Greenville 299,502 253,581 45,366
Col umbia 113,542 78,527 34, 157
Orangeburg 13,252 7,748 5,484
Chester County 29,811 18,090 11,692
Dorchester County 32,421 20, 926 11,317
Tennessee 3,924, 164 3,292,468 631,696
Knoxville 400,337 370,597 28,691
Memphis 722,014 453,452 266, 171
Nashville 541, 108 443,237 96,401
Jackson 39, 996 26,633 13,270
Oak Ridge 28,319 26,512 1,596
Virginia 4, 648,494 3,757,478 865,388
Newport/Hampton 292, 159 215,425 74,630
Norfolk 680,600 504,444 167,970
Petersburg 128, 809 86, 988 41,034
Richmond 518,319 386,357 130,240
Charlotessville 38, 880 32, 711 5, 844
* Site of the cruel lynching of Haynes and Mary Turner, May 17, 1918.
DEFINITIONS
Relationships - A state of affairs existing between two or more parties,
institutions, or groups/philosophies; connections as a result of a specific stand
on certain issues; dealings together.
^_munity - People living in the same general region or under similar conditions
people under certain conditions that are not necessarily of their own choosing;
people with common problems, concerns, and interests; a group of people with
a common likeness as a result of known and unknown forces.
Ij2fhicmce - The exercise of personal, individual, or group power; spiritual
philosophical, or moral forces acting upon people, institutions, and/or move-
ments, the exercise of idologies or philosophies or beliefs producing effects
without apparent force or direct authority.
Status - Actual conditions, the way people are living, the quality of life; position
of affairs, results of imposing and conflicting forces.
Politics - The struggle for power as manifested in the art of administration, the
directions of the affairs of a community; the leadership exerting pressures in
governing; the acts involved in legitimizing power.
Change - Removal of hostile, imposing forces or conditions by replacing them
with more helpful accommodating reserves; to alter.
Movement - Activities of a person or group of persons aimed at improving their
conditions; endeavors directed towards a goal; may or may not be officially
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sectioned or organized; random or affirmative inertia directed towards hostility.
Lnstitutirm - An organized, established activity designed to bring about change or
improvements in a condition or situation; an embodiment; planned activities
resulting from a specific concern over an issue; may be a diffused system with
positive objectives.
iM^Comn^ty
- Is defined as the local college, its staff, students and the
physical neighborhood surrounding it. The college-community embodies
residents of the general region who may or may not be directly involved with
major activities in each area. Since there is some evidence which suggests the
existence of a gap between the two communities, tins definition attempts to bring
collectivity to the Black community so the individuals/participants will see them-
selves as united, with similar or common needs and interests.
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The model which follows is designed
to play two roles. One role is
summary, another to anticipate
questions regarding specific functions
and how
the author conceives this operation.
A MODEL AT JOHNSON C. SMITH
UNIVERSITY
The model of the Department at
Johnson C. Smith University will
mahe
a valuable contribution to,
the process of reorienting
educational philosophy from
mere academics to efforts in
social action. In doing so,
the college cm ncul
wiU become an instrument of
social betterment and thus
increase the relevance
of academic pursuits to social
change.
, f hp npnartment will be determined by
the unique
The specific aims of the De
panm m,
nature of the needs at the
particular locale. But, in a
broad approach certain
basj C objectives can be applied
to educational institutions
in various other
regions in the country
interested in starting a
Department of Community.
Objectives :
'
'to improve social and
economic conditions in Southern
Black
communities.
To utilize the facilities,
talents
^J^XocfalUtterment.
and community in a
concentrated pro0
To develop strategies
fo
efforts in social reform
r taking social action
and institutionalizing
ial change in the
community
throu
1
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anrt p n
a Sel' relaUonshiP between the local communityd college, e.g.
,
between the professional scholar and thelay worner wno will combine efforts in working on areas of
concern to both.
To establish direct lines of communication and information
exchange, which is sorely needed, between the small Southern
college and its larger Northern counterpart, (without disrupting
the piogiams of either institution).
To increase the use of vast institutional potential in a direct
attach upon the many human needs.
To involve scholars and professionals in programs of improved
educational relevance that deal with the reality of existing
conditions.
Functions
As pointed out with the above objectives, which are closely related to
the essential functions of the proposed department, there will be tasks common
to the Department of Community in the several regions identified (reference
here is made to Amherst and Charlotte, North Caroline). The specific functions
will be based on the needs and resources of the community. The functions of a
progiam in social action will be varied but can be categorized under specific
areas and aimed at solution to many of the innumerable social problems. The
divisions of History, Economics, sociology, political science, and the natural
and physical sciences will be helpful initially in the efforts of the proposed
department.
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St riff and Duties
For a general understanding of the tola! efforts including certain
anticipated events for the first year's operation see the time schedule of
events. It will not be necessary here to place the specific duties of each
staff member in a restrictive chronological arrangement; the assignments have
not been rigidly predetermined and the tasks are flexible and tentative at this
point. However, some division of labor is necessary for maximum efficiency.
The success of the department hinges upon the commitment and energy
of the personnel involved, and will play a major role in development of future
strategies. Some tenative duties are outlined below:
Co
-Directors
:
coordinate activities and projects
direct communications with outside agencies
serve as point of contact for other agencies
secuie consultants and visiting personnel
handle budget and administrative details
coordinate recruitment and staffing efforts
voik with college departments on curriculum innovations and design
conduct conferences and quarterly planning sessions
systematize data compilation, storage, and exchange
with staff and community residents; determine cases for referrals
v'ork on surveys and visitations
visit, visit, visit.
Clerk/secretaries:
perform general secretarial and clerical functions
take part in community surveys and visitations
handle telephone and written communications
serve as hostess during conferences and planning sessions
attend to records and documents
handle details of hospitality and courtesies
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handle arrangements and planning duties
visit, visit, visit.
Aides (Task Force Agents):
conduct surveys and make field research studies
isolate and identify areas of neglect
implement action schemes and strategies
conduct continuous surveillance and progress studies
keep abreast of the dynamics and needs of the residents
coordinate projects and alternatives to avoid resistance
serve as messengers and as major point of contact for local citizens
initiate efforts in political negotiation and awareness
represent or act as voice for a specific community action
serve as a sounding board for complaints and expressions
on issues and ideas
visit, visit, visit.
The Role of the College Community in T rain j
n
g the Staff Members of the
Department of Community
Thirty to forty days before the beginning of the academic year the re-
cruiting committee will hold a planning conference and workshop to deal with
the specifics of staff training. Essentially this committee will meet with local
social agencies, interested residents, and departmental staff. This session or
series of sessions will familiarize the staff with the interests, concerns, and
problems of the community. This can be accomplished by inviting various
community personnel into the conferences detailing the functions and roles of
specific social agencies.
Several sessions will be devoted to the objectives, functions, and
effectiveness of the agencies now in operation in the community.
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Sot-Up
rr°0°r
in u
.
ie °ommunuy: six r°°ms <*»«>.
stoiage cabinets, lounge, meeting room).
telephones!"
^ b“S for ‘^portation, two public
Live in director; man and wife with two children.
Public relations - student and faculty directorship:
To be handled by agencies of the college and
community together.
A TRAINING SCHEME FOR DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY
STAFF MEMBER
HOLD SESSIONS ON:
Evaluation and review of community background
Resources
Areas of resistance
Unique situations
Evaluation and review of a family's specific economic problems
Interests
Needs
Employment history
Educational training
Potential for employment
Contacts
Progress of action efforts
Evaluation and review of community agencies' input
Role clarification
Objectives and functions
What has actually been done
Evaluation and review of role playing and community sensitivity
The situation in microcosim
A sample training session
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Example of One T rainin g Ses sion in Mic rocosim
Ihe pax pose of the following role playing encounter is to structure in
microcosm, what exists in real life. Through such an episode the residents
of the community act out their specific community roles as they regularly
would, thus setting up a replica of the system.
The Department of Community uses the role playing technique in a
training session of its staff before going out into the community. The staff of
the Department of Community is able to re-enact, probe, and design its actions
in specific situations based on how the processes and various facets of the power
structure have behaved under similar circumstances.
Present ^meeting. - 17 residents of Southern Black college community:
Black college dean
White director, college Board of Trustees
White director, Regional social agency employment
Local Black dentist vaguely active in social action
Two unemployed Black mothers
White minister
White social worker
One white college senior, sociology major
White sociology professor at local white college
Members of staff of Department of Community - 7
Black economics professor at local Black college
Two Black students at Black college
Young Black militant, non-student, drop-out, 23 years old
One unemployed Black mother
Black social worker's assistant
Coordinator of Department of Community
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Vital Statist ic s of Jones family:
Family members - 4 boys aged 20, 16 (mentally retarded). 10, S-
3 girls aged 17, 12, 6
Father - age 49, unemployed, 8th grade education
drinks heavily.
T
Mother - age 47, lltlr grade education, sicklyLocation - Southern city in the Black community; living in crowded'
two-bedroom home.
Income
- $3,500 yearly from part-time work (maid) of mother.
Situation:
Through the Department of Community survey, students discovered
living conditions and problems of unemployment in the Jones family. They
present the family case to the members of this meeting. The task is for these
17 persons to role play how forces will work in their actions or reactions to
this family.
Ihc coordinator of the Department of Community sets up two situations
in the first scene, the persons involved act as they ordinarily would to help
Mi. Jones find employment; in the second case, the persons involved act with
subtle resistance.
Firs t Scene:
Black College Dean: He has not been approached about the problem because
of his "high" position in the college; also because of his
position, he is not directly involved with the Black
community where Mr. Jones lives and so has no contact
with the problem; as a result, he does not act.
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1 r Trustees - does nol live
nearby and does
White director of college
Board of run... ..
i a in the Black. community
not act because
ordinarily he is not
involved m
, , ; thcre is no avenue
of communication
between the
or its problems, n ic
, one! the Black community
because of his position
white director a d
um
and because of the
color barrier.
tor ot Regional Sociai
Agency, Employment
Division - Mr. do,ms
White director l uc b
must come here in
looking for work since
the agenoy does no.
ltecU seek out the
unemployed. « Mr.
dones does apply for
work, his ,ack of
ednealionvdl, limit the
kinds of Sobs open
to
him to primarily
menial tabor with tow
pay. if d rs also Imor.
that he is a heavy
drinker by the
employment agencies or >
potential employer, it
is unlikely that
he will get a job.
-
LsehelsBlaek.heisllmltedtoeertalnkindsofi^foeh
, Mr doncs will most
likely
are already much in
demand. . •
vmc through the
employment agents and
not have a,
.
communicate m D
contact with the
director.
_
,
•<, active in community
social affairs,
Negro dentist
-
because he
<
the blcmB
ccurees of jobs just as
he is awai
aware of some
somce.
, r, wiacks in the area.
Yes, he is not
faced by the unemployed
Blac >
1
, ™ Tone- or his famity ,
ukclyt0 come into
direct contact
with Mi. d
, ,
he can inform
him of available
places
but if he does
n \V ii.h the problem,
the
ml sense. Although
conccme
a&CnC ^
*
ivcd in personal
undertakings to
has not become
involved c
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alleviate these problems in specific cases.
Two unemployed Black mothers - because these mothers also have unemploy-
ment and related problems, they cannot become too involved in
someone else' problems. However, they are concerned foi the
Jones family as they are also in the same or similar situations
with large families and low income.
White minister - he is not likely to meet Mr. Jones since his congregation
is
white and on the other side of town. He is not involved with the
Black community. If Mr. Jones does go to him for work, the
minister is more interested in the fact that he drinks heavily
and
will emphasize this as the cause of his unemployment; he
would
concentrate on Mr. Jones’ drinking rather than on
helping him
first find a job or helping to improve the family's
living condition
White social worker - also concentrates on Mr.
Jones' drinking heavily as
the source of his unemployment rather than
the fact that lack of
available jobs in the city is prevalent and that most
require high
school diplomas and few menial jobs are open.
Also the white
social worker feels that the poor living
conditions of the Jones
family and their neighbors is inevitable
and not really changeable
White sociology student - through
observation of the area he is informed
of
;s . situation; he analyzes and
studies the situation without
the Jones’
attempting to changdi ivc the conditions
or help ihe family since hi.
major concern is to describe and not to be
involved.
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White' sociology teacher at the local white college - is informed of .Jones’
situation by the white sociology student; he lectures about the
conditions present in the Blade community, perhaps tries to
give explanations of causes and possible solutions, but he does
not go out into the community to see what could be done nor docs
he try to contact Mr. Jones.
Department of Community staff - the seven members work together and
coordinate their activities to find a solution to Jones’ problem.
After studying the family’s case history, their present situation,
and visiting the family, the members conduct a meeting to
explore possible ways of helping the family. They begin an
investigation to determine the availability of places and sources
of employment in the Black community and in the white community.
They recognize that the immediate solution is for Mr. Jones to get a
job, but that in the long-range view the reason for his unemployment has to
some extent arisen from his lack of education. So a long-range solution is
to set. up a night school (or day school for night workers) where Mr. Jones
and other residents of the community can get at least a high school education
which would help in their getting jobs; also through the school they could
learn about existing jobs, means of transportation to and from work, learn
skills for available jobs, and organize against discriminatory practices.
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The members also recognize that Mr. Jones' drinking is not the
cause, but perhaps a symptom of Ms unemployment and seek an employer
who will give him the opportunity to work. They also begin a survey to find
out the conditions in the community where Mr. Jones lives.
The militant Black initiates efforts through political negotiation to
have the city government assume responsibility for change. The Black
social worker a v?sistant uses channels of the agency to get financial aid to the
family when this is possible. The Black students and the economics professor
go out into the Black community to see what can be done to change the business
situation within this area so that it can better meet the needs of its
residents. The unemployed mother helps the others in t he survey to find
out what the problems in her community are like and to get other residents
interested in organizing to change. The coordinator regulates these
activities.
Second Scene - Subtle Resista nce:
Black college dean - He is aware of the problems which exist in the Black
community but feels it is not part of the educational institution
to become involved in endeavors to solve problems by community
action. He does not support but rather tends to criticize those
students involved in community action since he feels this draws
them away from an academic community, and threatens acacewm
standards.
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When letters were written to the dean specifically seeking
his help in the Jones' case, lie did not answer in time to have an
effect on improving Mr. Jones' unemployment position. When
other letters were received by the dean concerning his role in
community action, he did not reply, being ’’very busy with
college matters.
"
White director of college Board cf Trustees - although aware of the existence
of problems in the community, he decides to continue as he has
in the past because he is not affected by the problems.
He lives across town and docs not take part in local
community affairs as he is concerned about the image of his
college. Moreover, the director thinks that a social agency
should handle "this kind of problem" and is concerned with
giving Mr. Jones piecemeal handouts.
White director, Regional Social Agency, Employment Division - because
Mr. Jones is Black, he is automatically referred to the lowest
paying jobs even before information on his lack of education is
known. The agents do not expect to find him a job and make only
a meager attempt to do so. Even if Mr. Jones is very persistent
in seeking work, he is likely to find only menial jobs open to him
through the agency.
The agents see the father's drinking heavily as the cause of
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his unemployment and make this known to potential employers
who would not risk hiring a man with such a problem. The agents
emphasize Mr. Jones' drinking problem heavily, indirectly
playing down the fact that he is a good carpenter.
Negro dentist - although aware of general conditions in the community and of
possible job openings, the dentist does not seek out the unemployed
to inform them of these jobs. If Mr. Jones comes to him for
work, he is not likely to hire him (though this is perhaps because
he has not the finances or needs, and also because having Mr.
Jones in his employ might threaten his position).
Despite his contacts with other residents in the neighborhood,
the dentist is not a community-oriented person. He also recognizes
that money means power and to get money he needs to please the
whites who hold both power and money; this belief greatly limits
his involvement with the Black community.
Two unemployed Black mothers - because too involved in personal, life
problems, they do not cooperate with organizing of community
toward improvements
White minister - because his first allegiance is to the white community and
its white congregation, they arc first in his priorities. However,
the minister does want to sec Mr. Jones "brought up to the white
man's standards" hold by the members of his congregation. He
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is concerned about Mr. Jones’ spiritual state; if Mr. Jones comes
to him the minister will kindly but condescendingly tell him all
the things wrong with what he is doing, how he is living and so on.
The minister will point to himself and to members of Ins church
as fine examples of "right living" to illustrate what he says, he
attributes Mr. Jones’ lack of the necessities of life (for example,
the clothes he wears as compared to the minister’s) as proof that
Mr. Jones is not leading a spiritual life. To help him learn what
is expected of him the minister tolls Mr. Jones to join a church
organization whose members are primarily do-gooder older
women and which holds meetings five nights during the week on
the side of town farthest from where Mr. Jones lives. At these
meetings the ladies serve tea and spend the time discussing the
evils of drinking alcohol and of being too lazy to work for a living.
White social worker - the social worker feels the problems of the Jones
family is just like the other problems; she stereotypes the entire
community; instead of trying to change the conditions working
against Mr. Jones' finding a job, she accepts tilings the way they
are; the social worker blames Mr. Jones for his problems inthei
than seeing that they are the result of outside forces bevonci his
control. She knows that Mr. Jones is a skilled carpenter, yet she
persists in trying to persuade him to sign up for lubiiceting
training at a garage one hour away from his residence.
0
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White sociology student - allows his opinions and attitudes about the Black
community to interfere with his analysis of the situation and
especially in his conclusion as to why the conditions of poverty
exist.
White sociology professor - Also does as the white sociology student above.
It is also possible that both deny the existence of the conditions
of poverty in the community. The professor also treats the
conditions of the community in his classroom as a historically
descriptive study (which is an irrelevant process) and urges his
students to do likewise.
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Questions that lead to effective evalua ion of the unemployment of local
residents
1. How thorough was the demographic survey?
unemploytnndividualsrf
0
family family
°'" iS
?
,R,iBS
j-ai ui (ims i now jones)?
3. How will the staff know whether this technique was aneffective method for locating unemployed persons ?
4. How can the Department of Community staff be sure the-nave the confidence of the Jones family ?
^
5
' IwLTnZTT! and data gatheri,’S feoliniques would themall employ to determine the skills?
6
‘
Uic'sl-iHq
in?r,ent ° r VOCational ** be used to determine• ) h. oi talents of members of the Jones family?
informati0n about the fcmHy skills, how should10 start go aoout locating a potential employer?
8. What monitoring or continuing services should the Departmen
f°T
Un
?
Undertake t0 reC°rd 3Ild evaluate U>e progresoi the Jones family ? &
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PROPOSALS FROM THE SOUTH
The following community oriented projects were only a sample of some
of the activities being carried on by various agencies in the community. This
writer visited and corresponded with the directors of these programs for
assessment of progress and effectiveness of project to problems in the
communities.
PROPOSALS FROM THE SOUTH
Aj-ram Associates . 135th St.., Manhattan, New York. 369
A pr0p0sal
> Fisk diversity, Nashville
Buy Elack E conomic Combine
, Manhattan, New York.
Co^mr^y Tensions Analysis Institute, North Carolina College at DurhamNorth Carolina.
Anjvgl^tlon of the Adult Education Demonstrat ion Center's Protect Go: AProposal Submitted by Roy J. Jones, Director, Center for COTmunity-Studies, Graduate Schoo, Howard University; Submitted to: Mrs. MaryG. Turner, Director, Adult Education Demonstration Center, District
Columbia Public Schools. June, 1969.
Cott on Mills Training Program
,
Atlanta, Georgia.
.Student Rural Project
. Division, National Share Cropper Fund
Atlanta, Georgia.
and Culture
,
Sociology Department, Morgan State
College, Baltimore, Maryland, May 6, 1969.
_
f0L _ .P( n ^ t:y Involvemen t , Inauguration Address of James Laws
Eighth President of Fisk University. October 8, 1968.
j^Llces °f Poverty : by Tuscaloosa Opportunity Program. Tuscaloosa,
Alabama: Patients VAH, 1966.
King Foundation, Hunter Street, Atlanta, Georgia
The Meaning of Community Control. Preston Wilcox, Foresight Publications
Center, New York, 1969.
~
Miles College: Freshman Social Science Community Action Program, Miles
College, Birmingham, AlabamaT
~
‘'Morgan State College As An Urban College Or University: Matriculation
Convocation Address", by President Martin D. Jenkins, The Presidents
Newsletter : Morgan State College, Baltimore, Mary1 and“ Oct otfer ,~T9~69\
The National Conference on Fundamental Problems in the Education of Negroes
^
Washington, D.C., May ^-JL2",1934
.
~
Parkway Proj ec t , Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Proposal for Malcom X Liberation University, Durham, North Carolina, November,
~ 1969.
“ ~
A Proposed Han for a Child Development Program at the Urban Center, Richmond.
Virginia, Department of Elementary Education, Dorothy N. Cowling,
Chairman, May 9, 1969.
Experiences thJ.T
Department of Elementary Education” 'May™'
hy^N. Cowiing, Chairman,
Morgan State Coilege,
Ss ssfroSi^.'s.”-1"- » '
Theatre Prog^am^in Proposed Urban Studies Center: Librarv FaMHn.o
Urban Affairs: Flsk-fomgunity
,
Fisk Uiniversity, Tennessee, 1970.
Vista, Training Fro-ject, S.E., Atlanta, Georgia.
Wgstlnghouge. Tralnto^Program, N.E., Atlanta, Georgia.
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THE
A SYMPOSIUM: "THE MEASURES AND MEANING OF
SIXTIES" and "WHAT LIES AHEAD FOR BLACK AMERICANS"
November 19G9 Negro Digest
Richard A. Longo
"Black people in America are a people at once of and apart from the
abstraction America. "
John A. Williams
What lies ahead for Black Americans is precisely what happened to
them 100 years ago when the Reconstruction came to an end. "
S. E. Anderson
1 here are complexities and contradictions that we still must struggle
with. We are not struggling with them now. "
Joe Goncalves
"We may be the only people in the history of the world who so whole-
heartedly send our children to the enemy's schools to be instructed.
Then wonder why we have an "historical discontinuity, " why the children
hate their elders, why the children hate themselves. "
John Henrik Clarke
"The promise of freedom, dignity, and citizenship was dangled before us
like cairots before a rabbit, until we realized that the promise was a lie
and that we did not like carrots anyway. "
Don L. Lee
"The concept of leadership has to be redefined; keeping in mind he who
controls the image controls the action. The new leadership is us. "
L. F. Palmer
"For in the past, the white man has craftily raised the expectations of
Black folk, knowing that the fulfillment was certain to lag behind.
Rhetoric can substitute for revolution. "
Mari Evans
"Blackness is a political/cultural concept. It recognizes Man's need for
a knowledge of where he has been in order to determine where he must go. "
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Gerald McWorter (Abdal Alkalimat)
"The Path to revolution is the only future cou rse left for Black people. U
Edward Vaughin
"White culture continues to
Every white fad that comes
pieoccupy much of our thinking and doing,
along, we pick up. "
John Henirk Clake
Freedom is a thing that each generation
own hands. "
must take and secure with its
Cecil M. Brown.
'1 suspect the people who were starving before the inception of the "Black
is Beautiful" craze are probably dead by now. "
Gwendoly Mido Hall
"A year after the Great Detroit uprising, we see one new building going up
on the skyline of Detroit. It is an extension of the jail. "
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A PILOT SURVEY OF BLACK COLLEGES
June 1969
The Pilot Survey of Black Colleges sought in addition to size of student
body and faculty population, valid information on major sources of funding and
the amounts of the total operation budgets, This instrument was also designed
to determine the kinds of credentials and areas in which these dearees are
granted. The above data found in many published documents will not be analyzed
here. Of the 100 Southern Predominantly Black Colleges surveyed in 1969,
40 per cent responded.
These Black colleges were also asked to respond to possible course
offerings in specific community related areas which have implications toward
potential community development. Courses most often offered with an
orientation to the Black community were: Negro History, Community- College
Relations, Black Studies Programs, Status Studies: Blacks in Business,
Industry and Government, Welfare and Social Security, Problems in the Black
Community, Topics in Human Ecology, Opening, Operating and Maintaining
Small Black Businesses, and Black Oriented Clubs (such organizations as SNCC
we i e found to be least acceptable). Courses most frequently acceptable but not
offered were Power of the Black Community, Basis for Cultural, Social and
Educational Revolution, Programs for Senior Citizens, Co-operative in the
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Black Community, Black Autonomy: Black Unity, and Finance in the Black
Community. Sj.\ colleges planned to initiate courses in Negro History, Power
of the Black Community, Problems in the Black Community, Strategies and
Techniques for Determining Black Community Needs, Black Studies Programs,
and Existing Agencies of Power: Black and White. One college, Virginia Union
University, found course offerings in Community-College Relations to be
unacceptable. The questionnaires which follow are samples of the responses
made in this survey.
375WHAT IS YOUR RESPONSE TO POSSIBLE COURSE OFFERINGS IN THEFOLLOWING AREAS?
Course Now
Offering
NEGRO HISTORY
POWER OF THE BLACK
COMMUNITY
PROBLEMS IN THE BLACK
COMMUNITY
STRATEGIES AND TECHNIQUES
FOR DETERMINING BLACK
COMMUNITY NEEDS
BASIS FOR CULTURAL,
SOCIAL AND EDUCATIONAL
REVOLUTION
PROGRESS FOR SENIOR
CITIZENS
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
RELATIONS
BLACK STUDIES PROGRAM 6
TOPICS IN HUMAN ECOLOGY 5
CO-OPERATIVE IN THE
BLACK COMMUNITY 4
OPENING, OPERATING AND
MAINTAINING SMALL BLACK
BUSINESS 5
PROGRAMS FOR SELF
SUSTAINING COMMUNITY
STATUS STUDIES BLACKS IN
BUSINESS INDUSTRY AND
GOVERNMENT
<
BLACK AUTONOMY: BLACK
UNITY
3
WELFARE AND SOCIAL
SECURITY f
FINANCE IN THE BLACK
COMMUNITY 4
EXISTING AGENCIES OF
POWER BLACK AND WHITE 4
Acceptable Unacceptable Plan
But Not
__
Offering
Initiate
1
Blank
5
1 2
2
3 1
4
1 2
5
3
6 4
2
1
1
2
1
2
3 3
5 2
3 3
4 3
3 2
6 3
4
1
2
4 2
BLACK ORIENTED CLUBS 7 2 2
Basis for selection of data in this table was the most complete questionnaire.
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A PILOT SURVEY OF BLACK COLLEGES
JUNE 1969
Name of Institution VIRGINIA UNION UNIVERSITY
— Founded 1865
Location Richmond, Virgi nia 23220
Pit sident
•
Thomas Howard Hsndorson
Dean of Academic Affairs Dr. Frank li n John son Gavl oc
Student. Population Approx imate ly I ?0D
Faculty Population
I 14
Major source of budget (check one)
(x) Private
( ) State
( ) Federal
Range of the total budget (check one)
( ) $ 500
,
000
( ) $ 1 , 000,000
(X) $ 3,000,000
( ) $ 5,000,000
( ) $ 10 , 000,000
( ) $15,000,000
( ) $18,000,000 or above
Check the appropriate box or boxes below
Colleges and Schools Offering Degrees
B . A. B.S. M. A. M.S. Ed . D. Ph.D.
Agriculture
Arts and Sciences
X X
Business Administratio
n
X
Education
X X
Physical Education
Engineering
Home Economics
Nursing
Public Health
__
1
2Hl.at is your response to possible course of ferine- the fnll .Check under the appropriate heading.
S o owi
”g areas.
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Technology
Now
Offering
Computer Sc i en c
e
Electronics
Elan to
Initiate
Ed ucation
Innovation and Imp 1 emen ta t. ion
Hi story ~ ' —
Christian Religious Philosoph y'
black and African Studj.es
Neg ro His t o r
y
Sociology
Problems in tng Black Commun i ty
Powe r ° E the Black Community
Strategies and Techniques for
-Determining Black Communi ty Needs
Basis for Cultural, Social !Tnd~~
Educat ional Revolution
Programs fo r Senior Citizens
Community-College Relations
~
Black Stud i es Progra
m
Topics in Human Ec o lo gy
Economics
Co-operatives in the Black
Community
Opening, Operating and Maintaining
-
Small Black Bus iness
Programs for Self-sustaining
Communi t y
Status ol udies — Blacks in Business
Industry an d Gove rumen
t
Black Auton orny _
- Bla cl~Unl ty
We 1 f a re an d Social. Security'
Fj.nance in the Black Community'
Labor Unions
,
I.yhor P rob 1ems
Collective Bargaining — Pooling
Resources
'X
X
Political Sc ienc
e
Existing Agencies of Power —
B lack and White
Lav; and Le gitimac
y
Capitalism *
National Ethos
Exrra Curricular C 1ub
s
Afro-American Organizat i on
Black Oriented C 1ub
Othbr (name)
SNCC
~
NAACP
SCLC
Acceptable but"
Not Offered
X
>-
X
X
X
X
x
NrX
—v-X
lease return to:
LeRoi Ray, Jr.
School of Educatior
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 0100?
A PILOT SURVEY OF BLACK COLLEGES
JUNE 1969
Name of Institution Livingstone college
Location
President
37 8
Founded 187*5
Carolina.
F- Geor ^ ~ Shipman
23144__.
Dean of Academic Affairs Dr. James SiLn^r.
Student Population qqq
Faculty Population 80
Major source of budget (check one)
(./)' Private
( ) State
( ) Federal
Range of the total budget (check one)
( ) $ 500,000
( ) $ 1 , 000,000
CO $ 3,000,000
( ) $ 5,000,000
( ) $ 10 , 000,000
( ) $15,000,000
( ) $18,000,000 or above
Check the appropriate box or boxes below:
Colleges and Schools Offering Degrees
B. A. B.S. M. A.
[
M.S. Ed . D
.
Plv.D.
Agricul ture
Arts and Sciences X X
Busine s s Admin is tration
Education
B y x
Physical Education
Engineering
Home Economics
Nursing
Public Health
1 .
379What is your response to possible course offerings
Chech under the appropriate heading.
in the following areas
.
Now
Offering
Acceptable but
Not Offered
Unacceptable Plan to
Technology
f
s' —
J.U.L L Idle
Computer Science
Elect ronics V
l
'
——
Education
Innovation and Implementation K —History
Christian Religious Philosophy
i
/ "
Black and African Studies y':
Negro History g- ' — -
Sociology
l''
—
Problems in the Black Community
L
Power of the Black Community K
Strategies aiid Techniques for
Determining Black Community Needs
{'
Basis for Cultural
,
Social and
Educationa1 Revolution K
Programs for Senior Citizens
Commun ity-College Relations i ' —
Black Studies Program
Topics in Human Ecology b-
Economics
K '
•
- —
Co-operatives in the Black
Community V
Opening, Operating and Maintaining
Small Black Business L
Programs for Self-sustaining
Community l/'"
Status Studies - Blacks in Business
Industry and Government
>
iw"
Black Autonomy - Black Unity
Welfare and Social Security i
,
Finance in the Black Community
i-
Labor Unions, Labor Problems
i
'''
Collective Bargaining - Pooling
Resources iV
Political Science I
Existing Agencies of Power -
Black and White \f
Law and Legitimacy x
Capitalism
National Ethos
i-
Extra Curricular Clubs
/
Afro-American Organization L
Black Oriented Clubs
Othhr (name) /
SNCC 1
NAACP l
SCLC i
’lease return to:
LeRoi Ray, Jr.
School of Education
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
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Name of Institution Huston-Tillotson College
Location 1820 E. Eighth Stre .t, Aus -
President Dr. John T. Kin 3
Dean of Academic Affairs Dean Exalton A. Dpion
Student Population Q-QQ
Faculty Population 60
Major source of budget (check one)
(
::
) Private
( ) State
( ) Federal
Range of the total budget (check one)
( ) $ 500,000
( ) $ 1 , 000,000
(: :) $ 3,000,000
( ) $ 5,000,000
( ) $ 10 , 000,000
( ) $15,000,000
( ) $18,000,000 or above
Check the appropriate box or boxes below:
Colleges and Schools Offering Degrees
Founded I876
B. A. B.S.
|
M. A. M.S. Ed.D. Ph-.D.
Agriculture
Arts and Sciences
.'h. X
Business Administration
Education
^ r
Physical Education
Engineering
Home Economics
X
Nursing
1
Public Health
1 .
2
.
What is your response to possible course offerings
Check under the appropriate heading.
in the following areas. 381
Now
Offering
Acceptable but
Not Offered
Unacceptable Plan to
Technology J-ii-i- L .LclL C
Computer Science - - - --- - -
Education X
Innovation and Implementation
History
x
Christian Religious Philosophy V
Black and African Studies —
Negro History X
Sociology X ' -
Problems in the Black Community
Power of the Black Community ' ' ~
Strategies and Techniques for
Determining Black Community Needs
Basis for Cultural, Social and
Educational Revolution
Programs for Senior Citizens
Community-Col lege Relations
Black Studies Program '
Topics in Human Ecology
Iconomics X
Co-operatives in the Black
Community
Opening, Operating and Maintaining
Small Black Business
Programs for Self-sustaining
Community
Status Studies - Blacks in Business
Industry and Government
>
Black Autonomy - Black Unity
Welfare and Social Security
Finance in the Black Community
Labor Unions, Labor Problems
Collective Bargaining - Pooling
Resources
Political Science
Existing Agencies of Power -
Black and White
Law7 and Legitimacy
Capitalism
National Ethos
Sxtra Curricular Clubs
A f r
o
-Arne rlean Organization
Black Oriented Clubs
Othfer (name)
SNCC
NAAC.P
SCLC
lease return to:
Le'Roi Ray, Jr.
School of Education
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
A PILOT SURVEY OF BLACK COLLEGES
JUNE 1969'
iETHU FIJ-C 0 OIvItAN COLLEGEName of Institution
Location DAYT . 2.40 n, FLORIDA
President g ' • FI Y
: ARD V. M0QRL
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Founded OCT. 3> 1
9
Ql
|
Dean of Academic Affairs 00. J. H. TAYLOR
Student Population 1062
Faculty Population ( 59 )
Major source of budget (check one)
(i-D Private
( ) State
( ) Federal
of the total bu dget (chcc
( ) $ 500 j 000
$ 1,000,000
( ) $ 3,000,000 1 ^
( ) $ 5,000,000
-*
( ) $10,000,000
( ) $15,000,000
( ) $18,000,000 or above
Check the appropriate box or boxes below:
Colleges and Schools Offering Degrees
|
B. A. B.S. M. A. M.S. Ed . D
. 1 Ph-.D.
Agriculture
Arts and Sciences
Business Administration Y
Education /
Physical Education 1/
Engineering
Home Economics
Nursing
Public Health
1
'
i
\\1
1 .
2What
rl i,
iS
>J
our response to possible course offerings in the foilChech under the appropriate heading owing areas
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Technology
Comput er Science
Electronics
Education
Innova i:i on and. Imp lemen ta t ion
History
_Ch_ristian Religious Philosoph
y
'
ack and African Studies
-- Negro History
Sociology
.
f in the Black Comiviun i
t
1
_Pcr-7er o f the Black Coimnun i t
y
Strategies and Techniques for
Determining Black Community Needs
Basis for Cultural, Social and
_
E dueat ional Rev o ].ut i on
Programs for Senio~CiETzens~
Community-Co lie ReJto la_t inns
_Black Studies Program
'
.
Topics in Human Ecology
Economics
Co-operatives in the Black
Community
Opening, Operating and Maintaining
Small Black Business
Programs for Self-sustaining
Community
Status Studies - Blacks in Business
Industry and Government
Black Autonomy - Black Unity
Welfare an d Social Security
finance in the Black Community
Labor Unions
,
Labor Problems
Collective Bargaining - Pooling
Resources
Political Science
Existing Agencies of Power -
Black and White
Lav; and Legitimacy
Capitalism
National Ethos
ra Curricular Clubs
Afro-Ame rican Organiz a t i o
n
Black Oriented Clubs
Other (name)
SNCC
_
1 ~ NAACP
I SCLC
Now
Offering
7^
Acceptable but
Not Offered
-4-
Unaccep table
4^
Plan t:
Initia
o
te
J lc:asc return to:
LeRoi Ray, Jr.
School of Education
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
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A COMPARISON OF COURSE OFFERINGS AT ONE
BLACK COLLEGE 1898 and 1970
Tl interesting to note the similarity in course offerings over a period
of 71 years. Three quarters of a century has passed since this 1898 catalog
was issued and the differences in the catalogs are discouraging in the light of
the problems raging in the Black community. One can only imagine the
inclcwancy of newly freed slaves sitting and listening to white professors
lecture on Greek and Shakespeare and the bible while their stomachs ached with
hunger and thoughts oi the high cotton swarmed in their heads.
A Sophomore in 1898 took
Mathematics
Greek: Homer, Iliad
Latin: Horace, Satire, Epistles
Natural Science: Physics
*
Bible
Rhetoric
A Sophomore in 1970 took
Mathematics
Philosophy: Logic
History
Psychology
Religtion: Christian Judeo Heritage
Concentration
Physical Education
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COURSE OFFERINGS AT A MAJOR BLACK COLLEGE
Copied verbatim from the Catalog 1898-1899
Biddle University (Now Johnson C. Smith University, Charlotte, N.C.)
Studies of the Freshman Class:
Mathematics: Geometry (Wentworth), 4 periods per week
Greek: Xenohon's Anabasis, Books I, II, in, IV
Grammar (Goodwin), 4 periods per week
Latin (Allen and Greenough), 4 periods per week
History (Myers), 3 periods per week
Bible, 1 period per week
Rhetoric, 1 period per week
Studies of the Sophomore Class:
First Term
Mathematics: Geometry, 2 periods per week
Greek: Homer, Iliad, Books I, II, III, IV, 4 periods per week
Grammar
Latin: Horace, Satires, and Epistles, 4 periods per week
Natural Science: Physics, 3 periods per week
Bible: 1 period per week
Rhetoric, 2 periods per week
Second Term
Mathematics: Geometry, 4 periods per week
Greek: Xenophon's Memorabilia, 4 periods per week
Grammar
Latin: Tacitus' Germania and Agricola, 4 periods per week
Natural Science: Physics, 3 periods per week
Botany, 3 periods per week
Rhetoric, 2 periods per week.
Studies of the Junior Class:
First Term
Mathematics: Plane Trigonometry and Analytical Geometry, 3 periods
per week
38G
Greek: Plato, Apology and Crito, 4 periods per week
Grammar
Naim al Science: Astronomy, 4 periods per week
Rhetoric: 2 periods per week
German: 2 periods per week
Second Term:
Mathematics: Surveying, 2 periods per week
Greek: Greek Text, Gospel of Mark, Vocabulary of N. T. Words
Grammar, 4 periods per week
Natural Science: Physical Geography, 4 periods per week
English Literature, 2 periods per week
Rudiments of Psychology, 2 periods per week
German, 2 periods per week
Studies of the Senior Class:
First Term
Greek: New Testament, Acts
German
Vocabulary of N. T. Words, 1 period per week
Natural Science: Chemistry, 4 periods per week
Political Economjr, 2 periods per week
Logic; 2 periods per week
Mental Philosophy, 1 period per week
English Literature, 1 period per week
Evidence of Christianity, 3 periods per week
German, 1 period per week
Second Term
Greek: Acts completed, Vocabulary of N. T. Words
Grammar: New Testament, 2 periods per week
Zoology, 4 periods per week
Civil Government, 1 period per week
Ethics, 2 periods per week
Mental Philosophy, 1 period per week
Science and Religion, 3 periods per week
German, 2 periods per week
COURSES OR INSTRUCTION, JOHNSON C. SMITH UNIV;
CURRICULUM FOR THE INTERMEDIATE CERTIFICATE
Freshman Year
First Scmester
Course Sein. Hrs.
Art 43C—Art
Appreciation 3
Biol. 131—Introductory
Biol. 3
Eng. 131—Composition. 3
Geog. 131—Introductory
/ Gecg. 3
Math, 132—Prin. of
Math. 3
Phys. Ed. 120—Pers.
Hygiene 2
Total 17
Sophomo
First Semester
Course Sera. Hrs.
Eng. 231—Gen. Lit. 3
Hist. 235—Hist, of the ^
U, S. to 1865 3
Phys. Ed. 110-
Swimming 1
Phys. Ed. 114—Practice
or
Phys. Ed. 115—Practice 1
Choose one of the following:
Philos. 13i—Introductory
Philos. 233—Logic or
239—Logic
Philos. 234—Ethics
Eel. 130—The Judeo
Christian Heritage
Rel. 131— Survey of the
Great Living Reis.— 3
Poiit. Sci. 231—Amer.
Gov. 3
Concentration 3
Total 17
Second Semester
Course Sem. 1
Art 331—Art for tho
Intermediate Grades
__ 3
Earth Sci. 131
or
Earth Sci. 132 3
Eng. 132
—Composition _ 3
Math. 133—Fund. Alg. . 3
^ Music 231—Music
Appreciation for the
Elem. School Teacher
(Grades K-3 & 4-9) __ 3
Phys. Ed. 222—Phys.
Ed. in the Intermediate
Grades 2
Total 17
Year
Second Semester
Course Sem. Hrs.
Eng. 232—Gen. Lit. 3
Hist. 236—Hist of the
U. S. Since 1865 3
Math. 321—Fund. Geom. 2
Choose one of the following:
Philos. 131—Introductory
Philos. 233—Logic or
239—Logic
Philos. 234—Ethics
Rel. ISO—The Judeo
Christian Heritage
Rel. 131—Survey of the
Great Living Reis. 3
Psych. 131—Gen. Psych. 3
Concentration 3
Total 17
\ •
'
\
Johnson C» Smith University Catalog,
Charlotte, North Carolina, 1970, pages 78-79®
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2RSITY
Junior Year 388First Semester
SlUoEo< m Sem. lira.Ec. 2 ^ 1—The School Ao
A Social & Ed. Inst... 2
.Music 339
—Teaching Music
in the Eleni. School
(Grades K-3 & 4 -9 ). __ 3
Concentrations jg
JCctal 17
Senior
First Semester
^
oursa Sera. Hrs.
Ed. 425
—Measurement
ftnd Evaluation 2
Phys. Ed. 334—Prin.,
Practices & Procedures
in Health Ed. for the
Elem. School 3
Elem. Ed. 335—Reading
in the Intermediate
Grades 3
Elem. Ed. 338—Materials
& Methods of Teaching
in the Intermediate
Grades 3
Psych. 335—Child Psych. 3
Concentration 3
Total 17
‘Accelerated Courses
Second Semester
£?
Ur8® Sent. Hns.
Elem. Ed. 222—The
Middle School 2
Elem. Ed. 336
—Lang.
Materials & Methods.. 3
Eng. 336
—Adanced
Grammar and
Composition 3
Concentrations 9
Total
... 17
Year
Second Semester
Sera. Hrs.
*Ed. 437—Philos, of Ed. 3
Elem. Ed. 465—Student
Teaching in the
Intermediate Grades. 6
‘Eng. 235—Children’s
Lit 3
‘Psych. 331—Ed. Psych. 3
Total
i 15
1
NOTE: Students preparing to teach in the
choose two areas of concentration,
centration are as follows:
Intermediate grades should
The accepted areas of con-
Areas of Study
Ecglish
Social Studies
Science
Mathematics
Music
Physical Education and Health
C Number of Sew. Hr8. Required
24
24
18
18
18
IS
General Education courses may be used as a part of the required
courses m the related concentration area in most instances. Check
cloee.y with the Head of the Department of Education before
choosing your areas of concentration.
Johnson C. Smith University Catalog,
Charlotte
v
North. Carolina, 1970, pages 78-79
•
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COURSE OFFERINGS AT SOUTHERN BLACK COLLEGES
A survey on Black courses in Black colleges, fhe curriculum of the
History and Sociology Departments at the University of Massachusetts were
compared to curriculum of the History and Sociology Departments at eight
private Southern Black colleges, and at nine public Southern Black colleges.
A listing was also made of courses at these Southern Black colleges, public
and private, which related specifically to the Black community or to Africa
in the following areas: History, Sociology, Economics, Political Science,
Social Sciences, Education, Social Work, and Religion. A listing was also
made of the courses and curriculum at the Malcolm X Liberation University
for comparison purposes.
The data from the study on public Southern Black colleges showed
that the majority of courses offeree in the History and Sociology Departments
of these public Southern Black colleges covered subject matter the same, or
very similar to subject matter in courses offered by the University of
Massachusetts History and Sociology Departments.
In the History curriculum the courses which differed most frequently
from history courses offered at the University of Massachusetts were the
Negro in America, Histories of Africa, and History courses pertaining to the
particular state in which the college was located. In the Sociology curriculum
390
the courses which differed most frequently from the University of
Massachusetts Sociology courses were, Introduction to Social Work; Rural
Sociology; and Sociology courses pertaining to Child Development and to
the Community.
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND SOUTHERN BLACK COLT Frr<-(Public) CURRICULUM
- INTRODUCTION
' ^
and summary
The foIIowinS is a comparison of curriculum presented in the
History and In the Sociology Departments at the University of Massachusetts
to curriculum presented in the History and Sociology Departments at nine
public Southern Black colleges.
Because the History curriculum of some of the Black colleges
included Government, Economics and Political Science courses offered at
the University of Massachusetts, these courses were added to the number of
coursco similai to subject matter given by the University of Massachusetts.
Because the sociology curriculum also covered Anthropology, psychology
and statistics courses offered at the University of Massachusetts, these
courses too were added to the number of courses similar to the University
of Massachusetts offerings.
At Southern University and A&M College, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, 1967-69
History: Total - 26 courses, 20 courses covering subject matter similar
to that offered by the University of Massachusetts History Department.
The Six which differ are: Louisiana History; The Negro in America;
Woi Id Affairs, History of East Africa; The American Negro in the
Twentieth Century; History of Africa.
Sociology: Total - 23 courses, 17 courses covering subject matter similar
to that offered by the University of Massachusetts Sociology Dept.
I he six courses which differ are: Introduction to Social Work;
Community Organization, Social Legislation; Minority Group
Relations, Child Welfare, Juvenile Delinguqncy and Its Treatment.
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At Morgan State College, Baltimore, Maryland, 1965-66
Histoiy - rota -25 courses, 22 courses covering subject matter similar
to that offered by the University of Massachusetts History DepartmentThe three courses which differ are: The Negro in United States
History; History of Maryland; Africa Since 1870.
Sociology: Total - 20 courses, 11 courses covering subject matter similar
to that offered by the University of Massachusetts Sociology Dept
The nine courses which differ are: Minorities; Social Institutions-
The Negro in the United States; Public Opinion and Propaganda;
Juvenile Delinquency and Its Social Treatment; Contemporary
Society; lhe Community and Its Social Agencies; Human Migrations;
Collective Behavior.
At Alcorn A&M College, Borman, Mississippi, 1968-70
History: total - 30 courses, 28 courses covering subject matter similar to
that offered by the University of Massachusetts History Department.
The two which differ are: History of Mississippi; The History of
the American Negro.
Sociology: Total - 18 courses, 10 courses covering subject matter similar to
that offered by the University of Massachusetts Sociology Department,
the eight courses which differ are: Public Opinion aid Propaganda;
The Psychology of Social Movements; Sociology of the South; Social
Institutions; The Community; Introduction to Social Work;
Conservation of Natural and Human Bosources; American Minority
Groups.
At Prairie View A&M College of Texas, Prairie View, Texas, 1965-66;
1966-67; 1967-68
History - Total - 22 courses, 21 courses covering subject matter similar to
that offered by the University of Massachusetts History Department
The one course which differs is: History of the Negro in America.
Sociology: Total - 12 courses, 10 courses covering subject matter similar
to that offered by the University of Massachusetts Sociology Dept.
The two courses which differ are: Minorities in American
Sociology and Rural Sociology.
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At Virginia State Co.lege, Petersburg, Virginia,
,965-66; ,966-07
Sociology: Total - 22 courses, ,5 courses covering subject matter similarhat offered by the University of Massachusetts Sociology DeptThe seven courses which differ are: Introduction to SocialService.Comparative Social Institutions; African Life and Culture-Contemporary African Problems; Social Legislation; ContemporarySocial Movements; Social Philosophy. ~'V
At Coppin State College, Baltimore, Maryland, 1969-70
History: Total 18 courses, 15 courses covering subject matter similar toa o eied by the University of Massachusetts History Department
c three courses which differ are: Modern Africa; The Negro inAmerica; and History of Maryland.
Sociology Total - 7 courses, 6 courses covering subject matter similar tothat offered by the University of Massachusetts Sociology Department.The one course which differs is: American Minorities.
At Tennessee Agricultural and Industrial State University, Nashville
Tennessee, 1967-68 ‘
v
’
Hist°r3 • total o 2 courses, 29 courses covering subject matter similar to
that offered by the University of Massachusetts History Department
The foui courses which differ are: History of Tennessee: The
Teaching of History and Political Science; The Negro in American
History I and II.
Sociology: Total - 22 courses, 16 courses covering subject matter similar
to that offered by the University of Massachusetts Sociology Dept.
The six courses which differ are: Labor Problems; Rural Sociology;
Juvenile Deliquency;. Sociology of Child Development; Social
Institutions; and Collegective Behavior.
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fjas-ef
Car°Una Stat° College
’ Orangeburg, South Carolina,
,067-68;
HiStWy:
—
-ii,ar to
The two courses wltfch d££r ,
M“Sa
t
°husetts History Department.
Carolina; llist^ry o/ the Ne^o
" a ‘K
’ of
^,olo
nj^;ed\rro„R -- 9 ™rs covering« «**« *
The T University ot Massachusetts Sociology Deptthree courses which differ are: Collective Behavior RuralSociology and Juvenile Delinquency. '
At Alabama A&M College, Normal, Alabama, 1968
HiSt°ry:
ttaToffeilVbvtr
8
,',
16 C0U! 'SeS C0TCrinS 8ubJ e<* “^r similar toat offeied by the University of Massachusetts History DepartmentT he four Courses which differ are: The Negro in America;
Pno-f-T
0 '
'
o'
f
,
PhysleaI History and Government; History ofE glish, and Alabama History,
Sociology: Total - 17 courses, 11 courses covering subject matter similarto that offered by the University of Massachusetts Sociology Dept1 he six courses which differ are: Introduction to Social Work-
Socm, ,
e Delmquency; RuraI sociology; Contemporary Social Movement;cial Legislation: and Minorities in American Life.
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND SOUTHERN BLACK COLLEGES
(Private) CURRICULUM
The following is a comparison of curriculum presented in the History
and Sociology Departments at the University of Massachusetts to curriculum
presented in the History and Sociology Departments at eight private Southern
Black colleges.
At Philander Smith College, Little Rock, Arkansas, 1968-69
History: Total - 10 courses, 7 courses covering subject matter similar to
that Offered by the University of Massachusetts History Departmentihc three courses which differ are: World Geography; United StatesGeography; Negro History.
Sociology: Total - 17 courses, 12 covering similar subject matter to that
offered by the University of Massachusetts Sociology Department.
The five courses which differ are: Social Group Work; Rural
Sociology; Introduction to Social Work; Minority Groups.; Social
Casework.
At Stillman College, Tuscaloosa, Alabama, 1967- GS
History: Total - 16 courses, 11 courses covering subject matter similar to
that offered by the University of Massachusetts History Department
The five courses which differ are: Biblical Histoi"y from David to
Jesus; The Bible and Ancient History; The Bible and American
Culture; Contemporary Africa; A History of the Negro.
Sociology: Total - 20 courses, 15 courses covering subject matter similar
to that offered by the University of Massachusetts Sociology Dept.
I he six courses which differ are: Social Structures and Ideals of
the Bible; 7' lie Bible and Contemporary Movements; Minority
Peoples; Rural Sociology; Social Treatment of the Offender.
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At Virginia Union University, Richmond, Virginina, 1968-69; 1969-70
Histoiy. Total - 14 courses, 12 courses covering subject matter similar to
,
xercc University of Massachusetts History DepartmentThe two courses which differ are: Negro History and History of
*
Virginia. y
sociology: Total - 17 courses, 14 courses covering subject matter similar to
otfcred by the University of Massachusetts Sociology Department,ihe three courses which differ are: Rural Sociology; The Child-
Juvenile Delinquency.
At Miles College, Birmingham, Alabama, 1967-68
History: Total - 12 courses, 11 courses covering subject matter similar to
that ofiered by the University of Massachusetts History Department.
The one course which differs is: Negro History.
Sociology: Total - 11 courses, 10 cover subject matter similar to that offered
by the University of Massachusetts Sociology Department.
1 he one course which differs is: Introduction to Social Work.
At Langston University, Langston, Oklahoma, 1968-70
History: Total - 18 courses, 15 courses covering subject matter similar to
that offered by the University of Massachusetts History Department.
The three courses which differ are: Oklahoma History; Afro-
American Heritage; History of the Negro in the United States.
Sociology: Total - 17 courses, 13 courses covering subject matter similar to
that offered by the University of Massachusetts Sociology Department.
The four which differ are: The Rural Community; The Child and
Society; Introduction to the Field of Social Work; Seminar in Non-
Western Studies.
Bethune-Cookman College, Daytona Beach, Florida, 1967-69
History: Total - 16 courses, 14 courses covering subject matter similar to
that offered by the University of Massachusetts History Department.
The two courses which differ are: History of the Negro in America;
Histoiy of Africa.
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Sociology: Total - 16 courses, 11 courses covering subject matter similar tothat Offered by the University of Massachusetts Sociology Department
to sm WTVVW ,Ch diffCr are: JUVenile ^'-Tacncy;Social ork; Rural Sociology; Community Organization; Field
Internship.
At Huston Tillotson College, Austin, Texas, 1968-69
History: Total^- 9 courses, 7 courses covering subject matter similar to
that Offered by the University of Massachusetts History Department.
the two courses which differ are: The Negro in American History-
Texas History.
Sociology: j otal - 10 courses, 8 courses covering subject matter similar to
that oflered by the University of Massachusetts Sociology Department.
The two courses which differ are: The Community: Its Institutions
and Problems; Sociology of Minority Groups.
At Johnson C. Smith University, Charlotte, North Carolina, 1969-70
History:
-Total - 21 courses, 17 courses covering subject matter similar to
that offered by the University of Massachusetts History Department.
The course courses which differ are: The Negro in American
History; History of Africa to 1800; History of Africa Since 1800;
Africa: Seminar.
Sociology: Total - 25 courses, 15 courses covering subject matter similar
to that offered by the University of Massachusetts Sociology Dept.
The ten courses which differ are: Rural Sociology; Community
Organization; Collective Behavior; Juvenile Delinquency; Field
Experiences; Introduction to Social Work; Introduction to Social
Casework; Social Welfare as a Social Institution; Seminar in Social
Welfare; Social and Rehabilitative Services.
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Private Black College Total Courses Courses Similar
Offered Univ. of Mass.
Philander Smith
History
Sociology
13
17
10
12
Stillman College
History 21 16
Sociology 20 15
Virginia Union
History 16 14
Sociology 17 14
Miles College
History 12
11
Sociology 11 10
Langston University
History 18 15
Sociology 16 13
Bethune- Cookman College
History 16 14
Sociology 16 11
Hu ston-T i 1 1o stson
History 9 7
Sociology 10 8
Johnson C Smith University
History 21 17
Sociology 25 15
University of Massachusetts
History 62
Sociology 26
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MALCOLM X LIBERATION UNIVERSITY
I Curriculum
A. Ideological and Cultural Curriculum (topic areas):
1. Independent African Civilization
2. Slavery
3. Colonialism
4. Neo-colonialism
5. Independent African World
B. Intensive Training in the Twelve Basic Areas Needed to Create
and sustain an African Nation: (including field work placement in
the Black community):
1. Food Science
2. Tailors
3. Architects
4. Engineers
5. Medics
G. Cadre Leaders
7. Communication Technicians
8. Physical Developers
9. Teachers
10. Black Expressionists
11. Administrators
12. Linguists
II Community Seminars
A. Evening seminars for members of the Black community on topic
areas identical or related to above curriculum
B. Law and Racism
C. Independent African Civilization
Also in Curriculum A arc physical development and language classes
(Swahili, French) 0
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STUDENT INPUT
Students are to be intimately involved at all phases of the planning and
attempts in community action. A student’s schedule may look something like
the following:
Courses
History 3 units
Mathematics 3 units
Community Action
Education 6 units
English 3 units
Daily Schedule
Monday:
On main campus
Tuesday:
- mathetmatics, English, history
On duty at Department of Community - clerk service, visiting,
making surveys, running errands, attending conferences, baby
sitting in emergencies, etc.
Wednesday:
Consult with faculty at college
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H E L p !
s CITIZEN!
1969-1970
HELP! was a survey designed to get some idea of the thinking of senior
citizens concerning the role of Black colleges in the community. The survey
would also point out the reasons given for their failure to get a college education.
Another significant factor should be isolated for analysis. It appears that
oldei Blacks have developed a tendency to compromise with existing structures
(social) more readily and accommodate the thinking of the white dominate group
in issues/matters related to how schools can best serve the community.
J he key in white circles is control and suppression; this is evident in the
media, and reaction to attempts at provacative social change activities.
In another area on "what are the three major problems in your community?"
no one listed white racis as most significant. This does not mean that white
racism does not exist, it does simply indicate that some Blacks have been
socialized to accept the overwhelming problem of racism and view other lesser
evils as the culprits.
In any event, the individuals responding indicated that lack of funds and
geneial economic situations were the most important reasons for not gettinp- a
college education. When asked what was the major problem in your community ?
the answers ranged from parental control, job discrimination, lack of funds,
402
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too little or no cooperation between parents and teachers (school and community).
What is the college doing to help solve these problems? answers ranged from
giving scholarships to "I don't know. "
The responses to the questions further indicate that many of our Brothers
and Sisters must be taught (our Black Brothers and Sisters must be exposed to
ideologies, philosophies, and values that will benefit them directly. See Imanmu
Amiri Baraka, LeRoi Jones, pps. 24-32 Black Scholar
, March
,
1971, Vol. 2,
No. 7; pa5^ special attention to p. 26) to become more aware of where and how
they are oppressed. The white owned m ss media plays havoc with us.
The questionnaires which follow are sample copies of the original
instruments filled by the respondents.
These are samples of responses from this writer's home town - Temple,
Texas.
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Age Range
From 48 to 85
spent first 20 unnvc of , jfe
Hope, Aj'kan sas
McNabe, Arkansas
Temple, Texas
Dallas, Texas
Kisse, Texas
Calvert, Texas
Marlin, Texas
Rlimburne, Texas
Somerville, Texas
Cleburne, Texas
Gidding, Texas
Commerce, Texas
Texarkana, Texas
B remand, Texas
Georgetown, Texas
ipant s when between the ages of 10 and 20:
Arkansas Baptist College, Little Rock, Arkansas
Philander Smith College, Little Rock, Arkansas
Texarkana Junior College, Texarkana, Texas
Paul Quinn College, Waco, Texas
Prairie View A&M College, Prairie View, Texas
Mary Hardin-Baylor. Belton, Texas
Southwestern University, Texas
Breakan Junior College, Breakan, Texas
Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas
Houston College for Whites, Houston, Texas
Bishop College, Marshall, Texas
Wiley College, Marshall, Texas
Baylor University, Waco, Texas
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Items and Responses on a Questionnaire Distributed to Senior Citizens in
Southern Communities
Item
Explanation for lack of college
education:
Major problems in the community:
How can local colleges help these
problems:
How can colleges serve the
community better:
Response
1. Lack of money
2. Mother widowed
1. Lack of job training and opportunities
2. Lack of recreation facilities
3. Lack of parental control over
child.
4. Housing conditions
5. Discrimination - racial
6. Poor transcription
1. Financial aid
2. Night classes for working adults
3. Morecan be done, but what?
1. Better communication between
parents, children and teachers
2. Integration
3. Summer job opportunities
4. Knowledge of alcohol, sex and
marcotics
5. Better equipment and supplies
6. Black history courses
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OPERATIONS
To give a more comprehensive understanding of the operation of a
unit of the Department of Community this document will isolate one major
objective and describe the probable operations anticipated.
This model will illustrate the operations of the Division as it attempts
to deal with a problem in economics, specifically unemployment.
Unem ploymcnt
I he percent of unemployment in the city of Birmingham, Alabama,
among the Black available workers is 35 percent.
Some reasons for the rate of unemployment among the local
residents:
1. Poor communication about existing jobs.
2. Lack of skills for available openings.
3. Lack of motivation on the part of job seekers due to
disc riminatory practice s
.
4. Lack of manpower training programs.
5. Lack of means of transportation to and from work.
6. Lack of child care centers.
Specific things hie Department of Community would do tc alleviate the existing
conditions in the area of unemployment.
Ope rational objectives
The staff of the Department would contact all residents of the local
ncighboihood in a demographic survey to isolate individuals out of work.
This infoimation will then be handled by the crew in charge of data processing
and analyzing. On the basis of the new data the staff of the Department of
Community will attempt to establish a working or communicative relation-
ship with a specific family in order to:
1. Determine the history of employment/unemployment of
family members.
2. Determine the skills, talents, and potentials of the family
members,
3. Determine the availability of places and sources of
employment in the community.
4. Work with the family members, individually, in determining
the area and kind of work best suited for each.
5. Negotiate with several potential employers for a training-
program or position.
TWO WEEKS OPERATION
(On the Jones Family)
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Monday; 10:00 - 11:00
m/mblrs'of
"nd
,
info™ation on the employment situation oie ers o the Jones family from demographic survey.
11:00 - 12:00
1:00
Consult with staff concerning areas of interests and problems.
3:00
3:00 -
Check to see if any new developments have evolved
as a result of contacts at existing social agencies.
in this matter
Visit with the Jones family and talk over anything of interest.
Tuesday:
.
°'lsuli Wlth father as to his concerns and needs; encourage and/or
influence him to furnish leads to other persons that might be
interested in a job. Refer to staff aides his suggestions.
Wednesday:
Explore with entire family their concerns and problems. Record
this information back at office.
Thursday:
Continue exploration with family and develop. Get assistance
for family during negotiations.
Friday:
Explore and discuss family concerns, interests, and problems.
Record data back at office.
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SECOND WEEK
Monday:
Check with Jones family for other areas of needs so that necessary
referrals may be considered. Inventory tests may be administered.
Tuesday:
Evaluate with staff and family the information and progress of
operations.
Wednesday:
Present all related factors to consultants from main college
campus. Seek proposals and recommendations.
Thursday:
Follow through on recommendations made by Jones family,
community aide,, and college faculty consultant, or interested
social agencies.
Friday:
Begin making outside contacts for employment or training
internship. Monitor urgent health needs.
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TIME SCHEDULE FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY IN A SOUTHERN
BLACK COLLEGE
JUNE I he start of the Pilot Department
Recruitment, organization and preliminary planning of a general
outline of activity for the year.
Departmental consultation for utilization of existing talents and
resources. Orientation of staff to facilities of the community
and the college.
Initiate exchange, adjunct professorships, faculty exchange
programs and off-campus credential system with UMass.*
Consult and confer with community residents for involvement
in action oriented projects.*
Survey and identify local business agencies which may participate
in social action projects.
Recruit aides for task forces. * Hold training seminars (ten-day
workshop) "IN MICROCOSM"
Seek the response of community residents in expression of
complaints and participation. *
Become thoroughly familiar with neighborhood residents, their
problems and concerns. Identify social, political, and educational
leadership.
Hold discussion sessions, as frequently as necessary, in the
places most convenient to community residents.
Initiate contacts and communications with responsive existing
organizations.
Monthly summary; a brief report for publication.
* continuing projects
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JULY
Evaluate survey data and organize systems of recording, filing,
and storing information. Establish system of data exchange with
institutions.
Initiate population and demographic studies. New recruits and
staff aides are to be utilized here in surveys and training programs
Initiate contacts with local business and industrial corporations
that would be interested in responding to action projects.-
Hold planning or conference sessions in homes of participating
community residents.
Initiate a program that will identify situations for action projects.
Construct roles and styles for task force aides that would most
effectively enhance social change.
Month-end summary and evaluation, newsletter publication.
AUGUST
Continue intimate contacts with residents of the community,
learning their needs, interests, and concerns.
Initiate methods and techniques for location of forces offering
resistance to department's efforts.
Utilize demographic data in designing techniques for communication
with families in the college community.
Recruit a staff and design the National Community Corps, a
program to give academic credit for work in the neighborhood
aimed at alleviation of problems.
Evaluate progress on demographic surveys, make revisions,
continue intensive training of staff.
Evaluate progress on exchange programs.
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Hold sessions in the community in an effort to gain community
] nput . J
Review pilot projects to determine additional strategies for new
actions.
Month-end summary and evaluation, newsletter publication.
SEPTEMBER
Hold planning conference on community concerns and conditions.
Initiate faculty exchange projects with UMass.
Sort and identify most urgent problems for action; get acquainted
with local agencies, their interests, and concerns.
Evaluate survey techniques and methods data anatysis
.
Initiate a pilot project on a specific community problem.
Determine probable strategies for efforts in other community
projects.
Work on strategies of identification of forces offering resistance.
Initiate system of referrals for cases that may best be handled
by an existing organization, but provide monitoring services.
Initiate individual or family projects.
Month-end summary and evaluation, newsletter publication.
OCTOBER
Add additional community action projects as manpower will allow.
Progress and process surveillance.*
Monthly planning conference.
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Month end summary, evaluation and newsletter publication.
AREA CONFERENCE OF PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS ANDAGENCIES at Miles College, Birmingham, Alabama.
NOVEMBER
Continue work on action projects.
Review data exchange programs
Month-end summary and evaluation, publish newsletter
DE CEMBER
Continue action projects, data exchange
Month -end summary, newsletter publication.
JANUARY
Continue action projects, data exchange
Month-end summary, newsletter publication.
FEBRUARY
Hold area planning conference.
Continue projects and evaluation of programs.
Month-end summary, newsletter publication.
MARCH
Review action projects and data exchange system
Month-end summary, newsletter publication.
APRIL
Continue pi ejects unci evaluation or programs.
Month-end summary, news letter publication
MAY
Continue projects, summary newsletter publication.
Area conference on year's work - plans for expansion.
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AN ALTERNATIVE
I. A Method by which Citizens can Organize for Action:
The Block Club organized around pressing social problems andincluding a well- planned strategy and comprehsneive plan ot action.
II. Key to Community - Community and Development
A. The Developing Community
1. Values and traditions
2. Needs and interests
3. Shared resources
4. Development as a process
B. Elements of Community Development
1. Needs and Interests
2. Utilization of resources
3. Meaningful resources
C. Obstacles and Opportunities
1. Motivations
2. Competence
III. Steps in Problem-Solving/Community Organization
A Establishing a role
B. Identifying community needs
C. Involving Community personnel in implementation
D. Reviewing community alternatives
E. Implementing the solutions decided upon
IV. A method of Organizing
A. Enter and feel out the town
B. Begin to know the residents
C Arouse the interests of the residents
D. Conduct the organizational meeting
E. Commence the institutional phase
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V. Nature of Community Development
A. Basis of Assumptions
1. Worth and dignity
2. Belief that contributions can be made by everyone
3. Ability of people to learn
4. Opportunity for the individual to express himself and make
his contributions effective
B. Establishment of Sound Objectives
C. Awareness of the Concerns and Interests
VI. Final Phase - Decide What We Want, Cxo After It
budget
SKELETAL BUDGET FOR TWELVE MONTHS OPERATION
Personnel
Co-directors
Task Force Aides
Clerks
Typists
Consultants (includes travel)
Consumable Supplies
Teaching Supplies and Materials
Space Cost (offices)
Rent
Utilities
Heat
Electric
Water
Telephone Service
Travel
Bus
Maintenance
Upkeep
Insurance
Legal and Accounting
Directors - Quarters
Students - Quarters
Equipment and Furniture
Adding machine
Tape recorders
File cabinets
Miscellaneous
Contingencies
SITUATION NORMAL FOR SOUTHERN BLACKS
v
Rural South 1969
1 raveihng the backroads and visiting the neglected pockets of Black,
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>n scattered local communities, I renewed old memories and kindled fading
scenes to a vivid updated realization of what life is really HI- .i ii3 like, now. My observa-
tions confirmed the aged belief, that essentially nothing has changed for the re-
maining southern Blacks. And furthe
that living conditions are becoming
r mspection indicates, as it is well known,
center cities.
worse for negroes migrating to the northen
If my calculations are at least 80% correct, and I am prepared to defend
this, I visited the communities of more than 1.5 million Black citizens covering-
eighteen states, their representative cities, and the local Black colleges and high
schools. My suggestion here, in terms of sample size, to satisfy some academic
research criteria, this is a damned significant number of observations; with on the
spot first hand inspections and beautiful photo color slides as added support. For an
academic and scholarly reference may I mention THE SOCIOLOGY OF THE SOUTH,
Social Science Source Documents number six, A bibliography and critique of
doctoral dissertations and master’s thesis written on aspects of the south, ,938-
1948
‘ Fr°“ S00*al Sclenee Insti‘“te Fisk University, Nashville, Tennessee.
Conceding to personal bias and subjectivity here is some data I would like to share
with you.
SETTING AND EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION S
:
The weather was clear and cool, the plants void of their usual leafy
attachments, and large healthy cattle grazing lazily on Crab and Johnson grasses.
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All other situational parameters rampant. Controls; reflections of typical white
suburbia.
METHOD :
Direct observations, personal interviews and unannounced visitations.
A. EMPLOYMENT:
1. Menial jobs dominate
2 Observed no negroes in executive positions in white owned companies
3. Sanitation workers on garbage trucks handling containers were all
Blacks, the whites were drivers on every occasion noted.
4. Retail grocers in several Black communities were selling 47£ used
shirts, not so in white areas.
5. In one Alabama county, inmates of the state penitentiary working along
the highway; 14 Blacks with two white guards, armed with club and gun.
6. Black salesmen missing in white owned corner stores in predominately
negio neighborhoods, even though 70-95% of customers are Black.
B. HOUSING:
!*• Fluently located in small sections usually across the tracks from main
businesses
2. Wooden shot-gun three room shacks with detached outhouses (broken
down cars scattered nearby in yards)
3. Roads unfinished or if finished loaded with pot-holes (few sidewalks of
cement, usually trails)
4. Framed houses generally shabby, due to poor up-keep once occupied
by whites, represent the middle economic dwellers
5. Littered streets and alleys
6. A thiee room shack had been renovated, painted and added screen windows.
C. BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY:
1. Gaston enterprises (Black owned) in Atlanta with vast real estate and
investment holdings a distinct exception
2. Wondered about negro owners of electronic, wholesale food and drug
companies inquired in several cities, found situation wanting
3. Observed large numbers of barber and beauty shoppes, shoe shine stands,
bar-b-que stands, and tattered leaning beer halls and taverns, many
beat cafes noted
4. Observed steel mills and foundries in Birmingham and Gary, wondered
if the owners were Black
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5.
6 .
Saw three banks owned by negroes during entire sojourn
rcdi white
'
aad bluc by independent tasi—
A number of Black owned funeral homes, several insurance companies
D. SCHOOLS:
1
. Bulk of students, as is consistent nationwide, generally apathetic onlysmad percentage of so-called militants apparent and they are afoul
of the law
Geared to middle classed aspirations with little or no evidence
suggesting local community involvement in important matters
In some colleges a number of white paternalistic missionaries doiim-
a "good job" of helping Blacks gain their identity
Check suburbia - enter racism
Structurally sound buildings clean, but modern equipment generally
lacking and not in use if available, dusty and locked up
Biology textbooks in a large senior high school were of 1954 copy-
right vintage
A Black Gold Rush has taken place, "brain and manpower drain" on
small college campuses evident
E. POLITICS AND THE CITY GOVERNMENT:
1. Negro representation on city boards and councils rare if not lacking
altogether in most towns less than 100, 000 population
2. Very little evidence of decision making power, funds for neighborhood
improvement projects diverted
3. Discussed politics with local director of OEO - he was generally
optimistic said things are much better now
4. Policy making and legislative involvement nil
5. Voter registration drives still very important
6. White politicians still represent the negro districts down town
F. THE MASS MEETING:
In a middle sized town I had the good fortune of attending a Black political
mass meeting, the agenda: (March 25)
1. Voter registration drives
2. Bus boycotts, drivers are acting up again - intimidating patrons
3. Shopping boycotts, attempts to get white store owners to hire Blacks
and get better quality products in neighborhood stores
4. Fund raising campaign for legal, fees in a modified lynching of a young
negro boy
5. Sermon by Reverend L. M. Clark, "The God of All Circumstances"
Are we looking at the conditions ? (secondary theme)
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G. SPRING CONFERENCE ON COLLEGES AND URBAN PROBLEMS
At Fi sk University
,
Nashville, Tennessee (March 27)
1. Representatives of 20 southern colleges, and federal and local
government agencies
2. Held discussions on the role of the university in community problems
3. Small group workshops designed to discuss the university role
4. Observed that out of 200 participants only two members of the local
community was present (grass root representation)
5. In the corridor overheard one negro remark to another, ,rWe should
have a discussion on what is wrong in the negro community. "
6. Keynote address Dr. Jenkins, President, Morgan State - problems of
the cities and role of the university, no mention of transfer of Power
H. A SEVEN COLLEGE CONSORTIUM:
At Miles college in Alabama (March 24)
1. Representatives were expressing their concern over recruitment and
funding for needed projects
2. No exacting resolutions were passed
RESULTS AND CONCLUSION:
The data presented above suggests that the SITUATION IS NORMAL within
the realm of experimental limitations.
SUMMARY :
It appears overwhelmingly that the SITUATION IS NORMAL in negro life
styles throughout the south.
RE COMMENDATIONS:
We should hold a discussion and.
. .
form a committee.
.
.
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REFERENCES AND UH, bibliography ?
Waiters
Waitresses
Taxi Drivers
High School Principals
High School Teachers
Cleaning Men and Ladies
Loggers
Lawn and Garden Boys
Soldiers on leave from Viet Nam
Housemaids and Baby sitters
Secretaries and File Clerks
College Deans
College Professor
Students
Directors of Federal Agencies
Directors of Local Agencies
Ministers
Police Officers
Placement Directors
Counselors
Drug Wholesalers
Food Distributors
Coaches
Barbers
Sales Clerks
Store Managers
Truck Drivers
A former:
Athlete
High School Coach
High School Teacher
College Instructor
Butcher
Gas Station Attendant
High School Critic Teacher
Science Supervisor
Zoologist and Laboratory Technician
Household Appliance Dealer
Retail Milk Salesman
Engineering Microbiologist
LcRoi
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SOUTHERN REPORT
This repoit is a selection of data collected in four regions of south-
eastern U.S. A.
,
the areas with the greatest concentration of Black educational
institutions. It represents my latest in a series of visits to small southern
Black colleges and their respective communities. The visits are designed to
gather data to support the suggestion for the introduction of a college Department
of Community. Further, the visits seek to gain administrative input and assistance
in a study of the role of the local Black college and its community, also to locate
an institution in which the pilot department might be initiated. It touches on some
oi tne areas I see as presently offering monumental challenges, and in some
instances outright neglect, by existing divisions of sociology, economics, political
science, and science education and technology as they are presently structured and
operating.
i he style of presentation will take needed deviation from traditional
straight-laced reporting. Why should all manuscripts be prepared according
to a select pattern or standard, if it is dealing at gut level? Just because that's
how it has been done and accepted for years ? In short getting in tune to "a little
more soul
.
"
Within this proposed department we will develop programs and projects
of assistance with individuals in the community, a task force of community agents,
a national community corps, and an interdisciplinary science course in human
ecology.
If one were to drive slowly through the southeastern part of the country
visiting Black colleges and their surrounding communities, one would be forced
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to appreciate many situations of hard reality a <« • ,a l y- It is impossible to miss the many
ancient voids and chronic situations of neglect now rampant in these areas. These
situations exist and are real for millions, everyday facts of life that point on
accusing, indicting finger at us all.
The present structure and function of our contemporary institutions hardly
scratch the surface. For this reason alone a college Department of the Community
is justified.
where do the white folks live
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or
IN OUR NATION'S CAPITOL
” Georgia Avenue N.W. near HOWARD
Cheek the movement of whites Into/out of Washington, District of Columbia.
They are in a hurry. The top billed editor!" I in s,t ,cutorml m Saturday June 7, Washington Post
referred to the phenomenon as,
"Stepped-up Flight to the Suburbs.
. . Trends
e pointing to Staler concentration of people in the city and towards greater
segregation of whites and Blacks. " who R kirMR i° dding whom ? Somebody is still
leh '11,S ‘h° C,V*' War
' '
' gUlUy 7 0n the radio a news reporter was quoting a
senator, "our defense spending budget can't be cut back without serious,, endangering
the national security. " (An aside) Them damn Communists, they wi„ make s.aves of
us all. And he goes on, "this would disrupt the economy putting it under severe
strain. " But really, if you drive up and down some select streets and avenues you see
only a few white faces amidst a lot of Black ones. The "man" runs it, but he don't
live there no more.
A Black lady Representative, Democrat New York, Shirley Chisholm told
n, 000 person gathered at Howard University's 101st Commencement exercises -
'Howard University like our nation itself.
. . is on trial for its life. " I was sitting
there in the crowd. "If it remains a prisoner of its past success, it will be sure to
fail. » You know Howard got a new president, 36 year old James E Cheek, but neither
he nor retiring president James Nebrit, Jr. attended the exercise*. An awful lot of
pomp and ritual goes into one of them graduating events. Makes me Ihink of B.T.W.
Senior High School at Shreveport, La. We would take the seniors out of classes
]20 days before event time and start rehearsing the marching, getting tall ones in
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plorc, etc. What is wrong with being out of time in the line of procession?
Her (Representative Chisholm) criticism of Howard was aimed at the role
she thought it should play in the Black community. "It (Howard) could have pioneered
in the field 01 legal protection of the poor, and in welfare rights laws. This great
work is being done largely by others. "
^er^Black Colleges, "Black teachers and scholars have lived in their own
special kind of ivory tower.
-They' (all, Black and White teachers) must come down from
it. A Black university has no room for mere ’academicians', it needs scholars, but
they must be men of action. "
This is my point. Okay, first some raw data. Going from Georgia to 16th
Street N. W. via Columbia the whites are all gone. Ten years really makes a
diiieienee. I've been away that long. Blacks are living in the Pershing apartment
building on 16th street (they couldn't ten years ago). The housing situation in the old
colored section is gloomy. (Understatement = it's shitty.) Of 122 buildings with
family dwelling units in them from Gresham House to Taylor House, (Euclid Street to
Taylor Street on Georgia Avenue) from their outward appearance, I would, if I could,
purchase only about twelve to live in. Then move over to 14th Street (if you remember,
in every town there is a colored folk section or main drag, usually across the tracks).
I counted 101 buildings with dwelling units - the best I could do on the number I would
buy for a home was nine. But they (Washington) had a riot, too, last year.
An older Black Brother was standing on the corner selling Awake Magazines.
At Portlier on U Street, past 14th, about 200 persons had gathered
for a Block Party (see photos in appendix) on the business of "Urban Removal. "
I met Bill Street of the Black Land Movement, 816 Rhode Island Avenue, phone
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483 ~1026
- We rapped
'
after he »PP<* the people. I cheeked hi* out. "Say man,
8 ' °PJ ° f that SpCech? He - "man
’
5'ou don’t have to write that shit down. ’
Me - "right, you live it. " The handshake. During his talk Bill street raised some
real valid questions to the crowd of about 200 Blacks and three whites.
1. Where you going when they move you.
2. Who’s go a’make the big money in the building of the
buildings ?
3. Do you own where you going?
4. Can you come back when it’s done ?
Vocal approving feedback from the crowd was with him. Then a brown fat woman intro-
duced a 17 year old young lady wearing an afro, she rapped, ’I’m talking to the Babies
in the cradle all the way up to the old folks. This is home, why we got to move?
Can’t tie house be done over while we wait? Who will own it when we move?" Me to
myself - Hmmmmmmmm, mighty close to down town for me. The young lady
continued, "Bow much they gon’ make off it?" The music blasted, first lady, soul,
Aretha, then "Grazing in the Grass, " Hugh Maskekela. Dashikis and naturals
scattered about. James Brown came on, "Give it up, turn it loose. " and the one Bill
Hasson had to p<ay over 10 times to get it together cause "I have been in sterile
Amherst away from it, " I can’t remember its title. J. B. does it though lots of guitar.
Friday visited National Office of Vista in D. C and met some Washington
interns in educational leadership training. Didn't see any on the Block Party set
though. Where can you get better leadership training? Heard, loud and clear on the
radio, "Only the strong survive. " The cats come to the Block Party there off the
Blocks, Jack, "together, " An old man asked me if he could help by offering his
shoulders for me to stand on to take pictures of the Block Party.
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'BUT NIGGERS ARE LAZY, IGNORANT, AND ONLY WANT A BOTTLE OF WINE
Later in the evening I visited with a sophisticated, educated, "colored" friend
of mine. She spoke of Stokely Carmichael during the course of our conversation on
racism, and knocked him for all of thirty minutes, continuously. "Have you seen his
house ? Do you know where he lives ? Says his wild stuff loud, runs back to live
right out there with the whites. For me, don't say one thing and live another. He is
not right. No.
. . uh! u.h!
I lespondcd, ’ But what about the white folks down at 0% hall?" She - "Well
you see them. I know where they are. But these Negroes that live out like that really
get, me. Mo - finally, softly, "Okay, I see where you are coming from. "
T noughts 0 I didn’t ask her out loud, only to myself, "What are you doing?"
She swallowed and continued, after getting a drink of wine, sitting down,
folding her arms, while crossing her legs - immobile - still - nothing.
. . doing
nothing.
At Howard University I met with Dr. Roy jJones, Director of the Center
for Community Studies. He must hve waited at least two hours for me after his
scheduled day had ended. We talked about two of bis pet projects, one the Adult
Education Project Evaluation and the other one the Urban Studies idea. He is very
fond of them. It w2fe good to have him make comments on the proposal and offer
his support. Dr. Jones was also helpful in suggesting other individuals he felt
v/ould have valuable input for the idea.
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POLICE PROTECT!ON/SURVEILLANCE FOR THE BLOCK PARTY
White boys with black caps and a heavy piece of metal front and center,
cruised by, the "man” was there. They sent two large Black Brothers (policemen)
to put up "no parking" signs for a Sunday funeral, the funeral will be 2-4 P.M. the
next day. Someone downtown couldn't wait, or maybe that's the official procedure,
any way it was quite obviously a coincidence. To quote a Brother, "Niggers ain't got
no secrets, " from the "man. " The policemen carried the "no parking" signs, which
occupied a total volume of no more than 6 inches by 12 inches by 20 inches, weighing
all of one pound (made of cardboard) in a big paddy wagon. Do you believe it/me ?
Check me out - phone Metropolitan Police 5720 Georgia Avenue, phone 44-1111 on
the destination of truck #13, license plate #57 District of Columbia. They circled
t hrough the area four times, followed by car #66 at 2:00 P. M.
,
car #136 license
#520, 2:05 P. M. Car #67 license 532 shortly after, all with mixed pairs, Black and
White.
ON THE MATTER OF BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY
If you drive from Georgia Avenue to 14th Street via R Street you pass
Ed Murphy's place, a Black restaurant. Listen - dress code for men after 7:00
P. M. - men must wear neckties, coats, t urtle necks or Dashikis. Ever see
a formal Dashiki? Can you dig it?
Also some big time Negro businesses farther down the street, Detroit
Motor Works, a two man body shop, and Ellis Transfer (see photo appendix). I
missed the U. S. Post office.
Didn't see a single electronic wholesale company on the avenue to supply
the five radio and TV fix-it shops on Georgia Avenue.
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At the Jr. Hot Shpper, managed by a Black, owned by a white, the piped
in music sounded like some old Benny Goodman and discarded Champagne Lawrence Well
recordings that you could get from Thrifty Drugs, 4/59 cents.
But fr on, .,.00 - 3:57 P. M.
,
I didn't see a single white face in the eat shoppe,
nor did I hear any soul music. When I drove up Georgia Avenue again to count types
of businesses, must have missed that branch P. O. again.
Ida, the large department store at Longfellow and Georgia Avenue, was
seeling knit shirts, Campus brand, for $1. 00 higher than two other stores in
another part of D. C.
Covering a span of about 10 blocks, from Euclid Street near and bordering
Howard University to Taylor Street North:
Black Businesses
Barber Shops n
Beauty Shops 14
Banks 1
Gas Stations 6
Liquor stores 12
Goodwill secondhand
stores 5
Cleaners/laundry 17
Churches 4
Car wash 2
Professional buildings 5
Eat shops 17
Hardware stores 1
Dr/medical. 3
27
2
4
Plumbing companies
\
Grocery stores
Photo shops
Funeral homes
Oooops, missed that branch post office again. On the way up decided to
give an elderly gentleman a ride. We talked, he sounded on the rent man and
went into a thing about someone who stole his welfare cheek. I figured he'd hit
me for some bread, he didn’t, really!
on
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Stopped at the Quality Job Center, 3207 1/2 Georgia Avenue, phone 726-
0800, to see what kinds of jobs were advertised: hotel maids, day workers -
$12.00 and carfare, live in, counter girls, live outs, truck helpers, truck drivers
On Columbia Avenue in the 1100 Block those tired worn little old ladies
in those equally dissipated spent apartment houses - Allenhurst, Avon and Elberon
are Black folk, then you recall hearing so many whites saying to you, "Now you
know I can't appreciate it (it, being the neglect) as much as you. "
A couple of blocks up the avenue sits the enormous National Baptist
Memorial Church (predominantly white). This one reason why the song "Bunaway
Child" has such profound meaning when lie speaks of a million (1.0 x 10<5) miles
from reality.
Now let us deal with that.
Pass from S to T streets on 8th and look at the living conditions.
Seems ridiculous that our effort to justify the need for a Department of
i Community in Black institutions is necessary, but it is.
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The Friendship House (an organization dealing with poverty in the District
of Columbia), was bombed at the
domination in its operation.
same time a controversy was brewing over white
When looking for a place to get a low budget snack, spied Hook's Restaurant
above Longfellow on Georgia Avenue. Got a 40 cent Hamburg on white sandwich
bread, toasted. A thick chested young man played "Runaway Child. " 1 1 came
t hrough loud and good. Can you dig it? On the wall, on black slate-tvpe chalkboards,
the dinner specials - Barbeque short ribs, $1.30; Pig Feet, $1. 10; and meat loaf,
$1. 25; with each you could get two vegetables, potato salad and corn bread muffins.
1 he young boy cooking - the one that burned my hamburg cause I wanted it well done -
turned the grill up too high. The older woman sniffed and cutlcud - "Jesus! It’s
burning up. "
On the way barf, oown finally found the post office, but it was only a garage
for the mail, trucks.
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"HAVE YOU EVER BEEN DOWNTOWN IN RICHMOND, VIRGINIA?"
with your eyes open?
K n0t
’
drive downtown in Richmond, Virginia, at about 11:00 A. M. on a
weekday, with your eyes open.
A city with at least 150, 000 Black people, a hustling bustling predominantly
Black city or. the move. Want to see action or smell a bus station ? There is a
particular odor I associate with almost all bus stations, a lonesome, leaving
scent - distant.
When I arrived at Virginia Union University there was a religious conference
getting started, registration was taking place in the library. Four or five tables
surrounded by seven settled little old ladies, some with hats, few of whom had
their arms folded. Two white women nestled at one table with a cigar box of money
in front of them, four Black ladies with smiles on their faces, guarded some
miscellaneous papers.
A short librarian was kind and pleasant as she directed me to Bob Albright's
office. In a very beat, "condemned" building, an air conditioner that wasn't putting
out, hummed. Bob was writing a letter, we both asked each other to wait until we
completed our notes. On the door, "Upward Bound. "
Business
I had taken about two hours beforehand, collecting data, up and down the
streets of Richmond - Churchill section; beauty shops and barber shops, Charles'
Restaurant, Jordan Coffee, Adams Street Grocery, Rosa Lee Grill, at Marshall
and North Belvedere Streets Howard's Beauty Nook - a misnoma. Moses Barber
Shop at Gilmer and West Broad Streets.
Ethel, the friendly waitress at Ike's Sea Food House 3<st and P, informed
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me that there were two branches of a colored owned bank - Consolidated National - one,
located on 2nd and Marshall Streets, another branch on West Clay, but she didn’t put her
money in either. "Wc have a loan company too, Un ion Mutual
.
" Me, "only one?"
She, "One."
A Department of Physical Education helps an individual in many ways,
recreation, muscular development, coordination, tone and sometimes a source of added
revenue to a college.
Count the businesses around the schools, a school that has been there 110
years, and note the ones owned and operated by Black folk. (Virginia Union- University)
Tower Motors - White owned
Central Motel - White owned
"holedo Scales -- White owned
Smith and Moore Body Shop - White owned
Rimmer Transfer and Storage - White owned
Productive Cooperatives - ?
T. S. Sloan Esso Service Station, across in front of Maggie Walker Senior
High - which incidently graduated 430 Blacks this year - had a Black on the cash
register, now who owned that? It is the only one I am sure of run by Blacks. Sears
and Food Fair were near the White Tower Cafe on Broad Street.
Why not a department of Community Concerns ? Dr. T. H. Henderson,
President of Virginia Union, said that he would not call it that
- I don't care wnat i
is ca.lled.
In the middle of the block, at West Moore and Dinneen Streets,
was a
white owned broken down grocery, as per the situation in several
additional
neighborhoods. A pattern?
On a table in the career opportunity library at
Virginia Union, Fortune
1
Magazine, May 1969, ranked 500 United States corporations. Thumb through it,
recognize any ? How about that Honeywell ad on Page 41, that's power. Didn't
see much on careers in Black colleges or communities except the one, "consider
teaching in a. Black college.
Employment
So many, too many tired Black men standing around, those working were doing the
heavy jobs. On a construction site of a huge building, 13 fellow Blacks were loading,
1 ifting, pulling, pushing and leaning against things bigger than they. A couple of white
men were operating the machinery, sitting down. The engineer had blue prints in his
hand conferring with a neatly dressed man in a business suit, both white.
At Import Motors, a Chevy dealer on West Broad, an old darkie was pushing
and swinging a mop as large as he. If you check door #B~2 in the enormous warehouse
on Lombardy Street, several blocks from Virginia Union Uniersity, your population
percentages won't match with the employees toting and sweating. Seventeen Blacks,
one lone white, handling heavy stuff. One thing different on the garbage trucks here
in Richmond from another city, south, the driver v/as Black, but he had to handle
cans too.
Two ebony husky men, shoveling sand washed in the street by a recent rain,
were curious as to why I photographed them. I responded and went into my thing.
"Aint't gon ' do no good, " one responded to my reasons. (An aside) Dean Gayles at
Virginia Union said he wished he was as optimistic as I. I am!
Dean ci Students, Dr. Franklin J. Gayles spoke of the handicaps of small
colleges; problems of staffing, teacher work loads and responsibilities, limited funds,
and the fact that the political science department had regressed rather than progressed.
There is no political science major at the school, collapsing instead of expanding. The
broken, v/orn tile in the corner near his desk has been that way for at least 10 years.
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He said he -could see the planned proposal I outlined working as an interdisciplinary
lusion, utilizing the present structured offerings, but not any additional burden on the
staff. This made me wonder if absolutely everything the staff was doim was essential.
Maybe something could be eliminated - something irrelevant. He assured me that the
idea had merit, however, the university could not afford it (the Department of Community
Concerns task oriented).
1 he Piesident, Dr. T. H. Henderson was a bit under the weather, however, he
did make a point to show the direction he thought the private Black schools should go.
”We can become more relevant to the Black community" he said. "We must. The
school has to prepare all kinds of leaders, church, community. " He spoke of a
militant freshman v/ho charged into his office blasting "the university is not involved
in community affairs. " After two hours of listening, he assured me the freshman went
out with new insights. Then he said to me, "But we can do more, much more. "
Bob Albright, Director of Upward Bound, was on key. He wants to make
things happen. "I'm going to make mistakes, but I'll get up, dust myself off, and go
again. I'll coordinate this department project because that is exactly what we are
interested in. Since it is my job to be in the community I see no problem. " Bob
was well aware of some problems in trying to get an institution to change policy or
dismiss some of its inhibiting or restraining red tape. He spoke of them frequently.
The fried chicken at Ike's Sea Food House was very good, not too tender,
but flavorful down to the bone. Soulster Lou Rawls on the radio, putting all out singing
"Down here on the Ground" came through smoothly. Can you dig it?
Got coffee and doughnuts and played the box, Johnny Taylor's "Take Care
of Your Homework Baby. " I thought, that's what I'm doing.
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On radio station WRBA, E. Clarone Robinson, 1931 (I was one year old)
graduate of University of Richmond, Virginia, a multi-millionaire in chemicals and
pharmaceuticals, with assets over 150 millions dollars. A reflection - total annual
budget for 111 southern Black institutions did not top that in 1967. Mr. Robinson
gave 50 million dollars to his former alma mater. The reporter said this may be
the single largest independent gift to the university, he wasn't s ure.
The news report continues, six of the seven members of the Henrico
Planning Commission have extensive holdings in companies that sell a large amount
of their products to the county; hotel managers and real estate, sheet metal, real
estate, drugs, and building supplies
. R. Otley was the only member not selling
extensively to the city, the announcer also said that someone downtown was concerned
with making sure this 3^ear's election complied with state laws.
The weather - cool today, 62 degrees, ceiling 4 to 5 thousand feet. If
should be warm tomorrow.
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"FOLLOW THE ROUTE OF LEE'S RETREAT
Virginia State College at Petersburg 1
TO VIRGINIG STATE AT PETERSBURG
ias a campus population of 2, OOCH and
M
was founded in 1882.
I crossed the Jones River and headed for Petersburg-
Still alliitle lost, 1 stopped for a map at a Sunoco custom service gas station.
The young white attendant approached and said that he was sure they had one somewhere.
We v/ere overheard by a slim blonde young lady, about 25 years old. She was seated
inside reading. As I came nearer the door she spoke in a light southern drawl, " I
have one in my car, let's see. Pll git it for you, and you can jus' have it. If you want
it. I turned to her and said, "Thanks. " By that time the shorter rougher, maturer
looking manager, with a conspicuously deformed left hand, walked up to us, looked at me
and stuttered, in spurts, "What do you want?' I told him, he said, hurriedly, "Naw!
Law! We ain t got none, " and sped off to wait on a customer, glancing back over his
right shoulder at the two of us.
Virginia State's Campus was quiet, it was late afternoon. But I was fortunate
to meet friendly, cordial Howard King in the Psychology Department. He explained
that everyone was gone but would help me if he could, he did. Later, he explained that
he had been a community worker in Washington, D. C. W7e went, into a short rap
session.
The property across the street in front of the college probably does not belong
to Virginia State, but the condition of the structures on it present a sharp contrast
to the campus' neatly trimmed appearance. The owners have neglected it, and
between the worst looking buildings on the block is a campaign billboard reading, "
"Keep Virginia's future .in experienced hands" Pollard -- Thompson - Farley, in bright
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red, white, and blue colors.
I had a good look through the campus and came upon a scholarly gent with a
briefcase. I introduced myself and my mission to Dr. Harry A. Johnson, associate
dean and professor of education. He explained that he had instructed his wife to have
his dinner on the table, yet, we talked. He discussed/described the problems of small
soutnein colleges. We, together, explored the pros and cons of the community
p rtmei.t, he likeci the idea and would assist in its design and act as one of my field
advisors.
Housing
A drive through some of the streets of Petersburg and along the highways, and
back roadways of Virginia/America, not Virginia, alone, prompts one to wonder how
it is that we could allow these conditions to persist amid all our mature scholarly
professional talents and enormous wealth. I am afraid too many sol utions and/or
proposals are stored in libraries away from where the realities are hard facts of life
for millions.
Look again at housing in Petersburg.
Look again at the ice house on Fleet Street.
Between Virginia State, on Canal Street, and the Church of Christ, located
on the corner of Canal and High Streets, are broken down houses - occupied.
The sauctuies in the 800 block 01 Jones Street nea.r Metropolitan Church,
worn houses - inhabited.
On South Street, corner of Wilcox Street, sa.d housing - with tenants.
In the 600 block of Jones Street, dilapitated houses, - people moving about
inside.
Along G':ove Avenue in the 300 block, poor housing -- residents standing about.
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Business
The big Negro businesses in 100, 200 and 300 blocks o£ Halifax Street - the
sual menial rundown, dirty shops (see photo appendix).
The fallout shelter of the Stagg on Halifax Street is a joke.
A Nearby Red Cross Emergency Office was closed.
I crossed the Appomattox River.
The radio news announcer said something about
- you. can't keep the white
people from leaving the city - while there was a political battle brewing over the city
limits involving an annexation controversy.
If you have ever heard the song "Runaway Child, " it has real life meaning.
Employment
Try eating at a local community restaurant in Anytown, Virginia. While
there, note the hands and nails on the Black men near you. What do hands tell you
about the kinds of daily labor the possessors are involved in? The men trudging home
were obviously tired. Some were counteracting this physical dissipation and exertion
set-in by long hours of heavy work. This counteraction took its form out of a bottle.
I supposed it helped the partaker to forget his woes.
One fellow was overly impressed with the proposed community department.
He felt it was very good. "The Black people that go to college forget those that don't, "
he said, looking down into his coffee. His working buddy charged, "The way some
Negroes act, Negroes with an education think they got it all, and some won't hardly
look at the lower class man without an education. " I told him I didn't think there are
upper and lower classes of people.
Why not institute a Department of Community in small southern Black colleges ?
Baltimore, Maryland
Martin Jenkins, The Idea Of
A University
SOME PAGES FROM MY SOUTHERN JOURNAL
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2:30 PM Monday, Nov. 11, '69
Morgan State College
Baltimore, Maryland
.
_
1 really did not expect things would go as well as they did. Forinstance, in Washington, I met and conferred with Title III officials
I had not planned to see, nor even heard of, which made my day go even
etter. Dr. E.S. Hope had returned from over ten years of teaching
engineering m Lebanon and was a polite but stern older man with a
sens: tive awareness of the current Black community scene. Because Idid not get to meet with Dr. Willa Player, due to some secretarial mix
up, I had been shunted to Dr. Hope. I was not particularly interestedm seeing him, probably because I did not know of him - but he proved
to be most interesting and THE person to see. Dr. Hope’s daddy was apast president of Morehouse College in Atlanta, Georgia, and a personal
riend of Dr. W.E.B. DuBois. We talked about Black colleges and DuBois
and Beaver Slide, (a slum in the city of Atlanta). We were both in-
spired. From him and through him I met the people I should meet.
Armed with this experience I sat waiting to talk with Dr. Martin
Jenkins, president of Morgan State College. I had heard Dr. Jenkins
speak at a conference on Urban Affairs at Fisk University last year.
I was thoroughly impressed at that time and waited anxiously to see and
hear him again. I was not to be deceived or let down; the President
was all I looked forward to from last year. He proposed the IDEA OF A
UNIVERSITY. I was very pleased to meet and hear him again. We talked
over many problems of the Black college, he liked my idea about the
Department of Community, and we explored other alternatives to insti-
tutional relevancy. I remember president Jenkins saying, "there is not
a university that does all of the things I would like to see done for
the urban community, and I propose Morgan State to become such an in-
stitution." He invited me back, and used up a lot of audio tape -
apologizing for getting involved longer than we had planned. I hur-
riedly bid him goodbye only to find that I had an overtime, parking
ticket on the windshield of my car.
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8:30 AM Thursday, Nov. 13, '69
Malcolm X University
Durham, North Carolina
Pin i/u
b °ld
?
rGen Snd red Palnt Stood the front of one of the few trulvBlack Universities I had ever T •*. u , i 1 i >
Ful] er saving "Uni
visited. I remember the president, Howard
. v
*
" y 1 ss the Department of Community ultimately chances
that
Uni
!
erSlty/ t wil1 eventually be self defeating." I knew
r
h Depa rtment of Community had to be housed away from the collegecampus - if not, 99.9% of the battle would be lost. Upon entering thebuilding I got a big new sensation, I suddenly grew a couple of feettaller and was Black as coal-tar and proud of it.
Howard Fuller was a tall, thin, hungry man, determined and coldlyproud With a. matter-of-fact attitude he described in detail how the
j;
7
!,
2 30 university came to be. "As a result of a confrontation
with Duke University over a Black studies program, we realized if we
were really serious about education that serves the needs of Blackpeople, we had to initiate the business of designing and putting together
an institution that would do just that. We did." It was obvious the
school was for Black people, by Black people, and in spite of Blackpeople We exchanged ideas and he then returned to the task of operatingthe school. His office was upstairs in the newly remodeled building:
a couple of police cars circled below...
I busied myself photographing and exploring the place again. Howardhad given me a leisurely private guided tour beforehand, but' I did nothave my fill. Several students were concerned about my camera and wanted
to know the nature of my visit. Fifteen minutes later, after being es-
corted to the president’s office by one of the faculty members for
approval, I left the university in very high spirits, only to catch the
eye of an occupant of another police car equipped with riot gun, etc.
As I walked to my car, the eyes followed me...
Over at North Carolina College in "colored town" I had a difficult
time trying to get the facts on who set the building afire, and why.
Several students I talked with either evaded the answer or said, "I’m
afraid I can’t answer that." It was obvious that there was a lot of
tension in the community and people were reluctant to give outsiders in-
formation. Anyway, from what I could gather, a former law student is
being charged with the crime/offense as a result of his confrontation
with the college administration over their admission policies. Residents
assured me, however, that the law officials, downtown, had everything
under control and all was quiet.
Tyler, Texas
2:30 PM Tuesday
November 25, 1969
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I remembered Texas College as one of t-Ho m
and track years ago T v u
1 b 8 Powers ln football
],
n
as “d
difference bkween Ho™''"city'^A l"
T“" 13 “
fno^ city in bbat the ci^
j
' P - lccmen
> neither of whom could arrest, a white offender and atown would have one huge jail with one parttime lawman.
My memory of Texas College received a severe jolt. Not quite 500tudents now, and unkempt grounds displaying several toppling old
^ ^“sVrr1106 1 thiS COlle8e -flected^'obviousne. Many of the students were busy playing time-killing games.
/"f ide the administration building the Dean was very optimisticabout the possibilities of revitalizing the college and getting it morencemed with the problems of the community. The Dean of the collegeurea me that I would have no problem selling my proposal for a
"
Department of Community to any Black college. He said he would beappy to participate and get moving on the administration to adopt it.new
.
ie was right - we still have one hell of a job in the BlackCommunity across the tracks from the big jailhouse.
Seems as if my stomach always enters. I looked for a place to pet
a sandwich and some ice cream. There were no counters open to nrepare
oi serve sandwiches and it took thirteen minutes for the voun? man who
waitea on me to locate a prepackaged paper cup of bland ice milk: ittook even longer to hunt the spoon.
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Williams Grocery and Marke
Pine Bluff, Arkansas
through Georgia, Ald’aL^lrMississippr^H y®*rf ° f personal hostility
living conditions in the rural south vn
’
'/
,
y°U hava only hearcl about
You won’t have the faintest idea. No't at all bT fL*
1
-
talkinS about
It's hell. I „as growing wea ofeacaKned meat aLV L “ ! “ a11 ’young and old Black men st^nrHr,o A , nd seeing slow moving,
won’t they go get a oL Lo
® " °" the Streeta titering. Wh^
structioLpLgLL goteg „ " /r 1*55 thfe naw big building con-
AM&N College. ' I counted' one Black carpenter ’f L,
^ CUy "ear Arkansas
out of twenty-six men working on the building
Carrylng a ha,IKr
Of a Black folk's rnlW* h . I repeat, on the campus
struction was Black.
° twenty-six men working on con-
looking
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sjore'butTo
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I
la“ Gr°Cery ««ket, a good
Right awav Mr Li, 1036 l ° the Street for oustomer parkin*.
welcomed me wLwenHt "itTLabou't1 •
1
5
ha a«a a"<'
my camera and tape recorder He was fullVf
1 rushed to &Gt
hours lateral tf? ^ ° f ^ rulin8 over the ruled. Two
.
. A
.
1 le 1
- satisfied that we had touched on most of the manorsued dealing with problems in the Black community. We had explored
n
V
Lv
y
trinL “w,
C°Uld thlnk ° f
',
°"e SlatC“' t “ P-ticulaftha? sLckmy When you see rundown houses on bumpy roads with uncollected
haveT
Spilled over in the ditches in front of the shacks, you don’t
abLlutely
r
rLht°
Ut
r T
ther£
’
Y°U KN0W WI '° LIVES THERE ’" He was
to prove Lm wrLg.
™lty 1 paSBed throu 8h 1 trfed la vain
incident ly , a white operator of a shabby drive-in food spot near
the d??nn f f 1 1l6d 3 Black y° Uth * They hadn 't straightened outetails of what took place and how or who was at fault; even so,the place was open and still doing business. I kind of figured the news
was slow in getting around, so I asked several students about how ithappened; one said he heard the man shot the youth in the back, and two
others said they didn't know what they (meaning the law) were going to do
about it
.
tDuBois' Atlanta Conference
Atlanta University, founded in 1865, the
year of the end of the Civil War and the
birth date of DuBois.
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lph David Abernathy has been at West Baptist Church since 1961
*
and the church was celebrating its 88th anniversary service. For a] 1
his t remend
Servlce this church should be commended. For
be praised One f r% ln rightS ’ Ralph °avid Abe™thy should
At lani-a /’ r
haS ke n °te ° f a sour chord “ whites oft ( °i Georgia or America for that matter) saw fit to pay tributeto Dr. Abernathy by the simple gesture of attending this specialservice
. With all of the white professors espousing ideologies andteaching and pouring out knowledge across the street at the world
renowned Atlanta University Center of Five Colleges, not one attended.
The service began with much pomp and spiritual splendor - loud
chimes lighting of candles, prayers, processionals and more prayers.
e ve a les dressed in biack, wearing white gloves, busied themselves
as ushers walking, whispering, and generally making a distracting
nuisance of themselves.
Another prayer, "Oh God, may the church continue to spread
-justice
and brotherhood," pleaded Dr. Middleton to God. "Grant that this vision
never leaves this man. Dr. Abernathy has been an earnest worker forhuman rights for all colors for many years." But, as already mentioned,
there was not a single "other color" present at this service.
Probably one of the most distracting things about the service is
the sedting of guests by ushers; the pointing, gesturing, whispering
and plain fussing over the logistics of such an operation is itself a
spectacle to behold.
Some music... I'll trade a lifetime for just one day in paradise.
I sho' would like ta see my mother over there," boomed the strong
melodious voices of a youthful gospel group.
Mrs. Anna Frye's huge white hat almost covered her right eye.
You could tell she was a bit nervous. .."as we approach the end of our
88th year let us pause to give thanks to God for o.ur progress and
hope we will have continued success."
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* Abernathy asked for tithes (tbo i n a/ ,>,• \
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Praise God from whom all blessings flow,” the choir screeched.
Why don't you praise Him?”
"God bleL
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Church services started at 11:00 AM.
The introduction of the guest minister took place at 12:40 PM.
"Then my living shall not be in vain," the song by the choir.Rev. Abernathy sets the mood for the sermon.
"Sing Martha.”
"Preach Dr. Payton.”
"Let's listen and pray West Hunter, God will speak to us.”
The speaker, Dr. Ben Payton, is president of Benedict College atiny Black school in the South. He cited biblical scriptures...
seen
.
"Faith, substance of things hoped for, evidence of things not
The young lady sitting beside me snored gently, as did several
other members. I counted nine people asleep, mostly youths in the rear
quarter of the audience.
Let us run with patience, that is faith and determination.” His
subject - the promise in the agony of our time. 1 picked up bits and
pieces
.
The war demonstrations for peace, Haynesworth to the Supreme
Court, pollution, Black people must hope.”
"The college must respond to the needs of community. On re-
furbishing of concentration camps, Attorney Mitchell refused to say
if the camps were for Negroes.”
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WaS to ” very clear. Not one member of anotherthnic or cultural group (some call these races) was present at theChristian celebration to pay homage to the South’s leading fighterfor socrai justice. 1 ask. how far do we have to go to ale that we
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:,C real issues Erectly. A second note was the ex-ceptionally small number of young people at the service. Of the fewm attendance, over half went to sleep. Hint
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You have just shared five stops with me on one of my Southern
LeRoi
MEMPHIS UNDERGROUND
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December 1969
Taken from a song by flutist Ilerbie Mann
Q 7 « m
C
.
Market in ^mphis, Tennessee978 Mississippi Boulevard across fromMississippi Boulevard Christian Church
On the grocery shelves in the
detergents, prices marked on
brands of detergent.
section for soaps
four different
Marne of detergent Company Net wpi oT-it-
Store Marked
Prices
Manufacturers
Sale Price
Borax Colgate-Palmolive 20 ozs 47C 4c off
Cheer Proctor-Gamble 20 ozs 47c
Drive Lever Brothers 20 ozs 47c 4c off
Tide Proctor-Gamble 20 ozs 47C 5C off
Average Prices at Four Other Stores
Store ill. .
. 4lc
Store ill. .
.38c
Store ill.
.
.40c
Store #4.
,
.
.39c
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the fobest of neglect
Sixty-three Hundred Miles
November 6 to December 8, 1969
Washington, D. C. to Tyler,
lexas and back again through
the college communities of
Southeastern, USA
NO QUESTION ABOUT IT
From the Forest of Neglect
No Question About It! 459
The situation is still normal for Southern Blacks.
1 he aiiment and scholarly professionals are leaving the urban centers, while the poor
and untrained are filling the inner slums.
Ir. 08 of 159 counties of Gerogia. the Median family income is loss than $2, 800 per year.
Vou can drive through the state of Mississippi at night and see lamplight leaking through
the cracks in the walls of more than a few houses, and then see the Regency, the Arms,
and the Recliad Apartments downtown, posh.
You stumble over the poverty, filth, and neglect of the Black neighborhoods getting to
the sites of our Southern Black Colleges. Rot so, getting to most Southern white College
Northern Universities still get the biggest hunk of pie and yet are "unqualified” to do
what they cay they plan to do. Consider professors conducting programs for the
preparation of teachers of the disadvantaged, and ghettoes, and etc. who have not been
to the Forest of Neglect.
Educational institutions are still detached from the community even though we hear a
lot of rhetoric about relationships between the college and its community.
Five out of eight early childhood day care centers for Blacks in the state of Alabama
have a Board of Directors that is completely white.
n e 20th Century, the University of Massachusetts School of Education is attempting
a revolution in education without a Black administrator in a high decision-making
P It io now weakly recruiting Black faculty on a mere $3,000 budget and
could not loan me a coin to go south. Even so, our exchange program with six Southern
Black institutions is ready now.
.
At present, thirty-five of the fifty Southern Black college communities, isoldated,
are "go" on the action oriented Department of Community. Six will start pilot
departments in January (second semester).
And theie js really no question about it - a Department of Community which is action
oriented is a crucial necessity.
THERE IS NO QUESTION ABOUT IT!
When you are way down in the "forest of neglect" in Mississippli the
4C
1
\
Carolines, the Virginias, Georgia, and Alabama, you tend to have a feeling of being
in the real know, that other persons just can't possible appreciate what you see. And
yet, what you can see may be restricted by what you are looking for. So if you are
looking for material to support a proposal for a Department of Community that
operates on the many situations of neglect« the action level it is easy to simply
overlook the numerous accomplishments that dozens of agencies have made and are
making, valuable contributions trying to fill the ancient voids created by hostility
and ignorance. Your sub-conscious faintly tells you in a flash that you are pouring it
on too hard. J hen you realize you have •’passed through Bamberg, South Carolina on
Route CO! and you return to the realities of the black roads of a wealthy, powerful
America that can land a man, pardon, several men, now, on the moon.
So while you are waiting in the outer lobby of a Black College President's office
i
you ponder your strategies and the remarks of the administrators you have talked wit:;,
determined to build a stronger case for a Department of Community for which you'd
thmk the need was obvious. What will it take to convince the people holding the purse
strings how critical the situation is if the life styles cf thousands of poor people are to
be improved. The existing structure and orientation of the departments or divisions
of economics, sociology, and the sciences do not lend themselves to the task of
i biinging relief to the suffering. Then, when you are invited in you can feel the
hostility or cold air of suspicion as to your mission — "bearing great gifts from the
}
great white northern fathers who have little knowledge, confused understanding, or no
understanding at all of what the educative process is all about. " On the other hand, it
would be of little consequence to tell thi- m -i- „ 462in Black college president that the great white
VCrSUy fatilPr
- to motor through the countryside
'° gEt CdUCati0nal inSHtUti0nS to *" * -« devoted ful, time to community
actron efforts - to urge colleges and universities to grant degrees in Community Action
80 ttet WE WiU haW *
—
- - students and staff concentrating
on the tasks of social and economic reform Who<- • •at ls important is that this effort is
Vita, to thwart the mounting problems of mere survival in the communities.
I see the Department of Community becoming the largest division of the several
echoes of our universities. This department must assume a suable portion of the
activity in institutions if a sincere attempt at relieving human suffering is to have
significant impact. It is cIpp- ^ .•]S lng SOCial aSencies are not capable of handling
the problems of the needy, in IBSS-SO, shaves contributed charter of the totai U. S
.
eapua, goods. Our economy stilbdepends upon the suffering and exploitation of poor
P00Pl0
.
^
Today in Georgia, all but a few select counties show that the median family
income is well below son 1
'
’ ' ampl8
-
88 c°unties have median family incomes
of below 53, 000. There are 159 total counties in Georgia. From these statistics one
can get some idea of the health, education, and employment problems that accompany
this leve, of earning power at our present standard of living. When I listen to people
talk about how well the schools are serving the communities, I must consider them
as being uninformed.
LeRoi
THE FOOD BUSINESS
The Corner Cafe
Two Blocks From Five Colleges
A white delivery man entered the dingy little cafe,
placed boxes of candies and gums on an old beverage cooler,
sat on a stool near the counter and waited to be paid his money.
An elderly colored waitress spoke to him. "How much I owe
you?” she said. He mumbled, quoted a figure, and pushed his
hat back on his sweaty forehead. The stout woman paid the
delivery man without even a glance at the stack of boxes to
check if all her purchases were there.
On another stool
.a young man talked about his new Buick
wirh a friend, who was boasting about a 1969 Mustang. The
two young men argued over whose car was the fastest and what
was wrong with the other’s. Incidentally, both of the guys
WGrG " school drop-outs” I learned later as 1 talked car-talk
with them.
The filing system for all of the receipts and old bills
was a series of medium sized brown paper bags. The receipts
were simply piled into these containers and placed on the floor
beneath the ill-functioning sometime 1 d cash register.
When the laundryman entered the cafe with a bundle of clean
uniforms
,
towels, and aprons the waitress happened to remember
that there was a mistake in the billing of her last delivery.
As she fumbled through the piles of rumpled bills and receipts
the backlog of customers built to five, and we all waited for
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service. During my stay at the shop four deliveries were made
to the cafe, all of the men involved in the deliveries were
white. The woman did not check a single order to determine
if everything she paid for was present.
A sign oner the kitchen door read, "PLEASE don’t loiter
in the Kitchen" Mrs. L. Williams, Prop. To the left of the
same kitchen door, below the Millers High Life sign a com-
mercial card said, "No Beer Sold to Minors" and just above
this same Millers’ beer sign was another placard with the mes-
sage, "No Dancing or Cussing", and "No Beer on Sunday".
There were actually sixteen (16) signs advertising a variety
° f bGers scattered around the main dining room; the waitress
and a clean cut young male customer discussed how horrible
11 is for people to use the "dangerous" drugs while the juke
box sounded, "Down Here On the Ground," by Lou Rawls.
A few steps up the block in a college classroom at 671
Beckwith Street a white middle aged professor was telling five
Black students that, "Jesus Christ has been and still is."
Then you wonder what in the hell is responsible for
Ezzard Street, S.E. and the twelve (12) shotgun shacks bunched
on a few square feet of drab city soil or what is on the minds
cu the worn dissipated Black men loitering in front of the
Black Hawk Cafe on Decatur Street.
And you know you’re on top of a big question, WHAT?
LeRoi
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The Chief Priests and the Elders ar?ia e the Pace setters of a society
they control and manipulate the wants, priorites, needs and efforts of
’
People for their own selfish whims and in doing so establish a system of
values and c us toms /practices t-h-it- u-~0 • , '1 L x . a aie detrimental to the total culture.
The initial motives for this direction frequently get lost even from the
initiators of the system. These false and irrelevant values and behavior
patterns then become so embedded and accepted subtly that the larger un-
suspecting masses form life styles based upon values and attitudes that
are suicidal. An excellent example of this behavior in our present
society is that men actually believe so strongly in war and suffering
that they spend millions in science and technology building highly so-
phisticated instruments of mass destruction and defend this insane practice
with equally moral vigor. The whole question of racism, which is the basis
for the whole action, is pushed aside and the ideological conflicts are
rnired in a muddle of complicated defensive jargon. The real question of
racism is not dealt with, and few people now even are able to see that
racism is the earthy problem.
BUT THE CHIEF PRIESTS AND THE ELDERS*
An Identification, Characterization, and Illustration
The Chief Priests and the Elders reign supreme in every phase of
our lives. And we are fraught with frustration when we try to speak
directly to these responsible sources because, even at this time, these
culprits dissipate and vanish. The causes of evils are hidden by the
vast bureaucracy which propagates and indeed perpetuates subtle atrocities
by institutionalization and conditioning. The Chief Priests and Elders
are giants, but yet are invisible; they are wide and all encompassing,
yet narrow, so narrow as to be able to mesh into a sudden crack in
the machinery of red tape. There are a ruling few, however: Look at
the judges and jurists, governors and city councilmen, industrialists
and financiers, bankers and stockbrokers, and other men of idle leisure
who play games with our toy- like soldiers. Ah, they wield powers over
us, 0 unfortunate.
We as pawns have been, and are still, so conditioned to accepting
the tasks assigned by the Chief Priests and the Elders that we now have
needs based on wants ; and these wants are shaped by the psychological
. .
'
^
'
manipulations of those avarious few. The Fifth Avenue advertising
geniuses have cast a malicious spell; we bend to their every slicht
prodding and conduct our businesses accordingly. Our educational
institutions are hopelessly lost in the mired muddle of irrelevance
and mere aesthetic pursuits, as they are dictated by senile cigar-
puffing trustees (pigs)
. We are told to expend enormous energies
*explication of title
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on Shakespeare, in the Shakespearean Syndrome,* and to, moreover, negate
DuBois. And obey like lost sheep. History discusses and glorifies the
exploits and maneuvers of our "great" killers (soldiers); historians
proudly treat the disgusting roles played by political maniacs, as
they ascend to the height of selfishness and drool. And then as
mindless fools, they commence to act out their roles dictated by the
Chief Priests and the Elders upon attaining this "elevated" position.
By emphasis and omission, little children are taught to tolerate war
and social injustices; they are taught to purchase material facades
and to worship idol gods, while their peers, around the block and over
the tracks go to bed hungry.
By an entrenched conspiracy designed to omit the truth, one group
is told they are better than another of a darker hue; and with this
belief, they accept poverty and slavery as a natural phenomenon. Black
is inferior; white is superior - prevails everywhere in American thoughts,
deeds and institutions. But behold, it is important to recognize that
Blacks were not always in slavery and poverty, not always cowed and
bent, not always aspiring to the very mold that dehumanizes them. Re-
call, for instance, the great educational center-Timbuktu; yet, the
"k
Shakespearean Syndrome definition - Shakespearean Syndrome refers
to a belief, a brainwashing, an attitude which makes non -thinkers
think irrelevance is valuable simply because some distant authority
(usually those individuals are well-versed in the irrelevant area)
says so; these unsuspecting persons have not really compared or con-
sidered alternatives, a use of bland mere aesthetic busy work when
more practical courses could be pursued. A classic example of this
syndrome is the teaching of the works of Shakespeare to Black students
in Dunbar High School, Temple, Texas, as opposed to the works of
W. E. B. DuBois.
impression the Chief Priests and the Elders have us honor is, instead
one of gross inferiority. Sub-human.
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It is also very important to understand that Black people cannot
become Americans in the "traditional" sense
,
for to become truly
American is to become outrightly destroyed. Consider, for example,
the Ku Klux Klan, who is not un-American; rather, it is as American
as WASP and apple pie, as napalm and tanks, as Sarin and Serratia
marcesans (Bacteria LeRoi created at Aero-Jet General, California) and
police brutality. These Mosiac extensions of the arms of the Chief
Priests and the Elders deal a ghastly blow to any movement which stirs
dnd attempts to raise Blacks to the level of human dignity. In every
phase of life there are appendages specifically designed to control
and regulate the dynamics of any serious quest for justice and freedom.
If there are appendages in every phase of our culture then (the existence
of tnese appendages will be demonstrated later)
. These organs must
assume a variety of unimaginable forms in order to be effective.
It is crucial for us to be sensitive to the camouflages which
cover and disguise the various organs of the Chief Priests and the Elders.
Thus, if the directors and executives, who are controlling institutions,
are not extremely cautious, their efforts will have the net effect of
suppressing people, as they are served up for sacrifice.
Pawns are doomed by the accident of having been born outside the
Neo-colonialist pawns are frequently "negroes" who "run" educational
institutions and who hold political offices under the guise, often
hidden even from themselves, of operating in the best interest of the
local Black Community but who are in fact mere "fronts" for the Chief
Priests and the Elders. They serve as controls and suppressors. (see
Kwarne Nkrumah's Last Stage of Imperial i sm for a more detailed explanation)
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cliques of the Chief Priests and Elders. Many prominent institutions
m the Black College Community have played, and are still playing,
this particular role: not, however, without struggle and not without
some awareness on the part of astute Black Brothers who scream and die
for reform.
This paper will present some areas where there are clearcut
instances of influence and domination over the struggling, indigenous
efforts of the Black community, due directly to the "lash" of the white
Chief Priests and the Elders. The universe samples center in ten states
in the southeastern part of the United States, where most of the pre-
dominately "negro" colleges are found.
Tne ultimate intent of this document is to get the reader to ask
repeatedly, WHAT IS THE MEANING OF ALL THIS? WHITHER WE GO AND WHY?
These are essential questions for Black survival. For it is not enough
to merely present the status of prevailing conditions in a scholarly
and descriptive manner
. These studies only smother the issues and
fill the library shelves with worthless information. The major effort
must move beyond that mere questioning stage and begin setting sights
and energies upon a course of action which will remove the causes of
need and neglect. The movement must not seek the sanction of neo-
coloni ^alist pawns, but, instead, be aware and ever so cautious of
them. There is no room for pawns at the gut level of policymaking.
Later, however, there will be a need to deal with them in a solid
front, but only after plans are set and the focus is clear. For
example, any attempt to include the enemy initially negates the
design and conceptualization simply by his (the enemy's) presence.
This kind of planning is now being done with all deliberate speed.
Many mistakes will occur, but they will be proudly accepted.
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A FEW PROBLEMS
The problems are concrete and abstract. They are specific
because uhere is no crisis as far as the Chief Priests and the Elders
are concerned; people in a crisis don't go skiing or say, "there is no
bomb - show it to me." The major problem then, is that there is no
problem m the minds and professional visions of the rulers. The
ruling Pi rests and the Elders have it made economically, professionally,
and educationally and to help or share their stolen goodies with the
lesser brothers would be a sacrifice ( or so it may appear on the part
of the Chief Priests and the Elders)
. The problems are abstract because
confrontations with malignant conditions can only be imagined; death
and hunger are not immanent and the pain and neglect are not felt in
daiiy endeavors, for the Chief Priests and the Elders do not have
personal contacts with poverty and the plight of the poor. The effect
only touches the other "lesser" persons. As far as the Chief Priests
and the Elders are concerned, their main tasks are to make money (more
money) and to own more of the fruits of the labors of the pitiful
pawns. (The labor scene is rapidly changing; as a result, technology
and automation are becoming giant enemies of the unskilled.)
Frequently, the emphasis is placed on ventures that have to do
with "make-up" importance. Men become obsessed with trying to make
tasks intricate and complicated, simply because they have irrational
goals and superficial, meaningless, unfulfilled objectives (ends) ; but
these ends must be accomplished by complicated means. For a distinct
example, consider the men who are involved in the training of teachers.
Directors of these teacher education programs rarely have time to explore
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"why we are in the business of preparing teachers," simply because
getting pawns into and out of the process, and having these pawns
(blind, white and black clay blobs)
,
satisfy unnecessary performance
criteria and becomes the paramount goal. What effect teachers will
have on the minds of students assumes an insignificant role in the
educative process? accordingly, what teachers will teach occupies
an even more menial position. Because the Chief Priests and the Elders
have accomplished the goals of attaining wealth and position, real or
imagined, their next step is to search for new goals and, for newer
ways of accomplishing these new low—priority goals. We now have goals
which must occupy the positions of the displaced real needs. Chief
Priests and the Elders do not have the same wants as people in need;
thus, it is impossible for the former to have a firm grasp on what
actually ails the latter.
Another aspect of the problem is that it is often difficult for
impoverished pawns to identify the real enemy, owing to the fact that
the real enemy often assumes many roles. The enemy sometimes bears
gifts of gold-covered suppression techniques that discharge deliterious
effects when assimilated into the machinery of survival strategy.
Consider, for example, the role traditionally played by the Black church
in the Black community. Poor oppressed slaves were gathered together
and handed a ritualistic rule of governance, which absorbed so much
energy in the process of carrying out the dictates of the Chief Priests
and the Elders that the unsuspecting worshippers failed to get a true
handle on where and how they were channelling their combined energies.
The net effect of the church assembly permitted a neat little place
to dissipate potentially useful energy--energy which could have been
directed towards counteracting the oppressive tactics of the ruling
And this
On an
472Chief Priests and the Elders.
oppression is real.
international scale, in 1944, 1/3 to 4/10 of the world's population
living on 1/4 of the land was held in direct colonial subjectivity
(DuBois)
. In 1951 mmr I r u • -I I •
' OVer 1
- 5 bllllon world inhabitants lived in conditions
of acute hunger (Wilson); compare the wealth of 17,000 Black Africans
to 1,169 white Europeans (Nkrumah); consider a population of over 4
million Blacks and only 8 thousand qualified to vote, etc., (South
Africa today)
. In all of these instances, the enemy has assumed different
and varied levels of activity, yet he is of the same source.
aspirations
still another facet of the problem is that many Blacks are over-
whelmingly aspiring to be pawns of the Chief Priests and the Elders.
For example, the prime demand of the Black press has been political,
civil, and social equality with White America, even though becoming
American meant giving up one's identity with his African heritage. By
reasons of conditioning, or whatever, about ten years ago, 15 million
Blacks in America could manage to send less than $10,000 to help in the
struggle of 200 million Africans (DuBois). In fact, American companies
who manufacture bleaching creams and hair straighteners
,
do an enormous
business in Black communities. (see beauty advertising in Tan and
Ebony magazines
.
)
Most Black parents are committed (dead set)
,
beyond a doubt, to
sending their children to schools controlled by their enemies, without
a careful examination of the kinds of brainwashing that these students
will receive. (The author does not declare this is all bad.) More
attention has to be given to the products/results of the enemy's
schools. On the predominately "negro" college campuses, young white-
washed colored boys" and "girls" are busily engaged in dissipating
enormous, amounts of 473energy in rituals of social fraternities and
sororities. (See LeRoi's Southern Journal, Number 4.) Mimicry on
the highest scale: where go our energies?
Moreover, the Chief Priests and the Elders tamper with giant
Black heroes in order to confuse the masses. For example, Mrs. W. E
B. DuBois was denied permission to enter the country (University of
Massachusetts Newspaper, April 9); Nat Turner was colored "negro" (William
Styron); and Adam Clayton Powell was publically spanked for being spunky.
This distortion of Black images is a carefully planned strategy to wash
(whitewash) Blackness from Africans in America, who point out the true
enemy as greedy oppressors. And all of this transpires, while the rich
nigger undertakers wait to bury us in luxury and mortal splendor, as
grieving mourners shell out ($) for a big showing at the last rites.
This writer witnessed a piano recital by a talented "colored girl"
in Atlanta, Georgia, at a "negro" church on Sunday, March 29, 1970.
Sharon Hutchinson played eighteen selections, beautifully, all by white
composers. When questioned as to why none of her pieces reflected
relevance to the Black experience in her Black hometown, she proudly
exclaimed that this was her senior recital and her advisor, who was
Jewish, would not allow her to make other choices. (An example of the
existence of the Shakespearean syndrome.)
ON STATUS
The status of the Black College Community is, directly and in-
directly, dependent upon the status of the white community wherein
resides the Chief Priests and the Elders. Because of the susceptability
of the generally impoverished Black community to the economical whims
and superficial desires of the Chief Priests and the Elders, there is
a real and imagined strain on this relationship. Because, too, of the
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su oceptability of Blacks to the educational whims and desires of the
white community (for almost everywhere, there is no power base for
negotiation on the side of the Blacks) Blacks repeatedly find themselves
in a default position or in a position of having to ask (beg) for favors
that often necessitate a "sacrifice" on the part of the whites. The
Chief Priests and the Elders then must determine if the requests made
by the Blacks meet with their (white) approval before they will grant
permission or satisfaction
. Faculty and student recruitment at the
University of Massachusetts, School of Education is an example of how
powerlessness works in the Black community. Blacks must seek approval
of whites for decisions. Often, Blacks have been duped into thinking
that they (Blacks) are controlling operations which in reality serve
the avarious wants of the Chief Priests and the Elders, but the
operations are designed to only appear as if the Black community is
benefitting
.
A strong indication of how Black Artists have viewed the status
of their communities is readily illustrated in the current Blues music
from the Black community.
Something Is Holding Me Back, Is It Because I'm
Black C. L. Johnson
A Rainy Night In Georgia Brook Benton
Where I'm Gonna Go From Here? Brook Benton
Sitting On The Dock Of The Bay Otis Redding
Why I Sing The Blues B. B. King
Try To Make It Real, But Compared To What Roberta Flack
Don't Let Life Hang You Up Jerry Butler
The problems move on to another .level of operation.
Still another part of the problem centers in the realm of material
positions and value-verification avoidance. If Chief Priests and Elders
have every worldly possession, where do they go next? To drugs, maybe,
475to expensive hobbies, sport car building, auto racing, golf, a safari
m a "savage" African jungle, fishing with full trailor and equipment;
or to redecorating the house beautifully, (the curtains must be exactly
four inches from the top of the ceiling and the colors must blend
with the bedspread and the rug); if not, the resulting psychic conflicts
are enough to send the lady of the house to a mental asylum. ("My dear,
she doesn't have good taste.") Or a trip out to the moon might suffice.
Anything to avoid the confrontation with the established value hierarchy
and to keep busy in intricate maneuvers so as not to have time to deal
with or be concerned about pressing social causes and relationships.
An example of busy work in intricate maneuvers can be readily seen in
the process of evaluation of educational projects. So much time and
energy is devoted to numbers, calculating, computers and exacting pro-
cedures, that the data becomes unimportant. The end is hardly discussed;
every precaution is taken to ensure data validity and reliability;*
the results are then scholarly filed away in professionally groomed
libraries. Furthermore, consider a full professor, at the University,
lecturing on educational innovations with color slides, etc., and
devoting a full hours to this topic before an audience of 75 administrators,
teachers, and directors. The contents of his lecture dealt with carpet-
ing, hidden lighting systems, soundproofing walls and earphones,
*A graduate assistant, at the University of Massachusetts, administered
pre and post questionnaires to a class to get their response to about
25 items. During the analysis process he had a stack of 150 pages
(11 x 22 inches) of numbers type written all in neat columns filling-
each sheet, and this was not all he had to show for his efforts with
the computer, but he could give the results of his findings in ten
sentences or less.
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faculties' salaries, furniture design, and the fact that there were no
windows in a major portion of the building. (See lecture notes from
any member from the class of School Administration, Course No. 686,
February 11
, 1970, School of Education, University of Massachusetts.,
And, oh yes, consider he described an attempt at "integration": a
bus load of Blacks were carted out from center city for several classes
to sit with the little suburban dears.
And what happens at Christmas and Easter? who gets the greatest
material gain and who suffers financially, long after the toys and
chocolate rabbits are gone? Easter and Christmas are used as tools of
the ruling few to keep the unsuspecting ruled off balance.
The machinations of the Chief Priests and the Elders are something
to behold. The Georgia legislative assembly in the 1969 session passed
1,174 Bills while considering 2,500 pieces of legislation during this
period. Now, if one religiously studied three bills a day there is
a chance of getting through the whole bunch of new laws, and after that,
what should be done? Then consider all the laws now on the books that
are not known, or enforced, or even remotely within grasp of the
average citizen. It is furthermore, a serious indictment on a country
for newly emerging college graduates not to be able to interpret the
laws by which they are now governed. Diversion. Smoke screens. Busy
make-work. Governor Claude Kirk of Florida ridiculed and flaunted
law and order. Who will enforce the laws in this case?
ABSTRACT
Findings of the Seventh Journey
This section is devoted to a whirlwind expose on the TOPS OF ICE-
BERGS of the machinations of the Chief Priests and the Elders as they
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co^it neo-colonialist pawns to rules and ritualistic chores in governance.
These abstracts are drawn from the specifics (itemized) listing of
findings and are "the meaning of all this" of the realities. The abstracts
show the resultant conditions and manifestations as determined by the
thoughts and actions of the chief Priests and the Elders.
AN ACCUSING FINGER POINTS
One doesn't have to look very hard or examine very closely existing
conditions to observe thau the status of the Black community is dependent
upon the white mythical Chief Priests and the Elders. A few pertinent
questions will suffice to point an accusing finger;
Who owns the grocery stores, meat markets, and liquor
stores in the Black community?
Where do local Black residents deposit, borrow and
save the pitifully few coins they labor (slave)
for?
What industries or financial cooperations bring
money into the local Black community which
will enable it to attain economic independence?
Who controls the educational institutions and
determine the performance criteria in credential
requirements?
AT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
In their present design and function, colleges serve as factories
producing mindless pawns who will cater to the whims/needs (needs based
on wants) of the Chier Priests and the Elders. These kinds of services
are, in fact, detrimental to residents of the Black community.
AT CHURCHES
The enormous energies expended in the ritualistic performance of
worship services and holy ceremonies serve as agents of absorption of
the tumultuous frustrations of Blacks. Suppressors. Churches cool
off the beaten worshippers and suggest that great rewards will be
received^ in heaven if one "cools it" down here.
AT AMERICAN JUDICIAL SYSTEM
One has to be in a financially prosperous position to be able
afford justice. Lawyers cost money. Out of more than 325,000
lawyers less than 3,000 are "negro." There are very few Black, judges
and jurists in the Black community; law enforcement is left almost
entirely to the enemy.
AT BUSINESS AND FINANCE
As long as the Chief Priests and the Elders can keep "lesser"
masses buying expensive cars, wearing cycling/temporary high fashions,
consuming cotton candy goodies, and drinking costly beverages, the
rich will continue to get richer and the poor till continue to become
even poorer. The Chief Priests and the Elders are masters of deception
and skillful artists of diversion strategies, dangling the carrot of
false need behind a smoke screen of want enables them to keep the little
ones busy wishing and thus off balance (commonly known as deep in debt)
.
AT MORALS AND MANNERS
Obstetricians are busy around the clock because mothers are flood-
ing the maternity wards with babies but "nice ladies aren't screwing."
Sex is a no, no, a hidden topic in most homes and schools. But "Oh
those dangerous drugs" the fat proud father exclaims, while filling
his gut with pale brew as he slumbers, glued to a worn seat, viewing
the ignorant picture tube and getting a good dose of propaganda.
It seems now that the Chief Priests and the Elders are getting
people worked up on the matter of environmental pollution; the funny
part is tilat individuals are screaming about pollution and knocking
huge industries for dumping waste while lighting up a cigarette,
sucking on a pop top beer 479can, and all the time knee deep in debt at
the nearest clothing store.
SPECIFICS
March 15 to April 12, 1970
The Specifics cover some of the major contacts and conferences I made
on the Seventh Southern Journey negotiating and planning for the
establishment of a Department of Community Action in Black colleges.
But tne Specifics are more than a mere description of events it is
actually a more basic group of signals illustrating the presence of the
Chief Priests and the Elders in the Black college community. These
descriptions point out the dependence and susceptability of Blacks to
oppressive forces at various levels and in different sections of the
southeastern USA.
In Washington, D. C., in an Episcopal Church, 157 worshippers in-
cluding only 27 men, 9 youth, and 3 of 4 sleeping pulpit occupants,
watched as the neo- colonialist minister went through an intricate ritual
of feeding the brood, washing and drinking the sacred leavings of
crackers and wine. It was a struggle for most of the audience to re-
main awake. The minister must have been loaded after the ceremonies
he drank so much wine. The lady next to me quietly described what
was meant by high church and low church as the head father grumpled
about finances and attendance.
In Baltimore, Maryland, Dr. Martin Jenkins is on his way out, but
he is pushing for the idea of the Urban University.
Dr. Thomas Henderson died in office. He was the President of
Virginia Union University, Richmond, Virginia. Incidently, he had
noc wanted the school to become too involved in community action pro-
jects when I conducted an investigation concerning sate in 1968. A
white sociology professor, also chairman of the department at the
Richmond campus, was all excited about her new curriculum (*«$, with
an urban thrust at the local Black college, but the courses looked
the same to me
.
The Priests and Elders are at it again. Dean Darwin Turner
N.C., AST is lost to Michigan - University of Michigan.
Dr. Turner is a gifted man. He finished college at 16 years
age, received his Masters degree at age 18. Gold drops.
At Hampton Institute the president has taken a post in outer,
I should not be harsh or envious, ambassadorship to somewhere overseas.
At Virginia State, Petersburg, Virginia, Dr. Harry Johnson was
actually turned on by the slide-tape. A professor of Education and
Associate Dean, School of Education, he anxiously awaits further contacts
from me. But he said it was a shame that "we don’t have closer contacts
with nearby Black colleges."
I was almost tossed off the campus and called a carpetbagger at
North Carolina College. Good for me, puts me in my place, what right
have I?
At a time of "the most dramatic progress of any oppressed group at
any period of human history" (K. B. Clark, Social Dynamics of the
Ghetto)
, "negroes" were supposed to be fairing well; the gap in family
income between whites and Blacks actually increased.
In every single community, Blacks in America are relegated to the
lowest paying jobs, have the greatest rate of infant mortality, and
live in the most delapitated housing.
The., political situation can ho compared to a description of
Dorchester Count,, South Carolina. See
Dlqnlty
prepared by a Committee on Poverty Fifth piY# l Floor
' George Washington Tower
University of Massachusetts, November, i969
.
A North Carolina graduate student was doing a stuaY of social
distance as demonstrated hy response to guestionnaires given to male
teenage Black and white athletes. x lookea at the raw data,- not a
single white male respondent selected to have a Black youth closer to
hl" ““ 2 9°0d C°mPanl0n
categories that included-
Close as a brother,- brother-in-law,- next-door neighbor, good companion,
athletic teammate; and distant acguaintance. x thought to myself if
student is not careful his white professor will have him
extensively involved in computing significant numbers and gust general
wrangling with the results.
Dr. Williams, President of Winston-Salem College, suspects that
the federal administration
"is not sincere" in its effort for control
of environmental pollution "because they surely have let us down on
the funding for support to struggling Black colleges even after all
the rhetoric of planning to make available huge financial reserves."
thought about whau problems the neatly groomed Salem Academy of Pine
Arts just up the street, founded in 1772, must be having with four Black
gardeners puttering around on the beautiful front lawn, no broken win-
dows or peeling paint anywhere.
In Fayetteville, there is a giant billboard which reads, "YOU ARE
IN THE HEART OF KLU KLUX KLAN COUNTRY, HELP FIGHT INTEGRATION AND COM-
MUNISM". This sign could be anywhere in America. It is.
Livingstone College was a Inf i-ti 48S° C Uke 3 nurtb« ° f «her small Black colleges
- you see. the works o£ the Priests and Elders- In, f' 1 ts oi signs of Greek fra-ternities and of sororities' emblems and announcements. Energy absorbers.
Clinton College in Rock Hill is desolate. I can 't * .* 1 imagine it remain-
ing open for even another week t. I passed three Black mothers with a total
of sixteen kids playing in front of three in a row of im shotgun houses and
young and old Black men sitting or a-s Landing around watching white men sell,
build, and spend.
Sunny, a young Black man, left Tallahasse to look for work and to live
^ 3“ ty that “°Uld
opportunities
. He chose Atlanta.
Benedict and Allen, Black colleges in Columbia, South, Carolina, sit
across the narrow pavement from each other both „
’ ln severe need of repairs
and staff and money.
In Atlanta there is every indication that the University Center is the
Black cultural and educational oasis of the South. Here we find six predom-
inately Black colleges, a host of churches, and many community organiza-
tions designed specifically and uniquely for effective leadership in the
interest of Blacks, Institute of the Black World, Martin Luther king Memo-
rial Library, and the Committee for the Drum Major for Justice, to name a
few.
The Fulton Cotton Mills Training Project has ended, the Black staff
members are looking for new jobs; Westinghouse Training Program is folding,
its Black staff searching for new employment; results of both uplift type
projects are nothing to get excited about. But real good news at Southern
Rural Project, a Division of National Sharecroppers Fund; they got funded
again and are taking on more employees. Don Blood, Research Director of
Southern Rural Project, and I are making plans to get five Black and white
colleges working on the Department of Community. 1 was able to get^
ough hearings with many of the nation’s leading and local Black educators
and community workers. The idea of Dept, of Community in Black colleges
spreads at several levels. Incidently, the "negro" teachers association
merged, voted to merge, with the white organization in Georgia.
Black students revolted and closed down Barber-Scotia College in pro-
test over a Black studies department. But only three students registered
for the hotly demanded courses when they were finally approved. Too many re-
quirements in the other programs was the chief explanation given.
About mid day on April 4, in a vacant lot between Ebernezer Baptist
Church and the tomb of Martin Luther King, a crowd of more than one thousand
gathered to hear speeches and sing songs to commemorate King's lynching.
You remember Dr. King, he was the non-violet "negro" leader.
After the ceremony, we marched downtown wearing signs "I AM A MAN" to
demonstrate support for Atlanta’s sanitation workers who are demanding an
increase in pay from $40 to $70 a week. At the end of the march a scab shot
one of the men on strike, a fight followed, but only two white police, of
maybe twenty-five nearby, attempted to break it up. (see LeRoi’s Southern
Journal No. 4.)
Students at Malcolm X Liberation University in Durham had mixed emo-
tions about the Department of Community. They felt that the present control
and philosophy of the "negro" colleges would render the Department null and
void. The feeling was that Blacks will have to have complete control and
support - their own institutions. Cut whites completely out.
Dr. Issac Miller at Bennet College was very enthusiastic and glad we
had a chance to discuss the proposal. He then solemnly related how he hoped
one of his talented young Black professors would return after a year of
study in northern urban centers. But admitted the chances were good that
484the ml8ht ^ ($) 1— - « He wasn't afraid to open
““ of his mall from wealthy northern universities offering a fabulous
C° ““ int° f° ld
-
- He was afraid. On the other
^ the CamPUS> 3 KhltS
replied
, when ! ashed her what
she was trying to do with her classes all », ,C , Black students, -
"let students
discover what it is like to express themselves in movement." Chuck] ing
" response was, "have you ever seen Black youth dance!" "Are you sure ’you
don t want to learn from them?"
Br. Earl Thorpe at North Carolina has written a good book on sociology
Of the Black experience and its implications.
A "colored" chemistry professor sairl -in = a-y P r id m a discussion of the Black uni-
versity that he would not rule nut- a me jo t man as department head simply because
he was white.
Madison, Georgia. In the colored section of town there is clear proof
that the Chief Priests and Elders have everything well in hand. A ten dol-
would pay for all the community improvements over the last five
years. Seems that all the homes would be condemned if appraised by nation-
al standards.
An eighteen year old Black youth was sentenced to 800 years in prison
for rape of a white high school girl on shakey evidence. Two Black police
were lynched in Chicago by four white gunmen, and it did not make the head-
lines of the daily newspaper. First Lt. James B. Duffy got six months for
killing Do Van Man, a 25 year old Vietnamese prisoner.
Students at Miles College gave me a thorough going over in a heads up
rap session. Dean Arrington is leaving to run the Alabama Eight College
Consortium, and he will push the Department in the entire system. Former
Harvard dean John Monro is deeply involved in the freshmen studies, and
bert Sapp is moving along nicely in social ,, a- 485
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Cl SlUdles
' Hubert plans to goback to graduate school.
nlarg^ing without enough new money and Black studies are
s cs 1 1ercd sll a -p tacu ty selected student group was making a study of
COll£8e POPUlatl°" fClt ^ »«* university sbould look like
1" ;
"" Wer° ^ b£COme WaCk “°Uld ^— any administrative cbanges.
" Afrt“" -d—“— ~ v-ently opposed to some
of the questions on the instrument, seems the e .i center was not contacted in
its development.
Howard has a Center for Community Studies don nr 1 * •y c clie i g descriptive research in
Washington. D.C.
SUMMARY
e surface, it would appear that there is a well-planned and secret-
^ °rSanlZed C°,,SPiraCy a8a“St the communities in an effort to choke
them economically and educationally. But this
spiracy instead, is random, institutionalized,
look at economy in the Black community:
is not the case. The con-
and publicly executed. Just
UNIT
BLACK OWNED FIRMS THROUGHOUT THE SOUTH
QUANTITY
Wholesale grocers
Food and liquor distributors
Meat packing plants
Clothing manufactors
Banks and finance companies
Bakeries
Shoe manufactors
Fuel producers and distributors
Hospitals and clinics
Lawyers and judges
Undertakers and funeral homes
hardly any
nill
none
scarce
very few
several
none in sight
where?
not nearly enough
scarce as hen’s teeth
plenty*
*Do you get any ideas?
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This data suggests that there is an abundant amount of evidence illu-
strating the presence of the Chief Priests and the Elders. There is also an
enormous amount of data indicating that Blacks are not about to know how
huge, cruel, and complex, the oppressor actually is. Frequently, thinking
Black men show that there is widespread difficulty among residents in sim-
ply recognizing where the Chief Priests and the Elders are.
It has been established that Black images are tampered with, fatal
values are superimposed, and heritages voided to make Black identification
hazy. When a negative image is combined with the brainwashing in schools
and the propaganda of television and other media, it is frightening how
difficult the task of security a Black identify becomes. Moreover, we don't
even know how much harm we are doing to ourselves and this makes it thrice
dangerous. Where are our critics? What are their qualifications? What is
good for Blacks? Who says it's good? And why?
LeRoi
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A SOUTHERN BLACK COLLEGE COMMUNITY
1970
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housing
TWO SCENES
One in the north end one in the south
489
\
SUMMER SOUTH
Niggurs and Whie Foks
It s hot, you sweat, ya tight stomach pushes 'ginst ya belt
You drive on. ’
You see the schools where Niggurs go one way
(Lombardy Boulevard, Richmond, Virginia)
Whie foks go another to clean/linen/nice;
When the school lets/turns out. Bussing.
I'm gon let schools alone now, talk that talk later! 'nuther time
.
You see the stores the whie foks own urn,
Niggurs buying shit from em even tho they
don' wuk/slave there, they can't own urn.
(Main Street, Raleigh, North Carolina)
There's one colored girl, with a wig on her natur'l, selling stockings
at the undies counter. Don't see no Black man though.
No not nawone, nawone (nary .a one).
You see the streets where niggurs live, across the tracks,
fulla holes and sticks and wine bottles,
Uh, huh, ain't niggers nasty?
(Vine City, Atlanta, Georgia)
Why don' they clean up the streets.
The ditches on the sides of the streets are full of all
kinds of junk; old beer cans, old tires, old paper,
Man! colored foks sho dirty.
Ya know why, don' cha.
You see the streets where whie foks live at clean/linen/nice.
(Queens Road, Charlotte, North Carolina)
Niggers keep them clean/linen/nice for them.
Niggurs sweating, hot, tired, pushing brooms
and lifting garbage cans. Wukin
'
/slavin ’ fa peanuts.
Raw peanuts too. Real peanuts. Unshelled peanuts.
Man, peanuts don' buy shit.
You can't buy shit with peanuts.
Niggurs been wukin
'
/slavin ' for peanuts a long time.
:'lB
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KNOXVILLE COLLEGE
Js
This liberal arts Institution was
opened in Knoxville by the United
Presbyterian Church in 1075. It
crowns the ridge from which the
main batteries of Lt. Gen. James
Longstrect’s attacking force shelled
the Federal Fort Sanders about 1000
yards to the south, Nov. 2.9, 1063.
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polishing door knobs.
Working/slaying for wooden nickels. Indian money.Indians am t got no money, they live on the
reservations they don't even own the reservations.They paying for Custer's death. Still.(Lynch Street, Jackson, Mississippi)
circles
8
oife!-7
CheS; buildlng £unds
> “brings; missionary, f rings; prayers, offerings; singings, offerings-
? C B u,
8 ”7 LWhite fhrlEt - offering,; bVthey don7 Lilyr , h huh, not yet they don't. y
together^yeah
t
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Shrin£ ° f ^ Black Madonna
»
Detroit
> Michigan,
Po, separate schools; poorly stocked, shabby grimey stores-
Ss^n'f:ot fii-: d b Stre£t : ; St ° re conditioned churches;iggurs am t g shit ut soul and whie foks tryin ta Lake that.
LeRoi
AT A BLACK CHURCH: SWEET DADDY
4-5 April 1971
The front door (center door) is only for the Sweet Daddy Grace McCullough.
There were 26 uniformed armed guards, all Black.
There were many plainclothes guards, all Black.
There were more than 5000 people, all Black - saw only one white (fat) lady.
There were two big brass bands.
1 ho c were seven mor more choirs; directors, soloists, quartets, musicians
of all descriptions.
There were 50 elders, all were Black men.
There were 8 visable microphones all in excellent working order.
There were tons of people selling calenders, pictures, programs, booklets,
and papers about Sweet Daddy McCullough.
There was too much food to eat; fish, chicken, ribs, hot dogs, cold plates,
pies, sodas, fruits, candies, popcorn - hot and ready.
There were men dressed in suits and ties and caps with tassels.
There were ladies dressed in gowns and long dresses and gold slippers and
silver slippers, and loose dresses and tight dresses and some wearing
jeweled crowns on top of their wigs and fur and mink.
There were ushers and maids and ushers and deacons and ushers and
commissioners and ushers and elders.
There were signs, lights and noises.
There were more than 5000 people.
There were many babies and young people. There were people.
Iced tea, wait, music, wait. 9:50 P.M.
Limousine Plain clothed armed guards whistles Stop.
Grand entrance SWEET DADDY on spotless red carpet for only him.
Songs choirs music plays rituals.
SPEECHES to SWEET DADDY.
Then marching music singing. 10:30 P.M.
Songs choirs plays rituals. 11:00 P.M.

people BEING LED, raising money singing music choirs marchinPeople marching looking like they are in a daze.
Marching for twenty (20) minutes marching
Holding money holding money holding money to give toSWEET DADDY GRACE
.
The p!
1
t
ein
-!,
lel int0 Pe°PlC being ,ecl int0 - They don't see you.i a Banks Blasting Loud for SWEET DADDY. 12:00 P.M./A. M.
People being led discharging energy away from the battle,they are deep into the frenzy all around.
People being led let it off let if off
Energy let if off. OFF No battle. 12:30 A.M.
People being led discharging energy.
Being used up does it end? When?
two bands seven choirs singing and marching.
People being led into. No battle away from the battle toSWEET DADDY
SWEET DADDY will fight the fight Battle.
Battle give them hope. Them-broken- let it off. 1:10 A.M.
Blasting frenzied shouting people let if off. Being.
Sc learning marching being led stomping.
Money held high money held high up held high up. Money.
Being led. Who is tired? 1:12 A.M.
People screaming marching waving money high.
They don't see you marching money held high up.
SWEET DADDY sitting cool on red velvet. Velvet chair red.
Two girls fanning him being led.
Never seen nothing like it.
Giving 'em hope hope being led. Shouting marching. 1:14 A.M.
People being led with money held high money high up.
Happy who am i to try to say who am i to.
. . ?
They moving forward to frenzied shouting marching.
Energy, Energy, Energy.
People being led with money held high up
People being led forgetting being led Forgetting.
They don't see you some crying shouting marching.
Never seen nothing like it its all around me.
Two girls fanning SWEET DADDY cool DADDY cool sitting.
Its all over me people all around.
Do they Know? Do they know? Course they know. Energy.
People being lea. Sweating sweating sweating.
People marking How long do they march do they Know?
The Battle what battle?
So many people we all sweating they shouting marching.
She ! see her she works in the canteen sweating marching.
Its something you can't take it away what will you replace it with?
So much energy. 1:20 A. M. People being led. 1
:25 A. M,
Shouting marching screaming.
Money held high.
Let it off the Battle what battle? 1:31 A. M.
People being led into.
Why aren't you marching? No money, Here.
Are you serious?
People being led into marching shouting screaming.
1:35 A.M. People being led into 1:45 A.M. 1:52 A.M.
2:00 A. M. at finally 3:00 A. M.
SWEET DADDY
HE will speak.
Energy gone few sleepy not all energy gone
SWEET DADDY got it.
LeRoi
Charlotte, April 1971
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Mission SocrtTirs
and Schools
American Missionary
Association: Colleges
Fisk University,
Nashville, T cnn.*
Straight University,
New Orleans, La.
j? 2
Faculty and
Administration*
SI
3 '
3 4
Talladega College,
Talladega, Ala.
Tillotson College,
Austin. Tex.
Tougaloo College,
Touga loo, Mitt.
Total
AMA Secondary School,:
*S$5 (;); I 9'5 (aa)<
Total: All AMA Scl.ools'
Ficcdmcn's Aid Society of the
Method:, t F.pi-.cop.-.l Church:
College, 1
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Bennett College,
Cfcer.sl.oio, N. C.
Clark University
Atlanta, Ca.
Chain College,
Orangeburg, S. C.
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(12
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J05 1S8
White 75 S JOJ s t
White 668 561 3 «-’ ,3 4 55
White
—
3M
.
J3 3 '35 70 ,S
White
444 3 75 '19 20
Black: 0
White: 5
2,700 3
. 3 " i,:6S 75 ' 39a
Gammon Ideological Seminary,
Atlanta, Ga.
Meharry Medical College,
Nashville, Tenn . 1
Morgan College,
Baltimore, Md.
New Orleans University,
New Orleans, La.
Philander Smith College,
Little Rock, Ark.
Bust College,
Holly Spiir.gs, Mist.
Samuel Ha,ton College,
Austin, Ter.
4'3 >79
White: 1 a j
3 34 -439I:'niaek: 10 | 8,677
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Mission Societies
and Schools
Central Tennessee College,
Nashville, Tenn.*
Wiley University,
Marshall, Tex.
Total
Methodist Secondary Schools:
i?95 (11); 1315 (n)‘
Total: All Methodist Schools*
American baptist Mission
-Society: Colleges
1894-95
Faculty and
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J 34
206
35
97
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0
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310
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73%
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Black: 6
White: 6
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White :6
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2
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Benedict College,
Columbia, S. C.
1
s 1 7 > 3% White >35 0 '35 0 3° 12 .8 30% \Vhite 595} 5°7 3 53 3 C 5 4$
Bishop College,
Marshall, Tex. 18 7 I I 39% White 360 370 63 33 22 10 1 2 35% Vhite 431 37 ' 176 '53 4 -
Hartshorn Memorial College,
Richmond, Va. 9 2 7 33% While 97 2 2 75 0 •5 3 12
1
3»% Vhite 1S8 169 73 96 c*
Morehouse College,
Atlanta, GzJ I I 6 5 55% White 150 7- 5° 3 3 '9 '7 2 89% Black 3 77 3 77 1 10 1 1 1 5 -
Richmond Theological Seminary,
Richmond. V a. 4 2 2 5°% While 50 0 0 5°
Merged with Wayland Seminary in 189) to form
Virginia Union Unisersity
Roger Williams University,
Nashville, Tenn. * 16 7 9 33% White 33 7 ' 3 ' 67 '9 '7 17 0 100%, Black ,3 3 107 3 7 So c
Shaw University,
Raleigh, N. C. 26 10 16 3*% White 362 ,3 9 175 58 3 ° 16 '3 53% White 391 221 5 3 “3 4 ?
Spehnan Seminary,
Atlanta, Ga.1 3* 3 33 >'% White 491 416 5 3 3 3 5 ' 3 38 6% White 631 595 33° 3 51 i :
Virginia Union University,
Richmond, Va.
Forme d in 1899 of merger between Wayland Seminary
and Richmond Theological Seminary l6 7 9 33% White 365 3 55 35 ' 15 :>
Total 130 39 9 ' 3°%
Black: o
White: 8 i, 83 c 1,050 6l9 2 I 1 200 85 "5 43%
Black: 3
White: 6 3
, 79 ‘ 3,502 i ,°57 1,167 3-2
Baptist Secondary Schools:
1895 (39); 1915 (t6)' 122 97 3 5 80%
Black: 15
White: 5 3 , 3 *. ', 95 ' 31 20? 95 n 93%
Black: 15
White: 1 4,04c 3,009 3, '13 766
Total: All Baptist Schools 1 3 5 ' 3 f I l( 53%
Black: 15
White: 13 4 , 3« 3 , 00 1 ,06C 211 40! 33 : I 2* 69%
Black: 17
White: 7 6, 83 5 , 5 “ 3/.00 ',93 K :
Presbyterisn College:
Biddle University,
Charlotte, N. C. 1 I Black
1
26- > I 7 6 ' !< ioo*y Black 23 30 3 1 ‘ 3 >
I’rofr\iionj»‘
SOUTH r.UN NEGRO COU.r.CES AND skcondary schools established by northi r:
' ? 9 I“95
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UN MISSION socil. nrs* {Continued)
«9M-'5 VA
Faculty
Administration* Student**
Mission Societies
and Schools
*3
£
0
Z
.5
O
ro
/.
t?
s 1
Cw £
5
0
H
AinuaiL'CjVj 1
1
| 3
II i-
O
C*
O
O
LO
v.
f.s
s H
70 %
CL £
*3
£
T,
C
-3
C
O
<
pAjctuoumis
1
•a
>>
c
0
TJ
rt O
& 3
Presbyterian Secondary Schools:
« s95 (7); 1915 (20)' 75 4 ' 33 557c
Black: <
White: 3 1 » 5 * 5 953
1
962 21S >73 45 75%
3 bck: 16
White: 4 4.798 4, *97 3 . 5*6 681
Total: All Board of Missions for
Frecdmen, Presbyterian Church
in the U. S. A., Schools* 8n 5 3 34 6°%
Black: 5
White: 3 '.775 97 * 73 ! 69 334 1 £9
1
45 »>%
3 bck: 17
While: 4 5,019 4 , 4 °! 3 , 54 ° 812 5 3
United Presbyterian College:
Knoxville College,
Knoxville, Tenn. 2 1 O 31 0% White 3*7 , 1 86 igS *3 29 5' 2 4 ' 7% White 3»7 3 3 7 187 I 10 3°
United Presbyterian Secondary
Schools: 1895 (1); 1915 (5) M
35
3 1 2 33% White 686 622 «4 77 i
”,
30 74%
lllack: 3
White: 2 I ,726 ',311 ','37 3°7
Total: All Board of Fiecdmen’s
Missions, United Presbyterian
Church, Schools 3 3 3 9%
Black: 0
White: a 1 ,003 80S lya 23 IO6 62 44 58%.
13 lack: 3
White: 3 *.653 1,671 ', 3 3 4 3 '
7
3°
Quakers: Secondary Schools:
•895 (j)»* 1 9 1 5 (l) 37 30 '7 547c
Black: 0
White: a
Unknown: 1
655 3 97 35 S 64 * „ 84%
Black: 2
White: 2 ',464 *
,
3 43 9 3 4
”
94
"'
Other Denominations:" Secondary
S< hools : 1895 (3); 1915 (|) 161 8 8
IBlack: t
50% j White: 3 379 3 59 120 <^4 3° 34 47%
Black: 1
White: 3 9*7 862 61 4m
Independent, Nondcnorninational
Colleges
/
/
Atlanta University,
Atlanta, G.t. 16 O >6 °%
\
White 3 '7 1 49 4 S 20 33 3% White 586 586 182 360 44
Howard University,
Washington. D. C. a 1 43 337c : White 5 S 7 ,29 llC 33 3
|
106 73 33 <6)% White I , 4OI 1 , 401 0 373 t ,028
Inland University,
New Orleans, Ij.° >3
93
4 9 3'% White 439 357 59 3 3 *4 IO 39% While 398 298 2°3 9 ' 4
Total 3 5 68 3 7%
Black: 0
White: 3 1 1 3 4 3 635 3 3 I 375 '53 8 7 3 53%
Bbek: 0
White: 3 2,28' 2,285 3 " 5 824 1,076
Independent Secondary Schools
(including Hampton Institute):9
i£3 5 CO: 1915 ii) 7 ° >9 5 ’ 3?7
Black: o
White: a 1,067 75 31 250 9 ‘ 5 / 37%
Bbek: 0
,
White: 3 ',16 '," 710 4°5
Total: All Independent Schools ,6 3 44 ‘>9 J 77
Black : 0
White: 5 2,31c 1 , 3S 545 3 >: 4°3 17 437
Black: 0
.
White: 6 3.45 3.4° 1,093 I ,22 .,07'
All Colleges and
Professional Schools'* 499 >3
3 3
I'm 3 V /
Bbek: 3
White: 26 9, 07 5,60 '2,36 l,C9f 805 4°
I"'
- 19 5 '?
IBbck: 3
White :2 1 I2
f
f/9 1 1
,
66 5 >° 4 S 4 r °9 2,51
Al! Secondary Schools’ 547 29. 4 l9
Black: 25
c
.
White: 35
Unknown:
12,76 9,77 9 3 , s 9 i ,362 8: S 43 667
Bbek: 52
White: 3 ", 5 s 18,91 1 14,840 3 . 6 S3
Total: All Schools’ I.O^t 37 65 3 &v
Black: 28
'
0 White : Ci
Unknown:
21,83
4
' 5,39 5 5, 39 i , 09 7 2,067 ' > 3 3683 60*7
Black: 6t
r
a White: 5 t 35,47 6 3°. 57 5 ' 9 , 94 s 7,773
*
, 5 1 7
• These statistics have been jstnereJ frem The Report of the V. S. CemmMoner LVi.cation: A Study of the Mate end Higher School, foe the
Cohted rcc.de tn
of Education for the Y.-.tr tS,)i^} ('S' nK.r-$lcn. .896), 133", -35, *n<l f'°"* K'i'° UrJ,fJ *•*»«• tJ -
Th~™ s J«* lorcs (Washington, '»'?)•
REPORT FROM ATLANTA.
An attempt was made to fill out blank No. 2 from the re-
cords in Atlanta, but the data obtainable were not sufficiently
Adi or accurate for an extended report.
The following are the -returns for the year 1890, figured on
the basis of the census population for that year. For pur-
poses of comparison, the census figures for population are the
only reliable ones to use :
^—1890.—^
WHITE. COLORED.
Population 28,117
Guour I.—Consumption and pneumonia, total. .. 12G.0 225.0
Kate per 1 0,000 80.0
Excess for colored 137.0 per cent.
Guour II.-— Cholera infantum, convulsions and
still-born, total 230.0
ltate per 10,000 81.8
Excess for colored 149.0 per cent.
Guour III.— Contagious diseases, total
.. 90.0 78.0
Rate per 10,000 27.7
Excess for colored 15.0 per cent.
Guour IV.-— Oilier causes, total
.. 3G9.0 374.0
Rate per 10,000
.. 98.0 133.0
Excess for colored 35.0
Grand total
.. 708.0 907.0
Rate per 10,000 322.0
Excess for colored 70.0 per cent.
"Mortality Among Negroes In Cities*"
Proceedings of the Conference for Investigation
of City Problems, Atlanta University, May 26-
27 v 1896, p. 18c
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NEGRO SECRET SOCIETIES IN SOUTHERN CITIES
PLACE,
\V,Tsl]in£iou, I). (J
NAME.
§
2 :1 — ^ <
i:-s
Petersburg, V«.
• Vier Option
•Star of the West...
'Bloom of Youth...
iRi.-ing Sun
jFree (trace
iMotml Olive
'John i'’. Cook..
s ‘
'Eastern Star..
'Potomac Union
Union Friendship
Progressive Lodge
Corinthian...
(.•olden Reef
A. K. Manning
Traveling Pilgrim
W.A. Freeman
lO.sceolr.
I Union Light
ISocinl
Rose Hill
Old Ark
Simon
[Green Mountain
J. McCruminell
Western Star
Columbia
(Taylor’s Fountain
Chris toe’s Fountain..
Cedar Leaf
Sheba Lodge
Virginia Lodge
Bethel :..
Odd Fellows. I-M02 1 .ll-JO tiOj 27.0 Oil* Dues. -175 OU>275 tit! to
“ “ 3 1 tiff 1,000 00! 23 tali 277 Cv! 25ti 2.7 2
41 44 lOg S7j 12
,
D:u t:o 150 iXl! 44 133 Ot! 207 Oti! 7
44 ii 70 os! 500 Oil 147 00; 1 U tut! On 195 (h, ti
44 44
UM’lC.Oj 14 20, cc4 ox; ' ’ j 1 :» 4t i .**10 ()7; l(>44 44
3-', 7.-.I
7K •19
14 4(,! 31 0(, 21S 30 237 (X) »
44 44
C,( 17 07' 71 00!
!
* 4 lot 15 203 or. 12
44 44 cs 1 S70 01.)! 391 00: 44 i i 00. 14/ OOI 17
44 44
tiff, C! 320 27! 59 Cl)| 324 Off 191 tiff 0
44 44 70 o2 830 00; 33.3 OC! “ 4 -j Ooj 10 00 1
1
44 44
44 44 5S 8sl
711 CO 90!) 90!
223 00;
96 01:1
148 C0[ |k
1
175 50 147 40
12 00; 15 COi 3
44 44
t-r#j Yt 3-00 t o.
1
44 73 00, 80 001 14
44 44
3:1 20 105 00
1,709 Off
34 00: 4 - 23 70; 1 3
44 44 lOl! 93 451 00! 44 171 CO] 237 CO IS
4 4 44 7S| 09 275 CO; 12 co! 44 75 OOj 59 CO: 1
1
44 44 70 6 7(70 Off 192 CO] 44 90 07; 71 17; 9
44 14 81 1 31 COO 00 2x0 od 44 1 17 0-7 120 co; 15
44 41
7lj 70 33S 40 3S 14 44 45 25' 177 25! s
44 44 150-123 1,509 45 115 00 44 2S1 22i 44 '.5 14
»
120.105] COO 00
102! 79: 1 ,000 CO 123 00 44
207 85 150 CO] 27
259 74' 98 OS; 11
44 44 1071 75; 100 OC. 45 CO 44 195 3.'.; 257 CO; 19
44 44
47l 4x 378 50 245 00 44 9*1 C7,i ICO CO 11
44 44 57 52 7CX) CO 93 00 C5 71! 120 CO, 2
TrueReformers 43 43 130 CO Dues & asses 12 5t> 10
it] ir 90 C* Dues.
|
12 co; 4
4 4 44
3--1 29 ICO 00 Dues & asses 16 CO 14
Masons. 45 30 7CO CO ICO CO] Dues. 10 co; 6
1
“ 1.7 1C SCO 00 £0 CO l 0 Off
-TrueReformers 471 47 195 87 Dues A taxes] 20 50, a
' '
.
.
—
Petersburg. Vn.
Port Smith, Ark
'Gethscmftue jGfddfngs .....| 45] 45$
Keystone Fountain [True Rcform’rsj 72, 721
Green Bay ;St. Luke
j
4-jj 43,
Friendly (Masons , 17| 15.
Mt. Olive (True Reform’rsi 10] 10;
[H.O. Johnson Samaritans I 10] 10:
(Sarah’s .Giddings S£i
(St. James [Israel
Jerusalem '.Masons
IPocahontas | “
(United Sons of tl > e Morning. Odd Fellows...
Mahala's . . Giddings ...
'Israel.
-
[
Leah’s
|
IShiloh Rosebud True Rcfonn’rs
(Rose Bud Fountain....
'Rosebuds.
(Randolph
(
(King Solomon's !.
'Samuel's [ "
(Abigail Tent Giddings
,Mt.‘ Ararat .St Luke
Charity .Samaritans
Eureka St. Luke
Mt. Lebanon
;St. Mary's
|Mt s Carmel
Sheba.
•St. Joseph .Odd Fellows.
Roxeillas - (Giddings
[Hannah
Shiloh -
'•Iliuwiddie
Queen Esther Giddings i
‘Eureka -Mason
iWeldone .Odd Fellows....] IS, 15|
:
Knightof Tnb'ri Sli M|
Widow's Son
(Matier.
2oj 2(>
30[ SOI
IS is;
19; IS):
S I 7(7
U'| id
2S 25
It), 15)
20 26
1-i! 11}
SG[ 9ii
... 42. 4a
..I 2S! 2Si
25i 20l
!
op op
„| so! ad
. j
23i 2 :j|
h">! ^
20 2D
Iff 1'.
16
i :
23, 2:
|True Rcform'rsj
L
“
SCO 00
730 GO!
5C0 00|
1 ,400 C0[
SCO oc
2.S00 CO
200 OC
...(Masons..
Odd Fellows ! id 45) 3,000 00]
400 OC-I
40 One lot !
$103 SC’Ducs & taxes'?
370 00. "
151 80]
“
45 0.1 “
30 CO Dues
29 42 30 S Dues & taxes!
3-5 15 Dues
CO COi “
135 07 “
50 0.3 Rent & dues!
119 7/ Dues
|
320 Co Dues * rents
65 CO Dues & taxes
37 SGDues
37 01! “
45 ChDues.t taxes
4 2 00 Dues
340 2ff “
130 2C| “
3.G 30 “
CO CO “
73 02i “
ICO CO Dues * fines
32 fcO] “
CO 20Duos
72 Off
70 08 Dues £ fines
57 Off “ •;
106 0C- “
74 40 “
113 4® “
205 CO “
170 C-i-i
105 (:t ]Dites & fine?
00 00 Dues * finesj
300 Co Dues, pienic!
8C0 Co-Rent, etc
]
300 CO,Dues I
12 Off 13
77 O *375 CO 23
G OC
,
2
20 00
l
a-i
4 50
19
of oo
10 <v
102 50
12 0C>
21 20
15 30
C-0 (X
21 CO'
6 00
6 ,70
S 51-
40 CX
7 CO
1 CL
IS O'V
10 0“
4 50
2S ;V‘
10 5".
22 t*
19 57
i
27 etc
25 Cl
50 07
15 oo;
91 75,
jro (xt
200 CO,
2
3
CO 00 8
30 Off 2
to oc! 5
50 CC IS
20 0C| 1
!
5
29 CO
(50 COi 20
7
75 CO,
14
20 CC
45 Or
10 CC
0
4
9
37 71 1 2
'15
30 CO 15
7-5 OCj 10
|
4
120 od
2D) GC| 4
1QO 00; 25
500
"Social
and
Physical
Condition
of
Negroes
in
Cities."
Second
Conference.
May
25
-
26
,
1897
i
pages
6-7
•
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Rate pee 10,000 of deaths from consumption
IN ALL THE CITIES INVESTIGATED
ATLANTA. GA.
1882-85
188G-90
White.
18,10..
Colored.
88
i’er ct. excess of colored.
172.83
1*** f,-'»
1801-95 158.50
BALTIMORE, Ml).
1885 58.C5 128.65
1887 22 20..
1801 20.00.. 4t; 1X1 tu\
1802 20.10,.
CHARLESTON S. C.
1881-81 27.52 . 72 20 . 169 X5
1885-80 20.05.. 230.55
1890-9 l 17.71 . 225.58
MEMPHIS, THNN.
1882-85 90.SU
1SSG-90 24,20.. 50.20
i 80 1-05 15.00.. 137.G1
RICHMOND, YA.
1881-95 25 57..
198G-00 21.27.. 11.G3 95.72
1801-05 31 71 S7 XS
"Social and Physical Condition of Negroes
In Cities." Second Conference. May 2y~26,
1897, p. 16.
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Ko.
1
2
8
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
1G
17
18
19
SO
21
22
23
21
25
20
27
peace. DENOMINATION.
Vtcrshu rg
Galveston
.
Baptist
..Mi,b ' 1 '' M<-ui, ( iist..;:
Baptist
,,, .
IP. K
Anshington jp p
Fort Smith
.Meth'edist
.
’
\\ nshmpton Baptist
C.alvt'ston IMetbodistV ashington Methodist....Baptist
Atlanta
Washington.
;ton..
Mobile....
Wnshiiif
Mobile.
.
Petersburg...
Washington.
Baptist
Methodist..
•This church is huilrting a Home ior the Aged, so th.u this
Congregational
Baptist
Methodist.
Baptist
Methodist.
Anrvrval
l^tnine
Aumir.l cx-
l*'it«t intro ii
charity.
o K
.
-
.
C s’*-;
4 A 000 fl.’IK) 50.
1-500 OX) 40.
* ,2.3
1
378 30
1,200 3011 25.
1,550 ?JYI 19.
3.5<X) d O 14.
1 .059 150 14.
! v'CO 2 0 13.
1.2.50 150 12.
2.400 288 12.
I.OGO Kx) 10.
1,000 100 10.
2.000 200 10.
4 ,500 400 9.
3,OX) 150 7.5
5,714 432 7.5
2,480 IS) 7.2
SAKW 200 G.G
6.215 383 G.3
4 AXX) 270 G.2
2.000 125 G.2
7.5O0 400 5.3
4.000 ICO 5.
2^000 ico 6.
3.000 140 4.7
CAXX) 170 2.5
KvOOO 2eT» 2.2
o cxtinordinniy ex^oullturc.
Pl.ACK.
CO-OPERATIVE BUSINESS ENTERPRISES
NAM F..
^Washington. D. Pavings Bank.:iss« Banking
HGalveston, Tex.
fAtlanta, Ga
5 “ “
I
r! •• •>
• ‘Cotton .lain’rs *,
[Longs!] or.A. No.2 1S79 Trades Union
lAtlanta L. a-T.Co 1300 Heal est. .<• vents!
Ga. ite.nl Instate ‘
"('oiieonl. N. C.
KBichninnd . Va.
9 Augusta . (4a
I
i.
Sou th View ('em-,
Vtery Ass’ll. 1
Colouian Mfg. Co l
True ltcfonnei's’i
Wk 'gmen’s Loan!
V Bldg Ass’ll .1882 Building Ass’n...
®N iekelS’v’gs BkL.
pie's S’gs Ilk ...I’
l(i Richmond, \’:i
1 1 Birmingham, Ala
12 Hampton. Vn. . People’s Bldg, v.-i !
! il.naii Ass'n 18s!! Building Ass’n
1-5 Hampton,
i
1G “
it!
Hinmpton Supply!
j
Co '1891, Retails woc<
Bay Shore Hotel'
|
!(’<> 1897 Summer res
.
jW’U'ngnieu’s Co-! 1
opo'n ’ i vo I'lium. 1 SOT Bot.ntl store,
T'O direct report hus been received iroiu those tw’o bin.
!
C»i pita!.
i
.
I
~
— T-.« ! a to. Income
* I .V •' i . > - f ! Ycnr.
rfl nu«t Cnsh.r
T*i 1
*
s
i i
Expend. KKMAKKS.
.*150X0! HT- $ .33.4-ii >16.-VJ0 01 Very successful.
CO.COO 700. 31,000: 390 50 Fairly.successful.
cnsli .">,(» 5
701 i tools 1 .001* .fi.OCO Of! 2.000 00,Very successful.
l.'j 7,0(X:‘ ‘ 700 00 1,000 00
i
27, ?..:( id
*
1
1 4,w;oj
1 VX20 neves. ; Successful.
!
ro.ocoitu r 20 .01 '!', 1 7 ,(X,0 0(7 Not fully started.
! iro.i',00
x i
1
‘ 115,C00i
j
' i
,
,
! i
120 3,400. 3,900 GO
;
Very successful
I
™(!0
i
!
i 75.000 i 31.000 00 250 homes bought
!
2.5.0t:0i 20) i 4.500 (XV Dividend of 10;*
1
i
I-- 1 [last year.
1
*: 4.r.(Hy ? .... i^.rno on!
.! °.00( 1 ! 1 .000 (X
!
!
I
1
1 too . 1 I TOO 00*
• .Vi ili and hortjes arc being era bed; 100 acits ftrul bail ling.
"Some Efforts
Thoir Ov,rn Social
May 25-26, 189c3 >
of American Negroes for
Betterment," Third Conference,
pages II and 25.
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1’FAOE.
Mobile, AlaT
NAME
Crystal fountain
(Garrison.
Golden Gate..
Sparkling Water-
Star of Hope-
Ark of Safety
OI , SeSei.® ;%
dd
of
F
£
Uows
-W
Clarkesvillc, TennJMt. Vernon
Bowling Green, Kv;Mt. Calvary
Atlanta, G~ •
,Odd Fellows.
I
Rising Sun.
'....-.JMasons
Crystal I i,
Rising Sun I .1
Richard Allen Knights of P
1 lymouth
. — Masons
St. James, No. 4 I
Star of the South
-.'((Odd Fellows
1 ride of Georgia I •• »
St. James
Fulton Enterprise
Love of Freedom.,
500 00!
400 00|
SOD (X)
60 60]
40j 371
C2 37
fio; 60
'175lCoOne lot
..[140'ISO
Jicouoj
72j 65|
i
=
2,700 00 Dues.. 630 00 500 00
1,200 00 Dues
150 00 Dues, picnic!
300 00'
36 00
210 00 Dues. ' 4S 00
150 00; “ -I 20 00
250 00 “ I
|
160 00!
60 00
210 00 '
325 00
360 00
000 00
7S0 00
s:o oo;
300 oo
20 oo
60 00
16 5o!
10 CO
I .
j
'
12
7
4
15 00,
"Some Efforts of American Negroes for
Their 0\/n Social Betterment
.
" Third Con-
ference. May 25-26, 1898, pages 14, 15, 16.
NEGRO BUSINESS VENTURES IN ATLANTA, GA.
Compiled by the Editor from the Senior theses of
G. F. J’orter, ’09, and J. E. Sccibrooke, '99.
I
According to the United States Census of 1890 there were in Atlanta, On.,
; 28,117 Negroes. At present there are prol ably from thirty-five to forty
thousand. Among this population the class in Sociology of Atlanta Uni-
versity counted 01 business enterprises of sufficient size to be noticed.
These were as follows:
Grocery-stores 22
General Merchandise stores &
Wood-yards 6
Barber-shops, with hired employees and over $300 invested 0
Moat-Markets 7
Restaurants 2
Undertakers 2
Blacksmiths and Wheelwrights, with stock 2
Saloons 2
Tailor, with stock 1
Drug-store 1
Creamery 1
l’ool and Billiard Parlor 1
Loan and Investment Company 1
Carriage and Wagon Builder 1
Real Estate Dealer 1
Total Cl
1
There are some of the above that combine several businesses; e. g., one
of the grocery-stores has a meat-market, in connection
;
two others have
wood-yards
;
one a coal and wood-yard
;
and one combines a grocery, ros-
taurnnt, wood and coal-yard and a meat-market. In one of the above
i mentioned wood-yards, coal is also sold; in another there is a restaurant.
The capital invested in these businesses is as follows:
GKOOEKY STORES.
CAPITAL. NUMBER OF STOKES. CAPITAL. NUMBER OF STORES.
$100 1 $ 600 1
160 1 800 4
200 2 1 000 2
200 2 1 275 1
300 1
400 1 Total Cl
600 6 Total capital invested $11,025
"The Negro In Business
May ^0-51, 1899, p. 88.
Fourth Conference
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(n.) T1IK I.AlUii:)! XU(; ko colleges.
Colleges.
I I
£ ;X X
O — —
'* t.l'ai a
i
^ i aX X
...
_0i
Howard
Ki.-k
Atlanta
Wilberforee
I.eland
Paul Quinn
Biddle
Shaw
Va. X. & C
Livingstone
Lincoln 021 3! 15 .
Berea 1. ..I i!...i j!.
• l’nrtial report* only.
V i! r>! 4' 7! I
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4 1 f, ;
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5! O'
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I
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! 21 T^TifYairi so
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1
lc till- I
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12l
5 I.
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1
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7 1 r.
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3
1 90
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'3 ) 0 3 i) I0G
i
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i
(1 0 3 4 38
!
25 43 34 OO 23 28 1 33 ,010
! 1
1 20 1 29
(E.) OTHER XEC.RO COLLEGES.
COLLEGES. i. 1- t- 1 -
r ! M
1 1 r
X J, X 55
J..Allen.
State Col!.. Hoi I..J....L..U....L..LJ
! I.
Knoxville
j
ll....L.'....j....L.LJ
| 2 1 2
Claflin 1...J....'....' '....L..‘....l '2 j 3 i
Clark !..J....!....L.J....L. i...J 2 1
Philander Sni i t li . ..I 1 ! 1 ’ ' • • I I.
7 '..
1
00 s
|
s
0 £
•r. O
i
d
0
!
2
!
1
|
7
4
j
3 | 1 1
3 5 ; 3
1 ! .3 I 1 I
3 I I '.) | 1
1 linger Williams.
5
o’.J. I 2 I 1 | 7 j 5 1 4 I I 2 2 I 3 4 3New Orleans 4.../ 4,
j
2 | ! 2 j 1 1 1 2 2 ! 1 4 ! ! 2
1 (icorgi® .State j ' * ' ' 1 1 1 ! 1 1 1 ! I j .. I. J
2 i IPaine C..L.A. J.. • 1 j 2 !.
Tnlledega L.A. .J.... 1 1 1 1 i !.
Bust LJ..J l : 1 tij I 3 i
j 3 | 2 ' i l i ! 1A tlanta Baptist LJ...A...'...A... ....... J I • I | ! I j I
Arkansas Baptist.. 1 ....!.... 1
j
I I..;
! i
Straight 4...J l! I 2 1 1 j i I I 1
Southland !....] 3 4....I 3....' 2 ! 1 L ' 1 | 1 '
Branch. Ark L.'.... 1.... 1 ....:.... I| ij. 1 1
Lincoln Inst I k...[.... : ' ....'
J
.1 !
Bennett J ..!... i...l...j
] 1 j
Central Tennessee ...L. A .1 ' . ' 5 51 1 1
4
!
1
I
1
1
T . 1 .
4 1 1 3
3 2
3 S
4
j
4
j
(1
3 1 I
4
1 m I
2 j-;-- |
r.
1
<5
1
1 '
•
1
2
1
1
2 ! 2 1 1
2
1
.
3 1 4 1.
I 4
‘
1 ..
I ! 1
.1 I
1 1 1
1
•i
1
J-
.: 1
j 1
1
1
2
i
2 1
|
4
"2”
io r
21
0
44
'40
21
23
70
30
1
11
5
30
7
4
li
13
9
9
0
3
40
"The College-Bred Negro." Fifth Conference,
tyay 29-30, 1900, pages 37-'U.
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South kk n Oitcks.
(Dollars Per Month.)
N cgroes... 35, GO i: 25, 40 ! 30, 40
—
15, 37»£, 40
Whites.... 4.)? oO-GO, 70
!
4b 3U, -1 1 -r- 4;>, 50, 00
Negroes... 25, :i7 ; .;
,
io, 5" i , 25-;>0 40, 45. 03 40, 70
Whites.... 40, 50, 90 30-100 40, 90, 100 00, 120
Negroes... 40, G3 35-80 55-
1
25 30-75 40-50
Whites... OH}.], oo 45-90 55- 1 50? 40-100 40-00
Negroes... 30-00 30-100 15, 25>, 50 40 -100 40-90
Whites.... 35-100 40-150 30-75 45-125 45-122
Negroes
..
25-10 30-3 5 1 32- 50 30-50 30-50
[
13 >£-52 >.,
Whites ... 30 00 45-50
j
50-80
j
30-55 40-00
[
30-100
Negroes
.. 20-50 40-100 15-25 33] j -fkr'j 25, 27]..,, 50
Whites ... 35-40
|
50-1 5<) 3-5-40 50-75 50, 75, 150
Negroes... 20
,
2"
>, 45 40, 35, 35, 3 J, 37] 2 , 37] a, 40, 40, 65
Whites.... 30, 45, 50, 75 00, 50, 50, 52 1 2i 50 h , 57 1 .,, 00, 05, SO, 1 It)
Negroes... 35, 45, 75 1 20, 25 30, 35, 00 1 50-100 1 45
Whites.... GO, 75, 125 35, 40, 50, 75, 100 4)- 150 50-00
Negroes... 7 Teachei s receive $235 20 25 27, 50 35
, 40, 55, 95
Whites. .. 0 Teachei s receive 350 40 35, 40? 50 90, 100, ISO
Negroes... 25, 27 J .<
,
37 1 20, 20, 20, 25, 25, 25 30, 50 20, 40
Wh ites.... 35, 45, 50 50, 50, 60 . 50. 60, 00, 75 133]
'3 35, 150
Negroes... 40, 40, 25, 25, 30, 10, 35 , 35, 100 45M 20-25 45-70
Whites ... 10, 40. 45, 50. 50. 50, 50, 50. 125 55 14 32-35 50- ICO
Negroes .. 20, 30, 22, ' ^>5, 25, 25, 45, OO 41-70 35-40
j
03-75
Whites ... 25, 00, 30, 40, 4-’>. 00. 05. 90 •io-S5| 50-GO 00-120
Negroes .. 30, 50 35-60 50-65
Whites ... 45, 100 40-125 65-80
IExpi.anatios.—Thu upper line gives the salary received per month hv Negro teachers, the lower
j
line the corresponding salaries received for the same grade of work by whites. The upright lines
j
divide the different cities ]
"The Negro Common School*” Sixth Conference.
May 28, 1901, p.110.
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SOUTHERN WHITES AND THE NEGRO CHURCH
"The difficulty of getting valuable expressions
on the Negro churches from Southern white people
rs that so few of then know anything about these
churches. Mo human beings live further apart than
separate social classes, especially when ] in„
'
°f race and color and historic antipathies inter-
vene. tew white people visit Negro churches and
those vj.no do go usually for curiosity or "fun,"
and consequently seek only certain tyres. The
endeavor was made in this case, however, to get
the opinion of white people whose business re-
lations or sympathies have brought them into
actual contact with these churches. A few of the
names in this list are of Northern people, but
the great majority are white Southerners.
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RESOLUTIONS
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B
;
oat ° I5
l
lnc of ,nora l 11 POTt is t!,o Christian church. The No-rochurch is a mighty social power to-day; but it needs cleanshm revivi'n^
oncc pi,rgod ° r i,s dr°ss r^ >>^omo »» .- fc 0uri,t
;
•'
1
hd a
.
s U “ wo,/ ’- t0 KOini‘- cxtc*nt, the most powerful atroney in the
blood
de ' L‘lopmcnl and SPciaI reform of 0,000,000 Americans of Negro
The Negro of America needs an Ago of Faith. All great a-cs areges of fa 1 1 h
. ^
It is absolutely necessary for a new people to be-inthen oaieer with the religious verities. Religious and moral qualities
a e independent of the eventualities of the race problem; no matterwhat destiny awaits the race, Religion is necessary either as a solvent
or as a salve.
Religious precepts would rob the white man of his prejudices and
t. use him to xcogmze the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of
!
r ;
C,
;
ri
^‘
:inl
;
y ls contrary to tho .spirit of caste-spiritual kinship
_
anscendsa.l other relations. The race problem will bo solved whenC insnanity gams control of the innate wickedness of the humanheart, and men learn to apply in dealing with their fellows tho simple
principles of the Golden Rule and tho Sermon on the Mount.
(Signed) Makv Chukchi Tkkkell,
Kkulv Millkh,
W. E. B. Du Bois.
"The
May 26,
Negro Church," Eighth Conference.
1903, pages 164, 208,
CHILDREN ANl)
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THE CHURCH
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Aro you a Christian?
Hnvon vonr a
Kli;li l, yours
N Inn years
Ton yours
Klovon yours
Two I vo yours '
Tli Irioon yoiirs
Kourlocn yours
Klflcou yours
Hlxtoon yours
Hyvon toon yours....
KightPon yours
Tot lit
Oni'-t.iiird nf tlie child)
11-18 years of age, CO pel
church, however. <
Do you go to cJnirch ?
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7 10
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•til no
78 4 .V,
87 1 12
88 JOT.
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:w ?S
10 2
l
401
.1 u ,ro church members; of tho more m<ature,
pony belong to tlio church. Nearly all go to
Ay (.
Rovon yours
K I a lit. yon rs
N I no vonrs
Ton yours
Klovon yours
Twelve yours ’
.
Tl> irtoon yours
Fourteen yours
Fifteen yearn
RlxLoon yearn
Hovoutoou yours
.....
Klghtoon yours ,*
Not given
3Yj. No. •S'oTi.r-timr.i. t
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> 1
78 1 i
150 10 i 1
172 6 s
115 7 t)
224 2 3
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Kcgroc-s were incarcerated for tho following olfenfiea:
Kind of Of lenses
Both jcre.i M’alet Females
TOTAL... 100.00 <~o 100.00 % 8 8 *
1. Age. Inst.flip t'Ovj!rjp.ii!Qal /> to. <r% ,.-0.77 % 0 . 0s To
2. •kocl'T.%
,
v v
,
tidi.. ' s*' :
hllng, drunkenness, disorder, conceited wchh-
ons-, vagrancy, vie.) * Id &t £ M. 13 % 10.64 ft
£. Against tho person, (murder, rape, assaults, etc.). 25. P5 % 20.72 % 18.22 ft
4. Against property
6. Miscellaneous, (double crimes, Infractions of
municipal ordinances, witnesses, unknown',
40.65 48. 2S % SO. 33 %
10 10 % 10.10 % 10.73 To
Tl.o lu'luii.l lininlior of iiIToumok for whites and Negroes is :
OKKKNHKK HVi
|
jVri/rnr.i Jnd in fi a
Aid, 01 I'r.Nkr.s 1,00«,000 l.kjO.i/xi
1. Against the government 2K.721 7,!l'i*J 40,373
2. Against social v 131,2S3 270.521
Perjury and false swearing
Incest :i,*j it)
iv«l
1 v s,
0,317
Adult ci v
•1 ,V9i 1 ; 1 « rr 9,317
Kuni leal Ion, etc 1 l,Mll
1,1 ny
«; :,*ii 3,lo5
• (inm)Mlng 1" .»!.">
1 * 11 1 »l 1 •• 1 il l ox lea t km «|,.'.VII iiOt-i ft* ,71*5
JMsonlnrly comlurt
< ’a ity lug concealed weapons
fy 4,27:1
2 *70 1
9,317
Vngriincy 43,273 14,717 15,i2U
8. Against the person 170,1 18 iNT/h'O 3sS.H/}
1 lomleide 77,212 1 17. S'. (I 2*5.7 1
1
Kapo 14,203 •j:i, t: ^ 2l,si5
4. A gainst property 451 >.'.4 iTh.'.'i l 273,2’. '2
burglary 120,015 1 ; 1 ..'j>7 4i»,:rr:l
Marumi v 2 11,877 2U,2t>6
6. Miscellaneous 70,107 1U'J,«o2 18,69?
Crime end Illiteracy
N MO HO 118 I'ercc'iitaga of total|IO|U,llltlpll
I'urc**!*) ngo of prison
popu lullon.
Tnhll .Vii/c.i ,, , i/ cmrun 7'af.d
j
.V.lf/T Fe nutlet
lload and write
1 llltorato*
Head only
Neither rend nor wrl! 0 , !
.
12 Ul
In 40
<4 Si
f»o . :>x
•17, I'.'l
,M .87
l! 73
4? HI
to 23
j
5U 77
52 90 !
38 ss
j
;r.> 1
1
111 12
1
I’d so
•1 k.i
]
1 ! f>s
61 13 | M 31
I’A 2«l
£1 7 4
11 71
52 03
"Some Notes on Negro Crime Particularly
in Georgia*" Ninth Conference, May 24,
1904, pages 14-1 5
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Vi c believe that. there lias grown in the last ten years a larger
scientific spirit in dealing with the Negro problems and a de-
mand for verifiable knowledge, rather than mere opinion, as a
basis for sound judgment and philanthropic effort.
The investigations of the last ten years seem on the whole to
indicate
:
(a ) A progressive differentiation of the Negro race into social
and economic classes.
(^) A. slo \ recognition that this fact makes it more and more
unjust to characterize the race as if it were a unit.
( c ) A large but slowly decreasing Negro mortality.
(F) An encouraging decrease of infant and child mortality.
(r) An increase in the number of good homes.
{/) An increase in the kind and number of efforts for social
betterment among Negroes.
(g) An increase in the number of business enterprises and
in economic co-operation.
(//) A rapid decrease in illiteracy, especially in cities, and a
large percentage of success among college-bred Negroes.
(/) A severe economic crisis among Negro artisans.
(f) An increase in the social and economic activities of the
Negro church.
(A) A large increase of crime up until 1895 and a consider-
able decrease since that date.
We believe that future investigations ought to lay especial
stress on (lie many unsettled questions as to the. vitality of the
Negro, his economic efficiency, his moral habits and his capacity
for government, and on the means of improving all these.
We recommend that these studies be carried on in ten year
cycles and include statistical and historical research, and inves-
tigation into African conditions.
Finally, wc recommend the co-operation of all agencies now
engaged in studying the Negro problems and an attempt to se-
cure an endowment for the work of this conference.
•
• Walter F. Willcox,
LaFayette M. I-Ikrshaw,
W. E. B. DuBois.
"A Select; Bibliography of the Negro American.
Tenth Conference. May 50? 1905? p.S.
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. Physicians
The census reports the following Negro physicians:
Their ages were:
m;iIn voi. fi'mii iiv i in.
Iim | ( , J
t
r,7
1. fi'uia i>: mo
InerciiHo per con P-ko.7 pci coni
' .> VII tS
.
10-21
2."i-:u
3>- 1 1 •«
k>-54 11
.Vvt'.l “
07 n in! u\ or
Unknown.
IS'") I'JOCi
Pd t»5
‘A it 0O7
uT2
HIS 2.77
in 122
lot in*.
12 10
too i »7iHTotal
From the Negro mo,licnl schools there wore the following living jrrnd.1/ftton at two poriodn, 1805 mxl 100 i"»:
'
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N'oero Physicians, is9
5
Me Imrr.v Medical College
J I own ni l i n lviTs.il y .
I.i'onnril Medical SchoolNew Orh this University
Iionlsvllln National
Ol her ( !oI logos *
Totnl
cT r.
— V) eJ
a C "S
72
e c
< a-
17 T
i 2 2
4 .7 Y
22 “
hi
o I
fc
I
]
10 i
1
io
|
.. 210
.. 54
2 I M
...j 19
... 21
I
27
2 ass
Ncsiro Physlcinn.s, 1905
Ohio
< ik In hotnii
J Vn ns\ I \ a n In
|{ 1 » • >f I • • I sljind
S«»iii h < ’ii r< i| I nit
'I I II ursvi'
MIS
.
\ i'l lll'illl
. . . .
Y 1 1 1* 1 1 1 Sit
\Yn dilnr.l i*n
\\V.| V l if' I li lit
Hoti! Ii \ miTlfn ...
(‘ml rn I Aniarlcn
i;i l( |s»i WVst J ndln Islands
S* ni t ii A frlca
Was!. A f rlcii
Nova SimiI la I
Spanish Honduras
U nknown
K Mown to (load
il
7
i a,
a
I
n
1
17
2
III
*_i
:i
0
STATUS Howard blehrxrry I.eona rd Loui.u illc Flint Total
A In 1*11 mil.
.
.
5 .V- 10A rl /.on a . 0 4 52
A J J : im s 1
1
s
x hi J ill n nla
2
*2
51
»>
4 I 4
1
02
< 'oionnlo
i 6
J
1 0
1 ‘akotn 1 5
1 )«»|.*i v, n ro 3
1 1
1 M >! rJct of Columbia
Kim l,ln im6
4
33
2
2
122
40
M< teol nlMIllinois. 1 «6
IS
is
10 i
1 iv linn Territory 1 111
3
1
-
IS
21
I nd limn 0
’"is"’
Kiiiimis
1
5 13 l
5 !
3
K ‘*n 1 uric v.
.
.
111
] J
1 .nilislnnil in 31
1 13
50Maine i
Maryland 10 3 13Massachusetts
:t 5M lehlp.a n
.7 iM limesnta
. i 2 3
31
f/>
Mississippi 2 23 i KM 1 —-i i » i r l . 13 JU*i
1
N**t 'III * i\ M
i
N« A . 1 ' IN'-V
N v .v.-v|,.„
k r, ii
>• V. York
N . : • : 1 Carolina
If.
4
/ V
III j
!
1
r.l
il
I,
•J
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1 1
1
71
:r,i 1M
15
02
4
VI
I
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im
Wl
1
(Vl
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•l
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11
2
2
1
1
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Northern schools.
"The Health and Physique of the Negro
American, " Eleventh Conference, May 29?
1906, pages 96-97*
Section 17. (General Economic Comlition. The chief occupations ofNc-n.cs m 1SOO ji ini i-MM W( lv as f tl |!, iws: 1
"'S
NlCr° Ot least Ten Years of Afro. linked In Specified
Occupniions: l.SVO mnJ 1000
Occc CATION
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Continental trailed states:
A il iH'eupnl Inns
Occupniions giving emplnvmcnt to
nt least la,atm Nannies tn'ltmi
Agricultural laborers
t a rnicrs. plan ; e rs and ove I'M’e rsLaborers i not sped tied )Servants and waiters
I.nunderers and Laundresses
I ’ray me n. hack men. tea nisi ers, etc.
Si ea in nil Irund employees
M liters and uua rr\ menSaw and pin nine-in 1 1
1
emplovees'
Porters and helpers i In store's, etc t
I cachet s, professors In eolleces etc
,
< 'i‘ rpen ! ers and joiners
Turpentine farmers and laborer-,
I fa r tiers and hairdressers
Nurses and midwifes
Clergymen
Tobacco and clear factory operative
Masons (brick and stone)
ltressmn Iters
I run ami steal u orkers 7
'
Seamstresses
Janitors atid sextons
Housekeepers and stewards
Fishermen and oysternien
Engineers. t| remen, t not loeomotiv*.
Itlaeksmlt hs
Ut her occupations '
IH'.H) IPU)
Per cent
of
Increase
il.OTi!, It'd r?
T 0'-»i? T :i:rr 2ti.ll
•IfJilV.liV.i i!,*si7,nos •2!) S
l,lm'..7'.N 1,HI 1,125 21 r»
rr,u,:-.r„; 7A7 ,vJ*J
:i!'M*rj r- < r.!i t
401,215 105,7:1
1
10 1
loi.ast VJn. 101 2
07.5S5 51 7
t'.r.ts 55..TJ7 in i
111 I>:)7 ilO.f.l'il »i‘j .i
IT.PTtl t»2 0
1 1
,»'.< i ‘js/177 1 17 s
k*. ltd) 21.207 IU H
I’l.l i:t •|0
: 2i 1,7 1
17. iso
1 1 i
5.2 til I'l, i:u «r~.i «*
L’.I.-r.i i
•/J*
~
15,0 il
Itl.f/M lute; :;s l
1 l.aso •IT -1
l.oM'l I2.5i.fl
«i.f»7H 12.:: 77 ST 1
II,sin 11.at? if
n/.c.ri i l.rciit *.n o
h,*J IS n n
10,071 lu. if
7
:i r»
lu,2?! 01 n
In.ass H\lno is i
$l55,ini5 1k5 :12B v*i 1
• Excludes turpentine farmers and luhorers.
•( tieerease.
1 iurpentipe farmers and ialiorer.s were Included in
turn! ;.tn nulls’ 111 jsMi. $ Includes ttirpenilne farmer
k
ol hor jucrScui
Mint SiiiMSTj*..,
Anruinl Increntt of 124 Representative Families nf Atlcrda, end Amount and Per Cent of Expenditure fur Various lu
An.vl’ai, Ixcumf, An.nuai. Kxci n I1ITUKK
Cj.ASH! l'n:n
1 NCOM K
i 100 or t; tide]- $ ?m is
300 ! :t l
-loll'
ftnO I'l
• re*' ro
l.oi
I 2
.... i 1
JfH)
o"0
-tot
fyVi
750
KXYl or over
i I Total
{ 2, .7)1
S, |s|)
JO.tx'4
,5.2:11
I lc.K s
i.viv)
1,125
Kent Food Clothing Taxes
A vo rugo
A tut
.
Per
Cent
of
Total
Amt.
Per
Cent
of
Total
Aim.
Per
Cent
of
Total
Amt.
Per
Cent
of
Total
Amt.
Per
Cent
of
Total
t 1:19 } 2ss 11 f»o 27 Ofl J 57ti 20 57 J il n 12 t 775 31 95
2 15 I ,i as 12 21 I.I'.'S •id 50 I .M 0 21 2:1 1st 2 17 1.20 Jl *5
:m S Hi JAMS 42. I'l 2,u«'y) 20 f.H 'jr.-i •J t',\ 15 i>t
tot 770 0,:2i :>,v» io .‘>5 71 1.2*5 15 ill 2 t:t 2 i»o 5
.
•>i : >S
r.- ; i Ml 7 12 :5.HS »> 51 1.755 15 55 :I2S 2 SU 4.! '.‘-I
SSI 1 re V 1 .C :J) :jf-0 1 «» 1.50 s 0'2 i-O H4 i'o
1.1 25 j M) 52 (X> flX) 17 ?s ;V) 4 It 515 j5 ;s
Other
Expenses
and
Savings
"The Negro American Fami’.y." Thirteenth Con-
ference • Cay 26, 1908, pages 101, 111*.
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he School. Three questions arise in r on! to iNi'po
Section (j,
ef.-ris for so,
-in | !>.! f< rmenl, through schools: ] \\ | .... x .f->r i Heir schools,
-j. Whal benevolent etlorts thev I- *
,M>
«. Wl.at the henev.,l.-n, t . 0 ‘ J“ ? “i "T0™
Of this n
1
'
1
'!
114 iptestions fall strictly within the ‘scopo
,
,
/’ 1 lu»"' , \er, interesting to <, ll()to fmin a , _
S'i'i-’-h Lv
0
*'''
M
t 'V ‘ llt
,
h
.
anhuM <-5<»» r‘-‘-o»'ce for Education in hoWn lmUK ^ hfa
- «-ko the fol-
Viryinia TV. Carolina Grorgifi
I>nte
1007 It.OS ItiOJ
cost of schools
£!,:!( W.tKf, pi.OfiN.JUO 00 {ti,s:a,2 ii oo
Cost of Negro schools 4KSMLN 00 t02,f.r.8 (X> wv.jto oo
I >‘r r-iil. of lutiil cost going to Negro
M.7SCIh.OiN 13 0 17 7
Per cent, of Negroes In population a1) 7 ;i;t n •10.7
Amount of )».il>||e school funds not coo-
tl loll! i ll 1 IV wllil «• ili\-|tu\ fis
I ,»
$.707 ,805 IX)c* »i 1
1
1 1 I'll l << I l
>y Nfjjrors, pu 1? 1 !<• u l i I -
it* oirpoim ions, vm hnv ui (‘nt <, i.>
?|-.'!l
1 lti7 (X) jr.i7.KTij? ru
.“ V,1:at ls tnie of lllf - school funds of the three States considered
.'move is probably
^
true of »!; the othert:’’ (i. e., Southern States).
>
* fa into Tiixnt ton
Publications, No. it.
nod Negro Schools, by Charles L. Coon, A tlantn ITntv" "stt.y
"Efforts for Social Betterment Among Negro
Americans*" Fourteenth Conference* May 24, 1909?
X) * 29
.
PROPERTY PER CAPITA FOR GEORGIA NEGROES
TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE OF NEGRO PROPERTY IN THREE
"Efforts for Social Betterment Among Negro Americans."
Fourteenth Conference. May 24, 1909, pages 14~15«
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YEAR
1911
1954
1934
1934
1934
3 936
TABLE OF NATIONAL CONFERENCES
TITLE CONCERNS
Sixteenth Atlanta
Conference
1. Cut appropriations for Black schools
2. Lowered wages for Black teachers
3. White superintendent neglect of Black,
schools.
4. Few schools built for Black students
5. Southern Blacks deprived of power in
schools and government
National Conference 1.
on Fundamental 2.
Problems in the
Education of Negroes, 3*
Hay 9-12, Washington,
P.C. A.
3 .
Low Black enrollment in high schools
Very limited source for public school
transportation for Blacks
Lack of service from Black colleges to
meet social needs
Poor curriculum in Black schools
Location of many Black schools in
undesirable, unsanitary locales
National Conference
of 1934
1. Teachers and teaching
2. Financial support
3. Administaration
4. Segregated schools
Conference on
College for Negro
Youth, Washington,
D.C. Jan. 4-5
1. Fundamental problems of private colleges
for Negroes
2. Purposes of private institutions
3. Program and policies needed
4. Number of private institutions needed
North Carolina
College Conference
in Durham, N.C.
Jan. 20
1. Codes promoting better co-operation
between the Negro colleges of North
Carolina
2, Negro colleges in a changing society
Tv/elfth Annual 1.
Conference of 2.
Presidents of Negro
Land Grant Colleges,
Virginia .State College
for Negroes, Nov 10-11
Public education and the Negro
Meeting the needs of the .Negro- Federal
aid
524
YEAR
1936
1936
1936
1937
1939
1940
TITLE CONCERNS
Meeting of the
Cominisssion on
Higher Institutions
of Association of
Colleges- and. Secon-
dary Schools for
Negroes, Virginia
State College, Nov,
12-13
1» Co opera o ion as opposed to rivalry
among colleges
2. Student participation
3* Study factors which have pi'oved helin administration of studies in Ner
colleges "
4. Relations of alunni and the college
5. Other values and scholastic
achievement
Kentucky Negro
Education
Association
,
Louisville ,Ky,
April
1 4 Problems of race segregation in U.8.
2. Legal decision and legitimacy
pertaining to Negroes
3. Occupational adjustment
4. The peculiar responsibility of schools
for Negroes
Tennessee College
for Negro Youth,
Tennessee Ail State
College, Nashville,
Tenn., April 9
1. Challenges and institutions of higher
education for Negro youth
Twelfth Annual Meeting
of the National Associa-
tion of Collegiate deans
and Registrars in Negro
Schools, Southern Univ.
,
Baton Rouge, La. Eeb, 17-
19
1. Federal government and Negro colleges
2. Critical study and analysis of negro
college catalogs
3. Relation of curricula to the cultural
development of the Negro college
Thirteenth Annual Meeting
of the North Carolina
Negro College Conference,
Fayatteville
,
N.C. Jan. 28
Fourteenth Annual North
Carolina Negro College
Conference, Feb, 3>
Winston-Salem State
lbachers College
1. Education for democracy
2. Democracy in teaching
3. Democracy as it affects progress of
schools
>-i
-a
525
YEAR
1943-
1944
1944
194-7
TITLE CONCERNS
Ten Years of
Educational Activity of
the Association of
Colleges and Secondary
Schools lor Negroes
Second Conference of
Negro Land GJ^ant
Colleges, Aoril 18-
19
n
1. Association of Colleges founded on
Dec. 9 , 1994 at Atlanta University
2. Sixty
-four schools as members of
the Association of Colleges and
Secondary -schools for wegroes
3* Formed for these reasons:
a. General Education Hoard would soo
discontinue grans which made it
possible for the Southern Associa-
tion to inspect and rate ?J
schools wothout fee
b. Southern Association
give this service free
c. Desire for a professional organi-
zation whose chief aim was to
stimulate a more functional program
among schools and colleges and was
conscious of its responsibility to
help guide and foster self-direc-
tion in uhe lives of Negro Youth
4. Specific actions over a ten year
period
Negro
couldn 1 t
1. Conditions of the population within
the college locale
2. Socioeconomic conditions in the
college locale
3. Educational conditions of populatio n
in the college locale
4. Internal processes of the college
locale
Twelfth National
Conference of Fundamental
Problems in the Education
of Negroes, Washington,
D.C. flay 2-3
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THE COST OF NEGRO SCHOOLS
kxi-bnuituiibs Hm T!;a( ' i,i;ks an-i>t<>taiVokt ok nkoko m iukh-s
Sta jk an i
>
Vi ;aii
Virginia. !'.»
-7
North (Rir.-iina, 1 * w >x
.
S«»ulh (*:ir«*liiia, 1 \s
.
Gi’ttritia, I'fcti
I*'l«»r ic!a. I '.ms
A Irihama. I ! » k
.
Mi .si‘. Oh 17
l^ouisiaii.i, I:m7
Trsas, l'.h"i
Arkansas, i‘ *7
i
S
»7
Total
2.11.7s. 1.
-4i
2 .s7 <i.21 |
l.V 1.0 t:i;
.111 *
I'.*’. II, 7:» >
M.27<;
Si'S
2
.
7ua. 17.7
1
l.:!7i.l r;
l.U J.M'.I
1.7
1
.'!
-
1,717.'
I.' 1-1, 17 I
lLOi:'.
$712,Oh>.S.7lj >'.:i).u:;s, •.Ill'll
V >. •
c
^
r 0
Is
< ‘-1 y .7 s
c
> - < i >
r .
^
• .: ^
: - .
.
V, ;< -
r..
v
« «
* :7.'i.o 11.7 S'.Hi/J-;* S-M..22S 11.7 7
NU.H1-J ! 1 M, .".711 I'v'.CS 17..; :j:> ;;
2.71, |.;i 2- 1.7!)' 7s ..
1
I.! 1 *’ r *.:{> ,7i
•»;, 170 17.7 In.
7
r.:: 7 1 . .7 :• r, > 2 . n> i l.U s :.T
2 * 1 ». 1 , * < ".11 1 > > '27.: i ill
Inl'.oT;: 77 7 1 7 7 !* »7. ^
»
21.11 7 s. 7
Iv*;. 1
1
; I'M. 1 .N :•.* n ' ;•! S i, 17 2
71 : 1 : J. l>:: 1 i . ’ 1 , 1 *2* ». -1
7*2. 1 11 2'i:.71 1 l'H 2L'i
•I.-1-..7M !'•- Shin! •I:* >.7 1 .s !,“.2 2 :1.8
M.>.7n7 TJi7.<;7ii l-i>7L
Ni-tk.— Iti Oh; Virginia report the amount paid Niatro teachers is not itivcn. but the
number of N-uro teachers ami their avei-ai:.; salary is iriven. In the Tennessee report the
average salat y ,,t all teachers atel tht» number of Nctrro teachers is j-iven. The amount
eredited to Nc;-ro teachers, is, tiu-ivl.ue. iil.ely too Iar;:e. The amount credited to N’curo
teachers in Ark an -as is liased mi the as m are lull inn ami et.r. .Iloient in Nce.ro schisds. The
fcveraj e tnitimi is likely too hiirh for Neitro schools. In ail ea eulations the Meirro tea .hers
ore credited with such aim-uni . as the face of the reports indicates. Invest i/ation -.could
undoubtedly linvn 1 the lieiircs of Mine- states.
"The Common School and the Negro Americano"
Sixteenth Conference * May 50, 1911
,
p. 121 *
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INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION FOR NEGROES
CXAS9I5?1CAT10K o? institutions Olf intimtR education kor neorous.
CPc-TtdCfi?i lion (Uid *Vjc, flapper!. • Ccilrfp
statement*. lioiial. 1
1
Otucr
A 11 celltQcs
10, 0S9
•
994
“CclUqa ”
717Fisk University ...... Independent
, if.S
972
} Imvf.ri! University Federal
, 467
3 1 7
400Mcharry Medium School.
.
I ndependent.
"
Sccpt', dot y ond cnlUq<’."
5°5
<1 7^9Atlanta University 1 ndenendent
u 7 5
44
Benedict College Baptist 54
3
463
Bishop College 43
26
3°
130
1 49
Claflin College Mr j ltnrli'.t
. .
3^9
78S
Knoxville College Unit'd ) 'H.cbytcfinn
l*i csbvtcrirtti
.
Lincoln University 'y/
..
..
86
246Morehouse College Baptist
Morgan College
Shaw Universitv
( 34
45
20
'’5
40
36
5 1
246
>3
a
55
*75
5 ><j
Talladega College Congicgationnl
Tougaloo College
,
Wilhcrforcc University A. M. Iv
42 .|
. 128
YVilhctforce Combined Norma! and In- State
dustrial Department.
Wiley College
.
Mrthadint *
J V 1
346
Virginia Union University Baptist
"Ccllrqe jvJ'Vr/j”
, 0
4, 583
3co
372
Arkansas Baptist College Baptist
Biddle University J*i ( sbvlcrnm.
Clark University 32
I 2Florida Agricultural mid Mechanical Land-grant
College (or Negroes.
Lane College 0 . M. F, IO
v'JJ
*
1 •
.
3 CvS
Livingstone College A. M. K. Z 17
7>(orris Brown University A M K .... 498
New Oilcans College
Paine Cohere M . K. South 14
13
39
8
l88
Paul Ouinn College A m. i; 373
goo
188
Philander Smith College Methodist
Kust College do
Sain Houston College
.
18 359
S&7
215
Straight College CoH£i ( pitionrd I I
TilJotson College 18
• Includes f3 stirJentft from Spclniftfi Seminary.
Ne p;ro Educat ion
,
Phelps-St oke s Fund
,
P.P. Claxlan Corarnission
,
1916
PRINCIPAL OCCUPATION OF NEGROES ~ 1910
528
PHINCII’Al, OCCUPATION OP Nl'OUOf'S— IijlO,
Occupations of males.
Occupation*. Number. Per
cent.
Total breadwinners 3 . 554 100. c
Farm laborers 9&I, C) 23 3 °- 9
Fanners
7'A sA> 1
I^aborers, building trades * 66, 374 5.
3
Laborers, sawmills
Laborers, railroads 86, 380
*' y
2. 7
Porters, not in stores 51 , 47 * s. 6
Draymen and teamsters 50, 689 1.6
Coal-mine operatives 39 , 53° 1. 3
laborers, in stores
, .
.
36, (;g6 I. 3
Waiters 35, 664 I. I
Lalx>rcrs, road building 33 , 9*4 1. I
Cooks
Deliverymen, stores 3 °, 5 > 1 I. O
Carpenters
. 3 °. 464 I. O
Janitors nnd. sextons a s
, A 1
9
. 7
Barbers and hairdressers 19, 446 . 6
Retail dealers > 7> 6 59 . 6
Clergymen * 7 , 4U • 5
Longshoremen, stevedores > 6,379 • 5
Laborers, brick factories
> s. 792 • 5
Firemen, stationary
. .
,
.
14,927 . 5
Lumbermen and raftsmen >4, 005 • 4
laborers, blast furnaces. * 3 , 5 ‘9 • 4
Hostlers, stable hands 22,965
. 4
Laborers, public service 12, 7O7 • 4
Brick and stone masons 13
,
-101 • 4
(kcupdiioas.
.r
Ku cibcx.
* Per
cent.
ir,8o;
10,380
9 , &3 S
8,915
' 8, 363
7 , 679
6, 276
6, >75
6, c>77
5, >88
,
802
4
, 7>9
4,('74
4 , 653
3 , 734
3 ,<M 5
' 3.635
3,.45
3 , 272
3. J '->3
3 , * 5 *
2, 756
2
, 744
2, $8i
2, 285
38s, 221
0.4
• 3
I.alxircrs, domestic
Blacksmiths
Messenger biys
Coachmen and footmen
l'lustereis
Clerks, not in stores i
. ,
.
.
Firemen. locomotive
,
.
Kni'iiuers, stationary
Brakeun n, locomotive
CliaufK uts
Tail, us
. .
i Soldi, is and sailors
1 Shoemakers
,
j
U, slaiir.uit keepers
Cleaners, clothing
. t
|
Bail, lets
! Furnace, and smelter men
S.uvv eis
|
Mail carriers
j
Physicians and surgeons
|
Clerks in stores
1 Plumbers, step mutters
1 All other occupations
i
13
. 11
Occupations cjfemales.
Total breadwinners
Farm laborers
Laundresses not in laundry . . .
Cooks
Fanners
Dressmakers and seamstresses
. .
School-teachers
Nurses (not trained)
Chambermaids
Laundry operatives
Housekeepers
2,013,98: IOO. 0 Boarding-house keepers 9 , 183
967, 837 48.1 Cigar and tobacco workers 8, 367
3 6i > 55 * 17.
9
Waiters 7,434
205, 939 10 . 2 Charwomen and cleaners 7>oi6
79 , 3°9 3-9 Building trades 6, 174
38, 148 1. 9 Hairdressers 3 , 782
22,441 I. I Retail (leaders 2,994
i 7, 8 74 •9 Restaurant keepers 2,734
14, 071 • 7 Musicians and teachers 3.347
13
,
196 .6 Trained nurses 3 , J 55
10, 02 1 •S All other occupations 232, 495 J i. 54
Ne^ro Educati on
v
Phelps-Stoke s Fund
,
P.P.Claxtan Commission, 1916, p* 84.
WHITE CHURCH BOARDS MAINTAINING SCHOOLS FOR NEGROES 529
V/fUTi; CIHlp.CII HOARDS MAINTAINING pgiiooi.s for colored people.
'
Number ol fcIkk.K. Counted fittemlrmcc.
DcuorolijtttkniAl Ixmrds. Lit(f Small
w
Yotnl. or hit- lc c 1 Tolnl. Klrine 11- Second- Cobl.n. - .7-
t *ry. lege.
-— — a
.
lit tit. taut.
Total
43, 805 7, >88 73 <>
Baptist:
. L .
J94 S’. 5'9
— ±
American Home Missions fviciclv 24 34 5 . 53 f> 3, 186 250Woman's American Baptist Home Mission
Society
I
Catholic Bnfird of Missions ...
7
3
30
,o
s
2
,2 5
M3 . 5°7
440
C, <).'3
1
,
6.(3
1
, >47
,? 5
> 3 . 443
409
5.448
J, 44
4
J. >47
64Christian Woman’s Board of Mi
5
2 9
8
Congregational American Missionary Association. 3
1
i, 380
198
94Friends Society and other Friends Arcncics 6 2
Lutheran Board for Colored Missions.
. . . o I 8
Methodist:
Freedman's Aid Society. 18
5, OA0
80S
3 . ’(>3
,
755
7.833
i, 600'
S 3
93°
196Woman’s Home Mis nonary Society, I? IP
Presbyterian <>f Mi:-uon> for i ,,icccli:;ci\
.
Protestant Kpir-cnjul Hoards, Anurkwn Church
8 5 53 A 9'
5
>53
Institute, and tlic Domestic, and Foreign
Missionary Society JO M »i 988 2, 720 90S
United IVcsbylci ian Church Boards of Freed-
man ’s M is* ions 1 C 1
1
0
2,870 2,470
>,363
1
3/0
194
30
Nine small church Ixiards
, \7 (,
•
.
.
•
.
.
_ .
. .
J
) 0 / u x 4
SCHOOLS MAINTAINED BY LAND-GRANT FUNDS
. SCHOOLS MAINTAINED BY LAND-GRANT FUNDS.
£ • . • •
Counted attendance. Income.
(
Bute. Luce ‘.Ion of tchools.
Total.
Ele-
men-
tary.
Bee-
ond-
nry.
Teach-
ers*
' Tout
Land-
trrant
funds.
Other
sources.
Vi hie of
property. 1
i
' Total....... 4 , 875 ?, 595 2, 268 .IOO 8344,
J
2 © 8359, 851 $284, 669 $2, 576, I4J
Alabama Normal
Fine Bluff
>79
130
Li
40
7 »
*7
1
2
JQ, 2CQ
34
.
003
> 3 . 1 19
2 3
, 695
> 3 , 936
10, c>00
6. 5 > 4
10
,
39*7
3 . >59
182, 500
141, 456
43
,
150Delaware l>nv< r 7 1 8
Florida Tallahassee . . .
.
’.145 185 >D 3 1 31 , >98 35, 193 8, 97 5 13 1, 431
Georgia Savannah 300 280 J 10 2 t 35, 399 16, 667 8, 702 68, 449
Kentucky la Uikfott ’3 1
no
roS ! ?6 J Q 2?, 3*7 8
. 595
2 1
,
102
>1,822 I56, 200
l/>ni?i itn Baton Rouge . 1 02 v8 2 3 3 >,384 10, 282 95 - 3 5 °
Maryland Princess Anne . >B 38 V -* 0 I 2 1 A, 528 IO, OOO 5 , 5 2S 41 , 95°
Mississippi Alcorn I s 1 337 >47 3 4 47. 774 3 (>, 774 I I, OOO 258, 500
Missouri h'HYrv/m (.'iti' . . 31: t l :2 143 33 42, 162 3 , > 3.5 39 , 037 226,375
Ci! icnh"to I no 60 no ?6 33
. 5 >
8
46, 400
l6, 500
IO, dOO
it), 018 1 ?9, 700
Oklahoma Langston 4°8 2 10 i8„ ;8 36, 000 >53.827
S uitli Carolina Ot uigi lung. .
.
T'<> V->9 >97
rrti
33 44 , 3 i 6 3 °. 754 >3, 463 297 , 300
Tennessee Nashvilhs 300 1 19 2 5 39 , 8 1
0
1 2
,
OOO 37,819 > 93 . 9 1 5
Texas. Prairie View. . . AS 2 >>S 417 4 r> 49, 985 12, 5OO 37,485 237, 200
West Virginia ) nstitutc 3 34 73 162 39 46, 499 10, OOO 36r499 216, 449
I /,i! c.|otc<! 1 Iniliitlr* n s-lM'lls of eo!!ei:e trade nt l'lorirln Acriciiltutnl mul Mechanical College.
Nep;po Education
,
Phelps-Stokes Fund,
P.P. Claxtan Commission, 1916 , pp* IP?, 121 »
530PROVISION FOR THEOLOGICAL TRAINING
FOR COLORED STUDENTS
TtjfcoSoilcI schools.
Gammon Theological Scniinarv . '.
.
/
*i.
,
Tench-
erf.
Stu-
dent®.
* ift
Tuskcgee Institute
7 a
77
Howard Univrrsity
Lincoln University
,
73
Wil Kerfdice University
54
Virginia Union University f :...
;
3°
Stillman Institute
"4
Moreliouse College 18
Pishop Payne Divinity Sclmcd
Livingstone College
.
l b
Talladega College
Shaw I'niversitv
Paine College
Piddle I’niversitv.
y
S
"Tola!
; 4S 441
PROPORTION OF BAPTISTS AND METHODISTS
OF ALL DENOMINATIONS
PROPORTION OI' TlAI'TJSTS ANP Uli'l'HOPlSYS OH AU. PHNOMINATIONS.
tp/- Cliurcli communicants or members .* •
6tf tc.
S*C;.
Total Nc^to*
po;>uUtiou.
All denomi-
nation*.
Jiniuists. Methodists. OtilCTJl.
Number. 1’cr
cent.
Numlx*x.
Ter
coat.
N lanbcf. PerccuL,
j’*'
United States 9. 8t>7. 7 63 3, 885,097 3 , 354, 789 63- 9 i, 1S2, 131 3 3
- 1 148, 177 A- 0
L .
Vcd The South. 8, 7-19, 4U 3,375, 546 2, 198, 078 65.
1
1,051,972 32. r 125, 496 3' J
908, 282
443, 891
31, iSr
94, 440
3°8, 669
1, 170, 9S7
2O1, 656
7'3> 874
S3 3
,
250
1, 009, 487
697, 8.(3
i37, 613
83 s, 8.13
473, °88
690, o.(9
671, 09O
t>4, 173
397, 178
i-M, 3 '9
3 7 5 , 358 89- 3 in, 5 ?i 28. 1 10, 249
3. 6
94, 484 6.|. 6 47,4 19 3 3 - 4 4,406
3-o
18. 8
10, 5'L 707 6. 7 7,98 3 74.
6 1,894
48, 239 3°, .39 J 65- 7 8,813 19. 1 7, 044
4,368
15. 3
105, 678 5-1. 109 5> 3 47, 201 -14- 7
4* *
507,005
116,918
34-’, U54 67 S I 56, I 02 3 *• 3 6, 749
8,277
i- 3
77, 487 60. 3 3>, '54 26 b 7
-
1
185, 918 134. 163 72. 2 4i, 7 >8 22. 5 I
o, 007
6, 506
4,604
21, 739
5 - 4
71
, 797 • 9, >93 20. 7 . 46, 358 64. 53a 8
31- 0
1.
9
’
^ Mississippi 358, 7<38
283, 707
243, 603
it'5, 5°3
(,7. 9
58. 3
1 10, 465
96, 465
1. 3
7-7
29, > 1 S 1 7 , 102 5»- 7 10, 8
1
1
37- 3 1, 172
12, 165
n, 75 3
8, 026
6, 063
4 0
3 - 1
6.8
3 - 5
South Carolina 394 > i l9
* 7 J, 8<>7
2 19, 8 1
1
97, °°3
55* ^
vO. 1
162
,
1 (J
(14, 112
72,848
41. 1
37- 1
227, 0 ; j 1(0, 158 6 l 4 3
3 - 1
307, 374 2 /0, 219 8;. 9 3°, 49
3 9 9 u . 2
• 5M, 9 t9 i o, 6* i 71. 1 4,
248 28. 4 79
1 |JJ0 censuj. n * United SuUs <xn»u» <J
ileiioiuiiLilioiil. ivM-
Ne p;ro Education
,
Phelps-Stokes Fund,
P.P. Claxtan Commission, 191 6^ PP* 69, 62
FARMS OPERATED BY COLORED FARMERS
531
ACHKAGI* AWD VAl.UK OF l-'ARMS OPFRATKD EV COLOF.HD FARMERS- 1910.
Btate.
Tolftl
.
Alabama
Arkansas
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland
' Mississippi
North Carolina
. .
.
Oklahoma
South Carolina.
.
.
Tennessee
Texas
j
4
.
Virginia
j
3,
West Virginia ....
Farm eertafe.
Total.
4 3 , 559, 247
073
1
953
9 /57 , 530
54 , 575
75R , 73 *
064, 500
436, 4 59
* 03-315
315 . * 5 6
4 >c, sig
1 69
,
Si j
?; o, .4 r
6
898, (.j?
588, 306
>??. 979
j o3
, 335
3 i, hi-
Owned.
* 5 . 69b 478
1, 466,
I, 30
.),
* 3 -
458,
1.549,
* 55 ,
831,
133
,
3
,
337
,
1, I97,
T, 509
,
t, 00 3
,
3 go.
r, 666,
1,581,
3 r„
7*9
II.)
61 5
443
5°3
3 r>3
6?5
030
'94
496
(' 5 5
i'14
6;6
74 *
333
957
Rented.
j6
> 56 7, 769
3
,
Go 7 , 334
1
, 443 , u6
40, 963
300, sSS
5 > 7 ' 4, 997
: 8 i, og 6
1, 368, 630
33 3 > i '7
4 . 193-355
I, 9 fv?> 3*6
670, ; Or
J
, 799 , 978
997 , 7 *o
*, 3”, ’37
037, 013
7 > 9 3 9
Value cl lent. pro;>crty.
Total.
, 104,496, 687
96, 836, 683
86,871, 173
3
, 184,474
14
,
633
,
184
I56, 988, 369
17, yo< 312
55, S3 4, 314
!o, 953, 378
186,458,876
80, 604, 83
1
58, 6 7 1,493
I I 7, 381, 487
53, 181,362
III, 736,263
53, *66, 983
i, 262, 704
OwflCU.
S346, 839, 358
33
, 506, 427
3 7 , * 39 , 889
686, 323
8, 779 , 58s
35. 679, 9 J 2
8, 908, 927
16, 494, 075
4 , 879, 716
44 , 4 i 7 , 4 3 3
5 7 > 448 , 410
40, 590, 030
37,340,950
16, 411,350
39 - 873 , 335
34 , 774 , 15°
898, 957
Rented.
$757, 667,339
74,350,358
59, 731,384
1,498, 153
5, 843, 599
431,303,347
8,610,383
39, 340, 339
6,073, 563
142,041,433
53, 356, 431
i 3
,
084, 463
89, 940,537
36,770,012
71,863,037
48,493,833
363, 747
AGRICULTURAL SCHOOLS
SUMMARY or AGRICULTURAL SCHOOLS.
•J
Gcl.OOl £ICUp3.
j
IY1
1
IMplls. Teacher*. Acres of lend.
Total.
Above
element-
ary
irft.de.
TolM.
Of
£ mi-
en J-
ture.
Owned. Culti-
vated.
Total 85 31
,
463 6, 333 1, 838 445 33, 940 10,939
Schools supported largely by public funds
.
,r)
7, 988 3 , 6 i 4 619 49 5,974 '3,675
Land -grant schools 1 l6 5 , US 3 , 398 ^OO 39 4, 812 4 , 981
State schools >3 3,813 4
,
316 319 JO :, 163 694
Schools supported largely by private funds 56 13-474 2, 618 1,319 66 17, 966 8, 354
Ixirgc scluols offeiing 4 year courses in agri-
culture a 2, 100 716 394 3° 3 , 37 <> 1,636
Smaller schools offering some class theory and
farm practice 70 4,380 573 376 3 5 8, 695 2,970
Schools offer in;; class theory but fanning on
commercial basis 18 4, 807 795 298 n 4 , in ft. 145
Schools giving no instruction, but farming on
ft conirncrrial leads 14 J, 187 tic 154 1, 890 ».533
• Hampton Is grouped with the private Institution* belo,?.
Negro Education
,
PheIps-Stokes Fund,
P.P. Claxtan Commission, 1916, p. 109
COMPARISON
OF
TEACHERS’
SALARIES
IN
THE
SOUTH
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NEGRO AND WHITE ELEMENTARY TEACHERS OF
VARIOUS EDUCATIONAL LEVELS, BY STATES 537
Tabuj 5a.—Pcrccniaga of AJegro and white elementary teachers of varies educe,.
txonal UvcU
i by Slain
‘ 8tato
4 yo&ra of hljfh
schjfol or lela
weeks to 3
yours of college
8 to 4
:
Cul
•car a of 1 year or more
i k':avUu»ln work
Negro Whllo Nr.^ro '•'.’hi la Ne„'ro W title Negro Whits
I J J 4 4 t J 3 1
/lshsma
—
30.6
21.6
—
Arkansas 41.3
2. 3
6-0 o
fc 4
Id. 5
A 2 1.7
4
> lorlda
2. 5 ‘
.1 47 ^ 41. 1 42 7 i. 1 6 0
Ocorgla Cl. 6 U. A 'M. 4 .6 1. 2
Kentucky t.e
35.8
7. J 30. 4 .8 2 3
Jyoulslnua
(xv 1 16.2
I S ;»
M 4 2. 8 19
Maryland 313 . 6 1 2
M kvslasmpi 64. 1 4 7 14 7 2.3 1. 1
Wiisourl
4 A 9
4E 7
u 4
37.0
16. 1
45. 4 1 2
North Carolina 27. J
3 0
37. k
16 7
6.2
tv
37.6
2.3 65.4
M 1 l.e 2.0
Oklahoma 4 7. 3 .u 1 6
Pouth ('urchin) 5 *4 2 4. 0 4 3
T'euiitvisoo
24. J
i<J. 3
17.4
63. 2 3. 0 5.7
Texas
VS. 8
2;
. 6
63 2
. a 1 1
Virginia
y 1. 6
West Virginia >
. 3.
1
CJ. 6 6li. V
VI. 3
36. 6
1. 3
.C
-
I Too fow Ciiscj for reliability.
NEGRO AND WHITE ELEMENTARY TEACHERS WHO
RECEIVED DEGREES FROM DIFFERENT SOURCES
Taui-e 0,—Percentage of Negro and white elementary teachers who received their
degrees from different eources, 1930-31
Bouios of degree
l
J1 achelor’s
degroa
Bouroo of decree
Jlachdor'j
degrva
Negro V.’hlto Negro Whllo
f>t«ta or city teachers college 13. 48 23.5 2. 96 2 0
Privets teachers college...’. 1. 81 1. 6 61. C3 56.7
00 5.6
14. 4City college or university
State uulvtrsUy or land-grunt
collegs
fc. 63 Numbor of casco wltli degress...
Percent of grand totul with do-
771 54.C60
IV. 68 17. 1 6.7 tao
Ambrose Caliver, Education of the Negro Teacher
,
Government, 1935, p. l z!-.U.S
INSTITUTIONS OFFERING CERTAIN COURSES IN ENGLISH 53 8
Table 45 Number and percentage of \7isUtut ions vdiich offered certain courses tn
ltnghsh
t
and number of semester /tours offered in each ammo-"-Continued
\
Title of Murse
Institution:) Fro-
lUeucy Semester
creditsNum-
ber
I'eroent
of imii
ti.fi
1 1 : 4 1
Journalism 12 I'AO r\ MS
Language * 9 45.0 16 42. 3
Language (general) j. . c 30 0 7 21 3
History of Uuigu&Ko 6 .U> 0 fi 14 3
Philology Jo 0 2 6 7
Literature 20 mu o 2<i7 i 7 i J 7
American 25 0 7 15 0
Survey.. H IS 40 7
Bible as literature 10.0 2 6 3
Coii!i'ti>|x*rary (general), all tyix-s 4 2l). 0 6 12 0
Kllfllall
. 3 U 0 6 15 0
Hid vcy .» 1 [ 7u 0 30 K3.3
Periods H ’J\ 0 31 VI 3
Authors • 10 w o 24 Gy. 7
li 45 0 1? 4> 0
Hlmkcsjxj.uo IS
4
75. 0
Vo 0
20
7
60.0
17.3
25. 0 7 21 7
3 15 U 3 5 0
ft :ho 6 1J 3
17 » > n 27 71 0
S 40 0 b ?.i j
'.ft M 0 2S Til 0
l 10 0 2 r. 3
Poetry A
2
7« 0
IU.0
5
2
is o
6 7
10 l>5 U 3t 610
t VO. 0 4 V 3
1 :m o 7 n 3
IS
1
.
7:» 0 •Vl 65.0
5 0 1 3. 3
__
Miscellaneous n\ bu. U 45 t-\. 0
9 45 0 1*2 7*. 0
. 1) 45 0 in 10
A v*. 0 5 13.3
S 40 0 ii> 4< 7
2 10.0 v
__
_
.
- ,
30 1 100 0 w; l,3Ui
1 1
Ambrose Cal:iver, Education of the Negro Teacher ,
Government, 1933 » p. 66.
PERCENTAGES OF NEGRO AND WHITE ELEMENTARY
TEACHERS OF VARIOUS EDUCATIONAL LEVELS,
BY STATES, 1930 ~ 31 .
539
l.— rcrccntsses ct Ne£70 t.Dd white elementary tcicher< of vuriou; cd::r*:,oDf.! levels, lij-
fctuU-5, 1W30-31.
Ambrose Caliver,
U . S
.
Government
,
1935 *
Education of _t h e__Negro Teac
h
er
,
p. 12 c
SUMMARY FROM SURVEY OF NEGRO COLLEGES, 1926-27
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\
Summary Facts from the Survey op Negro Collp.ces fos th* Y<ur
1926—27
Number or Amourit
Number cf College students 1 7 (VIA
Average per school 1 ^7
VoIaiTiCS in libraries.
. .
.
lux
/i q ryy)
Average per school.
. . c orvfi
|
lctal average annual expenditure on library $107,410
fr is?Average per school. .
.
r Total endowment.
. . $20,713,796
$14,135,768
$6,577,928
$85,426
< » CIA 00 t
, Endowment of Hampton and Tuskeyee combined
c Endowment tor me remaining 77 schools
Average endowment for the 77 schools
Total income
Average c-er school $108,000
1
'
'
{
*
.
O.w. Holmes, Evo lution of the Ne^ro Coll ege, AMS
Press, 1934, p. 189.
541DISBURSEMENTS OF GENERAL EDUCATION
1927-1932
BOARD
Disbursements of General Education Board, 1927-1932
j
i 1927-
| 1923 »
1928-
1929 f
1929-
1930 {
1930-
1931 5
1931—
1932 *•
i
< Total (or Whites
.... 512.779.350 59.958.761 $3,647,621 J8.452.3S5
f
1
Total for Negroes 4.37 5.953 6,085,013 5,139.485 1.782396
j
Colltzes and Schools
Fellowships and Scholar;
ships
3.244.COO 1.756,000
40,000
3,286,193
50.0C0
15.000
2.442.000
100,000
104.350
30.000
‘ 22.500
35.000
4.691,083 1,170,796
John F. Slater Fund .... 313,750
272.05S
55,000 55.000
Medical Education.
.
, 194.000
100.000
119.400
22.000
157,000
35,000
Education in Southern
States
250.000
Negro Rural School Fund.
Rural School Agents ....
Division o( NcgTo Educa-
tion
316.900
97,250 136.400 136.800
;
• Anna T. Jeancs Founda-
I *n Uon
Ascodalion of ColIcRegiand
; Secondary Schools of
Southern States
-
Miscellaneous
100.000 35.000
30.000
’ Social Sciences
®Tbc Genera! Education Board, Annual Ripori, 1927-2C, 37.
t Ibid., 192S-29, p. 94. } Ibid., 1930-31. po. 33, 39.
? 1 1929-30. p. 56. »» Ibid., 1931-32, pp. 56. 57.
O.iV.
AMS Press,
Holmes, Evolution of the Ne ^ro College
,
1934, p. 175.
New York:
COLLEGES SUPPORTED AND CONTROLLED
BY NEGRO BAPTIST CONVENTIONS 542
Four-Year Colleges Date cf
Arkansas Baptist College, Little Rock, Ark.
Founding
’
.
Sdma University. Sel^a A|a
,
Natchez College, 'Natchez, Miss
v Shaw University, Raleigh N C
Virginia College and Seminary, Lynchburg Va
{
Junior Colleges
Central City College, Macon Ga |
Coleman College, Gibsland, I.a
Friendship College, Rock Hill, S C
Morris College, Sumter, S C i
Guadalupe College, Seguin, Tex
**
"Necro Education." U. S. Bw. cf Ed. BkI., 1916, No. 30, p. 347 .A. B. H. M. S.. Ak. Rep., 1930, p. 177
;
op , Cl/'.. 1932, p. 154.
COLLEGES UNDER THE AMERICAN
MISSIONARY ASSOGI ATION
1
i
i
STATIST,CS roR Cou'Ecas AhmicaT Mmsio^iy Associa™*'
' for 1931-32
Name and Location
Total
Enroll-
ment
!
N'uuibcr
Coiie ?e
Stu-
1 dents
;
Number
College
Grad-
uates
Num-
ber on
Fac-
ulty
Income
Excluding
Bearding
Departincut
Amount
Received
from
A. M. A.
Four-year Cc!>c-s:
LeMoyr.e. Merurhis. Tcnc.
.
Strayrt, .V;-# Orleans, La. . .
.
Taaladez.t, Tsltad-ja. Ala
Tou£j!uo. Tou.;n!co, iLss
TUictscc. Austin T.-r
,.
s
240
<43
328
I8J
233
121
221
9S
140
IS
17
<1
IS
12
13
26
<7
29
11
$47,888.20
61.611.06
202,508. 53
81.959.6!
33.227.96
$26,093.71
<6.982.29
85,394.84
51.256.74
25.605.86
Total . .....
,,n 813 106 129 $427,195.36 $235,333.44
Junior CcUcgt*:
Pricks. Er.cks. X. C
Grind Total
95 0 20 43.540. 51 36,377.95
1.6<S1
J
505 106 149 $470,735.87^ $271,711.39
_i a-. ....
0 . W . Holmes
,
Evoluti on of the Ne^ro Colle ge
,
Yo^^k : AMS Press
v 1934, pp. 149, 101,
New
C’URT Cf nt
k
of Ai
-'- United Statf.s Personal Incomes and
ZZu r^no T AND Profkss, °nal Gradu^* c P'E-ach OR Exceed Specified Amounts
of the
1 LZ
to t'co pooo iiipo t; wj ) ,ao Jseco tmo
INCOME'S
txro $8003 *9000
*
' 0,003
*<0 C *1Q.
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Padlf. CIV. Approximate Expenditures Required to Support VarioeAmerican Seandards of Living Under Uruan Conditions"'
(Co<;{ and dollar values ns of 1919)
Sti r.dardt of Li* in^ Individual! Man and
.
Wife
Man, Wife
tnd 1 Child
Man, Wife,
and 2
Children
Man. Wife,
and 3
Children
Eire iuEtiitrnce
.
Minimum f*>. health and cPkiency.
Minimum comfort
.
Comfort ,o
Moderate!) vell-to-do.
. .
W ell- to-do
. . .
.
L'Wi!
« U
t 61*1
'
f . vJ
1,0X1
I
,
?l>
)
1
,
K00
• 3,0)0
5 ,IC0
6 900
1,2'V)
1 . 5(X)
1,800
2.70<J
4
,
SCR»
7.500
L .200
I
,
SIX)
1 .MX)
2 , 200
1,200
5,500
6,700
61,500
1.800
2, KM
2,600
3,700
6.500
10,000
61.600
2,100
2.400
3.000
4
,
2*Xl
7,500
12,000
*1’. H. Nyitrom, Ironcm ii Principals of Ccnjumflion, p. 307.
*
1
I
NUMBERS ON RELIEF IN 1934
Cm-
J roit
Pittsluiri’li
S(. Louis
New Vork
New Oilcans
I5irmiiic|iam
Grccndxiro (N. C.)
Per Cent
Ne&i on in
Population
• 7.6
i.i
li. 3
4-7
26.
1
29.7
26.2
Per Cent
Negroes on
Relief Load
29.6
32.0
35.0
1 5'3
67.0
69.0
67.0
Charles S, Johnson, The Nep;ro College
,
UMCC Press
,
i'pp. 169 , 169 , 371 *193'B
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TA.tr: I XIX. Com pari son or Seux™, oJcupations of Negro Cotl tc7ORAI'IJAI ( 5 IN I y 00, 1910, AND I9 ]}.
OcCVpi i tons
Teaching
.
O'lgr.
. .
Medicine
.
Uvr
Tot t
1'RM 1 l9|0f 1932
Number
l’f r Out of
Tm»l
(\c*jpat ion
Number
Per Cent of
Total
Occupations
Number
Per Cent of
Total
Occupy lion*
TUt
221
84
62
53.4
16.8
6.3
4 7
407
Ml
53
29
53.8
20.0
7 0
3.8
2135
161
1079
186
40.9
3.1
20.7
3.6
ICV. 7 81.2 640 84.6
’
356! 68.3 •
4 vV r
•
‘
:
,,p
*
' YP "f ri e 11 o % 1900.
t *. • 1 - B. OulloK and A t, I Jill, n, Count. B,'i A rt rc /mrncan, 1910
.
Taple 1. Comparison of Incomes of Negro College Graduates Studied in
1932 AND 1936
*
Male Female
Income
Total 1932
Sample
1932 lnromci
of Identical
Penoni Re-
• tudied in
1936
1936 Incomes
of Sample
Reitudied
Total 1932
Sample
1932 Incomei
of Identical
Pcraoni Re-
iludicd in
1936
1936 Income*
of Sample
Reitudied
K:
'
'
,
•
.
‘
Vj\
fj
£
s
u
X
VX
a
3
X
g
u
V«
£
u
tX
V.
3
V.
a
O
£
V
-O
U
3
X.
1
£O
nJ
V
J>
(3
3
X.
O
u
£
a
3
P:
O
O
None 239
165
41!
512
462
4'
2’9
716
|0>
91
6.8
4.7
11.7
14.6
13.1
13.2
6. 4
6 1
3 0
2.7
<1
40
1 1
1
1
1 )
HI
162
48
61
37
17
1 n
39J
2(0
518
329
197
)t
39
25
1
1
3
19.7
12,0
26.0
16.5
9.9
4.7
2.0
1.3
0.6
0.2
82
48
129
27
53
19
8
8
2
—
: Under f 510. .
5 5(4) -5 ‘> r>.
i 1 , (
s
"0 - l.tfl
!
'
1
,
5'
'1 - 1,9 >1
,
1 2,<*\i - 7,4 >
| 2 , 5!\) - 7,
j.OTO - 3 , 40
_
!
’ 3.5(‘l - 3,9 a). \
' 4 , 0- 0 - 4, (
’
.
4 0
II I
13.9
113
16.2
6.8
6.
1
3.7
4 7
34
It!
19')
1 69
1(5
74
62
31
30
1
.
9
14
14.1
20.0
10.9
14.3
7.4
6.2
3.4
3 0
18.2
10.7
28.7
17.1
II. S
4.2
1.8
1.8
0.4
68
56
! 2
1
100
49
29
8
4
2
15.1
12.4
26.9
22.2
10.9
6.4
1.8
0.9
0.4
5 t (v<i . n\ '
6 ,(*V» - (,/i n'
?.C*0 - 7
,
W.
.
’ ‘
8 5
32
22
1 . 1
2 4
0.9
0.6
0 2
0 2
16 1 6 18 1 8 1 0.1
3 l 1. 1
1 0
21 2 1 2 0.
1
10
1
1
1 1 I 0.1
<
3
3
0 4 7 0.2
9,0:0 - ')/./>
8
7
0.3
0.3
0.6
2
2
1
0.2
| . 10, O' /• arid over. . . IS
J’ljl
0.5
11.3
6
72
0 1 1 0.1
7.2 34 3.4 14! 7.1 24 5.3 13 2.9
'1 ota 3518 100.0 997 100.0 997 100.0 1994 100.0 450 100.0 450 100.0
Median*
.
. .
. 51881.49 5201S. 52 51791.67 5972.97 59S0.62 5103 7.50
Cilciilati'.vii La«' I on group omitting those with no income* and those who did not give their incomei.
Charles S. Johnson, The Negro College
,
UMCC Press,
pp. 121
,
373.
Table I. Total Number of Graduates by Periods, According to Decrees
Conferred
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Table II. Academic and Professional Decrees Granted to Nect.oes,
1954-1936
YtAl
Toti’
i£:viyn
Grxti Tou! ...
Academic Decrees PjOEESSlOKAE DeCILEE*
Negro Northern Toul Negro Northern Toul
25 S 35 291 301 27 326
266 47 313 242 <1 283
79) 5 ; 251 264 29 293
384 104 485 26$ 4.-. 316
525 78 403 25 2 50 302
319 76 395 141 25 169
275 115 395 219 38 257
395 117 515 27.5 27 252
451 107 555 2;.2 4? 330
544 167 711 368 143 511
Sib 1 84 727 ~ 04 154 43?
605 224 £52 2.43 103 353
b'h 921 275 63
926 259 1,165 25 S 50 305
1.251 303 1.5M 207 <3 250
1.529 574 1,933 195 40 238
1.457 319 1 ,776 197 54 251
1,418
->14, 1 ,7M 179 6 1*5
1,913 4 '3 2,5s5 1°5 25 21 v
2,34? 4-77 2,756 139 30 16°
1 ,600 1 52 1 .7-2 144 6 150
1,83 V 254 2 ,0 J 3 1 5o 4 140
1,549 259 2. 108 56 60
21,526 4.757 26.2'’ 5,164 1,03! 6,195
[
4,171 C36 4.S07 5,556 6.556
]
25,697 5,293 31,090 1 1 .700 1,031 12,731
j
Totae
Gtj.tny
Tct>xNegro Northern
559 60 619
505 R8 595
563 111 674
652 1S2 *.04
577 12s 705
460 101 564
<97 156 65J
623 144 767
735 155 m
917 310 1.222
M2 315 1,160
891 324 1,215
977 ?o 1.759
1.1 34 50? 1.493
1,4 r-S 346 1.634
1.727 414 2,141
1,654 373 2.C27
1,597 372 1,959
2 . 1 >5 4°6 2.904
7.4-6 <39 2,925
1,744 155 i,y32
1 ,975 258 2,233
1,935 259 2,1*4
26,t<30 5,78$ 52,CT
10.707 636 11.343
37,397 6,424 <3, £21
Charles S* Johnson, The Negro College
, UMCC Press,
19?8, pp.8-9c
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Table CXXVI. Major Subjects of College Graduates According to Year of Graduation
- Vlu or C»At>u*iio»(
ie7o-
lfc7t
1S7S- 1SK3- I5SS- ! ir<>- i 1595- l cOG- 1305- 2910- 1915- 19?0- 1925- 1930- >
• Major Subject
1
,;7
|
« 1904 1*3? 1914 1919 1924 1929 1932 G ren Total
t E
C
c
f
-j 6 |tl I itU
j
_*|
j
o
|
v 0 j-|
j
c i\& ill £ u "c
C
U jC£
c
0 X u X
£
c
\J
.
i 'Jl - A ; Ik! ; 2.
1
£ ?.
!
A i •J: If! A 3A • V- ? £ c2
Not* 3 2 n.c 5 ; 12 .; u is. 3 1 12 ! 10 .9 ' 20 : 12.
0
<?'• 11.2
1
52! 12.3 41 £.1 39 22
"7^
6 0.5
~7
8.7 272
Kiluul icicncn 1 I <- 3
!
5
|
1: - 5
'
4 s.f! 13! n. f! 24 ! 11.1 35 12 0
'
5 si 13.0 , 7.3 234 26.4 393l 25.1 2SO 22.0
.
3 3.5 113$
Social aocncrt 2 S.7'| lj 2.5! 4 S.O 5, £.2 IE £.3 20 6.6 1 36* £ 5 65 12.9 US ,3.3 27, 17.3 229 1S.0 s 9.4 7E1
Bctiseu and economic*. i
j
1 J
i
, n
>
.
,
r .
, ,
KeJipon *Dd pbilo*opby.
s.oi 2
;
i.s 2 0 9
!
c
\
7 -°
1
s! 2.1 s 1.0 12 14* 14
1
0.9. 20 1.6 78
Mcxic and art
2 0.9
1
2 °' 7
1
;
,
2 ! 0.5 1 5 1.0 17 1.9 <: 2.7 26 2.0 1
....
1.2 9$
Forcijn 2 t.y\ s.o ?. u.j! c s.s H 6.5 ' 19 6.3 3l! 2.3!26 5.2
1
43 4.5 a 4.3 59 4 . 6 ' 5 5.9 2SI
oca boa
!
i
;
».$! i
: ' 1
1.4 4 3 0; ( 3.7 ID' 3.3
i
*
!
,
:i 5.0 :o 5.2
!
;
sc 6.2
1
n.o' 1 s 1 • H.: 6 7.1 496
Midr.ruiia : < v 3 4 .;: li; 14.5 21! 9.7j 2 1 ' 9.3 ! 37 S.‘ 5 ?; 11.1 ! 5 ; 6.2 M 1 5.4 55 4-1 1 5
I
5 -9
Eoflufc f.2 3; 7.5} 4
1
1
s.o; 5.5 14j 6 5 !«i »-6
' 3V 5.2 ' 6? 12 5104 11.7
I
NI
1
12 .
f
1S5
j
14-5 ! 4 <7 645
Oiitr 2 i .7 ! 5.0 7 5.5 12 13 9 25 11.5 35 ,2 6 <2 10.
C
1
44 ! 1.7
!
£
5
'
5.6 141 5.0 10?
!
S-5 I 5 5.5
j
5,7
Not Cirm i 7 33.4 12! 30.0
;
23} J2. < 2>! 25.4' 63: 29.0 22, 23.
£
i
, £9; 21.1
i
14.$ 10? 12.
C
52 ! 5.5 3.4 39 45.9 654
1
1 1 !
1
1 ! 1 I | 1 1 1
Totxl s ’ 23 103.0 4 3 1 02.o' 71
1 1 I
1 !
lco.o no 103.0
1 1
217; ICO. 0*302 ICO. o'«22;100. o' 304 133.
0
!
ess! ICO.
O
1
154.3
1 II II II II 1
1
,1CC.0
!
1
n:y
1 j
103.0
j
£5
1
1 1
,100.0 5512
1
Charles S. Johnson, The Nep;ro College
,
UHCC Press
1938, p. 244.
THE TEACHER
*“
• Eueollmzn’t cr Negro Children Pee Teacher, 1D10 ( 1930
Area * ''' • 1510
.
;
1930
- r
*
61.3 •
-
-
. 47.8.
•
.
/ n 63.7 44.8
-
• in.
.. 57.0 4S.1
IV 42.
S
28.0
V
J X 64.3 50.5
’ VI 59.0 42.9
vn
... 69.0 53.7
VIII 62.5 45.2
. ,
JX 56.4 46.7
' X ' 52.2 38.C
-
"
-
•
'
: ;; ' .
.
V ;• yj . ..
547
Percentages ox Negro and White Elemextabt Teachers or Various
Educational Lsvrxa
4 Years of High School or I.css 6 Weeks to 2 Years of College
Negro White Negro Whito
• 19.2 • • 2.3 72.1 65.4
3 to 4 Years of Cclicge 1 Year or More of Graduate Work
Negro White NegTo White
8.4 30.6 0.2 1.7
*Giliver, Education of Xcgro Teachers, p. 12.
Expenditures
Child
lOS TEACHESS ’
Enumerated IN’
Salaries Per
Alaba.ua By
Capita Negro and
Areas—1910-1930
White
101 0 3930
i
i. • Area
j
.
'
-
White Negro Whito Negro
1
i t 94.76 (1.06 (14.39 CO
i N rf 5.80 1.08 19.65 4.14
i • in 9.60 2.76 31.79 13.66
IV _ ..... 3.31 1.13 12.94 6.33
. V 4.43 1.01 17.39 4.36
VI . 5.03 1.06 17.12 8.3S
vn . 14.55 .80 31.99 2.73
VTTT 6.50 .92 18.53 3.41
TX 5.63 .92 14.90 3.29
X 9.57 1.79 22.19 9.40
•
H.M, Bond, Negro Education in Alabama, New York: Atheneum,
1 Q4Q
MONEY APPROPRIATED AMD MONEY SPENT FOR
ALABAMA SCHOOLS DURING RECONSTRUCTION
Moray Appropriated and Money Spent roa Alabama Schools
DCRJNO RECONSTRUCTION*
< Year Money Appropriated Money Received Diverted
1S69-1S70J $300,407 $306,872 $-187,872
r. 1870-1571 531,350 320,480 260,008
j
1871-1.372 * 004,373 166,303 <38,675
1372-1573 522,310 68,313 45-1,496
i 1 873-1 S7 4 474,340 , 474,3-161
’Journal of the Board of Education, 1S7S; Weeks, History of Public
*j School Education ui Alabama, p. 104.
1 Actually, this was the 3cho'a3t:c year; but the beginning cf the fiscal
I year had been changed from January 1, 1370, to October 1, 1870.
j
{Apparently, no state money was available for schools.
1939,
H.Me Bond, Negro Education in Alabama, Athene urn
,
p . 99 *
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FIGURE 8. EXPENDITURES PER CAPITA SCHOOL CHILD FOR
8A.LABIES OF WHITE AND NEGRO TEACHERS IN ALABAMA,
, .
- 1890
,
1910
,
1930
..... ...
II. M. Bond, Neipro Education in Alabama
,
New York:
Atbeneum, 1939* p« 261.
Length of School Year
550
Average Number of Days
1940
in the School Year
White Negro
Median, 12 States 1G6 160
Training of Classroom Teachers
Average \ears of College Training Received by Classroom
Teachers, 1940
White Negro
Average of 12
Southern States 3.4 2.7
Salaries of Classroom Teachers
Average Annual Salaries of Classroom Teachers
1940
White Negro
12 Southern States $894 $487
Number of Books in School Libraries
Number of Volumes in School Libraries per Pupil Enrolled
1940
Total of 5 States
White 3.3
Negro 0.8
Total 2.5
Source: Southern States Cooperative Program in Educational Administration, from
records and reports of state departments of education, and Biennial Survey
of Education, U. S. Office of Education.
appendix 551
THE PAST
The Figures Te ll the Story
Capital Outlays per Pupil for White and Negro Schools
1940
White Negro
Eight States $4.37 $ .99
Current Expenditures per Pupil for White and Negro Children,
1940
White Negro
South $50. 14 $21.54
Current Expenditures per Pupil in White and Negro Schools of Metro-
politan and Rural Districts, 1952
Metropolitan Rural
Districts Districts
White Negro White Negro
Seven States $166.32 $126.45 $138.24 $85.10
Sources: Southern States Cooperative Program in Educational Admini-
stration, from records and reports of state departments of
education, and Biennial Survey of Education, U. S. .Office of
Education.
General Education Aims
Aim
- Acquisition ana’ maintenance of health
Kclcous character; Christian life; ChrhtL ^ucrsmpCharactei auu morals ^
Constructive personality; balanced perUnalitv
Constructive attitudes
WlT t0/ i;:tC;. dllZ :nEl ' ip; k‘arr‘ in S democracy "through"lnteJligent participation - w b
Number of
Institutions
552
- B- practice..
II . ,
J1Ie 01 community, sensitivity to socialproblems, enrichment r,' .. • ,
’
i, - i
•
cmicmn o society; promotion of social
social understanding
.
—
Understanding and appreciation of racial 'herbage
9
problems intelligently *> rac,al
Successful personal life; successful family life i
Appreciation of the beautiful.
'
. Sensitivity to proLlem life; appreciation of life as a unified
philosophy of life
^
whole, building a
V> ise use of leisure time
I rccist thinking; high scholarship ?
Preparation for specialization
Traditional classical training in phiio^phV Vnd ianEURw! \
“ knoSil ' rZ^V.
ac
1
q
,
uaintancc important areas of
Masteiv f
'
r;<
' ,rp“^ cultural knowledge; broad background 12ry of communication skills
Individual needs ’ * •*'*
*
Selection of a vocation *"]
^
Subject-Matter Fields in Which
h EQUIRED GlNER.1L EDUCATION COURSES ArE OFFERED
Nero 1>ot of CoHrcca Requiring TEeie Coor^a
Subject-.Maticr Fields
English, including composition, reading, and
Mathematics
Required
speech 20
Croup
Optioa
3
Required
in Some
Curricula
4
Tout
27
Physical sciences
1 4 15
19
19
12
18
Biological sciences
.
z 1
Foreign language
o 5
Social studies, including sociology, economics,
social science surveys
.
.
and
I
r>
6
History o Z
Political science
3 6 17
8Philosophy z 2
Literature
I i 7
Humanities survey
....
Z. 3 20
Art * * 6
Music 1 7 12
Agricultural arts ....
Z
1
P> 13
Practical arts and crafts
. .
.
1
o
z 3
Health, including mental and personal hygiene
Physical education (activities)
Orientation courses
8
6
5
3
5
13
19
Religion, including Bible
• •
_3 12
Home economics
Irving A. Derbigny, General Education in the Negro
Coll ege
,
Negro University Press, 19^7* PP» ^9, 75°
TRENDS IN OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION,
I9PO-19SO
WEST VIRGINIA 553
TABLE III. l 1vends m Occupational Distribution; West Virginia, 1920-1930
OCCUPATIONS YEARS
1920 1030 1940 1050
TOTAL LABOR FORCE
Teachers
Other Professionals
Clerical And Sales
Trans. And Comm.
Minins'
Manufacturing
Service Workers
Domestic Workers
Farmers
Kami Laborers
General Labmcr;
AH Other Occupations
.
White NcgTO Whito Negro
452,830 38,280 523,245 • 47,207
10,334 504 15,117 985
11,205 417 17,015 847
48,273 402 58,271 598
24,710 1,211 31,778 1 ,205
81,000 18,256 87,510 22,408
77,210 1,735 01,435 2,1,32
21,701 3,509 21.755 4.4S2
8,807 5,100 13,010 7,248
80.785 504 82,150 491
37.433 1,113 40,890 1,253
40,505 5.082 47,700 5,119
801 115 7,008 299
White . Negro White Negro
482,292 30,758 592,382 35,775
15,370 997 13,253 892
33,848 587 30,709 778
78,293 059 90,908 2,790
17,17(1 897 30,554 2,292
73,525 17,300 118,822 15,493
01,008 ' 1,051 110,978 1,533
4 1 ,927 4,490 30,572 3,024
15,485 0,184 7,475 4,852
98,011' 07
1
81,002 372
28,145 510 22,725 4G0
12,328 2,489 37.0S0 2,540
5,614 827 2,584 143
PER CENT
DIS I R.IBU!TON
Teach 'is . 2.3 1.3 2.9 2.0
•
*
«
3.2
‘
2.7
\
2.2
l
' 2.8
Other l rof!‘5:-un:r<ts O ^ l.l 3.4 1.7 7.0 1.0 5.2 1.9
Clerical And Mi 10.7 1.0 11.1 1.3 10.2 1.8 15.3 7.8
J rans. And Comm. V 5.4 3.) 0.0 2.7 3.0 2.4 0.7 6.4
Mining ] 8.7 47.5 10.7 47.5 15.2 47.2 20.0 43.3
Mnmii acini mg 17. J 4.3 18.0 4.5 12.8 2.9 19 7 • 4.3
Seri ice V or’.crs 4.8 0.3 4.2 0.5 8.7 12.2 5.2 10.1
Domestic Wen- -tr 1.9 13.2 2.5 15.4 3.2 10.8 1.3 13.0
h aimers 19.2 1.3 15.7 1.0 20.4 1.8 13.7 1.0
l arm Labe era 8.3 2.9 8.0 2.0 5.8 1.5 3.8 1.3
General Lab
. 9.0 14.7 9.7 11.0 2.0 0.7 6.4 7.1
All Other Occv.p-.Ucns 0.1 0.3 1.4 0.0 1.2 2.2 0.4 0.4
PER CENT CHANCE
1920-J930 1930-1940 1940-1950
TOTAL LAROR FORCE -1-15.0 +23.3 -7.8 -22.1 +22.8 -2.7
Teachers +49.2 -1-95.4 -0.0 + 1.2 -13.8 —10.5
Other ProR m ; >--ds +57.2 -1-103.1 -1-92.2 -30.7 -9.1 + 32.0
Clerical An .1 S +:
s
-1-20.7 -1-48.8 + 34:4 —10.2 + 10.1 +323.4
Trans. And Co min. -1-28.0 + 4.5 —45.9 -29.1 +77.9 + 155.5
Mining -1-3.4 •1-22.7 -10.0 -22.5 - 401.0 -10.7
Mamif icl g +22.3 +22.9 -31.4 -50.7 +88.8 +45.9
Service Wo: Vers —0.2 +25.0 +92.0' +0.2 —27.1 -19.3
Domestic Workers 4-47.2
-1 41.9 + 19.2 • -14.7 -51.7 —21.9
Farmers * -5,3 -2.0 +20.0 +30.7 —17.8 —44.0
Farm Laborer? 4-24:5 + 12.0 —39.0 -50.4 —19.3 -15.7
•General Laborers -1-10.7 -8.5 —74.2 -52.1 +205.0 +2.3
All Other Occupations • -1-774.9 + 100.0 —19.9 -1-170.6 -54.0 —82.7
The Quart erly Review of Higher Education Amo nfz; Negroes
,
195T, p. 86.July,
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FARM CHARACTERISTICS BY COLOR, WEST VIRGINIA, 1920-19^0
f/VCLE IV. Faiim Ck aracteiustics By Color, West
YEARS
' ITEM 1920 1930
Virginia, 1920-1950
1040 1950
VALUE OF AM. FARMS
• (In $ 109,000 s)
Per cent ch,M i;-e
ALL LAN LI IN’ FARMS
(Acres in JO.' V /.->)
l'cr cent change
NUMBER OF FARMS
l’cr cent change
AVERAGE SIZE OF FARM
Pet cent change
White Negro White Ncgio White Negro Wliito
'
Negro
>1,001 $17 $3,909
—1.4
$19
-1-9.9
$2,089
—31.2
$9
-52.3
$4,702
+74.8
$14
+59.3
G54 2.7 877
—8.0
2.8'
+2.0
. 888
+1.3
2.4
-15.5
820
-7.8
1.9
-19.0
80,705 501 82,150
-5.3
191
-2.0
9S,01l'
+ 20.0.
071
+30.7
81,062
-17.8
372
—44.6
109.9 51.0 100.8
-2.8
57.2
+4.8
80.0
-25.1
‘
35.4
-38.1
101.1
+20.4
51.7
+40.3
The Quarterly Review o f Higher Educ ation Among; Ner-;roe
July, 1954, 89 .P
TRAINING OF CLASSROOM TEACHERS
' \ -
Average
Receive
Years of College Tr
d by Classroom Tea
aining
oners
0
1940 1950 in?Jl^N.
*
White Negro White Negro White Negro
Average for 12
Southern States 3.4 2.7 3.6 3.3 3.8 3.5
Alabama 3_2 2_L 3.3 3.0 4.1 3.4
Arkansas 2.4 2.6 1 1 3.4 3.1
Florida 1 1 4.0 3.8 4.2 4.0
Georgia *3.0
'
1.7 3.3 3.2 3.6 3.7
Louisiana 3.4 2.4 3.7, 3.2 3.8 3.6
Mississippi
N. Carolina 5
3.5 1.5 3.5 1.2 3.7 1.9
3.9 3.5 3.8 4.0 3.95 4.1 3
Oklahoma 3.7 3.0 3.9 4.0 4.1 4.1
S. Carolina 1 r 3.6 3.0* 3.7 3.4
Tennessee 2.8 2.G 2.9 3.3 3.3 . 3.6
Texas 3.7 3.3 4.0 4.0 4.2 4.1
Virginia 3.4 3.1 3.3 3.6 3.4 3.7
Socpjoe: Compiled by SSCPEA staff from reports and records of state
departments of education.
./ r . -
.
- 1. Not available.
J. Supervisors, principals and classroom teachers.
5. 1950-51 data,
- g
SALARIES OF CLASSROOM TEACHERS
• <
'
•
Average Annual Salaries of Classroom Teachers
19- 10 1952 1910 1952
While Negro W’liite Negro Negro as % of White
12 Southern
States $ 89-1 $487 $2,740 $2,389 542 872
Alabama 84 S 402 2,5-11 2,359 47 93
Arkansas 628 368 1,929 1,524 59 79
Florida 1,116 577 3,195 2,922 52 91
Georgia 863 390 2,599 2,410 45 93
Louisiana 1,017 390 3,095 2,666 37 86
Mississippi 776 1 232i 1,991 1,019 30 51
N. Carolina 5 GSS 717 2,859
1
2,935 s 73 103
Oklahoma 998 971 2,978 2,985 97 100
S. Carolina 938 3S8 2,644 - 1,985 43 Y5
Tennesses 858 651 2,141 2,244 76 105
Texas 1,120 631 3,204 3,078 61 S3
Virginia 987i 605 1 2,512 2,577 61 103
Source: Except as noted below, figures compiled by SSCPEA staff from
reports and records of state departments of education.
J. From Biennia1 Survey ej Education. Includes supervisors, principals, and class-
room teachers.
2. Supervisors, principals, and classroom teachers,
i. 1950-51 data.
I
l
t
i
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Harry S. Ashmore, The Negro and the School , UNNC,
Van Lees -tress, 1954, PP* 150-159
NUMBER OF BOOKS IN SCHOOL LIBRARIES
‘
" —
*
Number of \ olumes
in School LiLmries
per Pupil En rolled Per Cent Change
1940 1S50 1940-1950
Ccortn'a
White 3.0 4.8
-b 603
* Negro
Total
0.5
2.1
1.5
3.7
+200
+ 70
'
„ Louisiana
White 3.2 5.4 + 69Negro
— -
-
. Total
0.5
23.
1.9
4.1
+2S0
+ £6
North Carolina ' .. **
White 3.0 5.4 + 47
Negro
- 1.2 2.4 + 100 .
Total 2A 4.5
;
+ 88
South Carolina
White 2.3 3.0 + 30
Negro 0.7 0.9 + 29 (
Total LG 2.0 + 25
,
Teras ’•* l *• v.
-
. '
.
'
'?
, White 3.9 4.4 + 13
Negro 0.9 2.1 +133
Total
• 3.4 4.0 + 18
Total for 5 states • ' •* .. V *'.v - . .
White 3.3 4.7 * + 42
Negro 0.8 1.8 + 125
Total 2.5 3.8 + 52
Source: Compiled from data gathered by SSCPEA
- State departments of education.
staff from records of
Harry S. Ashmore, The Nep;r o and the Schoo l,
Van Lees Press, 195^, P- 160,
UNNC
SCHOOL ATTENDANCE IN THE SOUTH
1940
The U.S. 22,042,000
U-ts. outside
the South 15,019,900
South 7,022,133
Alabama oSG.673
Arkansas 373,353
Florida 325,991
Georgia 583,875
Kentucky 433,210
Louisiana 398,114
Mississippi 474,020
N. Carolina 790,003
Oklahoma 434,896
S. Carolina 38-4,995
Tennessee 536,715
Texas 1,116,263
Virginia 494,022
' 1950 52
1950 1952 Change
22,23-1,000
• V A- •
15,042,300
7,240,521 7,4S2,451 241,930
594,632 5S7.395 -- 7,237
355,031 350,852 — 4,179
412,778 450,8-13 44,065
619,846 637,529 17,683
- 4S02156 477,605 — 2,651
420,740 445.710 24,970
472,149 471,-469 — 680
797,691 816,036 18,345
401,931 404,767 2,836
413,551 427,323 13,775
5S3.120 594,520 11,394
1,151,959 1,255,597 103,638
536,831 556,802 19,971
Sources
:
State figures were compiled from data gathered by staff of the
ou cm otat£3 Cooperative Program in Educational Administration, from
recoids and reports of state departments of education. U.S. and non-South
• figures are from “Statistics of State School Systems,” Biennial Surocu of
Education, U.S. Office of Education.
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V/HITE AND NEGRO SCHOOL CHILDREN
School Children in 1952
Per Cent Change
since 19-40
Per Cent
White Negro Negro White Negro
South 5,550,450 1,902,001 25.45 e.9£ 5.75
Alabama
Arkansas
353,679
26S,235
203,716
82,617
34.7
23.5
3.7
— 5.6
3.6
— 7.2
Florida 3-44,319 112,524 24.6 44.1 29.3
Georgia 429,951 207,STS 32.2 12.8 2.5
Kentucky
-4-46,903 30,696 6.4 — 2.4 —13.3
Louisiana 276,662 169.04S 37.9 . 9.0 17.1
Mississippi 244.605 226,864 48.1 — 1.1 .0
hi. Carolina 576,117 239,919 29.4 2.9 4J2
Oklahoma 373,083 31,68-4 7.8 —16.6 -15.4
S. Carolina 244,559 IS2,437 42.7 9.9 12.5
Tennessee 496,574 97,946 10.5 11.1 8.9
7‘exas 1,079,063 176,534 14.1 14.4 2.1
Virginia 416,36-4 140.-13S 25.2 13.1 11.7
Source: Compiled from data gathered by SSCPEA staff from records and
reports of state departments of education.
Harry S.
Van Lees Press
A shinore, The N e r-;r o _an d th e School
,
195'+, pp. 146-147.
UNNO
,
,
WHITE POPULATION AND SCHOOL ATTENDANCE
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Per Cent Changes between 1940 a- cl 1950
i
ictalWhit-
t Population
White.Pop'
5-9
elation hv
10-14
'
Age Croup:
15-17
|
Sou tli
1 Alabama
16.5%
12.5 IIP. — OP — s
Arkansas 1.1 2.5 — 12.3 —
.6
Florida 50.7 67.9 19.1
Georgia 10.8 17.9 — 2.5 —1 4
Kentucky
j
Louisiana
4.2 4.0 — 8.5 —1.0
18.8 25.4 — 4.3 --
.9
Mississippi 7.4 4.9 — 9.7
.4
N. Carolina 16.2 12.0 — 6.0
i" Oklahoma -- 3.4 - 6.0
—20.6 —
.5
S. Carolina 19.3 19.8 —
.7 — 4
Tennessee 14.7 14.8 — 1.9 —1.3
Texas 22.6 27.1 — 1.2 . — 9
Virginia 28.1 30.3
.6 - p
Attendance
3.1%'
4P
- 4.5
28.7
5.4
- 1.9
3.8
- A
.9
-17.1
5.0
9.4
4.2
8.4
Sovuces: Population data from U.S. Census of 1950, Series P-B and P-C.
School attendance figures compiled from data gathered by SSCPEA staff
- from reports and records of state departments of education.
/
NEGRO POPULATION AND SCHOOL ATTENDANCE
Per Cent Changes between 19-10 and 1950
Tot;
Pop
il Negro /I3 Population by Age Groups
19-14 ^ 15-17
Negro School
Attendance
South 1.52 8PS
Alabama —-
.4
.9 — 7.4 -1.5 5.1
Arkansas —
-11.6 — 3.9 -15.1 4P — CP
Florida 17.3 £7.1 4.9
.1 20.9
Georgia —- 2.0
.7 — 7.1
.7 1.9
Kentucky —- 5.7 — £.0 —17.6 2.0 —11.1
Louisiana 3.9 13.4 - 2.1 —
.5 9.0
Mississippi —- SP — 1.2 —10.6 — P .— .4
N. Carolina 10.7 10.9 — 2.7
.6 IP
Oklahoma -13.8
—12.1
—23.2 • —
.7 —16.6
S. Carolina 1.0 7.8 — 2.9 —
.7 9.9
Tennessee 4.3 8.7 — 5.8 —
.i 4.8
Texas 5.7 4.9 — 9.5 —
.7 — 2.4
Virginia 11.0 12P - 5.3 J5 9P
Sources: Population data from U.S. Census of 1950, Series P-B and P-C.
School attendance figures compiled from data gathered by SSCPEA staff
from repoits and records of state departments of education.
Harry S, Ashmore, The Ne frro and the Scho ol , UNNC,
Van Lees Press, 1954, pp. 148-149.
CAPITAL OUTLAYS PER PUPIL FOR WHITE AND
NEGRO SCHOOLS
Negro as %
^*0 1952 cf White
White Negro White Negro 1910 1932
Eight States $4.37 $ .99 $36.25 $29.53 23 82
Alabama p, rcV.coj
.62 14.19 8.55 10 60
Arkansas 3.20
.70 5.4S 3.24 00 59
Florida 6.33
.SO 74.03 79. IS 13 107
Georgia 2.14
-23 • 26.S0 14.23 17
Mississippi n. n. a. 25.43 35.23 13S
N. Carolina 6.04 1.S4 59.10 5-1.90 30 93
—
-Oklahoma 1.49 3.S8 it. a. n. a.
c
259
S. Carolina 6.25
.66 2-1.70 11.45 11 46
Soc-Rce: Compiled ar.d derived from data gathered bv SSCPEA staff from
reports and records of state departments of education.
length of the school year
Aver age Number of Days ia tire School Year
1940 1950 1952
White Negro White Negro White Negro
Median, 12 states 163 160 178 176 178 177
Alabama 137 147 176 177 170 176
Arkansas 163 144 175 169 172 171
Florida 169 184 ISO 180 ISO ISO
Georgia 166 1 1571 180 173 ISO 180
Kentucky 1 158 170 171 176 172 178
Louisiana ISO 144 ISO 171 179 174
Mississippi 160 124 160 141 167 158
N. Carolina 164 16-4 180 ISO ISO 2 ISO 2
S. Carolina 175 147 ISO 174 ISO 178
Tennessee 166 1 1671 176 176 176 176
Texas 174 162 * 175 175 175 175
Virginia 180 ISO 180 ISO 180 ISO
Sockck: Compiled from data gathered by SSCPEA staff from records and
reports of state departments of education. (Oklahoma figures not avail-
able.)
1. Calculated by dividing aggregate days in attendance by average daily attendance,
since state average was not available. All ether figures are taken directly hom annual
reports or records in state departments o£ education.
<t. 1950-51 data.
Harry S. Ashmore, Lhg...ge^ro and the School , UNNC e
Van Lees Press, 195zl-> pp. 156-157.
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GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
Total Number of Degrees Awarded Since Beginning-
Institutions 1930-1957
Programs in Nine
—
-
~ ~
- -—
Total
Degrees
State Institution
Beginning Awarded
Field Date to 1958
Alabama Tuskegee Institute Graduate Work 1943 737
Engineering 1947 15
Nursing Education 1949 15G
Hospital Dietetics 1953 23
Veterinary Med. 1945 88
Florida Florida A. & M. Graduate Work 1945 53 l
University Law 1949 6
Pharmacy 1949 6
Georgia Atlanta University Arts and Sciences 1930 814
Business Adminis-
tration 1930 47
Library Service 1930 335
Social Work 1930 721
Teacher Education 1930 785
Mississippi Jackson State Graduate Work 1952 2
College
N. Carolina Shaw University Religion 1933 63
S. Carolina South Carolina Graduate Studies 1946 559
State College Law 1947 24
Texas Texas Southern Graduate Work 1943 2, 048
University Law 1947 46
Pharmacy 1948 50
Virginia Virginia State Graduate Work 1937 361
College
Virginia Union Theology 140
University
The average age of the graduate programs is 1G years; the average for
professional programs is 17 years. The average number of graduates per
institution is 840.
From: "Graduate and Professional Education in Negro Institutions" by Aar
Brown in J. Negro Ed XXVII (Summer, 1958), p. 239.
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,,
Tt«
Present--
Status
of
Negro
Private
and
Chur
-'.-Belated
Colleges
i>y
Charles
H.
Thompson
In
J.
Negro
Edu
c_
XXIX
(Summer,
1950),
pp.
228-236.
The following tabulation indicates the distribution by race,
control and location of the junior colleges in the 14 states listed
in
State Public Church-Related
White Negro White Negro
Alabama 0 0 3 3
Arkansas 0 0 1 1
Delaware 0 0 1 0
Florida 11 7 0 0
Georgia 9 0 ni 0
Kentucky 1 0 7 0
Maryland 8 0 2 0
Mississippi 15 4 3 5
N. Carolina 3 1 15 2
Oklahoma 11 0 2 0
S. Carolina 0 0 3 4
Tennessee 0 0 3 2
Texas 30 1 G 1
Virginia 0 0 7
.
0
Total 88 12 GO 1 8
"The Present Status of the Negro Private and Church Related
College." By Charles H. Thompson in J. Negro Ed . XXIX,
(Summer, I960), p.237.
From:
median incomes and number oe years schooling
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'
*I'AIU£ I. Median Incomes and Number of Years Schooling Completed by
Male Persons 25 Years Old and Older in the Total and Non-
White Populations, 19-19.
Year's of Schooling Total
POPULATIONS
Non-White
No School Years Completed $1 10S ? 782
Elementary: 1 to 4 years 1365 1031
'
_
*5 to 7 years 2035 - 1489
8 years 2533 1851
High School: 1 to 5 years 2917 1982
.--4 years 3285 2245
College: 1 to 3 years 3522 2255
4 years or more 4407 2533
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. US. Census of Population: 1950, Vol.
IV, Special Reports, part 5, chap. B. Education. Tabic 13.
Virgil Clift, Negro Education in America, New York:
Harper Row & Inc., 1962, p. 179
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From:
'
Russell
Middleton,
’’The
Civil
Rights
Issue
and
Presidential
Voting
Among
Southern
Negroes
and
Whites,
Social
Forces
XL,
March,
1962.
APPENDIX I
lituxiMx.NA.NfLv Nncno Collugls and Universities in the United States, 1 963-196? 1
Wmi Enrollment Figures ror. Fall 1964 566
Instilulion
ALABAMA ~~
Alabama ASM College
Alabama Lutheran Academy and Coliege
Alabama Stale College
Daniel Pay„c College
Loinax-I lannon College
Miles College
Oakwood College
Selma University
Stillman College
Talladega College
Tuskegee Ir.sn'tute
ARKANSAS
Arkansas Mechanic & Normal Colic-
'ratal
Location Affiliation Tall 1964
Nonnal State 1465
Selma Lutheran
Montgomery State 205 S
Birmingham AME 360
Greenville Methodist
Birmingham CME 816
Huntsville SDA 3S7
Selina
Tu$knloosa ' Presb. US 56S
Talladega AMA-P 3S7
Tuskegee Institute Private 261?.
Pine Bluff State 2579
York - Tear]- (' n
Xs -.nd inmcisxtics L taken frorri Earl J. McGrath, The Predominantly Negro Colleges mid Universities in Trr.r.sir.ir. (New
Director p
T%
a° ; r
C‘'oluiul>ia University Press, 1965), pp. 176-177. 'l ive enrollment data are from U. S. Office of Education, Education
,l 0, ,• \
'd'lei ttcatioii, 19;>5-1966 (Washington: D. C.t Government Printing OfGce, 1966). Enrollment data are net given ferthose institutions that were not listed in this directory-
.
PrmOMiN/jvrj.y
Institution
AhN'\\S/iS (Continued)
Philander Smith College
Shortcr College
DELAWARE
KrCn°°“ s Universities in run United States, 1963-1964 (C ,Ujtji Enrollment I-rcuiuts tor Fall 1961 (Continued)
Ixvcation
Little Rock
North Little RocJc
Total
Affiliation Enrollment
Lai! 190: .
Methodist
AME 592
204
Delaware State College Dover
State
District or Columbia 720
Pist.ict of Columbia Teachers College
Howard University
Washington
Washington
City
Private 1275
FLORIDA 7555
Bethunc-Cookman College
Collier
-Rlockrr College2
Edward Waters College
Florida A ft M University
Florid.. N ft 1 Memorial College
Gibbs Junior ('o!!e
;
-
Daytona Reach
Palatka
Jacksonville
i nljahassco
St. Augustine
St. Pet isluiri;
Private
County
AMR
State
Private
Counts-
861
85S
3322
325
2 Cioied 1964.
PREDOMINANTLY
*1
Negro Colleges and Universities in ms United
Wrrit Enrollment Lichees rou Tali.
States, 1963-1964 (Continued)
19t54
567
Total
Institution Location Affiliation
Enrollment
Fall 1964
1LORIDA (Continued)
Hampton Junior College Ocala County
302
Johnson Junior College Leesburg County
Lincoln Junior College Fort Pierce County
Roosevelt Junior College West Palm Beach County
126
Rosenwald Junior College Panama City County
Suwancc Junior College Madison County
32S
Volusia County Junior College Daytona Beach County
Washington Junior College Pensacola State
GEORGIA
Albany State College Albany State
Atlanta University Atlanta Private
Clarh College Atlanta
Methodist
Fort Valley State College Fort Valley State
Interdenominational Thco. Center Atlanta
Intcrdenom’l
Morehouse College Atlanta Private
Morris Brown College Atlanta AME
1169
623
839
HI 1
104
819
928
PREDOMINANTLY Nl CUO CoJ.LECES AND UNIVERSITIES IN
With ENnoi.LMr.NT Figures
nut United Stati:s, 1963-1964 (Continued)
for Fall 1964
Institution
Location Affiliation
GEORGIA (Continued)
Paine College Augusta Metli. .Sc AME
Savannah State College
_
•
Savannah State
Speltnaii College Atlanta Baptist
KENTUCKY
Kentucky State College Frankfort State
Simmons University Louisville Nat’l Baptist
LOUISIANA
Dilhud University New Orleans Private
Crumbling College Grambling
State
Southern University and A f< M College Baton Rouge St He
New Orleans Roman Catholic
Xavier University
MARYLAND
)>mvic State Colkj>' Bowie
State
Coppin State C
*
d L’in'
Baltimore Slate
Total
Enrollment
Fall 1964
402
1279
688
1226
837
3634
9556
831
529
568
Pni'.DOMINANYI.Y NlX.ttO 0)1.11 CI S AND UxiVEKSlllUS in the llNnr.u STATES, 1963 1964 (Continued)
With Emioi.lmknt Ficimies ion Fall 1961
\
Institution Location Affiliation
Total
Enrollment
Fall 1961
NOIi III CAROLINA (Continued)
St. Augustine’s College Raleigh r>r 736
Shaw University Raleigh Baptist 721
Winston-Salem State College Winston-Salem State 111S
OHIO *
Central State College Wilbcrforce State- 2521
Wilbcrforce University Wilbcrforce AME 415
OKLAHOMA
Langston University Langston State 937
PENNSYLVANIA
Cheyney State College Cheyney State 1228
Lincoln University Lincoln University Private 527
SOUl'I I CAROLINA
Alien University Columbia AME 815
Benedict College Columbia Baptist 1100
Pef.dominanti.y Nucno Coi-t.ix.r.s anti lI.NTVEnsrnr.s in th i; uN] .
With Figures tor F,
'?mn SrATtS
' CContinued)
ALT. 1 964 J
Location Institution
Affiliation
Total
Enrollment
SOUTH CAROLINA (Continued)
*
~
- Fall 196}
Claflin College Orangeburg Methodist
Clinton College Brel: Hill
Methodist 545
Friendship Junior College Rock Hill Baptist
Mather College Beaufort Baptist 270
Morris College Sumter Baptist
South Carolina State College Orangeburg State 483
Voorhecs College Denmark PE 1720
TENNESSEE
Fish University Nashville Private
294
Knoxville C>d! -gc Knoxville United J’rcshy.
970
Lane College Jackson CME 813
I .cMoyne College Memphis AMA 594
Meliarry Medical College Nashville Private 615
Morristown College Morristown Methodist
315
Owen College Memnis Baptist 252
Tcnnev.ee A & I Sf.iie lumv'sify Nadiville State 302
PREDOMINANTLY NV.CtlO CoLLUCLS AND UNIVERSITIES 1M TUP. UNITED STATES, 1963 1961 (Continued)
With Enrollment Ficutus ion Tall 1964 569
\
Institiuion Location Affiliation
Total
Enrollment
Fall 1964
MA1\\ LAND (Continued)
Morgan State College Baltimore State 3113
MISSISSIPPI
Alcorn A & M College Lorman Slate 1412
Coahoma Junior College Clarhsdalc State 526
J. P. Campbell Junior College Jackson AME
Jackson State College Jackson State 2012
Mary Holmes Junior College West Point Prcskyteiian 176
Mississippi Industrial College Holly Springs CME 493
Mississippi Vocational College Itta Ilcna State
Natchez Junior College Natchez Baptist 197
Okolona College Okolona PE 151
Pincy Woods Country Life School Piney Woods Private. 151
Prentiss N 6; I Institute Prentiss Private 227
Piost College Holly Springs Methodist 519
Saints Junior College Lexington CP of God 26
T. J. Harris Junior College Meridian City 202
r iiKdominanti.y Necro Colleges ani» UNIVERSITIES in Tixp United States, 1963-1961 (Continued)
With Enrot.lme.nt Ficures tor Fall 1964
Institution Location Affiliation
Enrollment
Fall 1964
MISSISSIPPI (Continued)
Tougaloo Southern Christian College Tougaloo AMA & UCMS 497
Utica Junior College Utica County 434
MISSOURI
Lincoln University Jefferson City State
NORTH CAROLINA
Agric. Tech. Gill, of North Carolina Greensboro State 3227
Barber-Scot i:i College Concord Presbyterian 315
Dennett College Giccnsloro Methodist 591
Elizabeth City State College Elizabeth
City State
984
Fayetteville State College
Fayetteville State
1095
Johnson Cl. Smith University Charlotte Presbyterian 1022
Kittrcll College
Kittrcll AMP.
170
Livingstone College Salisbury
AMEZ
679
Mecklenburg College^1
North Carolina College at Durham
Charlotte
Durham
City
State
2651
E Merged with Charlotte College.
"
Location
TliXAS
Bishop College
Butler College
IIuston-Tillotson
Jarvis-Christian College*
Mary Allen College
Paul Quinn College
Prairie View A & M College
St. Plulip’s College
Southwestern Christian College
Texas College
Texas Southern University
Tyler District College
Wiley College
VIRGINIA
Hampton Institute
St. Paul’s College
4 Merged with Texas Christian College.
ecus and Universities in
ith Enrollment Figures
the United States, 1963-
ior Pali. 1964
Institution
Afblintion
Dallas
Baptist
Tyler
Baptist
Austin
Private
Hawkins Disc, of Christ
Crockett
Baptist
Waco AMIi
Prairie View State
San Antonio Co. or Dist.
Terrell Ch. of Christ
Tyler CME
Houston State
Tyler County
Marshall Methodist
Hampton Private
Lawrenceville PE
570
Total
Enrol leaf
Fa!! ter.
615
',12
358
476
4216
553
1977
441
1’iiedominanti.y Necro Colleges and Universities in- the IKw„ e_, T
. oj.\TLs, Jy63-J964
With Enrollment Fjcui-.is roit Pall 1964 '.'-omuiued
Institution Locatio
VIRGINIA (Continued)
Virginia State College
Virginia J hcological Seminary
Virginia Union University
WEST VIRGINIA
Blucficld State College
West Virginia State
Petersburg
Lynchburg
Richmond
Blueficld
Institute
Affiliation
State
Baptist
Baptist
State
State
Total
Enrollment
P=!l 1964
538]
65
1334
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FAMILY DISTRIBUTION FOR STUDENTS IN PRIMARILY
NEGRO COLLEGES, AND FOR ALL U.S. COLLEGE STUDENTS
Family income distribution for students in primarily Negro colleges.
and for ell U. S. college students
...4
Annual faro i lv i n c cm
e
Our
sample,
1966
Institute of
• Higher Education
•‘sairple, 1963a
All college
students
,
1960b
TOTAL 100 100 100
Under $14,000 51 12 6
$h,000-5,999 ‘22 26 1*4
$6,000-9,999 16 22 37
.
$10,000 and over 9 10 il
Number of students 5,826 6,323 —
Number of colleges 68 89 —
Median income 53,921 $L626 $8,C6i4
^Earl J. McGrath, The Predominantly Ncrro Cclleree in Transit i on
,
Institute of Higher Education,
New York, 1965, Table 0, p. 39
•
Teachers College, Collnbia University
An estimate from Rexford G. Moon, Jr., "A Model for Pet e- reining
Future Student Aid Needs in the United States for the Support of
Full-Time Undergraduate Education," duplicated, 1961, Table 5,
p. 12.
Jaffe, Adams, and Meyers, Fraeger Series , New Yor
196?, p. 164
YEARS OF SCHOOLING
573
Yeans of schooling completed for Southern nonvhite males \
and for the fathers of students, by type and quality of college
~
. •; y .
•
*
Southern
rton-
vhite
Two
liorthern
Ini!
t-vear Southern
Accredited Ncn- ‘‘into- 2 -year
Quality
L-Vcar accredited
,.rs of schooling naies L-year Public Private accredited fret cJ 1 ' Southern "Good" "Pair"
-
''b:or
TOTAL 100 100 100 100 100 ICO 100 100 100 100
- 8 years 78 20 37 27 35 35 k2 27 3? 37
1 - ^ years 68 11 17 13 16 Ik 21 13 15 17
! years 10 9 20 lit 19 21 21 Ik 17 20
jr more years 22 80 • 63 73 65 65 58 r 73 63 63
'j
- 11 years 12 21 28 23
' 32 23 • 3 1 * 22 26 29
12 yearsB 6 31 21 2h 22 26 15 25 23 19
i 3 - 15 yeors 2 10 6 9 5 9 5 9 8 6
.6 years 1 10 5 9 It 6 3 8 6 6
iC or more years 1 8 3 8 2 1 . 1 9 5 3
lion yearn of
-chooling 5.1
1
11.3 9-^ 11.0 Sd 10.0 8.7 12.0 11.1 9.
'Vilea 35-6U years of age (Source: LI.S. Census of Population, Educational Att air.sacnt , PC(2)5B, Table 2).
"
..eludes a very small proportion of men vho had some post-high ochool technical training, but no college vork.
OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION
Occupational distribution of Southern nonvhite males,
a
and of the fathers
of students, by type and quality of college
-
*
-
LLE!
<UtUl vy
# Southern ,
IV0
Northern
k-vcs.r
u-Ycar Southern
^
accreditMajor
vhi to
nalca
Ac c red) tcd_
Public Private
licn-
r.cci'calted
" Intc- 2-year u-yco.r
occupational grated" Southern "flcod". "Pair", I
TOTAL 100 100 100 100
J 100 100 100 100 100
Vhite-collar * 9 1*1 20
3k 15 l3 . 13 3’t 2}
Upper 5 32
16 27 12 17 10 27
21 \
Prof; and
tecluii cal 3 18 12
20 9 12 7 v
19 16
Mgrs.
,
officials ' ; \ * ’ *' /
t • end proprl- -
8
7
-•J
, clora (exc.
farm)
lover
2
It
.
lit
9
It
It
7
7
3
3
5
1
3
...
3 ;
' 5
'
6
Manual (exc.
fanO 70 51 61 57
68 6U
-* 55 59 50
Pu rif. 21 8 19
9
! V 10 32 I. 7 l
r
; •
i —
Jaf fe
,
p. 161
Adams
,
199 .
and Moyers , Procter Series , New York,
1967,
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QUALITY, TYPE, AND LOCATION OF COLLEGE BY
CHANGES IN TOTAL ENROLLMENT, 19G2, 1965
1965, AND EXPECTED FOR 1968
Changes in Total Enrollment
1962-
.
ince;
1965-
1968
1962-
1968
Public colleges
%
27
%
21
%
54
(4-year)
:
"Poor" 33 27 70
"Fair" 31 20 57
"Good" 15 17 34
Private colleges 20 26 51
(4 -year):
"Poor" 16 40 62
"Fair" 23 26 56
"Good" 17 18 38
Public and private
colleges (4-year): 23 23 52
"Poor" 27 32 67
"Fair" 27 23 56
"Good" 16 17 36
Colleges located* in:
"Deep South" 25 21 52
"Other South" 18 23 44
Border states 30 23 66
Ohio and Pennsylvania 54 37 111
All colleges 23 24 53
*Dec-p South - Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Mississippi
,
South Carol
Other South -- Florida, Louisiana, North Carolina, Tennessee, Texas,
Virginia.
Border States -- Delaware, District of Columbia, Kentucky, Maryland,
Missouri, Oklahoma, West Virginia.
"Negro Higher Education in the 1960’s" by A. J. Jaffee, Walter Adams,
Sandra Meyers, in NogroJIigher Educat io n in the 1960's.
(New York
Fredrick A. Praeger, Inc., 1968).
Fi’om:
575
COLLEGE ENROLLMENT STATISTICS FOR BLACKS
1968
Black Total
Students Students
Chicago City College 3,643 13,11
5
City University of New York 3, 142 63,539
Los Angeles City Cunege
Merritt College (Oakland,
2,787 10,476
California) 2,565 8,622
Compton College (California) 2,560 5,233
Temple University 2,030 16,594
Wayne State University 1,982 22,602
Another 16 schools had more Black students enrolled than Wayne, but they
are Southern, or border-state schools with almost no white students.
Black Total
Students Students
Southern University, Louisiana 9,461 9,485
Howard University, Washington
D. C.
4,970 5,220
Tennessee A & I State University 4,740 4,793
G rambling College, Louisiana 4, 149 4, 154
Morgan State College, Maryland 4, 102 4,237
Texas Southern University
North Carolina A & T State
4,057 4,073
University 3,716 3,740
Virginia State College, Norfolk 3,643 3,693
Prairie View A &. M, Texas 3,533 3,563
Arkansas A & M 3 , 244 3,252
Source: William R. Keast, President of Wayne College, Address at the Annual
Faculty Convocation, May 22, 1969,
l
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ENROLLMENT
WHITE
IN PREDOMINANT LY NEGRO AND PREDOMINANTLY
PUBLIC COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
19G0 and 1967
State 1960 1967 1960 1967
Alabama 4,610 3, 326 26,92 1 25,485
Arkansas 1,891 2,932 16,712 41, 103
Delaware 345 898 5,832 7,778
Florida 2, 943 3,482 24, 110 4 1,257
Georgia 2,593 4, 623 23, 116 38, 070
Kentucky 59 l 1, 157 29,059 4 1, 907
Louisiana 7,44 1 10,736 33,042 59, 197
Maryland 3,37 1 5,404 18,043 35,97 l
Missouri 1,775 2, 110 34,622
Mississippi 4, 183 4,873 18,467 27,543
North Carolina 6,380 8, 899 24. 272 38,011
Oklahoma 659 1,279 42,244 50,207
South Carolina 2,036 1, 895 15,513 20, 083
Tennessee 3,438 5,437 34,512 60,048
Texas 5,343 7,78 l 73,624 172, 182
Virginia 2,375 6,053 29,507 48,232
Total 49,774 70,885 449,596 774, 100
Source: Alan L. Sorkin, "A Comparison of Quality Characteristics in Negro
and White Public Colleges and Universities in the South". Journal of
Negro Educ ation
,
Vol. XXXVIII, Spring, 1969, p. 114.
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Potential for Black-white coalitions based upon similarity
m orientation and political philosophy of white and Black types
Subordinate Negro Dominant White
Social Order Soda! Order
Types Goals
A ny Afpans
Necessary Goals Means > Goals Means Types
Bind; Radical
Activist +> * <~ <~ <~ <~
;
' White
Radical
Black
Militant *b> + <- <~ • +
White
Ultra
-liberal
illnek
Revolutionary
*’r> +> <- <—
*
,
i
<~ <~
White
Revolutionary
Anomic
Activist o> +> — l* r , \\ 1
Conforming
Negro — <~ * +>
White Liberals
Conservatives
Table 4 points out that the white radical appears as a
’ potential ally of both Black radical activists and Black mili-
tants. Theoretically, this is entirely consistent with the polit-
ical orientations of all three types. Each is basically reformist
in orientation and committed to the use of means more
radical than non-violent, direct action but is short of pre-
meditated violence in efforts to achieve goals. However, while
the radical activist may seek a short-term coalition with white
radicals, based upon some predetermined and calculated -plan
of action or program, the militant will usually hold himself
aloof from such alliances unless he has no other alternative.
In short, he must he pushed to it. There seemingly is little
potential for either the radical activist or the militant to
enter into coalitions with white revolutionaries. The radicals’
aversion to calculated violence, when other means may bring
about desired reform, precludes him from such a move, and
the Black militant is reluctant, to join hands with white
revolutionaries (1) because of his need to relegate all whites
to the sphere of “outsiders” (the same basic reason for his
reluctance to enter into coalitions with white radicals who
manifest political orientations similar to his own); (2) be-
cause of his unwillingness to become involved in premeditated
activities which might act to jeopardize his goal of gradua-
tion and individual mobility within the existing social order;
and (3) because the white revolutionary, like his Black
counterpart, espouses a level of political sophistication and
commitment which is beyond the grasp of the Black militant.
Harry Edwards, Black Students, Free Press, 1970, pp. 196-197
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TABLE OF SELECTED ACTION PROJECTS
SCHOOL LOCATION
Several Local Atlanta, Ga.
Colleges
Malcolm X Greensboro, N.C.
Fisk University Nashville, Tenn.
Harvard University Washington, D.C.
Miles College Birmingham, Ala.
Morgan State Baltimore, HD.
North Carolina Greensboro, N.C.
A&T
Virginia Union Richmond, Vir~
University gin.i.a
CONCERNS OF PROJECT
Poverty, self-help, technical skills
Physical, social, psychological,
economical needs of the Black
community
Research, study and action on the
history, evolution and condition c£
the worldwide Black community
Community studies: educational
problems of older Blacks
Social sciences and community action,
citizenship education, housing and
urban renewal
Outstanding research and writings
on the Black Experience, Black
family, social change, Black though
Historical and contemporary Black
Experience, social, political and
economical conditions of Black
people
Extending professional laboratory ,
child development
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THE COMMUNITY SPEAKS
How well do you think the local Black college serves this
community ?
All over the southeastern U.S.A. I have asked this question. How
well do you think the local college serves this community ? The responses
were quite revealing. I had a feeling, kind of intuitively, that we college
folk did not fare so well in the eyes of the non-college folk, but tins faint
awareness did not really mean much at that time. Probably because I
reationalized how negative people were about colleges, blamed it on their
envy and jealousness and discounted it. But if you are not identifiable as
being connected with a college, and you search and probe among the
residents you learn how the community people feel, especially with a
little prompting.
I'm telling you it is not good, the local residents do not feel very
positive about what the nearest college is doing insofar as social uplift for
the so-called common man.
I do not claim that this survey is completely objective; I am also
aware that there may be aberrations or errors in technique that would
negate some of the responses or cause some of the data to be invalid.
However, in an attempt to correct for some sloppy sampling and data
collection, 1 did not use any response that I felt could have been influenced by
the respondents' awareness of my mission previous to his making a statement.
And of the final group I randomly selected the statements for presentation. In
spite of the professional inadequacies this is a candid collection of comments
made by local residents concerning what they think about the local college's
service to its community in 15 states located in southeastern United States.
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THE COMMUNITY SPEAKS
Comments made by local residents concerning what they think about
the local college's service to its community in 15 states located in south-
eastern U. S. A.
SENIOR C ITIZENS
5* "We don’t have no contacts. "
2 "Teachers don't have time to.
2 "Very poorly. "
4 "No services. "
5 "It don't serve at all. "
3 "I can't say. "
"Never see them. "
"Just teach the young folk. "
"By helping the students. "
"Keeping noise. "
JUST PEOPLE - MAN ON THE STREET
5* "They don't have no contacts with
poor folk. "
5 "Teachers don't have anything to
do with the common man. "
G "Not good. "
"Nothing. "
3 "Very little working together. "
"It's bad, man. "
3 "You never see them. "
2 "The president too busy. "
*Freojuency of comments made.
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NON-COLLEGE YOUTH COLLEGE STUDENTS
5
5
6
3
7
10
’’There is a wide gap. ”
"Pretty good. "
"Help you get an education. "
"Not the real problems. "
"College will help you get
a good job.
"
"Doesn't serve the community
the way it should. "
"Professional people think
and act like they are better
than you. "
5
2
2
7
'We have a wide gap. "
"A tutoring program. "
"Take veterans to church. "
"Only indirectly. "
"We have very little to do with
them. "
"We think we don't suppose to
associate with people down
there.
"
"It doesn’t at all. "
"I don't know of any service. "
'No, nothing. "It does not serve well
.
LOCAL BUSINESS OPERATORS
5 "Fair.
"
3 "No, not at all. "
"Not too good. "
"Sometimes, you know. "
5 "Sell ads for advertisements. "
6 "Don't have anything to do
with us. "
5 "Teachers think they're
better than us. "
2 "It could do something but
it won't. "
"Little. "
COMMUNITY SERVICE AGENCY
DIRECTORS
3 "Well."
5 "We have some small projects
with the college, not nearly
enough. "
2 "There is room for much
improvement. "
2 "The professors don't really
get involved with the people in
the community. "
2 "To think the Black college can
lift the community up is absurd.
5 "It does not have the facilities
to do so.
"
'It can only act as a catylyst. "
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A PAGE FROM THE PHOTOGRAPHIC CHRONOLOGY
To tap the vital resources of young Blacks this writer administered a
questionnaire to forty Black female students from Smith and Mt. Holyoke
Colleges in New England (See instrument at the end of this section). This
instrument was designed to gather information on hometown; Black population,
businesses, number of churches and nearest Black college. There were
questions which asked about the content courses in economics, Racism and
politics, the qualifications of a perofessor who might work in a department of
community and their opinions regarding what should be salvaged from our
American cultural heritage. The responses revealed insights into the mood and
tone of thinking amoung young Blank college ladies who are aware and concerned
about the plight of Black folk in this country.
This writer views the qualifications of teacher and educator as a vital
part in the successful operation of the DCA. Considering the unique demands
of members of the decision making administration the selection of directors
and coordinators will receive special attention. For example; what would be
the qualifications of a professor who will work in the DCA ?
From a survey conducted on college campuses the following items
seemed to be most representative of community, student and teacner responses.
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A BREAKDOWN OF THE RESPONSES TO A PAGE FROM THE BLACK
, photographic chronology
CONTENT Op DCA
Economics: Wha c should Blacks know about the economics in the Communi
1. Where Blacks stand economically in the U.S. and the local community /"/
2. We must question the basic economic laws of this nation?
; ; /
/
3. How to keep money in the Black community.
f
f
(
4. How the economics of Black community is run. A
5
- Consumption-production of Black community //
6. Everything
7. Input and output of money in Black community, j-hh / /
8. How taxes are spent in white and Black community.
9. How to make economic aid in Black community. 1
1
10. How to start Black businesses i
/
11. How ghettoes were formed economically and basis of ghetto >
I
12. How credic economy operates against Black community
13. Value of selective buying by Black community
14. Gather data from Black community on their conditions
15. How to exploit white man
16. How much money Black community needs for self-sufficiency
17. Business management problems of Blacks
18. Building planning
19. How we rob ourselves by putting money into white community
20. How to pool our resources
2J.. How to operate a successful business to make Blacks politically strong
and economically strong.
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22. How to bring money into Black community
, )
23. How to keep money in Black community
24. Relate Black community to larger community
25. lake a new approach to study of Black economics
26. Power structure of economic system in Black community
27. How to keep Black businesses sucessful
28. Hovv to get the white man out of the Black community
29. How to form Black cooperatives
30. Income or Black community and what should be done with it to improve
community and increase income.
31. Businesses that are in control by Black community
32. How can community college get more money
33. How to operate big business
Politics : What should Blacks knot/ about hthe political situations in
their communities?
1 . Present political strength of Black community //
2, How to make up for discrepancies in political power
3. National political machinesoperate against Blacks.
4. Locate political power sources - how to put it to work for Black people.
5. Follow election know candidates' records and past positions on issues
directly related, to Black community
6. Everything
7. Know political set-up
8. Check sincerity of candidates
9. How political power is built.
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10. Importance of vote and power J I / ^
11. How to get people out to vote
12. What's in it for Black community / 1 1
13. Platform of political candidates
14. Speak to the loop holes in platform of phoney candidates
15. What is in store politically for Black community
16. Political history of Black community ;// ,
17. Who are the Black political leaders )li 1 ( j
IS. Role of Blacks in politics ' i
J
19. Who will actually help Black community
]
20. Who to vote for that is responsive to Black community
21. How Blacks are faring politically
22. How we can help the situation
23. Need for Blacks in offices and on boards
24. See that we are rid of people out of touch with problems of Black
community / !
25. What are we going to get out of compromise
26. How to gain political power
27. Review political charters I
28. How to produce a sucessful Black candidate //'
29. Who is in power how to push for demands
30. Who represents Blacks (youths)
31. How college community can get more money
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QUALIFICATIONS OF PROFESSOR IN DCA
What should be the qualil ica.tions of’ a professor
community's Department of community?
Professor should:
.in. the Black
1. have rapport with community
2. understand needs of Black community M
3. must be black
4.
relate to Black community and communicate with residents O
B. must be adept at solving problems in Black community P
6. must know how to unite Black community
7. open-minded and receptive to new ideas j ' > |
8. realize desires of Black community
9. sensitive to conditions in Black community . —
10. be able to relate to Black community 1
1
I
11. Know residents of Black community /
12. be able to communicate with authority 1
lo. snould have experienced the feel and tempo of coiiimunity //
14. have and experienced some of same Black' experiences as communitv people
3.5. know through personal contact the problems and concerns of Black
community II 1 1 1 I
16. be able to identify with Black people and our needs
17. be in touch with Black community '
18. how Blacks can produce a sucessful candidate
19. possess Black awareness u
20. present a report of possible solutions
21. be acceptable by community people ' ^
The questionnaires which follow are copies of samples from the survey.
Date
:
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A PAGE FROM THE BLACK PHOTOGRAPHIC CHRONOLOGY
College : *_$VuA folk,6. He-tJ# /!/ Hi 7
V/b at is the approximate population of the Black community in yourhometown:
_SA U -0 Name of nearest Black College:./;.
Approximate number of churches in your neighborhood:
'JZ
List several different types of Black owned businesses in your community:
/ j/uakiU y(S7:ajj d, in ^vj 7/<*„, .//<•' /y
,,(/
-f- tcL'J.H. sJ#' ‘ AjIU.'.i -//Asit J /
i [t ar h/ tl/ , , z iuAicuJ
<5 . iJvirUi I, iMUHit hAkL'Jr-an /. aU/wjj-iJ MuP 4. (H-'JWhat do.-you think Black students should study in school about "the "economics
of t.heir community? , ,
%i' PtimLcUimp HmU vjo fjiM/u U/K/nU/dlok /'7 the
H^nUA/ihicH thu ^ZZuZ, . U. J : U H ItHUkCA • HploVxUhiu HJhHoH'liiL JJM/YHlt hio4 'i' >//// Ha //P/vVzX/'What do you think Black students should know about the poTicital situation -
in their community? 7/ - . . » l * ,)!>//' Y , A / - ^ ,•
, f> ,j Jfp mdjO fauUlyL-natr rdueiu autfa/i:i .
t&VJLfh; 'C(d^M:0^yO (iftaij HHM-HO /jlUnJjH iu. 1&J
\i',y H&ao'il
;
Hi V/ulIuJ
l
ijp in Mttf d’r/'r i'4M/X Zn ./ nr
,
: Ti / ',
\r>L. 0ur Black Wretchedness./irt consequence of the American cultural, press
Y^'
lU dr,J, (racism)*
:
l / , / p , 7/ • ! - What have We obtained from this American society that ve
Y-/ /.y-c {/ vci.
. / it tf
want to keep?
,
y ' ,-r* . , „ \ /-!)- . / 4 • , , ,
..
,
/*4 .jiltdc.cJiJ'Ui ( d< u/fAj/njy
'Htjl/LM/b
:.aO yiadA. IvrtsnX-tH Hm-H
T.TU ^ ^ .V * 1. , __ A v _ . __ , , . *1 r r» /
A
A,
What do iWe have, now that we want to get rid of?
hAJ] U o V/V /Z'H •)f //'Hi: // /?/ / x dJUXy n/ 'Hi /(^Lyo Tyl (J C'/H l ’
i< !~ (hi/ OHutiy, HinAitA A/tii A-nh'- /A.
VThat should be the most important qualifications of a professor who works
in the Department of Community?
.
s~b / . / , j . /, , j , i, .. f --P ^ «_//,
met AV A!d4tO AULpfAd- lliUh.J
' o cOVs)AV^uXjA--' (i iut ii/TL^LiAtd-AL/L-A tilt 1 ^
ypujilU-
-lectio tid citiiu vsdJ'u ilk
'
y&’/uzio*
In your opinion what can Black students do about the unique sociology'
(Black Experience) in their community? Hf /'Hi
ji'-n Ci
.
inn i/dln wdl'i>Hn/m.ZaZAtln /h
tihunUctiyO Did- (HVHqcJ' £t'0U ; •
^
See David Walker * s Appeal
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College;* y 77\ • Tt..j C r IL a ' u —S \ IHometown
Wir.t is the approximate population of the Black
hometown? community in vour
-'—A—' of nearest Black College:
approximate number of drenches in your neighbor’nood
:
/ , -
7/
List several different types of Black owned businesses in your community/? •
»
* * r* t \ 4. ' -y ^ / s ' / r
, \ ' . yy '/o- yyy -y
C - K-- J
-
- 7^^ f'tU',6 ,
1 i: . ? < 7 . A- - ( . _ > . .
- 6-/y
y y/7 U/
» X" s-'s
TJhai do you think Black students should study in school about the economic
of their community? /
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*
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/
What do you think Black students should know about- the policital situation
in their community? ,,
-
-X*
/ /
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'
X
, -y 7 77
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s y -y 73a y7 / X ' " / /7 - y
'
•• • y
vr
a7 /: ///O vya y y-JX
Our Black Wretchedness in consequence of the American cultural press
(racism) *
:
What have We obtained from this American society that we
want to keep? ^ 7- 1 / . A' : y' _ /)-- /
What do we have now that we want to get rid of? ' 7
- A A X’
.
'
' " y
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......
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What should be the most important qualifications of a professor who works
in the Department of Community? -
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a
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* X
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-
,
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In your opinion what can Black students do about the unique sociology
(Black Experience) in their community?
,
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Coll ege : ' , 1L
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What is the approximate population of the Black community in your /hometown? 2 ' -• '• ; Name of nearest Black College: (Ctlilix: 7? (/
Approximate number of churches in your neighborhood: -2) /'[ '/ )
List several different types of Black owned businesses in your community:
Em /tjrft :z £ (AurJjfcyuJ u) ,g^/L /V/hat do you think Black students should study in school about the economics
of their co—unity?
%-u)', az'-yj (U,Jl u,*/ieAjL £/^ jlc far***. o
ttUr/J. ci iGt it ///
/
What do you think Black students should know about the policital situation
in their community?
tfJour, i^fxJ fai/ -66 t-iiO TL-c^&iAj c.djx JiA.U-CLtuin'U
t/°)LG j'L'G/\ ///
Our Black Wretchedness in consequence of the American cultural press
(racism)*
:
What have We obtained from this American society that we
want to keep? j[ CiiLLy(j, /
What do we have now that we want to get rid of?
a &.( C ±c etc Lex ;£/il' I t/7ifU(- 1Cf / / v 7 V
t K&c/U:
What should be the most important qualifications of a professor who works
oC-in the Department of Community? \ ^ r 'A>' it- 66 <7
tfflU t ci L-X c/i Ylu to-uj.- J {
In your opinion what can Black students do about the unique sociology
(Black Experience) in their community? / -/ ^ '/ G/J / 7/ /
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What is the approximate
.population of the Black community in yourhometown? Name of nearest Black College:
Approximate number of churches in your neighborhood: fO
List several different types of Black owned businesses in your community:
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What do you think Black students should study in school about, the economics
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Our Black Wretchedness in consequence of the American, cultural press
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:
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What should be the most important qualifications of a professor who works
in the Department of Community?
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College : v // •?,.-> Hornet
What is the approximate population of the Black community in your
hometown? •
—
Name of nearest Black College:
Approximate number of churches in your neighborhood: /
Q
List several different types of Black owned businesses in your community:
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:
What have We obtained from this American society that we
want to keep?
/ j
What do we have now that we want to get rid of?
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College
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List several different types of Black owned businesses in your
community:
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